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“A! person! who! never! made! a! mistake! never! tried!anything!new.”!
"!Albert!Einstein!!
!
“Shoot! for! the! moon.! Even! if! you! miss,! you’ll! land!among!the!stars.”!
"!Les!Brown!
!
“A! fool! thinks! himself! to! be! wise,! but! a! wise! man!knows!himself!to!be!a!fool.”!
"!William!Shakespeare!!
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The! lithium*sulphur! couple! has! such! a! high! theoretical! energy! density! that,! in! principle,! it!could!contribute!significant!weight!and!cost!savings!for!launching!a!spacecraft.!The!principle!aim!of!this!study!was!to!determine!the!suitability!of!lithium*sulphur!cell!technology!for!space!industry! applications! by! considering! all! areas! of! performance,! modelling! and! electronic!protection!requirements.!!
This!thesis!is!split!into!three!main!areas.!Firstly,!after!examining!the!background!material,!the!current! state! of! the! lithium*sulphur! electrochemistry! is! analysed! in! detail.! It! is! of! great!importance! to! have! a! clear! understanding! of! the! cell’s! electrochemical! and! chemical!interactions!as!they!can!be!used!to!explain!the!performance!characteristics!of!the!cell!later!in!the!work.!!
On! completion! of! the! electrochemical! analysis! the! thesis! then! goes! on! to! describe! a! set! of!electrical!and!thermal!characterisation!tests,!the!results!of!which!are!used!to!establish!a!novel!equivalent! circuit! model! of! a! Li*S! battery.! The! equivalent! circuit! modelling! method! was!chosen! mainly! for! its! ease! of! implementation! into! a! full! power! system! model! and! for! its!adaptability! to! future! cell! variations,! both! of! which! are! important! for! the! intended!application.! The! resultant! model! uses! electrical,! thermal! and! “split! capacity”! domains! to!successfully!predict!cell!performance.!
Further! characterisation! testing! results! are! then! analysed! with! a! view! to! specifying! the!electrical!protection!requirements!of!a!Li*S!battery!management!system!suitable!for!different!space! industry! applications.! It! was! determined! that! the! Li*S! cell! has! safety! and! protection!needs! that! exceed! that! of! lithium*ion! batteries,! as! well! as! requiring! a! robust! housing!structure,!reducing!the!energy!density!of!the!battery!pack.!






















































































































































































Since"the"dawn"of"the"Space"Age"humankind"has"witnessed"the"evolution"of"an"industry"once"limited" to" the" imaginary"world"of" science" fiction."From"the" launch"of" the"very" first"artificial"satellite," Sputnik" I," in" 1957," to" the" present" day’s" technological" wonder," the" International"Space"Station"(ISS),"the"demand"for"satellite"technology"continues"to"increase."Space"missions"come"in"all"shapes"and"sizes"and"allow"us"to"do"things"that"most"of"us"take"for"granted."We"can"communicate"with"people"on"the"other"side"of"the"world"at"any"time"of"the"day"or"night,"we"are"able"to"know"exactly"where"we"are"on"the"Earth's"surface"down"to"an"astonishing"degree"of"accuracy,"we"can"organise"military"operations"and"monitor" international" treaties,"we"can"find"out"invaluable"information"about"the"planet"that"we"live"on"from"weather"forecasting"to"climate"change"to" live"monitoring"of"natural"disasters,"we"can"go"beyond"our"own"planet"to"explore" other" bodies" in" our" solar" system" and" we" can" even" look" into" the" depths" of" the"Universe," to" the" beginning" of" time" itself," and" try" to" uncover" the" mysteries" hidden" there."Exploring"the"last"frontier"is"still"in"its"infancy"and"even"though"we"have"come"a"long"way"in"the"last"few"decades"there"is"much"more"out"there"for"spaceKfaring"crafts"to"achieve."1.2 Batteries(in(Space"




source"to"drive"them"for"the"duration"of"the"mission."The"most"popular"system"for"powering"EarthKorbiting"satellites" is" the"combination"of"a" solar"array"and"a"secondary" (rechargeable)"battery." " In"this"case," the"satellite’s"electrical"power" is"generated"by"solar"radiation" incident"on"a"photovoltaic"cell"array.""A"secondary"battery,"which"is"charged"by"the"solar"array"during"periods"of"sunlight,"provides"the"required"power"during"eclipse"or"if"there"is"an"extra"power"demand." This" battery" usually" constitutes" a" significant" proportion" of" the" total" mass" of" the"spacecraft."Without" rechargeable"batteries" it"would"be" extremely"difficult" and"expensive" to"power"an"EarthKorbiting"satellite"during"periods"of"eclipse."
Batteries"are," in" fact,"used"across" the"whole"spectrum"of" space"activities."They"also"provide"power"to"launch"vehicle"subsystems,"planetary"landers,"rovers"and"other"unique"applications"such"as"the"Extravehicular"Mobility"Unit"(EMU)"used"by"astronauts"during"spacewalks.""
1.2.1 Space)battery)evolution)Various"rechargeable"cell" chemistries"have"been"qualified" for"use" in"space."Some"aspects"of"the"most" common" cell" chemistry’s" performance" characteristics" are" compared" in" Table" 1.1."The"cycle"life"is"given"for"a"battery"discharged"by"approximately"30%"of"its"full"charge"before"being"recharged"again,"which"is"a"common"scheme"for"EarthKorbiting"satellites."
Cell)Chemistry) Energy)Density) Cycle)Life)Nickel"Cadmium"(NiCd)" 25Wh/kg" ~"30,000"Nickel"Hydrogen"(NiH2)" 65K70"Wh/kg" ~"46,000"LithiumKion" 130K175"Wh/kg" >10,000"
"
Table)1.1:"A"comparison"of"the"main"rechargeable"batteries"used"in"EarthKorbiting"satellites"




to"the"environment."NiH2"cells"also"have"a"higher"energy"density"of"around"65Wh/kg"[1]"but"these" cells" are" expensive" to" manufacture" because" they" are" customKbuilt." In" the" early" 21st"century,"with" the" rapid"advancement"of" lithiumKion"cell" technology," the"use"of"nickelKbased"batteries" in"satellite"applications"began"to"decline."LiKion"cells"are"now"the"power"source"of"choice" for" most" power" system" designers." The" LiKion" cells" currently" used" in" space" are"lightweight" and" have" a" high" energy" density" ranging" between" 130K175" Wh/kg," which"continues"to"improve"(see"Section"3.3)."They"also"exhibit"a"very"long"cycle"life"of"over"10,000"cycles" at" low" depths" of" discharge" [5,6]" although" they" do" require" careful" management" to"operate"safely."The" ISS"uses"NiH2"batteries" to"provide"power"during"eclipse" [7]"but" there" is"currently"an"operation"underway"to"replace"these"cells"with"LiKion"[8]."
1.2.2 Space)battery)applications)Satellites"in"a"low"Earth"orbit"(LEO)"orbit"the"Earth"approximately"once"every"100"minutes."Of"these"100"minutes"about"65"minutes"are"spent" in"sunlight"while" the"rest" is"spent" in"eclipse"[9]."A"battery"that"is"required"to"power"a"satellite"for"35"minutes"out"of"every"100"undergoes"around" 5500" cycles" per" year." In" contrast," satellites" in" a" geostationary" Earth" orbit" (GEO)"experience"less"frequent"eclipses,"spending"between"1"and"72"minutes"in"eclipse"for"a"total"of"90" days" per" year." The" rest" of" the" time" is" spent" in" full" sunlight" [9,10]" and" so" GEO" satellite"batteries" are" therefore" required" to" perform" fewer" cycles" than" LEO"batteries." Batteries" that"power"these"types"of"satellite"must"have"a"very"long"cycle"life."
A" launch"vehicle" is" essentially"a" rocket" that" carries"a"variety"of"payloads" into" space,"but" its"design" is" not" simple;" it" has" a"multitude" of" subsystems" that" are" needed" to" operate" it" safely.""Several"different"batteries"are"required"to"operate"a"variety"of"launch"vehicle"systems"such"as"avionics," flight" termination" systems" (FTS)," stage" separation" pyrotechnics," thrust" vector"control" (TVC)" and" telemetry" [9]." The"Ariane"V" launch" vehicle," for" example," has"17"primary"and"secondary"batteries"that"are"used"to"power"these"subsystems"[11]."




high" capacity" so" that" it" can" continue" to" operate" throughout" the"whole" launch"phase,"which"may"last"a"number"of"hours"[12]."The"Ariane"V"launch"vehicle,"for"example,"requires"4kWh"of"energy" over" a" period" of" 6" hours" [13]." Batteries" with" a" high" energy" density" are" therefore"desirable" for" the" avionics" system." In" contrast," the" batteries" that" power" the" FTS" and" the"pyrotechnics"used"for"stage"separation"provide"short"bursts"of"high"current"during"the"launch"phase"[14]."High"power"batteries"that"can"deliver"large"pulsed"discharge"currents"are"suitable"for"these"systems."The"SAFT"VL5U"cell," for"example,"can"deliver"up"to"10,000W"of"power" in"200ms"pulses"[15]."Some"examples"of"these"types"of"battery"are"shown"in"Figure"1.1.""
 
Figure)1.1:"ABSL"launch"vehicle"batteries"[12]"







Spacecraft"that"visit"other"bodies"in"the"solar"system"generate"their"own"power,"usually"via"a"radioisotope" thermoelectric" generator" (RTG)," as," at" these" distances," the" Sun’s" rays" are" too"weak"to"power"a"photovoltaic"array."Once"at"its"destination"a"battery"may"be"required"to"fulfil"the"power"demand"of"the"mission"payload,"whether"it"is"a"satellite"orbiting"another"planet,"a"rover"travelling"around"an"extraKterrestrial"surface,"or"a"scientific"probe."The"Huygens"probe,"for"example,"took"seven"years"to"reach"Titan,"one"of"Saturn’s"moons,"on"the"back"of"the"Cassini"spacecraft." Once" Huygens" had" separated" from" Cassini," primary" lithiumKsulphur" dioxide"(LiSO2)" cells" were" used" to" power" the" probe" for" the" three" hours" spent" descending" to" and"gathering" data" from" the" surface" of" the" moon." These" cells" were" chosen" for" their" ability" to"retain"a"high"capacity"whilst"remaining"inactive"for"a"number"of"years"[16,17]."
1.2.3 Operational)environment)The" environmental" factors" that" may" affect" the" operation" of" a" spaceKfaring" battery" are"reviewed"here."
Launch)phase)






the"ground."The"effect"is"that"objects"in"orbit"around"the"Earth"appear"weightless"even"though"gravity" itself" is" relatively" unchanged." All" spacecraft" also" experience" the" extremely" low"density,"pressure"and"temperature"of"the"vacuum"of"space."Combined,"these"effects"influence"the"thermal"management"of"the"battery."Where"there"is"no"gravitational"effect"or"atmosphere"for"convection"and"nothing"to"conduct"heat"away"from"the"spacecraft"(although"heat"can"be"conducted"through"the"spacecraft"structure)"the"only"natural"means"to"keep"a"spacecraft"cool"is" through" radiation." The" battery" could" also" conduct" heat" through" its" connections" to" the"spacecraft" structure," though" these" connections" can"be"minimal."Beyond" the" ideal" operating"range,"generally"between"0℃K20℃,"battery"performance"starts"to"degrade."
Solar)activity)
Thermal" radiation" from" the" Sun" incident" on" a" spacecraft" causes" it" to" heat" up" considerably"and," as" previously" discussed," there" are" problems" with" effectively" dissipating" this" heat." In"contrast," the" temperature" of" space" in" a" near" vacuum" is" only" 3K" and" so," in" addition" to" the"thermal" changes" associated" with" moving" in" and" out" of" eclipse," there" is" a" temperature"variation" caused" by" one" side" of" the" spacecraft" facing" the" Sun"whilst" the" other" is" in" shade."Large" thermal" gradients" across" the" spacecraft" could" have" a" significant" effect" on" the"performance"of"a"battery"[20],"as"cells"of"dissimilar"temperature"perform"and"age"differently"[21,22]."In"most"cases,"however,"a"spacecraft"battery"would"be"thermally"managed"to"within"a"few"degrees"of"20℃"using"a"combination"of"insulation,"heat"sinks"and"heaters"[10]."





All" spacecraft" batteries" have" one" critical" factor" that" engineers" strive" to" optimise:" specific"energy." The" amount" of" energy" that" a" battery" can" deliver" per" unit" mass" is" of" paramount"importance" to" an" industry"where" the"mass"of" the"payload"has"a"direct" correlation"with" the"cost"of"launching"it."For"LEO"satellites"the"cost"usually"ranges"between"US$4000K6000"per"kg"of"payload"while"GEO"satellites"can"be"more"than"5"times"that"amount"[23]."An"increase"in"the"specific"energy"of"a"battery"means"that"a"smaller"or"lighter"battery"may"accomplish"the"same"performance"as" an"older"battery" type,"whilst" saving"on"volume"or"mass"or"both."A" smaller,"lighter"battery"requires" less"support,"which"has"a"knock"on"effect"on" the"mass"of" the"entire"spacecraft" [24]." An" apparently" minor" saving" in" weight" in" the" beginning" could" turn" into" a"major"cost"saving"down"the"line.""In"addition,"it"is"important"to"realise"that"the"battery"is"a"key"system"and"there"would"be"no"mission"without"one."Using"a"heavier"battery"could"be"at"the"expense" of" part" of" the"payload;" a" scientific" instrument"might" be" dropped" from" the"mission"objectives"if"the"satellite"is"too"heavy."Therefore,"any"saving"on"the"mass"of"a"battery,"or"any"other"subsystem,"may"allow"a"payload"to"fly"that"otherwise"would"not"have.""
With" the" increased"demand" for"satellite" functionality"comes"an" increase" in" the"requirement"for"electrical"power."The"LiKion"chemistry"is"approaching"its"technological" limits,"so"this"can"only"translate"into"a"larger"battery."Increasing"cell"(or"any"part)"numbers"also"increases"mass"and" cost" and" reduces" the" reliability" of" the" system." A" new" battery" chemistry" that" is" lighter"whilst"still"delivering"the"same"or"more"energy"is"actively"sought"after"for"this"industry."1.4 LithiumKSulphur'Technology"




energy"density"of"equal"value"(320Wh/l)."This"means"that"a"lithiumKsulphur"battery"weighing"1kg" delivers" the" same" energy" as" a" 2.5kg" lithiumKion" battery," whilst" occupying" the" same"volume." Alternatively," a" 1kg" lithiumKsulphur" battery" delivers" 2.5" times" the" energy" of" a"lithiumKion"battery"of"the"same"mass,"although"it"occupies"a"larger"volume."If"this"increase"can"be"exploited"it"would"be"a"huge"leap"forward"for"the"space"industry."Satellite"designers"could"either" continue" to" allocate" the" same" volume" for" the" battery" and" can" expect" the" same"performance"for"40%"of"the"mass;"else"they"could"allocate"the"same"mass"as"they"would"for"a"lithiumKion"battery"and"expect"a"250%"increase" in"energy"capability." It" is"expected" that" the"specific"energy"of"the"cell"will"rise"in"the"coming"years"and"with"a"theoretical"specific"energy"of"~2550"Wh/kg"[25]"there"is"huge"room"for" improvement."The"high"specific"energy"of"LiKS"cells"means"that"they"have"the"potential"to"become"the"next"generation"of"batteries"in"space.""1.5 Research!Objectives"
Theoretically"LiKS"has"the"ability"to"outperform"lithiumKion,"but"in"reality"there"are"numerous"obstacles,"such"as"low"cycleKlife,"capacity"degradation"and"swelling,"that"need"to"be"addressed."However," technological" advancements" in" recent" years" and" ongoing" improvements" to" the"chemical" composition" of" the" cell" promise" to" reduce" the" imperfections" currently" seen." The"potential" for" the" lithiumKsulphur" chemistry" to" surpass" lithiumKion" cannot" be" ignored" as" it"could"make"a"significant"impact"on"the"future"of"space"exploration,"although"this"idea"has"not"yet"been"addressed" in" the" literature." In"order" that" the" cell"be"adopted" for"use"by" the" space"industry" it" is" important" that" the" issues"associated"with" implementing"a"new"technology"are"addressed.""The"objectives"of"this"work"are"therefore"set"to:"




2. Determine) the) functionality) of) the) battery)management) system) (BMS):" SpaceKfaring" batteries" must" be" electronically" protected" in" order" to" prevent" a" failure" that"could" reduce," or" end," the" life" of" the" mission." Characterisation" tests" reveal" the"strengths"and"weaknesses"of" the"cell"and"can"be"used" to"define" the" functionality" for"bespoke"battery"management"circuitry."The"focus"should"be"on"the"features"of"the"LiKS"cell" that" affect" BMS" design" and" functionality," rather" than" on" any" specific" mission"requirements,"as"these"vary"considerably"between"missions."3. Establish)the)suitability)of)the)LiCS)cell)for)space)applications:"The"results"of"the"characterisation" testing," the" results" of" cell" modelling" and" the" requirements" of" the"battery"management"system"combine"to"allow"an"analysis"of"the"suitability"of"the"LiKS"cell"for"the"space"industry."
In"the"remainder"of"this"chapter"the"factors"that"contribute"to"each"of"the"above"objectives"are"reviewed."1.6 Battery'Modelling"





be"subjected"to"over"the"duration"of"the"mission."This"tool"is"vital"in"the"planning"of"a"space"mission" and," once" operational," it" requires" no" testing" of" real" batteries" or" any" knowledge" of"electrochemistry" by" the" end" user." The" battery"model" may" also" be" incorporated" into" a" full"power" system"model" so" that" all" of" the" components" of" the" power" system" can" be" optimised."Using"a"model" instead"of"a"real"battery"saves"time,"cost"and"labour"and"also"removes"safety"concerns,"all"of"which"are"valuable"to"any"business.""
The"battery"model"may"continue"to"be"used"even"after"the"spacecraft"has"been"launched." In"some" applications" it" may" be" necessary" to" incorporate" parts" of" a" battery" model" into" the"battery" management" system" itself" so" that" it" can" judge" the" state" of" the" battery" and" react"accordingly."Additionally,"the"ground"team"may"use"the"battery"model"to"judge"if"the"battery"could" survive" a"mission" extension." Such" a"model"was" used" to" approve" an" extension" to" the"Mars"Express"mission"[26]."
Determining"the"purpose"of"the"battery"model"and"the"applications"it"is"used"for"in"the"space"industry"defines"the"way"the"model"is"created."For"example,"a"branch"of"modelling"that"deals"with" the" electrochemical" processes" that" occur" within" a" cell" aids" manufacturers" with" the"chemical" optimisation" of" their" cell." However," it" is" not" in" the" interest" of" the" power" system"designer" to" improve"on" the" chemical" composition"of" the"battery" and" cell"manufacturers"do"not"usually"make"the"required"details"of"a"cell’s"chemical"composition"available."




1.6.1 Modelling)of)lithiumCsulphur)batteries)LithiumKsulphur"batteries"have"not"been"modelled"to"the"same"level"of"detail"as"other"battery"chemistries."The"electrochemical"processes"in"this"cell"are"far"more"complex"than"for"lithiumKion" and" are" still" not" fully" understood." There" are" a" multitude" of" intermediate" reduction"species,"the"concentrations"of"which"vary"with"temperature"and"the"level"of"charge"in"the"cell,"which" makes" accurate" electrochemical" modelling" very" difficult." Kumaresn," Mikhaylik" and"White,"of"Sion"Power"Corporation"reported"an"electrochemical"model"for"LiKS"in"2008"[27]"of"which"the"aim"was"for"cell"optimisation"purposes"only"and"did"not"deal"with"cell"charging"or"temperature" dependencies." Detailed" knowledge" of" the" various" species" concentrations,"thermodynamics" and" kinetic" properties" of" the" electrolyte," which" is" usually" proprietary"information,"are"required"for"a"full"analysis.""
Sion" Power" Corporation" has" published" work" on" the" modelling" of" the" electrochemical"mechanisms"behind"a"chemical"shuttle" found" in"LiKS"cells,"detailed" in"Chapter"3"[28]."Again,"the" shuttle" phenomenon" is" an" electrochemical" process" that" requires" many" proprietary"parameters" in"order"to"be"modelled"accurately"and"even"these"authors,"with"access"to"all"of"their"classified"data,"had"to"make"assumptions"and"simplifications,"such"as"discounting"Ohmic"resistances."Also,"at"the"time"this"paper"was"written"the"chemical"composition"of"the"cell"had"not"been"developed"to"its"current"state"and"further"modifications"to"the"cell"chemistry"were"subsequently"made"to" limit"the"chemical"shuttle"[29]"again"changing"the"model"parameters."There"are"no"examples"of"equivalent"circuit"models"implemented"for"the"LiKS"cell"chemistry"in"the"literature."




In" work" completed" by" another" LiKS" cell" manufacturer," Oxis" Energy," an" impedance"spectroscopy" study" was" made" with" a" view" to" fitting" the" impedance" data" to" an" equivalent"circuit"similar"to"Randle’s"impedance"model"(see"Section"2.4)"[32]."The"aim"of"the"work"was"to" discover"more" about" the"movements" of" the" lithium"polysulphide" species" present" during"intermediate"states"of"charge."Although"a"full"equivalent"circuit"model"was"not"described,"the"data" does" provide" an" insight" into" the" variation" of" internal" resistances" as" the" cell" is" cycled."Dependencies"such"as"temperature"are"not"accounted"for."1.7 Battery'Management'in'Space"
Batteries"used"for"any"application"usually"require"careful"management"if"they"are"expected"to"perform"correctly"under" the" specified" conditions."All" batteries" should"be"operated"within" a"specific"range"of"temperatures,"currents"and"voltages,"values"of"which"vary"between"cell"types"and"are"provided"by" the"manufacturer."For"example,"a"standard"ABSL"18650HC" lithiumKion"cell"may"only"be"operated"between"the"voltages"of"2.5V"to"4.2V"and"at"temperatures"between"K30℃"and"60℃"[33]."Outside"of"these"ranges"the"performance"and"safety"of"the"battery"may"be" compromised." For" spacecraft" batteries," more" restricted" ranges" may" need" to" be"implemented"in"order"to"obtain"the"best"performance"from"the"cell"and"to"ensure"the"mission"does"not"end"prematurely"due"to"degradation"of"the"battery."In"all"instances"a"cell"must"never"exceed" the" safety" ranges" provided" by" the" manufacturer," due" to" the" potential" for" severe"damage"a"battery"may"cause"to"a"spacecraft,"which,"once"in"orbit,"cannot"be"repaired.""





























• The"BMS"must"be"as"simple"and"reliable"as"possible."There"should"be"no"single"point"failures" in" the" circuit" design" that" could" prevent" the" BMS" from" functioning" or" cause"damage"to"the"battery"should"a"component"fail."
• The" BMS" should" be" of" low" volume" and"weight" so" as" to" have"minimal" effect" on" the"energy"density"of"the"battery"pack."
• The"BMS"should"not"draw"excess"current" from"the"battery"so"as" to"compromise" the"performance"of"the"battery"in"its"intended"application."
• The" BMS" must" not" cause" cell" voltage" imbalances" or" cause" overdischarge" from"excessive"current"drain"on"the"battery."
• The" BMS" should" be" adaptable" to" any" battery" topology," including" possible" cell" and"string"failures"within"the"battery."
1.7.1 BMS)design)The"first"stage"in"designing"a"BMS"is"to"determine"the"chemistry"of"the"cells"to"be"used"in"the"battery." In" knowing" this," the" safety" and" operational" limits" are" known" from" information"provided"by"the"manufacturer."The"battery"topology"must"then"be"calculated,"i.e."the"number"of" cells" in" the"battery"and" the"series"and"parallel" configuration" in"which" they"are"arranged."The"battery’s"topology"arises"from"the"power"requirements"of"the"spacecraft."The"number"of"cells"connected"in"series"(a"string)"determines"the"voltage"of"the"battery,"while"the"number"of"strings" connected" in" parallel" determines" the" capacity" and" maximum" current" rate" of" the"battery."The"battery" topology"affects" the"design"of" the"BMS" in" that"a" larger"number"of" cells"generally"require"more"management"than"a"battery"comprising"a"lower"number"of"cells."This"is" mainly" due" to" the" thermal" management" and" cellKbalancing" requirements," which" are"described"in"Section"2.2.1.""




1.7.2 Cell)and)battery)protection)and)monitoring)The" level" of" protection" the" battery" requires" depends" on" the" cell" chemistry" used." Nickel"cadmium" cells," for" example," are" tolerant" to" overcharge," whereas" lithiumKion" cells" become"dangerous"when"charged"to"voltages"above"4.2V."Some"LiKion"cells"are"manufactured"in"very"large" batches" so" their" characteristics" are" highly" similar." Consequently," monitoring" series"string" voltages" and" dividing" by" the" number" of" series" cells" is" equivalent" to" monitoring"individual" cell" voltages," only" using" less" circuitry." Other" LiKion" batteries" cannot" be" so" well"matched"and"require"additional"monitoring"and"bypass"circuitry."
Continually" adding" complex" circuitry" to" a" battery" system"may" have" advantages" for" battery"performance"and"protection"but"equally"it"may"have"a"detrimental"effect."Protection"circuitry"requires"power," provided"by" the"battery" itself." This"power" requirement" reduces" the"power"available" to" the" spacecraft" and" increases" the" risk" of" overKdischarging" the"battery." The"BMS"designer"must"also"strive" for" the"simplest," lightest"and"most"reliable"design"possible,"whilst"also"providing"the"protection"essential"to"maintaining"battery"performance"and"safety.""
1.7.3 Optimising)battery)performance)Optimising"the"performance"of"the"battery"is"not"vital"to"the"safety"of"the"battery."However,"in"missions"of"long"duration,"where"the"battery"is"required"to"perform"well"for"up"to"15"years,"in"the"case"of"some"LEO"satellites,"the"power"system"designers"seek"to"minimise"degradation"of"battery"performance"with"time."Obtaining"the"maximum"energy"from"the"battery"for"as"many"cycles"as"possible"is"the"goal,"but"this"is"not"always"achievable."Novel"charging"algorithms,"for"example,"may" sacrifice" a" small" amount" of" energy" from" the" battery," by" charging" to" a" lower"voltage"for"example"[35],"but"this"can"reduce"cell"degradation"and"the"lifetime"of"the"battery"is"increased."For"short"duration"missions"the"increase"in"lifetime"may"not"be"important"and"the"additional"complexity"in"the"circuitry"is"therefore"unnecessary."





An"additional"consideration"is"that"of"thermal"gradients."A"thermal"gradient"across"a"battery"would" cause" even" well" matched" cells" to" age" differently" and," as" internal" resistance" is"temperature" dependent," cause" the" cells" to" have" nonKuniform" internal" resistances." Other"temperature" dependent" cell" characteristics," such" as" selfKdischarge," may" also" vary" slightly"between" matched" cells" eventually" creating" an" imbalance." This" makes" the" thermal"management"of"a"battery"crucial"to"maintaining"the"uniformity"of"cells."
1.7.4 Battery)state)of)charge)determination)Battery" voltage," temperature" and" current" are" parameters" that" need" to" be" monitored"continuously." Looking" at" an" instantaneous" snapshot" of" these" values" at" any" given" point"however" does" not" always" provide" the" required" information." One" of" the" most" important"battery" parameters" its" state" of" charge" (SoC)." The" state" of" charge" is" the" amount" of" useable"charge" remaining" in" the" battery" under" given" conditions." Unless" one" of" the" directly"measurable" variables," such" as" voltage" or" temperature," has" a" precise" relationship" with" the"state" of" charge" then" it" must" be" calculated" by" other" means." State" of" charge" determination"methods"are"reviewed"in"Section"2.2.2."




A" full" LiKS" battery"management" system"has" not" been" described" in" the" literature" nor" is" one"commercially"available,"especially"not"for"space"applications."The"number"of"cells"produced"in"a"batch"does"not"appear"to"be"high."This"implies"that"the"level"of"cell"matching"will"be"low"and"cellKbalancing"circuitry"is"likely"to"be"necessary.""A"safety"report"published"in"2001"suggested"that" double" redundancy" analogue" and" digital" electronics" should" be" used" in" the" protection"circuitry"as"well"as"a"PTC"thermistor"fuse"[36]."It"is"also"suggested"that"the"LiKS"cell"performs"best"with"a"proprietary"charging"algorithm,"although"no"details"of"this"are"given,"and"that"the"BMS" will" differentiate" between" different" cell" models." However," this" paper" is" now" over" 10"years"old"and,"as" it"makes"reference"to"the"cell’s"ability" to"accept"overcharge"(which" is"now"not"the"case,"see"Chapter"3"for"details),"it"is"out"of"date."
More"recently,"in"2010,"Sion"Power"Corporation"announced"that"their"LiKS"cells"had"been"used"to"power" the"record"breaking" longest"duration"unmanned" flight"of"QinetiQ’s"Zephyr"vehicle"[37,38]."Due"to"the"very"low"temperatures"experienced"on"the"flight"(K75℃)"it"was"necessary"for" the" BMS" to" include" a" custom" pack" heating" system" [38]." A" press" release" from" 2007"confirms" that" Nexergy" was" commissioned" to" build" the" battery" pack" and" management"electronics" for" this" application" [39]." In" this" press" release" Nexergy" imply" a" sophisticated"charge"management"circuit"was"designed"for"use"with"solar"arrays"in"unpredictable,"varying"sunlight"conditions,"very"different"to"the"predictable"nature"of"spacecraft"orbits."This"charge"management" scheme" is" further" detailed" in" [40]." They" also" imply" active" cellKbalancing" was"used" to"maintain" pack" balance" and" safety" devices"were" used" to" prevent" thermal" runaway,"though"details"are"not"given."Further"protection"circuitry,"developed"by"Nexergy,"to"prevent"the"swelling"of"LiKS"cells"is"detailed"in"[41]."





Chapter) 2" describes" the" state" of" the" art" in" spacecraft" and" launch" vehicle" batteries." The"current"techniques"used"for"battery"modelling"and"battery"management"that"are"available"in"the"public"domain"are"reviewed."
Chapter)3"describes"the"electrochemistry"of"the"LiKS"cell"in"detail."The"charge"and"discharge"characteristics"are"explained"as"well"as"unconventional"characteristics,"specifically"including"swelling"and"the"polysulphide"shuttle"mechanism."The"LiKS"cell" is"then"compared"to"state"of"the"art"batteries"and"their"advantages"and"disadvantages"are"discussed."
Chapter)4"discusses"the"selection"of"the"LiKS"cell"used"for"testing."Following"this,"the"methods"and" techniques"used" for" the" characterisation"of" the" chosen" cell" are"described"and"each" cell"level"and"battery"level"test"is"detailed."
Chapter)5"gives"the"results"of"the"cell"level"characterisation"tests."
Chapter) 6" shows" the" development" of" an" integrated" LiKS" cell" model" from" design" to"implementation" and" its" subsequent" conversion" into" a" full" battery" model." The" optimised"model"design"is"verified"against"real"test"data"collected"under"a"variety"of"conditions."
Chapter) 7" presents" the" results" of" battery" level" and" abuse" testing" and" describes" the"implications"that"the"results"have"for"the"design"of"a"BMS."The"required"functionality"for"a"LiKS"battery"management"system"is"proposed."In"addition,"an"ideal"battery"topology"is"discussed."
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In# this# chapter# the# state# of# the# art# in# batteries# currently# used# in# the# space# industry# are#described.# Following# this,# a# review# is# made# of# the# electronic# techniques# used# in# a# battery#management#system#to#facilitate#the#safe#and#efficient#operation#of#the#battery.#There#is#also#an# investigation# into# the# methods# used# to# model# battery# characteristics# so# that# their#performance#can#be#predicted#for#their#chosen#application.#2.1 State%of%the%Art!Space!Batteries#
There#are#many#manufacturers#that#provide#the#space#batteries#required#for#the#applications#described#in#Section#1.2.2.#The#state#of#the#art#in#battery#technology#has#almost#fully#moved#into# the# LiBion# family# of# cell# chemistries# [1].# NiH2# cells# are# still# made# by# Eagle# Pitcher#Technologies# and# SAFT# Batteries# [2,3,4].# SAFT# also# produce# a# range# of# primary# cells# and#rechargeable# NiCd# batteries# for# launch# vehicle# and# interplanetary# probe# applications,# but#both#companies#also#have#a#large#range#of#LiBion#cell#technologies#in#their#portfolio.#In#fact,#it#is#possible#that#LiBion#will#eventually#replace#primary#batteries,#such#as#silverBzinc,#on#launch#vehicles#as#the#specific#energy#advantage#that#silverBzinc#cells#originally#had#over#old#nickel#technologies# has# now# been# bridged.# Launch# vehicle# batteries# are# only# used# once,# and# the#flight#battery#cannot#be#thoroughly#tested.#LiBion#cells#are#rechargeable#and#so#what#was#once#an#unBtestable#primary#battery#could#become#a#testable#singleBuse#secondary#battery.#
Other# companies# that# manufacture# batteries# used# in# space# applications# are# Quallion,# GS#Yuasa#and#Lithion#(Yardney).#All#offer#LiBion#batteries#for# launch#vehicle,#satellite#and#space#exploration#applications#such#as#the#Mars#Rover#[5].#Their#cells#are#usually#large#prismatic#or#cylindrical#cells# that#are#of#a#high#capacity#and#can#weigh#anything# in# the#region#of#300g#to#
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5kg.#Currently#the#highest#specific#energy#for#a#LiBion# largeBscale#cell# is#between#110Wh/kg#and#175Wh/kg#depending#on#whether#the#cell#is#to#be#used#for#high#power#applications#or#for#high#energy,#long#duration#missions.#SAFT’s#VES180#cell,#for#example,#has#a#specific#energy#of#175Wh/kg,#a#capacity#of#50Ah#and#can#handle#a#discharge#current#rate#of#100A#[6].#This#cell#is#suitable# for#high#energy#EarthBorbiting#satellite#applications.#Their#VL34P#cell,#on# the#other#hand,#has#a#capacity#of#34Ah#and#a#lower#specific#energy#but#can#handle#a#greater#continuous#discharge#current#(up#to#500A),#so#it#is#ideal#for#high#power#launch#vehicle#applications.#
ABSL#Space#Products#provide#space#batteries#made#of#commercial#offBtheBshelf#(COTS)#cells#that#are#much#smaller#than#the#large#cells#described#previously.#They#are#cylindrical#‘18650’#cells#of#18mm#x#65mm#dimensions#and#weigh#only#40g# [7].#ABSL#provide#a# range#of# space#battery# solutions# including# high# voltage# and# high# energy# cells.# Their# heritage# cell,# the#18650HC#cell,#has#a#specific#energy#of#130Wh/kg#and#a#capacity#of#1.5Ah.# Improvements#to#the# capacity# of# commercial# 18650# cells# have# occurred# over# the# years# with# some# even#reaching# 3Ah# per# cell# [8].# ABSL’s# 18650HC# cell,# although# of# lower# capacity,# has# remained#unchanged#in#chemistry#since#1996#and#has#been#flown#in#space#for#over#a#decade#[9]#and#so#its#heritage#is#greatly#valued.#ABSL#has#recently#qualified#a#new#cell#with#a#specific#energy#of#190Wh/kg# [10].#The#18650NL# cell#will#make# smaller# and# lighter#batteries# than# the#HC# cell#and#so,#once#it#gains#some#spaceflight#heritage,#will#be#a#valuable#improvement.#




In#Section#1.7#the#functionality#and#requirements#of#a#spacecraft#battery#management#system#were# discussed.# In# this# section# the# current#methods# used# to#meet# these# requirements# are#reviewed.# In# order# to# specify# the# functionality# of# a# LiBS# battery#management# system,# these#techniques#must#be#analysed#so#as#to#produce#the#best#solution#for#the#LiBS#cell#technology.#
2.2.1 Cell'balancing. .In# Section# 1.7.3# the# idea# that# unmatched# cells# connected# in# a# series# string# could# become#unbalanced#was#introduced.#Imbalance#can#be#caused#by#an#initial#state#of#charge#inequality,#variations#in#total#capacity#and#differences#in#internal#resistance#as#described#in#detail#in#[15].#In#addition,#variations#in#selfBdischarge#reactions#and#temperature#gradients#across#a#battery#pack#could#also#lead#to#imbalances.#Because#batteries#in#the#space#industry#are#built#to#very#strict# requirements# it#will# be# assumed# that# imbalances# caused#by#deliberately# charging# the#cells# in# a# battery# pack# to# different# states# of# charge# can# be# neglected.# The#ways# in#which# a#string#of#cells#can#be#affected#by#imbalances#are#outlined#in#the#following#points:#
• Total.Capacity.Imbalance:#If#cells#of#differing#total#capacity#have#an#equal#amount#of#charge#removed,#they#will#be#at#different#states#of#charge,#and#therefore#have#different#EMF#and#terminal#voltage#values.#
• Internal. Resistance. Imbalance:# Cells# of# equal# total# capacity# but# varying# internal#resistances#do#not#have#different#states#of#charge#when#an#equal#amount#of#charge#is#removed# or# gained# and#will# therefore# have# an# equal# EMF.#However,# they#will# have#different#terminal#voltages#when#a#current#is#flowing,#as#this#is#resistance#dependent.##
• Self'Discharge.Variations:#Cells#experience#parasitic#reactions,#which#cause#them#to#discharge,#even#when#no# load# is#attached.#The#selfBdischarge#current# is#usually#very#small#but# if# there#is#a#variation#in#selfBdischarge#levels#between#cells#then#this#could#have# the# same# effect# as# a# state# of# charge# imbalance,# where# a# different# amount# of#charge# is# removed# from# each# cell,# causing# differences# in# EMF# and# terminal# voltage,#especially#during#long#periods#of#storage#(on#a#launch#pad#for#example).#
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• Temperature.Variations:#Most#cell#characteristics#are#dependent#on#temperature.##If#there# is# a# temperature# gradient# across# a# string# of# cells# then# even# cells# that# are#completely# identical# in# every# way# will# experience# an# imbalance# caused# by#temperature#induced#resistance#and#selfBdischarge#changes.#
The#terminal#voltage#of#a#cell,#!!"#$ ,#can#be#described#by#Equation#2.1#where#I#is#the#charge#or#discharge#current#and#R# is# the# total# internal# resistance.' I# is#defined#as#positive# for#a#charge#current#and#negative# for#a#discharge#current# so# for#a# cell#with#higher# resistance# than#other#cells#in#the#string#!!"#$#will#be#higher#during#charge#and#lower#during#discharge.#
# !!"#$ = !"# + !.!# [2.1]#
There#is#no#way,#and#no#need,#to#electronically#balance#cells#of#differing#resistances#because#their#states#of#charge#do#not#vary#relative#to#each#other#and#so#any#attempt#to#alter#the#charge#entering#or#leaving#the#cell#will#only#act#to#cause#extra#SoC#imbalances.##
Unfortunately,# monitoring# each# cell# voltage# in# a# string# does# not# indicate# the# cause# of# the#imbalance.# The# following# example# illustrates# this# problem.# A# set# of# 5# lithiumBion# cells#connected# in# series# has# a# total#maximum# voltage# of# 21V# (assuming# a#maximum# voltage# of#4.2V#per#cell).#In#a#simple#BMS#design,#the#string#voltage#is#monitored#and#once#21V#has#been#reached# the# charge# current# is# discontinued.# However,# if# the# cells# do# not# have# similar#properties# of# resistance# and/or# capacity,# then# the# individual# cell# voltages# are#not# identical.#Three#of#the#five#cells#may#be#at#4.2V#while#another#is#at#4V#and#the#final#cell#is#at#4.4V.#The#BMS#would#still#read#the#string#voltage#as#21V,#even#though#one#of#the#cells# is#overcharged.#One#solution#is#to#individually#monitor#the#voltages#of#all#of#the#cells#in#the#string#and#cut#the#charge#current#when#the#first#cell#reaches#4.2V.#However,#if#the#other#cells#in#the#string#have#only#reached#4V#then#the#total#string#voltage#will#be#reduced#to#20.2V#and#the#battery#is#not#charged# to# its# full# capacity.# Both# of# these# control# methods,# if# used# exclusively,# could#ultimately# result# in# a# reduced# performance# battery# that# degrades# faster# than# it# should#[15,16].##
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In# the# first# instance,# all# cells# in# a# battery# pack# should# be# well# screened# and# have#characteristics# that#match#as#closely#as#possible.#This#minimises#cell# imbalance,#but,# in#cells#that#aren’t#easily#matched,#won’t#eliminate# it.# #Nevertheless,# there#are#electronic#techniques#that#can#be#employed#to#aid#cell#balance,#and#hence#obtain# the#maximum#capacity# from#the#battery,#whilst#maintaining# the# safety# limits# of# the# cell.# Electronic#balancing# techniques# fall#into# two#main# categories:# passive# balancing,# where# excess# charge# is# dissipated# and# active#balancing,#where#excess#charge#is#redistributed.##
Passive.balancing:# If#one#cell#reaches# its#maximum#charge#voltage#before#the#others# in#the#string# then# the# charge# current# entering# that# cell# can# be# diverted# by# switching# in# a# parallel#resistor# as# in#Figure#2.1.#The#value#of# this# resistor#needs# to#be# chosen#carefully# so# that# the#exact#current#is#diverted#around#the#cell,#continuing#to#charge#the#other#cells#in#the#string.#If#the#resistor#value#is#chosen#to#be#too#high#then#not#all#of#the#charge#current#will#be#diverted#around#the#cell,#risking#overcharge#to#that#cell.#If#the#resistance#value#is#chosen#to#be#too#low#then#the#cell#will#begin#to#discharge#into#the#resistor,#possibly#increasing#its#level#of#imbalance#further,# and# certainly# creating# a# lot# of# heat# to# dissipate# in# the# resistor.# It# is# therefore#important#that#the#charge#current#is#well#known#for#this#method#to#be#used#efficiently.##
#
Figure.2.1:#Switched#resistor#charge#dissipation#




balancing# techniques# such# as# these# are# effective# and# simple,# however,# otherwise# useful#energy#is#dissipated#as#heat#through#the#bypass#resistors,#reducing#the#system’s#efficiency.#
Active.balancing:#In#this#method#charge#is#continuously#removed#from#cells#at#a#higher#state#of#charge#and#actively#distributed#to#cells#of#lower#states#of#charge#throughout#charging#and#discharging#of#the#battery.#There#are#several#methods#that#can#be#used#to#accomplish#this.#
The#flying#capacitor#method#[18],#shown#in#Figure#2.2,#uses#a#capacitor#that#can#be#switched#into#parallel#with#a#cell.#The#cell# then#charges# this#capacitor,# losing#some#of# its#own#charge.#The#capacitor#is#then#switched#in#to#the#next#cell#in#the#string.#If#this#cell#is#of#a#lower#capacity#(and# therefore# voltage)# than# the# previous# cell# the# capacitor# will# discharge# into# this# cell,#bringing#it#closer#to#the#state#of#charge#of#the#first#cell.##
#
Figure.2.2:#The#flying#capacitor#charge#redistribution#method#
This#switching#mechanism#can#follow#a#fixed#sequence#or#can#be#programmed#to#selectively#choose#the#highest#and#lowest#cells#to#balance.#In#either#case,#a#large#number#of#switches#and#complex# control# circuitry# are# required# with# only# a# minimal# amount# of# charge# actually#redistributed# when# dissipative# heat# in# the# switches# and# capacitor# are# accounted# for.# An#increase#in#the#number#of#capacitors#can#improve#the#efficiency#of#this#method#but,#again,#the#additional# control# circuitry# required# lowers# the# reliability# of# the# BMS.# Additionally,# this#method#can#only#be#used#for#cell#chemistries#that#did#not#have#flat#voltage#profiles.##




whole#to#bring#it#into#balance.#This#is#similar#to#the#flying#capacitor#method#and#uses#the#same#complex#switching#circuitry.#A#variation#on#this#method#is#to#put#a#tap#into#the#secondary#coil#of# the# transformer# so# that# each# cell# receives# a# charge# current# that# is# proportional# to# its#voltage.#Although#this#way#can#have#advantages,#such#as# fast,#efficient#balancing#and#simple#circuitry,#transformers#have#complex#magnetic#interactions#that#are#not#ideal#for#spacecraft.#It# is# also# difficult# to# create# a# flexible# design# once# the# secondary# taps# have# been# created.#Nevertheless,#this#option#is#being#developed#by#NASA#as#a#solution#to#cellBbalancing#[20].#
A# combination# of# the# active# and# passive# methods# can# use# the# average# battery# voltage# to#determine#the#ideal#cell#voltage#in#a#string.#If#an#individual#cell#voltage#is#detected#be#higher#than#this#ideal#voltage#during#charge#a#dissipative#resistor#can#be#switched#into#the#circuit#so#as#to#discharge#the#individual#cell#down#to#the#required#average#voltage#[21].#This#method#of#cellBbalancing# again# requires# complex# circuitry,# which# is# active# throughout# charge# and#discharge.#In#a#spacecraft#BMS,#where#simplicity#and#reliability#are#key,#the#small#increase#in#cell# balance# achieved# by# this#method# over# passive#methods#would# not# outweigh# the# extra#weight#and#complexity#of# the#circuit#required.#There# is#also#the#possibility# that# this#method#could#cause#overdischarge#if# it# is#active#at#all#times#and#could#also#increase#cell# imbalance#if#there#was#a#sufficient#variation#in#internal#resistance#between#individual#cells.#
Limitations.CellBbalancing# electronics# cannot# identify# the# cause# of# voltage# imbalance.# In# addition,# the#flatness# of# the# voltage# profile# determines# how# accurately# voltage# can# predict# the# state# of#charge.#If#the#balancing#circuits#operate#at#the#end#of#charge#where#the#steep#incline#in#voltage#gives#a#more#accurate#indication#of#SoC,#there#may#not#be#sufficient#charge#time#remaining#for#useful#balancing.#At#large#currents#the#internal#resistance#fluctuations#may#affect#the#terminal#voltage#more# than#capacity#differences#do,# resulting# in# the#cells#of#higher# resistance#having#charge#removed#rather#than#cells#of#higher#SoC,# increasing#the# imbalance#of# the#cells.#Using#smaller#currents#at# the#end#of#charge# to#reduce# the# I.R#drop#could#help# in# this#case.#The# I.R#drop#can#be#completely#eliminated#by#stopping#the#current#altogether#and#allowing#the#cells#to#relax#to#their#EMF#value,#although#this#method#is#not#practical#on#a#spacecraft.#
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2.2.2 State.of.charge.determination.The# state# of# charge# (SoC)# is# defined# as# the# percentage# of# capacity# left# in# a# battery# when#compared#to#a#full#capacity#reference#point.#The#capacity#of#a#battery#decreases#as#it#ages#and#so#the#reference#capacity#could#be#its# initial#“beginning#of# life”#(BoL)#capacity#or,#as# is#more#common,# the# most# recent# capacity# measurement.# In# this# case# the# battery# is# charged# at# a#particular#charge#current#until#a#certain#voltage#is#reached.#The#current#may#then#be#allowed#to#taper#to#a#predetermined#cut#off#point#and#at#this#point#the#battery#is#said#to#be#at#100%#SoC.# The# magnitude# of# the# charge# current# and# the# taper# cut# off# value# used# are# relatively#arbitrary,#but#provided#the#same#process#is#used#to#get#to#100%#SoC#each#time,#it#can#be#used#as#a#calibration#point#for#SoC#determination,#irrespective#of#the#absolute#battery#capacity.#For#a#spacecraft#battery,#that#will#have#undergone#extensive#life#testing,#the#absolute#capacity#of#the#battery#can#be#predicted#using#capacity#fade#models#under#the#given#power#profile,#in#the#given#environmental#conditions.#In#order#to#calculate#the#SoC,#the#capacity#removed#from#or#the#capacity#remaining#in#the#battery#must#be#known.#This#is#not#as#simple#as#it#first#appears.#There#are#several#methods#used#for#calculating#a#cell’s#SoC#and#each#option#is#described#here.#
Coulomb.counting:.If#the#battery#current#is#integrated#over#time#the#number#of#Amp#hours#(Ah)# removed# from# or# gained# by# the# battery# is# known,# as# given# by# Equation# 2.2,# because#current# (I)# is# defined# as# the# amount# of# electric# charge# (Qe)# that# has# moved# through# an#arbitrary#surface#over#a#period#of#time#(t):#
# !! = ! !(!)!!"!!!! # [2.2]##If#the#initial#state#of#charge#(SoC0)#and#the#total#battery#capacity#in#Ah#(!!)#is#known#and#then#current# flows# for# a# given# period# of# time# (t),# the# new# state# of# charge# (SoC)# is# a# percentage#given#by#Equation#2.3#[22]:#
# !"# = !"#! + ! ! !"!!!! !! . 100 # [2.3]##
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where#I# is#defined#as#negative#for#a#discharge#current#and#positive#for#a#charge#current.#The#current#can#be#‘counted’#using#the#various#sensors#summarised#in#[23].#Current#sensors#have#different#levels#of#accuracy#but#even#for#the#most#accurate#devices#only#the#current#entering#or#leaving#the#battery#is#counted.#This#method#does#not#account#for#the#aging#of#the#battery#(unless#the#capacity# fade#can#be#accurately#determined#and#!!# is#continually#updated),#selfBdischarge#current#(which#can#vary#with#temperature#and#SoC),#nor#the#coulombic#efficiency#(charge# capacity# vs.# discharge# capacity),# which# can# also# vary# with# age# and# temperature.#Despite#this,#coulomb#counting#is#the#most#common#method#for#estimating#state#of#charge.#It#can#be#a#rough#measurement#if#the#inaccuracies#are#allowed#to#build#up,#especially#when#the#current#varies#considerably#or#is#low#in#value,#but#if#there#are#regular#calibration#points#(e.g.#regularly#charging#the#battery#to#100%#SoC)#then#these#inaccuracies#can#be#minimised#[24].#
Open.circuit.voltage.(OCV).or.EMF:#The#EMF#of#a#battery# is#equal# to# the# terminal#voltage#when#no#current#is#flowing#and#the#voltage#has#had#sufficient#time#to#relax#to#its#equilibrium#value# [25],# which# can# extend# to# several# hours# for# some# battery# types# [24].# For# many# cell#chemistries# the# EMF# varies# linearly# with# SoC# and# so# is# a# good# SoC# indicator.# However,# a#spacecraft#battery#is#very#rarely#in#the#open#circuit#condition,#especially#not#for#long#periods,#so# there# are# few# opportunities# for# EMF#measurements# to# be# taken# and# no# continuous# SoC#indication#can#be#achieved.#Even#if#it#was#convenient#for#the#battery#current#to#be#stopped#for#long# enough# for# the# voltage# to# recover# to# the# EMF# value,# the# LiBion# (and# at# some# states# of#charge#the#LiBS)#EMF#profile#is#relatively#flat#[26].#This#means#there#is#only#a#small#change#in#EMF# for# each# increment# in# SoC,# providing# a# sizeable# margin# of# error,# depending# on# how#accurately# the# EMF# can# be# measured.# This# method# could# be# used# in# conjunction# with# the#coulomb# counting# method,# using# EMF# measurements# as# a# type# of# calibration# point.# An#electronic#device#containing#an#EMF/SoC# lookup#table#would#need#to#be#used#to#convert#an#EMF#measurement#into#a#SoC#value.#
Impedance. measurements:. Impedance# spectroscopy# is# used# to# determine# a# cell’s#electrochemical#characteristics#by#applying#a#sinusoidal#voltage#over#a#range#of#frequencies.#
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This# method# has# been# used# to# estimate# the# SoC# of# most# battery# chemistries# [27,28,29]#because# the# impedance# can# be# directly# related# to# SoC.# However,# this#method# is# difficult# to#implement#while#the#battery#is#in#use#and#impedance#is#so#highly#temperature#dependant#that#it# is# only# of# practical# use# in# applications# where# the# temperature# is# closely# controlled.##Impedance#measurements#are#also#quite#difficult# to# interpret#and# typically#need# to#be#used#with#selfBlearning#algorithms#to#gain#accurate#results..
Other.indirect.measurements:#There#may#be#other#measureable#cell#parameters#that#vary#with#SoC.#NiMH#cells,#for#example,#have#an#almost#linear#temperature#increase#during#charge#[30].# The# SoC# of# a# NiH2# cell# varies# linearly# with# pressure# [31].# In# fact,# any# measureable#quantity,#such#as#internal#resistance,#that#increases#or#decreases#linearly#during#the#charge#or#discharge# of# a# cell# could# indicate# state# of# charge.# The# characterisation# of# any# new# cell#chemistry#should#always#look#for#properties#that#vary#linearly#or#predictably#with#SoC.#Used#in# conjunction# with# coulomb# counting# this# may# lead# to# accurate# SoC# determination.#Parameters#of#this#type#may#not#always#vary#linearly#with#state#of#charge#until#the#very#end#of#charge#or#discharge,#such#as#the#steep#temperature#increase#seen#at#the#end#of#the#charge#of#a#NiCd# cell# [30],# in# which# case# they# can# still# be# used# as# charge# or# discharge# termination#indicators.# In# [25]# the# EMF# of# a# LiBion# cell# was# estimated# using# resistance# models# and#interpolation#between#charge#and#discharge#voltage#curves.#Indirect#measurement#of#the#EMF#such#as#this#prevents#interruption#of#the#battery#current#during#operation.#The#EMF#value#can#then# be# compared# to# a# lookup# table# to# compute# the# relevant# SoC.# In# fact,# all# of# these# SoC#estimation#techniques#require#accurate#look#up#tables#to#compare#measured#values#with#SoC.#
Mathematical.methods:#There#are#other#methods#for#determining#state#of#charge#that#rely#on# mathematical# techniques# to# solve# equivalent# circuit# battery# models# (Section# 2.3.1).#Mathematical#algorithms#are#used#in#[22,32]#in#order#to#relate#the#terminal#voltage,#which#is#easily# measured,# to# the# EMF,# without# knowing# any# of# the# other# circuit# element# values.#Complex#algorithms#such#as#Kalman# filtering# [33]#and#Observability#Gramian# [32]#methods#must# be# used# to# determine# the# EMF.# Artificial# neural# networks# [34]# use# data# to# ‘train’# an#
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input/output#algorithm# to#determine#one#battery# characteristic# (namely#SoC)# from#another#(namely#terminal#voltage).#This#method#can#be#used#on#any#type#of#battery#provided#there#is#enough# data# to# train# the# network.# For# the# spacecraft# application# this#would# have# to# be# an#adaptable#network#that#could#retrain#at#different#points#in#the#life#of#the#battery,#meaning#that#another#method#of#SoC#determination#would#be#needed#to#provide# the# training.# In# terms#of#practicality,# other# methods# of# SoC# determination# are# more# intuitive# and# simpler# to#implement.#
IC#chips#are#available#that#accurately#gauge#the#capacity#remaining#in#a#battery#[35].#For#the#spacecraft#market,#where#the#selection#of#components#is#restricted#to#spaceBgrade,#radiationBhardened#devices,# the# choice# is# somewhat# limited.#Power# system#designers#may#program#a#custom# microprocessor# to# do# the# job,# although# care# must# be# taken# to# make# the# code#redundant.#For#novel#cell#chemistries#that#don’t#have#dedicated#IC#chips#already#programmed#to#suit#their#particular#operating#limits,#customBbuilt#designs#are#the#only#option.#2.3 Battery'Topology#













The#same#result#can#be#achieved#by#first#connecting#the#cells#in#parallel#and#then#in#series#and#is# referred# to# as# a# pBs# battery.#A# 4pB7s# battery# is# shown# in# Figure#2.5,#which#has# the# same#voltage#and#capacity#as#the#7sB4p#battery#in#Figure#2.4.#
If# a# cell# were# to# fail# open# circuit# in# a# battery# of# sBp# topology# then# the#whole# series# string#would#fail.#This#does#not#affect#the#operating#voltage#but#reduces#the#capacity#of#the#battery#by#one#increment.#If#a#cell#were#to#fail#short#circuit#then#this#would#cause#stress#to#the#other#cells# in# the# string,# which# would# be# sharing# the# battery# voltage# between# them,# eventually#leading# to# an# open# circuit# failure# of# another# cell# and# the# loss# of# the# string,# again# reducing#battery# capacity# [16].# The# remaining# strings#would# then# equally# share# the# battery# current#between#them,#so#any#aging#effects#caused#by#the#increase#in#current#or#temperature#would#be#distributed#evenly#across#the#whole#battery.#
If# a# cell# in# a# battery# of# pBs# topology# fails# as# a# short# circuit# then# the# remaining# cells# in# that#parallel#string#are#forced#to#the#lower#voltage,#the#whole#string#is#in#effect#lost#and#the#total#battery# voltage# is# reduced# by# the# value# of# one# cell# voltage.# If# the# battery# continues# to# be#charged#to#its#original#full#voltage#then#the#remaining#cells#will#be#overcharged.#If#a#cell#fails#open#circuit#then#the#rest#of#the#cells#in#that#parallel#string#must#share#the#remaining#current,#causing#stress#and#eventual#failure#of#those#cells#too.#
Large#cell#battery#manufactures#like#SAFT#prefer#the#pBs#topology#for#their#batteries.#This#is#because# large# cells# do# not# have# closely#matching# characteristics# and# require# cellBbalancing#electronics# to#keep# their#voltages#matched.#Only#cells#connected# in#series#require#balancing#and#so#a#4pB7s#battery#requires#just#7#cellBbalancing#circuits#whereas#a#7sB4p#battery#requires#balancing#circuits#for#each#of#its#28#cells.#Small#cell#battery#manufacturers#prefer#the#sBp#cell#topology# [37]# because# the# cells’# characteristics# are# so# closely# matched# and# cellBbalancing#electronics#are#therefore#not#required.#The#advantage#is#that#capacity,#rather#than#voltage,#is#affected#should#a#string#fail.#SBp#batteries#are#therefore#designed#to#have#an#extra,#redundant#string#to#allow#for#a#failure.#This#ensures#that#the#battery#can#still#perform#reliably#to#the#end#of#its#life#[38]#and#the#BMS#does#not#have#to#alter#its#voltage#limits#should#a#string#fail.#
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In#a#masterBslave#BMS,#shown#in#Figure#2.7,#a#small#group#of#cells#each#has#its#own#centralised#BMS# system# that# is# local# to# those# few# cells.# All# of# the# cell# level# protection,# balancing# and#monitoring#is#done#in#the#slave#modules.#The#slaves#then#communicate#to#a#master#controller,#which#contains#all#of#the#battery#level#protection#and#monitoring#[16].#This#topology#is#more#complicated#and#expensive#to#implement#than#the#centralised#system#but#because#the#slaves#are#local#to#only#a#few#cells,#there#is#less#chance#of#the#electronics#interfering#with#the#voltage#balance#of#the#cells.#
A#distributed#BMS#uses#individual#management#circuits#that#are#connected#to#each#individual#cell#in#the#battery#and#are#controlled#by#a#centralised#BMS#controller.#This#type#of#BMS#is#not#practical# for# use# with# spacecraft# batteries# due# to# the# high# part# count,# complexity# and#additional#weight,#especially#as#simpler#methods#are#available#[39].#
Space#power#system#designers#have#a#number#of#options#when#deciding#how#to#manage#their#battery#and#there#are#a#range#of#patented#COTS#solutions#for#LiBion#batteries#that#employ#the#methods# described# above# [40].# The# choice# ultimately# depends# on# the# mass# budget,# cost,#battery#size,#cell#chemistry,#the#level#of#protection#needed#and#the#required#reliability.#2.4 Battery'Modelling#
In# this# section# the# various# approaches# to# modelling# electrochemical# cells# are# critically#reviewed.#As#it#is#not#the#objective#of#this#thesis#to#improve#the#chemical#composition#of#the#LiBS#cell#itself,#models#that#predict#cell#behaviour#will#be#focussed#on.#In#Chapter#4#the#choice#of#modelling#technique#used#in#this#work#is#justified.#





Electrochemical# models# use# nonBlinear# partial# differential# equations# to# describe# the#behaviour# of# the# chemicals# within# a# cell# so# that# macroscopic# battery# parameters# such# as#voltage# and# current# can#be# accurately#predicted# [41].#Various# electrochemical#models#have#been#described#in#the#literature#for#lithiumBion#[42,43,44,45],#nickelBbased#[45,46]#and#leadBacid# batteries# [47].# It# is# possible# to# use# computer# programs# such# as# Dualfoil# [48]# to# solve#these# differential# equations.# Other# mathematical# techniques# and# computer# packages# are#reviewed#in#[44].#Electrochemical#modelling#can#achieve#very#good#accuracy,#typically#1B5%,#so# long# as# the# electrochemistry# is# well# understood,# but# only# under#well# defined# operating#conditions.#Many#tens#of#electrochemical#parameters#[44,48]#need#to#be#calculated#in#order#to#solve#the#equations# in#this# type#of#model,#so#this# is#only#a#viable#option# if# these#parameters#are#either#known,#or#can#be#computed,#which#is#normally#not#the#case#for#the#end#user.#This#type#of#model#also#takes#extensive#periods#of#computational#time#to#solve.#These#factors#mean#that#this#modelling#technique#is#used#mainly#for#cell#optimisation#purposes.#
Analytical.
Analytical#models#use#simple#mathematical#formula#to#describe#battery#level#behaviour,#such#as#battery# lifetime#and# capacity,# as# opposed# to# internal# cell# characteristics,# such#as# current#densities#and#species#concentrations.#Although#these#types#of#model#are#easier#to#implement#than# their# electrochemical# counterparts# they# can# also# be# quite# abstract,# providing#minimal#useful# information,# and# are# relatively# inaccurate#with# errors# of# anything#between#5%B20%#[41].##Several#analytical#modelling#methods#are#reviewed#in#[48].#Peukert’s#Law,#for#example,#approximates#battery#lifetime#based#on#the#discharge#current#rate#used#but#is#only#valid#for#constant# load# profiles# and# is# not# accurate# for# varying# or# interrupted# profiles,# where# rest#periods#are#incorporated#[49,48].#Battery#runtime#can#also#be#predicted#using#a#combination#of#Fick’s#Laws#and#Faraday’s#Laws#of#Electrolysis#and#is#potentially#more#accurate#than#using#only# Peukert’s# Law,# but# it# requires# knowledge# of# all# of# the# concentration# and# diffusion#coefficients#associated#with#each#species#that#occurs#during#cell#operation#[49,50].#The#kinetic#
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battery# model# proposed# by# Manwell# and# McGowan# [51]# attempts# to# model# the# recovery#effects#associated#with#interrupted#current#profiles.#In#[52]#a#diffusion#based#analytical#model#was#proposed#but#this#did#not#account#for#temperature#and#cycle#aging#effects.#An#improved#model,# which# did# account# for# these# effects,# was# reported# in# [53]# yet# both#models# are# still#limited#to#predicting#runtime#and#remaining#capacity.#Analytical#methods#are#useful#only#for#predicting#certain#aspects,#such#as#runtime,#of#the#battery’s#performance#and#must#be#used#in#conjunction#with#other#methods#to#fully#model#battery#behaviour.#
Equivalent.circuit.
Equivalent#circuit#modelling#techniques#are#the#most#intuitive#method#of#battery#modelling#to#an#electrical#engineer#and#can#be#as#simple#or#as#complicated#as#desired.#Although#generally#less#accurate#than#electrochemical#models#with#an#error#in#the#region#of#10%#[48],#all#manner#of# characteristics# can# be#modelled# relatively# accurately# and# do# not# take# a# huge# amount# of#computational# time# to# solve.# In# equivalent# circuit# modelling,# battery# characteristics# are#replaced# with# simple# electric# circuit# elements# such# as# voltage# sources,# resistors# and#capacitors# and# the# terminal# voltage# is# predicted# from# a# combination# these# components.# A#simple#equivalent#circuit#of#battery#is#shown#in#Figure#2.8.##
.
Figure.2.8:#Simple#battery#model#










The#Thévenin#battery#model#depicted#in#Figure#2.9#improves#on#the#simple#battery#model#by#the# addition# of# a# parallel# resistor# and# capacitor# network.# This# RC# network# mimics# the#diffusion#process#in#the#electrode#that#causes#a#timeBdependent#voltage#recovery#effect#during#periods#of#rest.#The#modelling#of#this#transient#response#is#thus#an#improvement#on#the#first#model,#although#it#is#inaccurate#if#constant#values#are#used#for#the#circuit#elements#[55].#More#accuracy#can#be#achieved#by#increasing#the#number#of#RC#ladder#networks,#at#the#expense#of#complexity#and#computational#time,#and#by#varying#the#components’#values#with#SoC#[56].##
..
Figure.2.9:#Thévenin#battery#model#





























Geoff# Dudley# of# ESA# [56]# developed# a# model# of# the# 18650HC# cell,# using# the# concept# of#electrode# slicing# where# each# small# slice# of# electrode# is# represented# by# an# RC# network.#Although# accurate,# acquiring# the# necessary# data# for# the# equivalent# circuit# components#requires# either# a# reference# electrode# or# destruction# of# a# cell# so# that#measurements# can# be#made#on#individual#electrodes,#which#is#not#generally#possible#or#practical#for#the#end#user.#
Space#battery#manufacturers#have#their#own#battery#modelling#software#that#they#can#make#available# to# customers#without#having# to#publicly# reveal# proprietary#data# [63].# This# allows#customers# to# see# how# the# battery# they# are# purchasing# will# perform# on# the# mission# it# is#intended# for,#without#having# to# test# real# cells#or#design#models#of# their#own.#These#models#focus#on#the#longBterm#performance#of#the#battery,#to#see#if#it#is#able#to#complete#the#intended#mission,#rather#than#accurately#modelling#detailed#transient#responses#to#pulsed#loads.#













This# chapter#was# split# into# four# parts.# In# the# first# part# the# space# battery# environment#was#discussed# and# the# various# cell# technologies# that# are# qualified# for# use# in# space# were#considered.#The#current#state#of#the#art#in#space#batteries#is#lithiumBion#cell#technology#with#most#new#EarthBorbiting#satellites#using#this#chemistry#as#their#secondary#power#source.#The#ISS# is# having# its# NiH2# batteries# replaced# with# LiBion# while# launch# vehicle# batteries,# which#were# traditionally# primary# silverBzinc# batteries,# are# also# being# replaced# with# LiBion#counterparts.# This# change# is# being# driven# by# the# long# cycle# life,# good# energy# density# and#proven#reliability#of#lithiumBion.#
Battery#management#system# functionality#was#described# in# the#second#part#of# this# chapter.#Methods#of#cellBbalancing,#which#is#thought#to#be#a#key#function#of#a#LiBS#battery#management#system#as#well#as#state#of#charge#determination#were#looked#at# in#more#detail.#The#possible#topologies#of#both#battery#and#BMS#were#analysed# in# the# third#part#of# the#chapter#and# laid#down#the#foundation#for#deciding#on#appropriate#topologies#for#a#LiBS#battery#and#its#BMS#in#a#space#environment.#Published#work#on#existing#LiBS#battery#management#systems#were#also#reviewed.#
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In# this# chapter# the# electrochemistry# of# the# lithium$sulphur# cell# is# discussed# in# detail.# It# is#important# to# have# a# thorough# understanding# of# the# inner#workings# of# the# cell# in# order# to#know#how#best# to# proceed#with# cell# characterisation,#model# cell# characteristics,# determine#protection#requirements#of#the#cells#and#explain#testing#results.#
The# general# performance# and# operation# of# the# cell# is# reviewed# initially,# followed# by# an#analysis#of#the#electrochemical#reactions#that#take#place#during#charge#and#discharge,#as#well#as#considering#parasitic#side#reactions#and#unwanted#side#effects.#Finally,#the#Li$S#chemistry#is#compared#to#state#of#the#art#Li$ion#technology#with#a#view#to#discussing#the#strengths#and#weaknesses#of#both#cell#types#in#relation#to#spacecraft#applications.#3.1 The$Lithium$Sulphur'Cell#
3.1.1 The'lithium-sulphur'couple'The#use#of#negative#intercalation#(carbon#lattice)#electrodes#in#Li$ion#cells#significantly#limits#their# practical# energy# density#when# compared# to# that# of# the# pure# lithium#metal# electrodes#used# in# Li$S# cells.# A# standard# LiC6# negative# electrode# has# a# maximum# specific# capacity# of#372mAh/g,#while# pure# lithium#metal# has# a# value# ten# times# higher# at# 3860mAh/g# [1].# This#difference# is# due# to# the# structure# of# the# intercalation# electrode.# No# matter# how#accommodating# it# is# to# lithium#ions# its#energy#density#can#never#be#as#high#as#pure# lithium#because#the#carbon#lattice#always#uses#up#space#without#contributing#to#the#capacity.#With#a#lithium#metal#anode,#the#whole#electrode#can#theoretically#contribute#to#the#cell’s#capacity.#




high# specific# energy# [2,3].# For# these# reasons,# considerable# research# and# development# has#been#dedicated#to#making#this#a#safe#and#viable#commercial#option.#A#key#factor#in#allowing#a#lithium#metal#anode#to#be#used#safely#is#to#find#a#suitable#cathode#material#to#complement#it.#
Sulphur# is# an# attractive# choice# for# this# cathode# material.# It# is# non$toxic# and# therefore#environmentally#benign,#is#abundant#and#cheap,#and#has#a#low#equivalent#weight,#which#are#all#sought#after#electrode#properties.#While#elemental#sulphur#is#well#known#to#be#electrically#insulating,# sulphur# in# the# liquid# phase# can# take# part# in# electrochemical# reactions# and# so,#despite# the# comparably# low# cell# voltages# it# produces# [4],# sulphur# appeals# as# an# electrode#material.#
The#alkali#metal$sulphur#combination#was#known#to#be#an#attractive#coupling#[5]#because#of#its#high#theoretical#energy#density.#In#fact,#the#lithium$sulphur#couple#has#one#of#the#highest#theoretical# energy# densities# of# any# battery# couple# (see# Section# 3.1.3).# Despite# its# potential,#rechargeable,# ambient$temperature# lithium$sulphur# batteries# were# historically# never#considered# to#be# commercially# viable# as# they#were# thought# to# be# too#unreliable,# expensive#and#unsafe#[4,6].##The#reactions#that#occur#in#the#cell#mean#that#sulphur#is#reduced#to#an#alkali#metal#sulphide#and#although#this#reaction#has#a#high#theoretical#energy#density,#solid#sulphur#S8# and# its# final# discharge# product# Li2S# are# highly# insoluble# electrical# insulators# at# room#temperature,# having#high# resistivity# and# low#electroactivity# [6].# Early# research# focussed#on#molten# electrode/electrolyte# combinations# but# this# required# very# high# operating#temperatures#and#the#cells#suffered#from#very#low#sulphur#utilization#and#poor#reversibility#[7,8].#Although#elemental#sulphur#can#take#part#in#electrochemical#reactions#in#the#dissolved#state,# this# causes# problems# in# joining# a# sulphur# electrode# to# a# current# collector# and,#most#importantly,# an# insulating# film# of# sulphur# is# formed# on# recharge# and# a# film# of# Li2S# on#discharge#which#act#to#electrically#isolate#the#cathode#components#[9,10].##




3.1.2 Modern'cell'design'and'operation'Modern#lithium$sulphur#cells#are#manufactured#as#pouch#cells,#the#basic#operation#of#which#is#depicted#in#Figure#3.1.##A#solid#lithium#metal#foil#is#used#as#the#negative#electrode,#or#anode1,#while# the# positive# electrode# is# an# open$pore# carbon# composite# structure# that# is# filled#with#elemental#sulphur.#This#electrode,#although#constructed#of#solid#carbon#and#solid#sulphur#in#its# pre$discharged# state,# can# be# classed# as# a# liquid# cathode# because# it# is# only# when# the#sulphur#is#dissolved#that# it# takes#part# in#electrochemical#reactions.#The#open#pore#structure#facilitates#this#process#as#the#solid#sulphur#dissolves#into#the#electrolyte,#filling#the#cathode.##
#
Figure'3.1:#Operation#of#a#lithium$sulphur#cell######################################### #####################































The# volume# of# the# pores# in# the# cathode#must# be# at# least# 1.79# times# larger# that# the# initial#volume#of#sulphur#[12].#This#allows#adequate#space#for#the#high#volume#discharge#products#that#will# gather# on# its# surface#without# impeding# good# cell# operation.# Cathodes#without# an#open#pore#structure#become#easily#blocked#with#excess#discharge#product#and#can#also#keep#a#significant#part#of# the# sulphur#capacity#outside#of# the#active#area#of# the#electrode# [13].#The#carbon#matrix#is#easily#accessible#by#the#electrons#supplied#from#the#external#circuit,#allowing#them#to#flow#between#the#current#collector#to#any#point#in#the#carbon#structure.#This#permits#the# transport# of# electrons# to# and# from# the# active# sulphur,# which# enables# good# sulphur#utilization.##The#cathode#also#performs#well#at#ambient#temperatures,#which#is#a#key#factor#in#manufacturing#a#commercially#viable#rechargeable#lithium$sulphur#cell.##
The#ionically#conducting#liquid#electrolyte#is#entirely#incorporated#into#the#porous#structure#of# the#cathode#and#separator#while#remaining# in#contact#with# the#surface#of# the#anode.#The#electrolyte#permeates#through#the#pores#of#the#cathode#and#so#is#in#intimate#contact#with#the#active#sulphur# that# is#attached# to# it.# #This# facilitates#a# flow#of# ions# through# the#cathode#and#separator#and#so#aids#the#utilization#of#sulphur#[10,14,15].#There#must#be#adequate#means#for#ions#to#freely#pass#between#the#anode#and#the#cathode#in#order#to#allow#the#use#of#reasonable#current#rates#on#the#cell#[13].##




[9,16].#Further#work#showed#that#dioxolane#(DOL),#1,2–Dimethoxy#Ethane#(DME)#and#glyme#solvents# were# even# better# solvents# for# polysulphides# [2,12,17,18,19].# DME# has# very# high#polysulphide# solubility,# which# gives# the# cell# a# high# discharge# capacity,# but# it# is# also# very#reactive# with# lithium# metal,# causing# severe# corrosion.# An# unprotected# anode# encourages#parasitic# side# reactions# with# dissolved# polysulphides# in# the# electrolyte.# DOL# has# low#polysulphide# solubility# when# compared# to# DME# but# its# properties# encourage# a# stable#protective# layer,# or# Solid# Electrolyte# Interphase# (SEI)# (see# Section# 3.2.3),# on# the# anode#surface.# # This# layer# forms# in# the# first# discharge# of# the# cell# and# protects# the# lithium# from#further# corrosion# by# the# polysulphides# in# the# electrolyte.# The# ratio# of# DME# to# DOL# is#controlled# to# 2:1# [20]# and# using# them# together# creates# an# electrolyte# optimised# for# the#operation#of#the#cathode#and#the#protection#of#the#anode#[12,21].##






in#potential#between#the#EMF#and#the#terminal#voltage,#caused#by#internal#resistance,#means#that#the#cell#reaches#its#safety#voltage#limits#before#the#cell’s#full#capacity#is#realised.#A#cell#can#be#held# at# this# voltage# limit#while# the# current# is# tapered,# allowing#more# charge# to# enter#or#leave#the#cell.#Usually#a#nominal#capacity#is#defined#as#the#capacity#obtained#at#a#reasonable#current#rate,#where#discharge#takes#between#5$10#hours.#
It#is#standard#practice#to#use#the#capacity#of#a#battery#to#define#the#current#levels#used#on#it.#The# lithium$sulphur#cell#used# in# this#work#has#a#nominal#capacity#of#2.8Ah#and#so# it#would#take#1#hour#to#discharge#the#cell#at#2.8A.#This#is#known#as#the#C$rate#and#charge#or#discharge#currents#are#often#given#as#fraction#or#multiple#of#this#rate.#For#example,#C/2#would#be#1.4A#and# would# discharge# the# cell,# theoretically,# in# two# hours.# However,# it# is# only# at# very# low#current# rates# that# the# terminal# voltage# closely# follows# the#open#circuit# voltage# (or#EMF)# so#using#higher#rates,#where#the#terminal#voltage#deviates#from#the#EMF,#would#deplete#the#cell#in#less#time#than#the#given#C#rate#would#imply.#
Theoretical'Capacity'The#theoretical#capacity#of#a#battery#is#the#ideal#amount#of#electric#charge#that#it#can#deliver#if#every# single# atom# of# reactant# were# fully# reduced# to# its# final# discharge# product.# In# real#batteries# this# does# not# occur# and# the# actual# capacity# is# always# lower# than# the# theoretical#capacity#due#to#internal#losses.##
The#theoretical#capacity#of#a#lithium$sulphur#battery#is#restricted#by#the#capacity#of#elemental#sulphur,#which#is#1672mAh/g#[24].#The#theoretical#capacity#of#pure#lithium#is#much#higher#at#3830mAh/g#[24]#but#in#this#cell#type#it#is#the#amount#and#capacity#of#sulphur#at#the#cathode#that# determines# how# long# the# cell# reactions# can# last# for# and# therefore# the# capacity# of# the#whole#cell.#The#derivation#of#the#theoretical#capacity#of#the#Li$S#cell#is#given#in#Appendix#A.#




cathode.#The#standard#reduction#potential#of#this#reaction#relative#to#the#standard#hydrogen#electrode# (SHE)# is# $0.48V# [25].# Equation# 3.2# gives# the# reaction# at# the# lithium# anode.# The#standard#reduction#potential#of#this#reaction#when#compared#to#the#SHE#is#$3.05V#[25].#
! + 2!!! !!!!## # # # # [3.1]#
!"! !!"!+!!!# # # # # # [3.2]#
It#is#convention#to#determine#the#total#cell#potential#by#calculating#the#difference#between#the#potentials# of# the# cathode# and# the# anode# [26].# This# potential# difference# ∆V# determines# the#maximum#open#circuit#voltage#of#the#cell#so:#
∆! = !!"#!!"# − !!"#$% ## # # # [3.3]#
The#lithium$sulphur#cell#voltage,#given#by#Equation#3.3,#is#2.57V.#In#fact,#as#will#be#shown,#the#potential#is#dependent#on#the#concentration#of#different#species#within#the#cell#and#varies#as#these#species#undergo#redox#reactions#during#cycling.#
Theoretical'Energy'Density'and'Specific'Energy'Energy#density#describes#the#amount#of#energy#contained#within#a#battery#per#unit#volume.#The# theoretical# energy# density# of# the# lithium$sulphur# couple# is# 2862Wh/l# [27].# Specific#energy# describes# the# amount# of# energy# contained# within# a# battery# per# unit# mass.# The#theoretical# specific# energy# of# the# lithium$sulphur# couple# is# 2550Wh/kg# [27].# These#theoretical# values# are# significant# amounts# and# are# much# higher# than# any# other# presently#known#cell#couple#[24].#These#values#are#derived#in#Appendix#A#and#are#valid#for#an#ideal#cell.##







3.2.1 Discharge'characteristics'A# typical# discharge# curve# for# a# lithium$sulphur# cell# at# ambient# temperature# is# shown# in#Figure#3.2.#This#profile#was#produced#from#data#taken#during#the#characterisation#testing#that#is#described# in#Chapter#4.#The#discharge#curve#can#be#split# into# two#main#regions.#The# first#discharge#region#corresponds#to#a#voltage#range#of#approximately#2.45V#–#2.1#V#and#contains#a# voltage# plateau# at# around# 2.35V# with# a# shallow# knee# at# 2.3V.# The# second# region#corresponds#to#the#voltage#range#2.1V#to#1.7V#and#contains#a#distinct#voltage#plateau#at#about#2.12V# with# a# sharp# knee# at# the# end# of# discharge.# The# shape# of# the# voltage# profile# can# be#investigated#by#looking#at#the#complex#polysulphide#reduction#processes.#
#
Figure'3.2:#Discharge#profile#of#a#lithium$sulphur#cell#taken#at#0.315A#(~C/9)#
When# the# cell# is# fully# charged,# the# cathode#predominately# contains# solid#elemental# sulphur#S8(s).#Solid#elemental#sulphur#is#able#to#dissolve#into#the#electrolyte#and#into#its# liquid#phase#S8(l)# even# though# it# has# relatively# low# solubility# (19#mol/m3)# [28].# As# such,# the# cell# begins#
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discharge#with# a# layer# of# sulphur# already# dissolved# in# the# electrolyte# and# adsorbed# to# the#carbon#matrix#[29,30].#This#is#given#by#the#following#relationship:#
!!(!)! !!!!(!)## # # # # [3.4]#
The# phase# transformation# of# elemental# sulphur# increases# the# porosity# of# the# cathode#structure#and#the#separator#[28].#When#the#cell#begins#to#discharge#(Figure#3.1,#point#T),#by#application#of#an#external#load,#the#lithium#metal#in#the#anode#is#oxidised,#supplying#electrons#to#the#load#and#leaving#lithium#ions#at#the#anode,#as#given#by#Equation#3.2.#The#initial#state#of#the#cell#as#discharge#begins#is#depicted#in#Figure#3.3.#
#
Figure'3.3:#Initial#state#of#Li$S#cell#as#discharge#begins#from#full#capacity#




































Positive# lithium# ions#at# the#anode#migrate# through# the#electrolyte# towards# the#cathode#and#negative#sulphide#ions#migrate#towards#the#anode.##
#
Figure'3.4:#Sulphur#is#reduced#at#the#cathode#as#electrons#are#received###As#discharge#continues# the# sulphide# ions# that# remain# in# contact#with# the#cathode#structure#are#further#reduced,#by#facile#electron#transfer,#to#increasingly#lower#states#of#oxidation#given#by#Equations#3.5$3.9#[28]:#
#!! !! ! + !!!! ! !! !!!!# # # # # [3.5]#
#####!! !!!! + !!!! !2!!!!# # #### # # ##[3.6]#
!!!!!!!!!!!! + !!!! ! !! !!!!# # # # # ##[3.7]#
!!!!!!!! !!!! + !!!! !!!!!## # # # # ##[3.8]#







































Throughout# discharge# the# concentrations# of# these# different# species# of# ion# vary# widely.#Kumaresan,#Mikhaylik#and#White# reported# these#concentration#variations# in#2008# [28]#and#the#results#of#their#model#are#reproduced#in#Figure#3.5.#
#
Figure'3.5:#Average#concentrations#of#species#(Ci,avg)#and#average#volume#fraction#of#Li2S(s)#in#the#cathode#as#a#function#of#discharge#capacity#[28].##
#The# first# discharge# region,# in# Figure# 3.2,# can# be# attributed# to# the# reduction# of# elemental#sulphur#to#the#higher#order#polysulphides,!!!!!,#!!!!#and#!!!!,#and#the#second#discharge#region#can#be#attributed# to# the#reduction#of# these#polysulphides# to# those#of#a# lower#order,#!!!!and#!!!.#In#the#first#discharge#region,#where#solid#elemental#sulphur#is#eventually#reduced#to#!!!!,#the#overall#reaction#can#be#described#by#Equation#3.10#[31]:#
!! + 4!! !→ 2S!!!# # # # #######[3.10]#
The#EMF#of#an#electrochemical#cell#is#related#to#the#concentrations#of#the#species#involved#in#the#reactions#by#the#Nernst#equation#[26].#The#corresponding#Nernst#equation#for#the#above#equation#in#the#high#plateau#is#given#by:#




























Where#E# is# equal# to# the#EMF,#E!# is# the#EMF#under# standard# conditions,#!!# is# the# ideal# gas#constant,# T# is# the# temperature# in# Kelvin,# F# is# Faraday’s# constant# and# n# is# the# number# of#electrons.# The# subscript# H# denotes# that# the# equation# represents# the# reactions# at# the# high#plateau.#As#the#concentration#of#the#higher#order#species#decreases#and#the#concentration#of#the# lower# order# species# increases# during# discharge,# the# value# of# the# logarithm# becomes#increasingly#negative,#indicating#a#lower#value#of#EMF#at#lower#states#of#charge.#For#the#low#voltage# plateau# where# the# reactants# are# different# and# the# high# order# sulphide# ions# are#reduced#to#low#order#sulphide#ions,#the#following#equation#is#obeyed#[31]:#
S!!! + 4!! !→ 2S!! + !S!!!# # # # [3.12]#
The#corresponding#low#plateau#(denoted#by#subscript#L)#Nernst#equation,#is#given#by:#
# !! = !!!! + !!!!!! !" [!!!!][!!!]![!!!!]##
[3.13]##
The#concentrations#of#the#three#species#in#this#equation#do#not#vary#greatly#during#the#second#discharge#region,#as#evidenced#in#Figure#3.5,#and#so#the#value#of#EL#remains#close#to#constant.##
The#reduction#of#sulphide#ions#during#discharge#is#actually#more#complex#than#first#appears#and#sulphide#chain#length#does#not#necessarily#reduce#systematically.#The#various#discharge#reactions# described# in# the# remainder# of# this# section# are# all# depicted# in# Figure# 3.6.# As#previously#shown,#the#ion#S!!!#can#remain#in#contact#with#the#carbon#structure#of#the#cathode#and#facile#electron#transfer#reduces# it# further#to#a#sulphide# ion#of#shorter#chain# length,#S!!!.#However,#the#S!!!#ion#might#instead#diffuse#away#from#the#cathode#making#it#impossible#for#it#to# directly# receive# more# electrons# from# the# cathode# structure.# Once# diffused# into# the#electrolyte,# it# is# free# to# react# with# two# lithium# ions# to# produce# the# long# chain# lithium#polysulphide# Li2S8.# In# fact# at# any# point# during# systematic# reduction,# sulphide# ions# may#dissolve#away#from#physical#contact#with#the#carbon#matrix#and#migrate#towards#the#lithium#ions#in#the#electrolyte,#reacting#to#form#one#of#the#following#precipitates:#




Precipitates#of# the# form#Li2Sx#where# x>2# are#highly# soluble# in# the# electrolyte#while#Li!S!(!)#(lithium#disulphide)#and#Li!S(!)#(lithium#sulphide)#are#highly#insoluble.##
#
Figure' 3.6:# Possible# reactions# during# discharge# (a)# systematic# reduction,# (b)#precipitation/dissolution,#(c)#dissociation#and#(d)#disproportionation.#
In# the# first# discharge# region# only# the# first# three# of# these# precipitates# are# formed# in#abundance.# As# they# are# highly# soluble# in# the# electrolyte,# they# are# subject# to# the# following#precipitation/dissolution#reactions:#
2!"! + !!!!! !!!"!!!(!)## # # # [3.14]#
2!"! + !!!!! !!!"!!!(!)## # # # [3.15]#
2!"! + !!!!! !!!"!!!(!)## # # # [3.16]#



















































Chemical#activity#of#polysulphides#increases#with#chain#length#[19].#Subsequently,#the#longer#chain# sulphide# ions# that# form# in# the# first# discharge# region# are# relatively# unstable# and# can#readily#dissociate#into#lower#order#sulphide#ions,#leaving#behind#elemental#sulphur,#as#shown#in# Equations# 3.17# and# 3.18# [19,32,33].# The# elemental# sulphur# formed# in# these# reactions#continues# to# be# electrochemically# reduced# and# the# average# polysulphide# chain# length#continues#to#get#smaller.##
!!!!! !!!!! + !!! !!# # # # # [3.17]#
!!!!! !!!!! + !!! !!# # # # # [3.18]#
As#solid#elemental#sulphur#is#used#up#by#these#reactions#there#is#more#cathode#surface#area#for# dissolved# lithium#polysulphides# to# be# adsorbed# to# and# the# rate# of# reduction#during# the#first#plateau#is#very#high.#However,#the#active#surface#area#of#the#cathode#varies#throughout#discharge#as# the#soluble#polysulphides# form#solid#precipitates,#which#block#the#pores#of# the#structure# [28].# The# knee# in# the# discharge# curve# (point# V)# signifies# that# all# of# the# solid#elemental# sulphur# is# depleted# from# the# cathode# and# the# concentration# of# S!(!)# decreases#sharply#as#it#continues#to#be#reduced,#without#being#replenished.##
Reactions#may#also#take#place#between#higher#order#lithium#polysulphides#that#are#adsorbed#to#the#carbon#cathode.#These#lithium#polysulphides#do#not#follow#the#systematic#reduction#in#chain#length#but#instead#undergo#disproportionation#reactions#where#a#lithium#polysulphide#of#a#high#chain#length#can#both#oxidise#and#reduce#at#the#same#time.#For#example#[29]:#
!!"!!! + 2!"! + 2!! !→ ! !!"!! + ! !!"!!!# # # [3.19]#




These# reactions# show# that# high# order# lithium# polysulphides# can# directly# form# the# final#discharge# product# Li2S(s)# whilst# retaining# their# average# chain# length.# This# process# is#evidenced# in# the# flatness# of# the# discharge# profile,# which# would# otherwise# show# distinct#plateaus#for#each#polysulphide#species#if#polysulphide#reduction#were#strictly#systematic#[29].#
At#around#point#W,#in#Figure#3.2,#insoluble#Li2S(s)#begins#to#precipitate#out#of#solution#and#the#reaction# soon# becomes# kinetically# limited# [28,34].# The# porosity# of# the# cathode# and# the#viscosity#of#the#electrolyte#are#both#at#their#maximum#between#points#V#and#W.#This#theory#was#verified#by#Cheon#et#al# in# [32]#as# their#SEM# images# showed# that#mainly# carbon#matrix#was#visible#at#point#W.###
During#region#2#of#the#discharge#profile,#the#concentration#levels#of#S8(l)#and#the#higher#order#polysulphides#decrease#steadily#as#they#are#further#reduced#to#the#lower#order#polysulphides,#without#being#replenished.#In#addition#to#direct#electron#transfer#to#sulphide#ions#adsorbed#to#the# cathode# structure,# chemical# dissociation# reactions# continue# to# occur# (Equations# 3.17,#3.18),#albeit#at#a#slower#rate#than#in#the#high#voltage#plateau#as#chemical#activity#is#reduced.#The#disproportionation#reactions#of#the#various#lithium#polysulphides#(Equations#3.19,#3.20)#also# continue# to# occur# during# the# second# discharge# region.# The# final# discharge# products,#Li2S2(s)# and#Li2S(s),# are#highly# insoluble# in# the#electrolyte#and# they#start# to#precipitate#out#of#solution#in#the#second#discharge#region,#shown#in#Equations#3.21#and#3.22.#
2!"! + !!!! !→ ! !!"!!! ! # # # # [3.21]#
2!"! + !!! !→ ! !!"!!(!)## # # # [3.22]#
At# low#discharge#rates#these#precipitates#accumulate#and#are#distributed#evenly#throughout#the# carbon# matrix# of# the# cathode,# forming# an# insulating# passivation# layer,# increasing# the#internal#resistance#of#the#cell# [35].#The#Li2S2(s)# that#deposits#directly#onto#the#carbon#matrix#may#additionally#undergo#the#following#electrochemical#reaction#[30]:#




The# idea# that# Li2S(s)# can# be# further# reduced# in# this# way# is# supported# by# the# SEM#measurements#reported#by#Cheon#et#al.#in#[32],#taken#at#around#point#Y#on#Figure#3.2,#which#shows# that# the#passivation# layer#predominantly# consists#of# a# solid# film#of#Li2S(s)# and# that# it#becomes#increasingly#more#severe#as#the#voltage#drops#to#point#Z.##
At#the#end#of#the#low#voltage#plateau,#in#the#section#between#points#Y#and#Z,#the#passivation#layer# rapidly# builds# up# and# no# further# reduction# of# the# sulphide# ion# is# possible.# This# is#reflected# in# the# steep# voltage#drop# in# the# discharge#profile.# The# end# of# discharge# occurs# at#point# Z#where# the#build# up#of# the# Li2S(s)# solid# passivation# layer# blocks# any#useful# electrical#contact#with#the#cathode.#At#higher#discharge#rates#this#layer#may#tend#to#accumulate#on#the#surface#of# the# cathode,# rather# than# filling# its#pores,# causing# the#end#of#discharge# resistance#increase#to#occur#prematurely.#If#a#discharge#current#continues#to#be#applied#after#this#point,#the# Li2S(s)# on# the# cathode# structure# may# be# further# reduced# depositing# a# layer# of# metallic#lithium#on#the#cathode,#after#which#the#cathode#becomes#unstable#[36].#
# !!"!S + 2!! !→ !2!"! + !!!# # # # [3.24]#






When#a#cell#has#been#fully#discharged#using#a#low#current#rate,#a#dense#solid#passivation#layer#of#Li2S(s)#evenly# fills# the#pores#of# the#carbon#matrix#of# the#cathode#[32].#A#charger#or#power#supply#attached#to#the#terminals#of#the#cell#supplies#electrons#to#the#lithium#electrode#causing#species# there# to# reduce,# while# electrons# are# simultaneously# removed# from# the# sulphur#electrode# causing# species# there# to# oxidise.# This# process# occurs# by# a# combination# of#electrochemical#oxidation#of# the#solid#Li2S(s)# layer#(filling#the#pores#of# the#carbon#matrix)# to#medium# and# long# chain# polysulphides,# as# in# Equation# 3.25# [29,30],# and# by# the# reversible#reactions#given#by#Equations#3.5$3.9#and#3.14$3.16.#
!"#!!! → ! !!"!!! + 2! − 2 !"! + (2! − 2)!!# # # [3.25]#
At#point#A#on#Figure#3.7,#there#is#an#immediate#jump#to#nearly#2.2V#before#the#voltage#makes#a# slight# dip# again.# This# initial# steep# rise# in# voltage# is# due# to# the# resistance# of# the# Li2S(s)#passivation#layer#on#the#cathode#and#the#subsequent#dip#may#be#due#to#a#slight# lowering#of#resistance#as# the# layer#begins# to#be# removed# [30]#as# shown# in#Figure#3.8.#The# two#shallow#voltage#plateaus# that# can#be# identified# in# the# charge#profile# can#be# related# to# two#peaks# in#oxidation#at#2.36V#and#2.22V#[37].#The#first#plateau,#identified#by#region#B,#can#be#attributed#to#the#oxidation#of#the#solid#passivation#layer#to#long#chain#polysulphides#and#by#the#end#of#this#region#it#has#been#shown#that#the#majority#of#this#layer#is#depleted#[32].#

























Long# chain# lithium# polysulphides# that# form# in# this# oxidation# reaction# also# react# with# the#remaining# insoluble# polysulphides# in# the# passivation# layer,# creating# lithium# polysulphides#with#chain#lengths#of#an#intermediate#value,#such#as#in#Equations#3.26#and#3.27#[29]:#
!"!! + !!"!!! → ! !!"!!!+!!"!!!!!!!# # # # [3.26]#
!"!!! + !!"!!! → ! !!"!!!+!!"!!!!!!!# # # # [3.27]#
The# medium# length# polysulphides# then# go# on# to# be# oxidised# into# longer# chain# length#polysulphides#at# the#cathode#surface,#as#more#active#surface#becomes#available# through#the#dissolution#of#the#solid#layer.##In#this#plateau#region#there#is#a#shallow#rise#in#potential,#which#can#be#attributed#to#the#overall#increasing#concentration#in#longer#chain#polysulphides.#



























!"#!!! − 2!"! − 2!! !→ ! (! − 1)!!"!!!!! + !# # # [3.28]#Where:# ### #!" = ! − 1 ( ! − ! + 1)# # # # # [3.29]#
Where#m,#n# and#k# are# constants.# The# increase# in# the# concentration#of# sulphide# ions#during#charge# significantly# increases# the# electrical# conductivity# of# the# electrolyte# [38,39]# but# this#means# the# viscosity# of# the# electrolyte# also# increases.# At# the# stage# at#which# solid# elemental#sulphur# begins# to# precipitate,# at# the# end# of# region# B,# the# concentration# of# lithium#polysulphides#in#the#electrolyte#is#at#a#maximum.#This#means#that,#as#in#discharge,#when#the#high#viscosity#electrolyte#fills#the#pores#of#the#carbon#matrix#the#electrochemical#reactions#are#displaced# from# the# bulk# to# the# surface# of# the# electrode# as# current# increases# [29].# Highly#porous#carbon#matrices#are#used#for#this#type#of#cell#to#try#to#minimise#this#effect.#
At#the#end#of#charge#there#is#a#voltage#spike#between#approximately#2.4V#and#2.5V.#There#is#very#little#capacity#delivered#in#this#region#and#as#soon#as#the#power#supply#is#removed#the#voltage# relaxes# to# 2.45V.# This# is# due# to# a# surface# layer# of# solid# sulphur# dissolving# into# the#electrolyte#and#chemical#dissociation#reactions#occurring#after#the#current#is#removed.#




electrolyte# and# has# the# properties# of# a# solid# electrolyte,# hence# is# known# as# the# solid#electrolyte# interphase# (SEI).#An# ideal#SEI# layer#must#have#good# ionic# conductivity#but#must#also#be#an#excellent#electrical# insulator#[40].# In# lithium$ion#batteries#the#SEI# layer#is# formed#on#the#carbon#intercalation#anode,#consuming#a#small#amount#of#lithium#in#the#process.##
In#a#Li$S#cell#a#similar#effect#occurs,#where#the#pure#lithium#anode#reacts#with#the#components#of# the#electrolyte#to# form#a#stable#SEI# layer.#Nitrate#additives#can#be#used#to#strengthen#the#SEI# making# the# anode# more# robust# against# corrosive# reactions# with# polysulphides# in# the#electrolyte# [12].# Although# the# SEI# increases# cell# resistance# and# lowers# rate# capability,# it# is#essential#for#protecting#the#anode#against#further#reaction#with#the#electrolyte,#preventing#the#consumption#and#corrosion#of#useful#lithium#[3].#Manufacturers#do#not#release#details#of#the#exact#composition#of#the#electrolyte#so#the#chemistry#of#the#SEI#layer#cannot#be#determined.##However,# it# is#known#that# its#composition#changes#during#cycling#of# the#Li$S#cell#because#of#the# polysulphides# present# during# the# intermediate# stages# of# cycling# [36].# During# the#formation# of# the# SEI# layer,# lithium#polysulphides# that# reach# the# surface# of# the# anode# react#with#lithium#metal#and#reduce#to#insoluble#lithium#disulphide#and#lithium#sulphide,#as#in#the#following#reactions#[36]:#
2!" + !!"!!! !→ ! !!"!! + !!"!!!!!# # # [3.30]#
2!" + !!"!!! !→ ! !!"!!! + !!"!!!!!# # # [3.31]#




3.2.4 Polysulphide'shuttle'mechanism'There#is#another#consequence#of#the#reaction#between#lithium#and#sulphur#that#occurs#within#this# cell# type.# # During# cycling,# a# parasitic# chemical# shuttle# of# polysulphide# species# occurs#between#the#electrodes#in#a#way#that#does#not#contribute#to#energy#generation.#The#result#of#leaving# these# reactions# to# proceed# unimpeded# has# consequences# for# the# self$discharge,#obtainable#capacity#and#energy#density#of#the#cell.#
Shuttle'mechanism'during'charge'It#has#been#shown#that#high#order#polysulphides#are#generated#at#the#cathode#surface#during#charge#as#they#are#oxidised#by#losing#electrons#to#the#external#circuit#(Equation#3.25).#Due#to#concentration# gradients# in# the# electrolyte# these# newly# formed# polysulphides# may# diffuse#across# the#electrolyte#and# interact#with# the# insoluble# lithium#polysulphides#and# the# lithium#metal#on#surface#of# the#anode,#as# in#Equations#3.26,#3.27,#3.30#and#3.31.#When#a#high#order#soluble#polysulphide#makes#contact#with# lithium#metal# the# reaction# that#occurs# reproduces#the# low# order# polysulphides.# These# low# order# polysulphides#may# then# diffuse# back# to# the#cathode#surface#where#they#are#either#oxidised#at#the#cathode#surface#(Equations#3.5$3.9)#or#react#with#solid#sulphur#(Equation#3.32)#[29]#to#create#higher#order#polysulphides#once#more.##
!!"!!!!! + !! → ! !!"!!!## # # # [3.32]#
The#process#then#repeats#itself#causing#a#shuttle#mechanism#between#the#electrodes#[31].#The#protective# SEI# layer# on# the# anode#hinders# these# parasitic# reactions# and# so# the# effect# is# not#large,#but#it#could#cause#incomplete#conversion#of#polysulphides#to#elemental#sulphur#under#certain#charge#conditions.#This#reduces#the#capacity#of#the#cell#on#subsequent#discharges#[12].#




Akridge#of#Sion#Power#Corporation#have#extensively#studied# this# shuttle#phenomenon# [31].##They# have# found# that# the# way# the# cell# under# their# investigation# behaves# when# charged#depends#on#the#composition#of# the#electrolyte#and#the#current#used#to#charge#the#cell.#Cells#showed#high#shuttle#reaction#rates#when#the#viscosity#of#the#electrolyte#was#low,#as#there#is#less#physical#material# to#oppose# the#mobility#of# the#dissolved#polysulphides,#and#also#when#the# charge# current# was# low.# The# addition# of# certain# salts# to# the# electrolyte# can# increase#electrolyte# viscosity,# inhibiting# the# shuttle#mechanism.# Low# charge# currents#mean# that# the#cell#takes#longer#to#charge#and#so#there#is#ample#time#for#the#diffusion#of#polysulphide#species#across#to#the#anode,#thus#increasing#the#chemical#shuttle#effect.#Unfortunately,#increasing#the#viscosity#of#the#electrolyte#can#never#completely#stop#the#shuttle#mechanism,#although#it#can#be#slowed#in#this#way.#This#method#also#comes#at#the#cost#of#reducing#the#rate#capability#of#the#cell#as#ion#flow#between#electrodes#is#inhibited#[12].#State#of#the#art#cells#that#now#have#nitrate# additives,# which# encourage# a# stable# SEI# layer# on# the# anode,# reduces# the# chemical#shuttle#effect#by#three#orders#of#magnitude#[12,21,43].#
Therefore,# instead#of# increasing# the#salt#content# to#raise# the#viscosity#of# the#electrolyte#and#thus#inhibiting#the#flow#of#the#chemical#shuttle#via#resistance,#the#chemical#shuttle#is#hindered#by#the#protective#layer#on#the#lithium#metal#anode.#With#the#ability#of#polysulphides#to#react#on#the#anode#severely#reduced# in#this#way,# the#chemical#shuttle#can#be# interrupted#without#loss#of#discharge# capacity# and# the#high# rate# capability#of# the# cell# is#maintained.# In# the#next#generation# of# Li$S# cells# the# lithium# anode#may# be# further# protected# by# a# physical# polymer#barrier#that#will#not#only#help#to#minimise#the#parasitic#chemical#shuttle#but#it#will#also#help#to#control#thermal#runaway#in#the#cell#[12].!




with#this,#polysulphides#that#diffuse#to#the#surface#of#the#anode#react#with#the#lithium#there,#causing# them# to# reduce# to# lower# order# polysulphides.# This# parasitic# reaction# reduces#polysulphides# in# a# way# that# does# not# contribute# to# energy# generation.# The# experiments#conducted#in#[31]#show#that#the#discharge#capacity#could#only#reach#the#maximum#value#(i.e.#the#charge#capacity)#when#the#shuttle#is#completely#inhibited.##
3.2.5 Swelling'and'self-discharge'A# swelling# battery# can# be# dangerous# because# it# usually# signifies# the# final# stage# before#explosion# [44].# Even# if# swelling# can# be# controlled# it# should# be# avoided# for# reasons# of#performance,#which#is# likely#to#deteriorate#rapidly#in#the#event#of#swelling.#Lithium$sulphur#cells#may#experience#volume#changes,#or#swell,#under#two#separate#circumstances.#The#first#occurs#during#normal#cycling#of#the#cell#when#a#variation#in#cell#dimensions#is#observed.#The#second# swelling# condition#may#occur#when# the# cell# is# left# to# rest#within#30mV#of#2.35V# for#extended# periods# of# time# [45],# which#makes# it# unusable.# It# is# highly# unusual# for# a# danger#point#such#as#this#to#occur#within#the#normal#operating#range#of#a#battery.#
In# the# first# circumstance# the# swelling# of# the# cell# may# be# attributed# to# the# reaction# of# the#lithium#metal# anode# with# polysulphide# species# present# in# the# electrolyte# [46].# This# action#causes#the#surface#of#the#lithium#to#become#rough#and#increase#in#porosity#[12].#Under#such#circumstances# the# anode# increases# in# size# and# electrolyte# moves# to# fill# the# newly# porous#areas# of# the# anode,# causing# the# cathode# and# separator# to# be# depleted# of# electrolyte# [12].#Inhibiting# the# shuttle# mechanism# is# key# to# limiting# this# kind# of# swelling.# Reducing# these#reactions#can#be#accomplished#by#improving#the#protection#of#the#anode,#which#inhibits#the#reactions#that#cause#swelling#and#improves#the#cycling#ability#of#the#cell#[46].#




recover#from#this#movement#more#readily.#The#volume#change#of#the#cathode#during#cycling#can#be#attributed#to#the#increase#in#volume#of#species#on#the#surface#of#the#electrode.#The#final#discharge#product#Li2S(s)#has#a#higher#volume#than#elemental#sulphur#[42]#and#so#the#cathode#structure#must#be#porous#enough# to#accommodate# this#volume#change.#A#build#up#of#Li2S(s)#may# also# cause# stress# to# the# cathode# structure,# breaking# pieces# away# from# the#main# body.#This# damage#not# only# reduces# the# active# area# of# the# cathode,# but# any#polysulphide# species#attached# to# the# broken# pieces# are# no# longer# able# to# take# part# in# electrochemical# reactions,#reducing# the# capacity# of# the# cell.# It# is# also# possible# that# gases# formed# from# the# reaction# of#lithium# metal# with# trace# water# or# from# low# boiling# hydrocarbons,# which# result# from# the#reaction#of#lithium#with#salts#in#the#electrolyte,#may#also#contribute#to#the#swelling#of#the#cell#during#cycling#[48].#
The#second# type#of# swelling#occurs#during#periods#of# rest.#Manufacturer’s# safety#guidelines#stipulate#that#Li$S#cells#should#not#rest#at#2.35V#±#0.03V#for#extended#period#of#times#as#this#may#cause#cells#to#swell#[45].#There#is#insufficient#data#in#the#literature#to#describe#or#predict#this#phenomenon#and#the#cause#is#not#well#understood.##





temperature# dependent# and# so,# as# chemical# activity# increases# with# temperature,# swelling#may#take#longer#to#manifest#in#cells#of#lower#temperature#[44].#For#cells#stored#at#the#critical#voltages#in#high#temperatures,#swelling#may#occur#much#faster#and#may#be#more#severe.#
In#a#patent#for#an#anti$swell#protection#circuit#put#forward#by#Nexergy#[44]#it#is#implied#that#swelling# may# occur# at# a# lower# voltage# in# addition# to# the# known# swelling# range# but# this#voltage#is#not#specified.#The#peak#in#reduction#that#occurs#at#2.35V#also#occurs#at#1.9V#[49],#which#may#hold#some#significance#but#there#is#no#literature#to#corroborate#this,#nor#are#there#any# safety#guidelines# from#Li$S# cell#manufacturers# that#warn#against# resting# the# cell# at# any#other#voltage#than#the#higher#voltage#specified#here.#




3.2.6 Origins'of'capacity'fade'It# was# shown# in# [32]# that# some# of# the# Li2S# that# forms# during# discharge# remains# on# the#cathode# even# after# full# charge.# This# Li2S# does# not# contribute# to# any# future# electrochemical#reactions#causing# irreversible#capacity# loss.# It# is#also#possible# that# localised#build$up#of#Li2S#can#cause#the#carbon#matrix,#to#which#it#is#attached,#to#break#away.#This#decreases#the#active#area#of#the#cathode#and#removes#the#Li2S,#to#which#it#is#attached,#from#future#electrochemical#reaction.# When# Li$S# cells# are# discharged# at# high# current# rates,# Li2S# is# not# uniformly#distributed# on# the# cathode# structure# and# tends# to# accumulate# on# the# outer# surface# of# the#cathode#[35].#This#would#imply#a#more#severe#localisation#of#Li2S#at#the#cathode#surface#and#higher# levels# of# cathode# structure# destruction# at# high# current# rates,#which# is# confirmed#by#results#given#in#[35].#This#reasoning#has#also#been#used#to#explain#why#there#is#less#capacity#available#at#higher#current#rates,#i.e.#the#build#up#of#the#Li2S#layer#on#the#outer#surface#of#the#cathode#restricts#ionic#transport#to#the#sulphur#contained#in#the#cathode,#decreasing#sulphur#utilization#and#lowering#the#available#capacity#of#the#cell.##In#the#Sion#Li$S#cell#the#final#volume#of#Li2S#is#~1.79#times#greater#than#that#of#the#original#volume#of#elemental#sulphur#[12].#This#would#imply#that#any#localisation#also#occurring#within#the#pores#of#the#cathode#might#cause#the# destruction# of# the# cathode# if# the# pore# volume# is# lower# than# that# of# the# final# discharge#product.##





3.2.7 Scope'for'improving'chemical'composition'The#chemical#composition#of#lithium$sulphur#cells#has#yet#to#be#optimised.#Cycle#life#remains#a#limiting#factor#for#these#cells#with#only#30$60#cycles#at#80%#DoD#reported#in#the#literature#[12].# It# is# hoped# that# the# degradation# in# cycle# life# as# well# as# the# chemical# shuttle,# self$discharge#and#swelling#phenomenon#can#all#be#addressed#by#either#protection#of# the#anode#surface#or#various#design#changes#to#the#cathode#composition.##In#[12]#it#was#suggested#that#a#physical# membrane,# comprising# ceramic# or# polymer# materials# could# be# employed# on# the#lithium#anode# surface# to# aid# the# restriction#of#parasitic# reactions#with# lithium#metal.#Other#cell# construction# options# are# also# being# explored,# such# as# a# stacked# formation# of# cell#components,#which#accommodates#swelling#more#effectively#than#wound#cells#[50].#
Various# international# universities# are# currently# researching# improvements# of# the# cathodes#structure#using#silicon#nanowire#technologies,#as#detailed#further#in#Chapter#4,#Section#4.1.1.#[51,52,53].# This# technology# may# increase# the# cells’# tolerance# to# swelling# and# decrease#capacity#degradation.#Specific#energy#densities#for#Li$S#cells#remain#between#350$390Wh/kg#[42,54]#but# it# is#believed#that#an# improvement# to#at# least#450Wh/kg# is#possible# in# the#near#future# [12].# Larger# capacity# cells# may# also# be# developed# [50]# and# changes# to# cycling#guidelines,#such#as#reducing#the#operating#voltage#range#of#the#cell,#may#have#advantages#for#the#cycle#life#of#the#cell#[54].#3.3 Comparison*to*State%of%the%Art#Technology!#
In# Chapter# 2# the# state# of# the# art# in# spacecraft# batteries# was# described.# # As# previously#explained,# the# state# of# the# art# can# be# defined# in# different# ways# depending# on# the#mission#requirements#for#the#battery.#High#power#batteries#are#valued#for#launch#vehicle#applications#whereas#batteries#with#a#long#cycle#life#are#necessary#for#LEO#satellites,#for#example.#
























'ABSL#18650HC# Small#Cylindrical# 2.5#$#4.2# 1C# 1.5# 0.0405# 133# ≈5#SAFT#VL34P# Large#High#Power# 2.5#$#4.2# 15C# 34# 0.94# 129# 1250#SAFT#VES#180# Large#High#Energy# 2.5#$#4.2# 2C# 50# 1.11# 175# ≈360#Sion#Li$S# Small#Pouch# 1.7#$#2.5# 2C# 2.8# 0.016# ≈350# ≈12#
'
Table'3.1:#State#of#the#art#space#battery#(2012)#and#Li$S#electrical#and#physical#parameters#
In#terms#of#electrical#performance#the#Li$S#cell#can#be#compared#to#both#small#cell#and#large#cell#batteries#and#also#to#high#power#batteries.#Table#3.1#summarizes#the#parameters#of#some#batteries#that#are#currently#in#use#in#space#(and#have#a#great#deal#of#heritage)#and#the#Li$S#cell#manufactured#by#Sion#Power#Corporation,#with#information#taken#from#manufacturer’s#data#sheets# [27,55,56,57].# The# data# sheets# of# all# cells# used# for# comparison# in# this# chapter# are#reproduced# in# Appendix# B.# It# is# important# to# recognise# that# this# is# a# comparison# to# the#current# position# in# spacecraft# battery# technology,# not# to# the# emerging# state# of# the# art# in#terrestrial#batteries,#which#was#discussed#in#Section#2.1.#












Ah' Mass/kg'ABSL#18650HC# Small#Cylindrical# 8s10p#(80#cells)# 20$33.6# 15# 15# 3.24#Sion#Li$S# Small#Pouch# 13s6p#(78#cells)# 22.1$32.5# 33.6# 16.8# 1.25#
'
Table'3.2:#Comparison#of#18650HC#and#Li$S#batteries#






















The# Li$S# is# not# a# high# power# cell,# when# compared# to# state# of# the# art# in# high# power# space#batteries,# as# Table# 3.3# shows.# A# Li$S# battery# of# equivalent# voltage# and# capacity# to# a# SAFT#VL34P#has#less#than#a#fifth#of#the#power,#while#a#Li$S#battery#scaled#to#the#equivalent#power#needs#66#parallel#cells#and#weighs#over#twice#as#much.##
A# VL34P# battery#may# require# numerous# cells# in# series# to# obtain# the# required# voltage# and#these# cells#would# require# cell$balancing# electronics.# An# equivalent# Sion# Li$S# battery#would#need#up#to#twice#the#number#of#series#cells#to#make#up#the#correct#voltage#and#hence#would#require#up#to#twice#the#number#of#balancing#circuits.# #
Comparing#a#SAFT# ‘very#high#energy’#VES180#battery#to#a#Li$S#battery#of#equivalent#voltage#and#capacity# in#Table#3.4#shows#that# the# two#batteries#have#very#similar#properties#but# the##Li$S#battery#weighs#half#that#of#the#SAFT#equivalent.#As#with#the#VL34P#comparison,#the#Li$S#battery# would# require# up# to# twice# as# many# balancing# circuits# and# additional# casing.# This#would# affect# the# specific# energy# of# the# battery# pack# as# a#whole# but# there# could# still# be# an#advantageous#mass#saving.#
'
Table'3.4:#Comparison#of#equivalent#VES180#and#Li$S#batteries#



















of# Li$S# cells# is# currently# higher# than# Li$ion# and# Li$ion# cells# also# do# not# contain# a# ‘swelling#voltage’# in# their# normal# operating# range.# Despite# these# apparent# drawbacks,# future#developments# in# chemical# composition,# which# aim# to# fully# protect# the# lithium# anode,# are#expected#to#benefit#cycle#life,#self$discharge,#current#rate#ability,#swelling#and#cell#degradation#because# these# effects# can# be# mainly# attributed# to# parasitic# reactions# at# the# anode.#Improvements#to#the#cathode#composite#material#may#aid#recovery#after#swelling#[52,53]#and#as# cell# design# changes,# from# small# capacity,# wound# pouch# cells# to# large# capacity,# stacked#prismatic# cells,# they# will# become# more# robust# to# spacecraft# environments.# Manufacturing#cells#in#larger#batch#numbers#and#reducing#impurities#facilitate#better#cell#matching,#reducing#the#need# for#cell$balancing#electronics#and# improving#specific#energy#and#energy#density.# If#the# chemical# composition# can#be#optimised# and#batch# sizes# increased,# these# aspects# of# cell#performance#will#be#improved#and#there#is#the#potential#for#Li$S#cell#technology#to#compete#with# Li$ion.# Li$ion# cell# technology# did# itself# start# out# with# low# cycle# life# and# a# dangerous#lithium#anode#before#the#chemistry#was#optimised.#










In#this#chapter#the#lithium$sulphur#electrochemistry#was#described#in#detail.#This#included#a#description#of#the#constituent#components#of#the#cell,# its#fundamental#design#and#operation,#and# its# theoretical#performance# characteristics.#The#discharge#and#charge# characteristics#of#the#cell#were#explained#by#indicating#the#various#chemical#and#electrochemical#reactions#that#are#thought#to#take#place,#with#reference#made#to#the#evidence#in#the#literature#that#supports#such#assertions.##
Other#attributes#that#define#the#Li$S#cell#chemistry#are#the#polysulphide#chemical#shuttle#and#the# swelling# that# occurs# during# the#normal# operation# of# the# cell.# Both# of# these#phenomena#were#discussed#although#the#literature#available#on#these#subjects#is#not#plentiful,#especially#for#the#swelling#event,#which#is#not#well#understood.#
It#was#established#that#there#is#scope#for#improvement#of#the#Li$S#cell#chemistry,#which#is#yet#to# be# optimised# by# cell#manufacturers.# Future# improvements# to# chemical# composition# and#cell# design# were# discussed# with# a# view# to# reducing# the# parasitic# reactions# that# cause# cell#degradation#and#internal#damage#caused#by#swelling.#
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In#this#chapter,#a#review#of#the#available#Li7S#cell#technologies#is#made#and#the#cell#chosen#for#characterisation# in# this# study# is# described.# Furthermore,# the# choice# of#modelling# technique#chosen#for#the#Li7S#cell# is# justified.#The#characterisation#tests#chosen#for#this#study#are#then#defined#and#related#to#the#objectives#of#the#work.#These#tests#comprise#characterisation#tests#to# collect# data# for# the# cell#model# and# tests# to# aid# in# the#design# of# the# battery#management#system.# The# test# descriptions# include# the# development# of# the# testing# methodology,# the#experimental#setup#and#implementation#of#the#test.#4.1 Cell$Selection#
4.1.1 Lithium*sulphur/cell/technologies/There#are#several#Li7S#cell#technologies#undergoing#intense#research#by#different#institutions#today.#Sion#Power#Corporation#has#been#researching# the# lithium7sulphur#couple#since#1994#[1]#and#has#manufactured#an#advanced#Li7S#pouch#cell#that#has#an#energy#density#of#at#least#350Wh/kg#[2].#These#cells#use#a#pure#lithium#metal#anode#and#a#sulphur/carbon#composite#cathode,#with#a#non7aqueous#electrolyte#and#have#a#high#sulphur#utilization#[3],#as#well#as#a#good#safety#record#[4].#




In#an#attempt#to#address#these#problems#a#considerable#amount#of#research#has#focussed#on#novel# electrode# nano7materials,# although# these# cells# are# still# at# the# research# level.#Researchers# at# the# University# of# Waterloo# have# made# advancements# with# a# mesoporous#carbon#structure#as#a#cathode#material#[8].#Carbon#nanotubes#are#arranged#hexagonally#and#are#spanned#by#carbon#nanofibre#support#structures.#Molten#sulphur#is#infused#into#the#pores#and#is#allowed#to#solidify#onto#the#carbon#structure.#Electrolyte# is#used#to#fill# the#remaining#volume#in#the#structure.#The#channels#created#between#the#nanotubes#have#uniform#porosity#and#allow#for#expansion#and#contraction#of# the#electrode,#which#reduces#degradation#of# the#cell# during# repeated# cycling.# This# porosity# is# carefully# tuned# to# allow# enough# room# for#expansion#as#the#high7volume#Li2S#forms#on#discharge,#whilst#not#compromising#the#volume#of# active# sulphur# mass.# Coulombic# efficiencies# of# 99.9%,# low# capacity# fading# and# high#reversible#capacities#of#1320mAh#per#gram#of#sulphur#have#been#seen#in#this#cell#[9].#
Stanford#University#have#also#been#researching#novel#electrode#materials#in#order#to#improve#the# cycle# life# and# cycling# efficiency# of# lithium7sulphur# based# batteries.# They# have# made#several# advancements# in# silicon# anode# technology# [10]# coupled# with# lithium7sulphur#mesoporous# carbon# composite# cathodes# [11].# Their# Li7S/Si# battery# [12],# despite# having# a#lower#theoretical#capacity#than#the#Li7S#battery#(1550Wh/kg#in#comparison#to#2600Wh/kg),#has#a#reported#specific#energy#of#630Wh/kg#on#the#initial#discharge.#



















4.2.1 Choice/of/modelling/technique/A# review# of# battery# modelling# techniques# was# given# in# Chapter# 2.# In# choosing# the# ideal#modelling# technique# for# this# work# several# factors# have# to# be# accounted# for,# including# the#accuracy# required# of# the# model,# comprehension# of# the# electrochemistry# and# the# testing#facilities#available.##






Electrochemical#models#of#other#cell#types#can#be#very#accurate,#but#only#under#very#specific#conditions,# and# do# not# predict# cell# behaviour# precisely# [15,16].# Establishing# a# precise#electrochemical# model# of# a# Li7S# cell# would# require# comprehensive# knowledge# of# the#electrochemical#reactions#occurring#within# the#cell#and#the#calculation#of#a# large#number#of#constants#and#parameters,#including#the#diffusion#coefficients#of#all#chemical#species#present#at#all#states#of#charge#through#all#materials.#In#Chapter#3#the#chemical#composition#of#the#Li7S#cell#was#described#and#there#are#evidently#a#multitude#of#species#present,# in#addition#to#the#various#chemicals#found#in#the#electrolyte.#The#use#of#Sion’s#cells#for#this#project#was#bound#by#strict#terms#of#use,#including#the#prohibition#of#cell#destruction#and#chemical#analysis,#and#so# an# investigation# to# determine# the# exact# chemical# composition# of# the# cells# and# the#concentrations# of# each# intermediate# species# at# different# states# of# charge# was# impossible.#Furthermore,#the#intermediate#reduction#stages#of#discharge#are#not#yet#fully#understood#and#are#much#more#complicated#than#in#the#Li7ion#chemistry#[17].#An#electrochemical#model#of#a#cell#with#an#unknown#chemical#composition#would#therefore#be#primitive#and#inaccurate#and#does#not#serve#the#objectives#of#this#thesis.#The#inability#to#investigate#the#internal#structure#and#composition#of#the#cells#meant#that#characterisation#methods#such#as#cyclic#voltammetry#and# impedance# spectroscopy,# which# require# the# use# of# a# reference# electrode,# were# not#exploitable.# Battery# testers,# however,# were# available# for# use# and# can# acquire# empirical#measurements#of#time,#cell#voltage,#current,#capacity#and#power#that#can#then#be#manipulated#into# empirical# look# up# tables# for# the# (more# intuitive)# equivalent# circuit#model.# # It# was# for#these#reasons#that#an#equivalent#circuit#model#based#on#empirical#electrical#characterisation#was#chosen#for#this#project.#One#of#the#main#advantages#of#this#method#is#that#the#resultant#model# does# not# rely# on# total# comprehension# of# the# electrochemistry# involved# and#may# be#adaptable#to#improved#cell#versions,#with#no#chemical#analysis#required.#




the# required# temperature# and# T7type# thermocouples# could# be# connected# to# the# battery#testers# in#order# to# empirically#measure# the# temperature# changes#on# the# surface#of# the# cell.#Dedicated#battery#calorimeter#equipment#was#unavailable#for#these#tests.##
4.2.2 Experimental/equipment/and/preparation/The#testing#performed#on#the#Sion#Li7S#cells#was#carried#out#at#ABSL#Space#Products#Ltd# in#Abingdon,# Oxfordshire.# One# hundred# lithium7sulphur# cells# were# shipped# from# Sion# Power#Corporation#and#arrived#at#ABSL#in#January#2011.##
# #
Figure/4.4:#Cells#were#packaged#in#individual#plastic#bags#contained#within#small#tins.# Figure/4.5:#The#cells#were#shipped#in#drums#of#vermiculite.##
The#cells#were#shipped#in#individual#sealed#plastic#bags#and#contained#in#small#tins,#two#cells#per#tin#as#in#Figure#4.4.#Ten#tins#were#contained#in#larger#drums#filled#with#vermiculite#and#the# drums# were# bolted# shut# as# shown# in# Figure# 4.5.# After# removing# the# cells# from# their#packaging#the#cells#were#checked#for#signs#of#damage#or#heating#and,#when#none#was#found,#they#were#individually#numbered#and#resealed#in#their#plastic#bags.#









Figure/4.7:#The#electrodes#were#wired#to#Anderson#connectors.#Black:#Negative#power,#Blue:#Negative#sense.#Red:#Positive#power.#Brown:#Positive#sense.##Anderson#connectors#were#connected#to#the#end#of#each#wire#in#the#configuration,#as#shown#in# Figure# 4.7.# These# connectors# were# chosen# because# of# their# compatibility# with# the#connections#on#the#battery#testers.##All#100#cells#were#prepared#in#this#way#so#that#they#could#be#screened#before#the#specific#characterisation#testing#began.##








Test#data#was#logged#using#Maccor#battery#testers#(Figure#4.9)#and#each#cell#or#battery#was#connected#to#a#Maccor#channel#via#a#custom7made#harness#cable#constructed#from#four7core#1.5mm2#wire.# These# battery# testers# are# highly# accurate# data# loggers# and# are# calibrated# to#1mV#for#voltage#and#1mA#for#5A#current#channels#and#2mA#for#10A#current#channels.##




In#between#tests#the#cells#were#stored#in#sealed#plastic#bags#inside#sealed#plastic#boxes,#which#were# contained# in# a# heavy7duty# freezer# chest# at# (uncontrolled)# ambient# temperatures.#Because#the#cells#have#both#positive#and#negative#tags#protruding#from#the#same#side#of#the#cell,# care# was# always# taken# to# remove# any# jewellery# before# handling# the# cells# in# order# to#minimise#the#risk#of#shorts.#
The#details# of# equipment# used# to# carry# out# the# tests# described# in# this# chapter# are# given# in#Appendix#C.#An#example#Maccor#test#program#is#provided#in#full#in#Appendix#D.##
4.2.3 Test/methodology/In# order# to# accurately# model# a# Li7S# cell# using# an# equivalent# circuit# method# a# range# of#empirical# characterisation# tests# are# required# to# populate# the# relevant# lookup# tables.##However,# the# layout# of# the# equivalent# circuit# cannot# be# optimised# until# the# cell# has# been#characterised#and#its#voltage,#capacity#and#thermal#responses#understood.#Consequently,#the#testing#methodology#was#developed#over#the#course#of#the#testing,#as#the#model#was#refined,#and#more#was#learnt#about#the#cell.##
As# was# shown# in# Section# 2.4# an# equivalent# circuit# model# of# any# battery# type# is# generally#composed#of#a#voltage#source#and#various#resistors#and#capacitors#that#describe#the#transient#voltage#response.#Therefore#it#was#logical#to#begin#with#an#initial#set#of#tests#that#were#based#on# those#used# to# characterise# Li7ion# cells.# As# such,# the# initial# test# plan#was#based#on# those#tests#used#to#characterise#the#ABSL#18650HC#cell#[18]#for#use#in#ABSL’s#modelling#software,#BEAST#[19].#



















Maximum#operating#voltage#limit# 2.5V#Minimum#operating#voltage#limit# 1.7V#Maximum#charge#rate# C/5#Maximum#continuous#discharge#rate# 2C#Operating#temperature#range# 720℃#to#45℃#Maximum#voltage#safety#limit# 2.8V#Minimum#voltage#safety#limit# 1.05V#Cell#Capacity#@#C/5#and#20oC# 2.5Ah#Specific#Energy# 350Wh/kg#Energy#Density# 320Wh/l#Cell#Impedance# 25mΩ#
/
Table/4.1:#Sion#Li7S#data#sheet#information#
4.3.1 Screening/and/capacity/checks/It# is# common# practice# to# perform# screening# assessments# on# each# cell# prior# to# any#characterisation# tests.#This#ensures# that# the#manufacturer’s# specifications#are#met,# that#any#defective# cells# are# found# and# that# the# variation# in# cell# characteristics# across# the# batch# are#determined.#This#is#especially#necessary#for#the#Li7S#cell#batch#used#in#this#work,#as#the#cell#is#produced#in#low#batch#numbers#and#so#batch#uniformity#may#be#variable.#The#capacity#found#in# a# screening# cycle# can# also# be# used# to# define# a# “standard# capacity#measurement”# (SCM),#which#tells#the#user#how#much#of#the#full#capacity#is#available#using#a#predefined#current#rate.#
For#the#Li7S#cell#it#was#important#that#the#screening#tests#provided#as#much#information#about#the# cell# as# possible#with#minimal# impact# on# its# future# performance.# As# such,# the# following#screening#test#algorithm#was#completed#on#each#Li7S#cell:#




5. Rest#for#6#hours.#6. Discharge#cell#at#the#manufacturer’s#recommended#current#rate#of#0.315A#to#2.3V.#7. Rest#for#2#seconds.#8. Discharge#cell#at#the#manufacturer’s#recommended#current#rate#of#0.315A#to#1.7V.#9. Rest#for#6#hours.#10. Repeat#steps#179#once.#
From#this#test#the#following#information#about#each#individual#cell#could#be#determined:#
1. Nominal#charge#and#discharge#capacity.#2. Charge#efficiency.#3. Ohmic#resistance#estimate,#for#both#charge#and#discharge#(from#2#second#rests).#4. Severity#of#self7discharge#(from#6#hour#rests).#5. Cell7to7cell#variation#of#above#parameters.#
Due# to# the# limited# availability# of# thermocouple# data# logging# channels# only# approximately#10%#of# cells# had# temperature#monitoring.# If# a# cell#were# to#have#overheated,# it#would#have#been# likely# to# show#visible# signs# of# failure,# such# as# swelling,# and# the# screening#data#would#have#been#unusual.#Thus,# it#was#not#necessary#to#monitor#the#temperature#of#all#the#cells.#A#cell# was# deemed# to# have# passed# the# screening# test# if# the# test# completed# within# specified#safety#limits#and#there#was#no#evidence#of#swelling#or#internal#shorting.#
Reference#to#an#‘SCM’#cycle#in#the#remaining#tests#shall#from#hereon#mean#the#following:#
1. Charge#to#2.5V#at#a#current#rate#of#0.315A.#2. Taper#charge#at#2.5V#until#current#diminishes#to#0.05A.#3. Rest#for#30#minutes.#4. Discharge#to#1.7V#at#a#current#rate#of#0.315A.#




4.3.2 Standard/capacity/measurement/A#standard#capacity#measurement#(SCM)# is#used#to#determine#a#cell’s#nominal#capacity#at#a#predetermined#current#rate#and#is#referenced#as#a#percentage#of#the#cell’s#total#capacity.#For#example,#a#Li7S#cell#discharged#at#and#SCM#rate#of#C/9#may#yield#97%#of#its#total#capacity.#This#is#useful#information#because#determining#an#accurate#measurement#of#the#total#capacity#of#a#cell#requires#a#very#slow#discharge#(~2#days)#in#order#to#minimise#resistive#losses.#If#it#were#necessary#to#perform#a#full#capacity#measurement#each#time#a#cell#was#used#in#a#test,#that#test#would#be#very#time#consuming.#Therefore,#knowing#what#percentage#of#capacity#an#SCM#cycle#yields#means#the# total#capacity#can#be#accurately#determined# from#a#much#shorter# test# (~9#hours#in#the#case#of#the#C/9#rate).#
Knowing#the#total#capacity#of#the#cell#means#that#the#cell’s#state#of#charge#can#be#calculated#when#the#current#is#monitored#into#and#out#of#the#cell.#All#of#the#lookup#tables#used#in#the#cell#model#are#dependent#on#state#of#charge.#In#order#to#determine#the#full#capacity#of#the#Li7S#cell#the#following#test#was#performed#on#a#set#of#5#cells#connected#in#parallel:#
1. Charge#to#2.5V#at#a#current#rate#of#C/48.#2. Rest#for#30#minutes.#3. Discharge#to#1.7V#at#a#current#rate#of#C/48.#
Using#5#cells#in#parallel#reduces#the#error#of#the#Maccor#logging#system#at#low#currents.#This#is#because#a#current#5#times#as#large#as#that#used#on#a#single#cell#is#needed.##




was# unknown# before# testing# began,# although# the# literature# suggested# a# level# of# 476%# per#month# could# be# expected# [3].# In# addition# to# the# recoverable# capacity# lost# to# self7discharge,#electrochemical#cells#also#suffer# from#various# irreversible#capacity# losses,#which#are#caused#by#cell#aging#and#the#effects#of#cycling,#as#was#described#in#Chapter#3.#
Understanding# self7discharge# characteristics# is# of# importance# for# the# Li7S# cell# type.# Firstly,#self7discharge#affects# the#way# that# cells#perform# in#a#battery#pack,#where#non7uniform#self7discharge#characteristics#add# to# cell# imbalance.#Additionally,# for# the#Li7S# cell# chemistry,# the#drop# in# cell# open# circuit# voltage# caused# by# self7discharge# must# be# closely# monitored# to#prevent# the# cell# from# passing# from# 100%# SoC# into# the# swelling# voltage# range# and# resting#there#for#extended#periods#of#time.#The#results# from#these#tests,#when#compared#to#current#state# of# the# art# spacecraft# batteries# will# help# to# determine# their# suitability# for# space#applications,# where# batteries# are# routinely# stored# for# long# periods# of# time# before# launch.#Characterisation# of# irreversible# capacity# losses# is# important# for# the# prediction# of# the# cells’#performance#degradation#with#age#and#their#cycle#life.#














!!! = !!! − !! = !!!" + !!! + !!! # # # # [4.1]#
The#difference#in#capacity#between#D1#and#D3#is#due#to#the#effects#of#Cf#and#Cc#as#in#Equation#4.2.#The#capacity#lost#to#self7discharge#is#therefore#calculated#as#in#Equation#4.3.#
# !! = !! − !(!! + !!!)# [4.2]#









In# order# to# characterise# the# self7discharge# characteristics# of# cells# resting# at# 40%# SoC# the#following#test#was#implemented,#again#at#a#test#temperature#of#20℃,#on#a#set#of#8#cells:#
1. Perform#SCM#cycle#to#determine#initial#discharge#capacities#(D1).#2. Recharge#to#40%#SoC.##
The#following#test#was#then#performed#on#2#randomly#selected#cells# from#the#storage#batch#after# a# period#of# 1#day,# 1#week,# 1#month# and#5#months#of# storage# and,# as# the# cell# voltages#were#already#below#2.32V,#there#was#no#risk#of#swelling.#
1. Discharge#to#1.7V#at#a#current#rate#of#0.315A#to#obtain#new#discharge#capacity#(D2).#2. Charge#to#100%#SoC.#3. Discharge#to#1.7V#at#a#current#rate#of#0.315A#to#obtain#new#discharge#capacity#(D3).##
#
Figure/4.12:#The#various#discharge#capacities#obtained#before#and#after#storage#at#40%#SoC##









In# the# results# of# the# aforementioned# tests,# the# contribution# to# irreversible# capacity# losses#appeared# to#be#quite# severe.# It#was# therefore#proposed# to# look#at# this# effect# in#more#detail#and#to#separate#out#the#effects#of#Cf#and#Cc#to#determine#whether#the#act#of#performing#cycling#after#storage#contributed#greatly#to#the#overall#irreversible#capacity#fade#seen#in#the#cells.#In#order#to#do#this#the#capacity#loss#per#cycle#should#be#known#and,#as#such,#a#repetitive#cycling#test# to#characterise# this#effect#was#performed.#Data# from#the# first#cycles,#when# the#capacity#loss#due#to#the#age#of#the#cell#is#at#a#minimum,#is#most#accurate#for#separating#Cf#and#Cc.#
Test/implementation:/Repetitive/cycling/
Five#individual#cells#underwent#the#following#test#whilst#at#an#ambient#temperature#of#20℃:#
1. Charge#all#cells#to#100%#SoC#(at#a#current#rate#of#0.315A#for#all#cells)#2. Discharge#Cell#1#at#2C,#Cell#2#at#C,#Cell#3#at#C/2,#Cell#4#at#C/5#and#Cell#5#at#C/9#until#1.7V#is#reached.##3. Repeat#steps#for#a#maximum#of#100#cycles.#
In# addition# to# the# determination# of# capacity# fade# per# cycle# this# test# also# gives# important#results#on#the#rate#dependency#of#available#capacity#(the#Peukert#effect)#and#cell#degradation,#as#well#as#the#general#effect#of#continual#cycling.#
4.3.4 EMF/The# open# circuit# voltage# (OCV),# or# EMF,# is# a# fundamental# quantity# that# varies#with# a# cell’s#state#of#charge#in#a#way#characteristic#to#its#chemistry.#When#a#load#is#connected#to#a#cell#the#voltage# seen# at# the# terminals# (Vterm)# is# different# to# the#EMF#by# an# amount# that# depends#on#current#rate,#I,#and#internal#resistance,#R:#






It#is#known#that#if#a#cell#is#cycled#at#a#very#slow#constant#rate#such#as#C/50#[13,17]#the#voltage#drop# due# to# the# internal# resistance# and# current# rate# is# greatly# reduced# and# the# terminal#voltage#should#give#a#good#representation#of#the#EMF.#At#first#it#was#thought#that#the#EMF#of#the#cells#could#be#accurately#characterised#in#this#way,#as#is#the#case#with#the#characterisation#of#the#18650HC#cell.#Preliminary#tests#of#this#nature#were#conducted#and#included#hour#long#rests# at# intermittent# points# in# the# cycle.# These# rests# indicated# that# there#was# a# non7trivial#voltage#recovery#to#the#true#EMF#value#and#showed#the#slow#C/48#cycle#did#not#indicate#the#true#EMF#as#seen#in#Figure#4.13.#
#
Figure/4.13:#A#C/48#current#is#removed#from#a#discharging#cell#
Following# this#realisation,# the#EMF#test#was#modified# to# include#periodic#rest#points#during#the# cycle# that# allowed# the# voltage# to# recover# to# its# true#EMF#value.#Monitoring# the# current#into#and#out#of#the#cell#allows#the#state#of#charge#of#the#cell#to#be#known#at#each#rest#point#and#an#EMF#vs.#SoC#lookup#table#can#be#generated.#
Test/implementation/



















average#values# gained# from#a#module# test#would#be#of#more#value# for#modelling#purposes.#The# module# was# placed# inside# a# thermal# chamber# set# to# a# temperature# of# 20℃# and# the#following#test#program#commenced:#
1. Perform#SCM#cycle.#2. Charge#to#100%#SoC.#3. Discharge#by#0.05Ah/cell#at#a#rate#of#C/48.#4. Rest#for#2#hours.#5. Repeat#steps#3#and#4#until#1.7V#has#been#reached.#6. Charge#by#0.05Ah/cell#at#a#rate#of#C/48#7. Rest#for#2#hours.#8. Repeat#steps#6#and#7#until#2.5V#has#been#reached.#9. Discharge#at#C/9#until#1.7V#has#been#reached.#
Due#to#the#limited#number#of#cells#available#for#the#testing#only#one#module#could#be#used#for#all# of# the# EMF# tests,# repeated# at# additional# temperatures# of# 0℃,# 720℃# and# +40℃# (in# this#order).#The#order#is#important#as#the#high#temperature#tests,#where#the#cells#are#more#likely#to#be#damaged,#are#completed#last.#The#results#of#these#tests#can#be#found#in#Section#5.5.#
4.3.5 Internal/resistance/Characterisation#of#the#internal#resistance#of#a#cell#is#vital#to#the#battery#model#as#the#value#of#internal#resistance#dictates#how#the#battery#will#respond#to#different#current#rates,#states#of#charge#and#temperatures#and#how#the#battery#voltage#recovers#during#rest#phases.#Applying#a#current# change# ∆I,# measuring# the# corresponding# change# in# voltage# ∆V# and# then# applying#Ohm’s#Law#can#be#used#to#calculate#the#internal#resistance#of#a#cell,#R.#
# ! = !∆!∆! # [4.5]##
Test/methodology/development/




different#states#of#charge.##This#was#because,#originally,#internal#resistance#was#thought#to#be#a#good# indicator#of# state#of# charge,#due# to# information# found# in# the# literature#and#also# in#a#patent#filed#by#Sion#[20,21].#The#aim#of#the#pulse#test#was#to#determine#if#the#resistance#had#a#strong#SoC#dependency#and# if# so,#could#a#pulse# test#predict# this#with#accuracy?# In# theory,#a#current#pulse#could#be#used#by#the#BMS#to#determine#state#of#charge#without#having#to#put#the#battery#into#a#rest#condition#and#could#be#superimposed#over#any#current#profile#that#was#already#running#on#the#battery.#The#results#showed#that#not#only#did#the#internal#resistance#of# the# cell# not# have# a# strong# state# of# charge# dependency# but# that# the# results#would# not# be#useful#for#modelling#the#transient#behaviour#of#the#battery.##
The# test# was# therefore# modified,# in# an# attempt# to# capture# this# transient# behaviour.# The#resistance#characterisation# tests#used#on# the#18650HC#cell#only#seek# to#describe# the#Ohmic#resistance# of# the# cell# and# the# transient# response# is# not# addressed.# The# Ohmic# response# is#characterised#by#periodic#2#second#rests#in#a#C/10#cycle#where#the#voltage#change#divided#by#the# cycling# current# gives# the# resistance# at# the# rest# point.# To# capture# the# transient# voltage#recovery#of#the#Li7S#cell#the#rest#length#was#increased#so#that#the#recovery#to#the#EMF#value#could#be# fully#characterised,#and# therefore#modelled.#These# tests#were#expanded# to# include#characterisation#at#a#range#of#temperatures#and#current#rates.#
Test/implementation/
• Rate/dependency/ rest/ test:# Three# individual# cells#were# charged# to# 100%#SoC# and#kept#at#a#temperature#of#20℃.#They#were#then#cycled#at#one#of#the#following#current#rates:# C/20,# C/9# and# C/5.# During# the# cycling# the# current# was# interrupted# at# every#0.1Ah# and# the# cells# were# left# open# circuit# for# 1# hour# in# order# to# monitor# the# rate#dependency#of#the#voltage#response.##




rest#for#2#hours#after#every#0.05Ah#of#capacity#had#been#removed#or#added.#The#test#was# conducted# on# three# different# sets# of# cells# (two# cells# per# set)# at# a# different#temperature# for# each# set# (0℃,# 20℃# and# +40℃).# This# allows# a# comparison# of# the#internal#resistance#of#the#cells#over#a#range#of#temperatures.###
The#results#of#these#tests#can#be#found#in#Section#5.6.#
4.3.6 Dependency/of/EMF/on/temperature/When# a# battery# discharges# it# generates# an# amount# of# heat# that# is# the# sum# of# the# heat#generated#by#polarization#(Joule#heating,#qp),#entropy#effects#(qs)#and#other#sources#such#as#self7discharge# (qother).# For# the# purposes# of# modelling,# it# is# important# to# know# how# the#temperature# of# a# battery# varies# as# it# charges# and# discharges# as# some# components# of# the#battery#model#are#temperature#dependent.#Equation#4.6#describes#the#power#dissipated#by#a#cell#!!"##!during#its#operation#[22].#The#full#derivation#of#this#equation,#from#first#principles,#is#given#in#Appendix#A.#
# !!"## = !!! + !.!.!"!"# [4.6]#
Where#E#is#the#cell’s#EMF,#T#is#cell#temperature,#I#is#the#load#current#and#R#is#its#total#internal#resistance.#This#value#of#power#dissipation#is#used#in#the#standard#heat#transfer#equation#to#model#the#temperature#of#a#Li7S#cell#during#operation.#In#order#to#evaluate#power#dissipation,#it#is#necessary#to#characterise#the#differential#term#in#Equation#4.6,#which#represents#the#rate#that#the#open#circuit#voltage#varies#with#temperature.#
Test/methodology/development#




hysteresis#in#the#final#results.#It#was#thought#that#the#thermal#cycling#could#have#been#too#fast#and#the#cell#could#not#adapt#to#the#temperature#change#quickly#enough.#The#testing#method#was# then#modified#so# that# the# thermal#cycle#was#much#slower,#but# in# fact#a#slower# thermal#cycle# created# a# greater# hysteresis# effect.# It# was# subsequently# realised# the# hysteresis# effect#was# due# to# the# cells# not# having# reached# an# equilibrium# voltage# value# before# the# thermal#cycling#commenced.#The#cells#that#underwent#the#slower#thermal#cycling#had#markedly# less#time#to#reach#an#equilibrium#value#before#the#cycling#started#and#the#greater#hysteresis#seen#in# the# results#was# likely# to#be#due# to# this.#Although# the#hysteresis# could#not#be# completely#eliminated,#allowing#the#cell#voltage#to#relax#to#equilibrium#minimises#the#effect.#
Test/implementation/The#tests#to#determine#how#EMF#changes#with#temperature#were#completed#in#two#parts.##
/ Cell/Number/ 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/
Capacity/
Removed///Ah/
Part/1/ 0# 0.4# 0.8# 1.2# 1.6# 2.0# 2.4# X*#










4.3.7 Hysteresis/An#important#aspect#of#the#battery#model#is#to#accurately#account#for#changes#in#the#direction#of# current.# The# charge# and#discharge#EMF#profiles# of# the#Li7S# cell# have# shown# to#be#highly#asymmetrical#and#so#switching#the#current#from#charge#to#discharge#(or#vice#versa)#with#no#rest# period# in# between# does# not# mean# the# cell# voltage# instantaneously# jumps# from# one#voltage#profile# to# the#other.#A#test# is# therefore#required#to#characterise# the#effect#of#voltage#transition#between#these#curves#for#inclusion#in#the#cell#model.#
Test/methodology/development/
The# hysteresis# effect# is# not# something# that# is# modelled# in# the# BEAST# tool,# although# it# is#considered# for# future# updates,# as# the# effect# can# be# significant,# especially# at# low# states# of#charge#[23].#Dudley#et#al.#described#a#test#for#the#Li7ion#cell#in#which#a#cell#is#cycled#at#a#rate#of#C/50# and# this# current# is# reversed# at# several# points# during# the# cycle.# This# test# has# been#modified#for#the#Li7S#cell#by#using#a#higher#current#rate#(to#reduce#test#length)#and#including#roughly# twice# as#many# reversal# points.# In# addition,# the# charge# to# discharge# hysteresis#was#characterised#using#a#separate#cell#from#the#discharge#to#charge#hysteresis#cell.#The#purpose#of# this# test#was#to#observe#the#voltage#transition#between#charge#and#discharge#at#different#states#of#charge,#at#a#temperature#of#20℃.#The#following#two#tests#characterised#this#effect:#





1. Discharge#at#a#rate#of#0.315A#for#30#minutes.#2. Charge#to#100%#SoC#3. Rest#for#2#hours.#These# steps# were# continually# repeated# but# at# each# cycle# the# charge# time# was#increased#by#30#minutes.#This#continued#until#the#cell#reached#1.7V.#
These#hysteresis# tests# allow# the#model# to# show#an#accurate# transition#between# charge#and#discharge# curves# should# a# sudden# change# in# current# direction# occur.# This# is# important# for#real7life#applications#where#a#satellite#battery#may#abruptly#switch#from#charge#to#discharge#modes# as# the# satellite# enters# or# emerges# from# eclipse.# Results# for# these# tests# are# found# in#Section#5.8.#4.4 BMS$Specification$Testing#
In#order# to# create#a# specification# for# the#battery#management# system#certain# tests#must#be#completed# in# order# to# establish# a# cell’s# operating# limits.# Recommended# safety# ranges# from#the#cell#manufacturer#were#given# for# the#Li7S#cell# in#Table#4.1.#By#exceeding# these# limits#or#entering#forbidden#ranges#during#testing,#information#can#be#obtained#about#a#cell’s#reaction#to# certain# abusive# conditions# and# steps# can# be# made,# when# designing# the# battery#management#system,#to#avoid#or#minimise#the#risks#involved.#Information#on#how#a#battery#is#expected#to#perform,#should#an#unplanned#abusive#event#occur,#would#also#be#available#to#the#end#user#of#the#battery.#




are# given# in# the# further# work# section# of# Chapter# 8.# Nevertheless,# because# the# cell#manufacturer# had# already# provided# these# limits# it# was# thought# that# these# tests# were# not#critical# to# the# specification# of# the# battery#management# system.# The# tests# described# in# this#section#were#not#based#on#any#documented#Li7ion#testing#but#were#designed#specifically#for#the#Li7S#cell#for#the#purposes#described#above.#
4.4.1 Open/circuit/voltage/decline/Two#cells#were#used#to#determine#the#rate#that#EMF#declines#if#a#Li7S#cell#is#left#open#circuit#for# extended#periods# of# time.#One# cell#was# charged# to# 100%#SoC# and# another# to# 40%#SoC.#Their# voltage# and# temperature#were#monitored#over# a#period#of#months.#These# tests# show#the#rate#at#which# the#voltage#declines#at#different#states#of# charge.#Monitoring#of# the#100%#SoC#cell# also# indicated#how# long# it# took# for# the# cell# to# reach# the#high# swelling#voltage# limit#(2.38V)# from# full# capacity,# emerge#at# the#other#end#of# the# swelling# range# (2.32V)#and#what#happened#to#the#cell#over#this#range.#Monitoring#the#cell#at#40%#SoC#indicates#how#stable#the#cell# is#when# resting# at# this# SoC# and# if# there# is# any#danger# of# the# self7discharge#mechanism#over7discharging#the#cell.#Results#for#this#test#can#be#found#in#Section#7.1.1.#









If# cells# in# a# battery# pack# become# unbalanced# their# individual# voltages# may# stray# over# the#normal# operating# limits# (if# they# are#not# adequately#protected).# This# test#will# show# the#Li7S#cells’# tolerance# to# repeated# overcharge# or# overdischarge# (within# it’s# safety# limits)# and# the#effect# this#has#on#the#retained#capacity#of# the#cell.#This#will#help# to#determine#what# level#of#balancing# protection# the# cells# need,# how# much# overcharge# or# overdischarge# they# can#accommodate#and#how#the#cells#degrade#under#these#conditions.#
Each# test#was# conducted#on# a# single# cell# contained# in# a# thermal# chamber# set# at# 20℃.# Both#tests# were# split# into# two# parts.# The# first# part# of# each# test# cycled# the# cells# between# their#normal#operating# limits# (a#standard#cycle)# for#3#cycles#and#then#one#cycle#at# the#respective#abuse#cycle.#The#voltage#profile#of#the#cell#outside#of#its#operating#limits#was#unknown#before#completion#of#this#test#and#so#after#the#first#part#of#the#test#the#data7logging#rate#was#checked#in#order#to#make#sure#that#the#detail#of#the#extended#voltage#profile#was#suitably#recorded.#In#the#second#part#of# the# test# the#cells#were#cycled#between#the#appropriate#voltage# limits# (as#given# in#Table#4.4)# for#20#cycles# (chosen#as#a#preliminary#value).#Cycle#number#could#have#been#extended#if#cell#response#was#minimal.#Abuse#test#results#can#be#found#in#Section#7.1.2.#
4.4.3 Series/string/cycling/As# described# in# Chapter# 2,# a# battery# of# cells# connected# together# in# series# may# require#additional#protection#to#that#of#a#single#cell,#due#to#the#possibility#of#cell#imbalance.#A#test#was#devised#in#order#to#determine#cell#voltage#divergence#in#a#series#connected#string.#This#helps#to#define#the#level#of#balancing,#if#any,#that#Li7S#cells#would#require#during#normal#operation.#
Test/implementation//




Part/1:# Each# cell#was# subject# to# two# SCM# cycles.#A# resistance# cycle#was# then# completed# (a#standard#cycle#with#5#second#rests#every#0.2Ah)#and#the#cells#were#recharged#to#100%#SoC#in#preparation#for#part#two#of#the#test.###
Part/2:#All#5#cells#were#connected# in#a#series#arrangement#as# in#Figure#4.14.# Individual#cell#voltages# and# temperatures#were# logged# as#well# as# string# voltage# and# current.# Once# in# this#arrangement#the#cells#were#subject#to#20#SCM#cycles.#The#battery#voltage#was#limited#to#12.5V#(2.5V#x#5#cells),#however#in#order#to#monitor#the#natural#behaviour#of#the#cells#as#closely#as#possible,#but#still#with#regard#to#safety,#the#individual#cell#voltages#were#limited#to#their#safety#charge# voltage# of# 2.8V# as# they# were# expected# to# exceed# their# normal# limit# of# 2.5V.# If# no#imbalance#had#been#noted,#the#test#could#have#been#extended#for#further#cycling.#Results#for#the#series#string#tests#can#be#found#in#Section#7.1.3.#
#
Figure/4.14:#Series#string#test#set#up#of#5#Li7S#cells#















disposed#of.#If#the#Li7S#cell#were#to#become#commercialised,#this#feature#must#be#explored#(or#resolved)# and# the#battery#management# electronics,# designed# to#protect# the# cell# from#abuse#conditions,#must#be#able#to#prevent#cells#from#swelling.##
A# situation# could# be# envisaged# where# a# spacecraft# battery# is# left# to# rest# at# an# undesired#voltage.# This#may# occur# during# a# fault# condition,#where# the# charge# or# discharge# current# is#abruptly# cut# from# the# battery.# Cells# may# become# unbalanced# during# cycling# and# if# the#balancing#electronics#do#not#actively#rectify#the#imbalance#adequately,#or#they#develop#a#fault,#then#it#would#be#hard#to#keep#all#cells#out#of#the#swelling#range#after#a#recharge.#Furthermore,#depending# on# the# mission,# the# battery# may# only# need# to# be# partially# discharged# during#eclipse,#or#it#may#not#receive#a#full#charge#during#sunlight.#Also,#the#battery#could#be#left#at#full#charge#for#extended#periods#of#time,#on#the#launch#pad#for#example,#where#there#is#a#risk#of#the# voltage# falling# into# the# swelling# range# as# the# cell# self7discharges.# Any# one# of# these#conditions#may#result#in#a#cell#being#at#rest#inside#the#swelling#voltage#range.#Swelling#can#be#a#dangerous#event# if#not#controlled#properly#as# it# is#usually# the# last#stage#before#venting.# It#also#needs#to#be#avoided#for#reasons#of#performance,#which#is#likely#to#deteriorate#rapidly#in#the#event#that#a#cell#swells.#
Because#the#swelling#effect#has#not#been#reported#in#detail#in#the#literature,#the#BMS#could#be#designed#to#protect#the#cells#in#a#number#of#ways.#For#example,#the#BMS#may#need#to#monitor#the#time#that#the#cell#is#in#the#swelling#range,#its#thickness#or#its#pressure#in#order#to#prevent#damage.# Swelling#may#also#be# temperature#dependent# [24].# It# is# the#purpose#of# this# test# to#quantify#the#swelling#effect#to#determine#the#BMS#requirements.##
Test/implementation/





1. The#rapidity#with#which#a#Li7S#cell#begins#to#swell#once#it#is#in#the#swelling#range.#2. Whether# the# severity/rapidity# of# swelling# depends# on# how# deep# into# the# swelling#voltage#range#the#cell#is.#3. Whether# the# severity# of# swelling# depends# on# how# long# the# cell# has# spent# in# the#swelling#voltage#range.#4. How#cell#degradation#is#affected#by#the#above#factors.#5. The#effect#that#temperature#has#on#the#above#factors.#6. Variation#between#cells.#
Seven# cells#were# used# in# this# test.# Cells# 175#were# placed# in# a# thermal# chamber# set# at# 20℃#while#cells#6#and#7#were#placed#in#a#separate#thermal#chamber#also#set#at#20℃.#
All# 7# cells# were# cycled# 3# times# using# the# SCM# cycle# at# 20℃# to# determine# the# discharge#capacities#and#cycling#efficiencies#of#the#cells.#Another#cycle,#interrupted#by#5#second#rests#at#intervals# of# 0.2Ah,# was# also# performed# on# all# cells# in# order# to# determine# pre7test# Ohmic#resistance.#Each#cell#was#then#charged#to#voltage#W,#given#for#each#cell#in#Table#4.4.##
Cell/Number/ 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/
Swelling/Voltage/V///Volts/ 2.35# 2.35# 2.35# 2.37# 2.33# 2.35# 2.35#
Charge/to/Voltage/W//Volts/ 2.39# 2.39# 2.39# 2.4# 2.375# 2.39# 2.39#
Swelling/Temp//T/#°C/ 20# 20# 20# 20# 20# 40# 40#
Time/in/Swelling/Range/S///
hours/ 144# 144# 28# 144# 144# 28# 28#
/
Table/4.4:#Summary#of#cell#conditions#for#swelling#tests#
These# voltages#were#determined# from#pre7test# checks# to#define# the#best# voltage# to# aim# for#when#requiring#the#cell#voltage#to#relax#into#the#swelling#range.#The#final#voltage,#within#the#swelling# range,# that# each# cell#was# intended# to# rest# at# is# also#given# in#Table#4.4,# as# swelling#voltage#V.#All#cells#were#left# in#the#swelling#voltage#range#for#the#specified#period#of#time,#S.#After#such#a#time#had#elapsed#the#cells#underwent#a#series#of#‘post7swelling#tests’,#as#follows:#




As#Table#4.4#shows,#cells#173#were#all#left#in#the#same#condition,#at#the#centre#of#the#swelling#voltage#range,#for#different#amounts#of#time.#These#tests#are#designed#to#show#the#correlation#between#cell#degradation#and#severity#of# swelling#with# the# time# left# in# the#swelling#voltage#range.#Also#the#rapidity#of#swelling#once#at#the#desired#voltage#is#determined.#They#also#show#the#variation#between#two#cells#(1#and#2)#under#the#same#conditions.#
Cells#4#and#5#were#left#to#rest#at#voltages#on#the#limits#of#the#swelling#voltage#range.#The#post7swelling# tests#were# performed# on# these# cells# at# the# same# time# as# cells# 1# and# 2# (after# 144#hours)#and#were#used#to#compare#the#severity#of#swelling#and#cell#degradation#in#relation#to#the#position#in#the#voltage#range.#







could#show#cell#thickness#to#the#viewer,#as#shown#in#Figure#4.15.#This#was#also#done#so#that#a#significant# event# could# be# recorded# if# it# occurred# overnight#while# the# cells#were# not# being#monitored#in#person.#The#equipment#used#to#monitor#the#20℃#tests#was#not#available#for#use#on#the#40℃#tests.#Calliper#measurements#of#cell#thickness#were#taken#every#30#minutes#on#all#seven#cells#whilst#in#the#swelling#range#(during#the#day).#Aside#from#exploring#the#electrical#aspects# of# a# swollen# cell,# observing# the# cells# during# swelling# gives# information# about# its#mechanical# design.# This# is# useful# for# future# battery# casing# design,# internal# cell# protection#mechanisms#and#mechanical#restraints.##4.5 Conclusions#
Lithium7sulphur#cells#manufactured#by#Sion#Power#Corporation#were#chosen#for#study#in#this#work#due# to# these#cells#being# the#only#ones#made#available# to#ABSL#at# the# time# the#project#was#undertaken.##
In# this# chapter# several# common# methods# used# for# modelling# batteries# were# discussed.#Different# cell# characterisation# methods# were# also# considered# and# it# was# explained# why,#mainly#due#to#equipment#availability#and#constraints#on#the#use#of#Sion’s#cells,#an#equivalent#circuit#modelling#method#and#an#empirical#testing#regime#were#chosen.##Development#of#the#model# is#presented# in#Chapter#6.#Cell# testing#was#divided# into# two#main#areas#and#detailed#descriptions#of#each#test#carried#out#were#given.#They#are#summarised#as#follows:#
Cell/characterisation:#The#cells#were#characterised#in#order#to#populate#lookup#tables#for#a#cell#model.#Tests#to#characterise#properties#of#EMF,#internal#resistance,#EMF#dependency#on#temperature,#self7discharge,#storage#and#hysteresis#were#described.#
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In! this! chapter! the! results! from! the! cell! characterisation! tests,! which! were! described! in!Chapter! 4,! are! presented.! The! test! data! is! analysed! and! compared! to! results! found! in! the!literature!and!where!possible!the!electrochemistry!of!the!cell!is!used!to!explain!the!findings.!The!development!of!these!results!into!the!cell!model!will!be!discussed!in!Chapter!6.!!5.1 Preliminaries!












• Test!Start!Time!! !The!data!logged!on!the!Maccor!system!was!recorded!in!a!format!compatible!with!Excel,!with!one! column! for! each! of! the! parameters! given! above,! in! its! raw! form.! This! enabled! simple!manipulation!of!the!data!through!the!use!of!standard!Excel!tools!and!macros.!
































with!chemicals!present!in!the!electrolyte.!This!layer!is!modified!further!by!the!soluble!lithium!polysulphide! species! that! occur! during! discharge,! providing! additional! protection! against!reaction!with! the! lithium! anode.! If! the! cell! has! been! left! open! circuit! in! a! fully! discharged!condition!for!a!number!of!days!the!protection!that!this!layer!provides!may!degrade,!causing!a!possible!increase!in!selfSdischarge!reactions.!The!first!charge!after!a!period!of!rest!is!also!less!protected!against!parasitic!shuttle!reactions,!requiring!substantially!more!charge!to!be!input!into!the!cell!before!full!charge!is!reached,!reducing!the!coulombic!efficiency!of!the!first!cycle.!In! the! subsequent! discharge! the! SEI! layer! is! again! modified! by! the! lithium! polysulphide!species!and!so!an!immediate!charge!following!this!would!not!suffer!the!same!level!of!parasitic!reactions!and!the!coulombic!efficiency!is!improved.!
!
Figure'5.2:!Coulombic!efficiencies!of!all!screened!cells!plotted!against!cell!age!






















the!cell!in!the!hysteresis!test.!An!expected!efficiency!closer!to,!but!less!than,!100%!would!not!be!unreasonable!for!a!brand!new!cell!with!zero!rest!between!charge!and!discharge,!but!this!would! require! further! investigation.! The! average! value! of! 96.7%! is! used! as! the! value! of!coulombic!efficiency!for!a!new!cell!in!this!work,!but!should!be!seen!as!a!worstScase!value.!
The!charge!and!discharge!capacities!for!the!second!screening!cycle!are!displayed!in!Figure!5.3!as!a! function!of!age.!These! results! show! that,! even! for! cells! stored!at!a! low!state!of! charge,!capacity!irreversibly!degrades!with!calendar!age.!Assuming!the!rate!of!degradation!is!linear1!there! is! a! loss! of! approximately! 1.7mAh! per! day! for! both! charge! and! discharge! capacities!when!cells!are!stored!at!less!than!10%!SoC.!It!should!be!noted!that!the!cells!were!stored!in!a!nonStemperatureScontrolled!chamber,!which!could!have!affected!these!results.!!
!
Figure'5.3:!Capacities!of!the!second!screening!cycle!performed!on!each!cell!as!a!function!of!calendar!age.!!



























































































The! results! also! show! that! the! cells! are! reasonably! uniform! in! resistance! at! the! point! the!measurement! was! taken,! with! the! first! cells! screened! displaying! a! 5%! variation! in! charge!resistance! and! a! 10%! variation! in! discharge! resistance.! An! increase! in! resistance! is!accompanied!by!a!reduction!in!capacity,!as!shown!in!Figure!5.5.!This!active!capacity!loss!can!be! explained! by! the! deposition! of! irreversible! Li2S! on! both! electrodes,! which! also! acts! to!increase!the!resistance!of!the!cell.!!
!
Figure' 5.6:! Temperature! changes! of! a! LiSS! cell! during! a! 0.315A! cycle.! Thermal! chamber!temperature!was!measured!at!21℃.!
There!were!clear! temperature!variations!during!cycling,!depicted! in!Figure!5.6,!which!were!comparable!to!results!found!in!the!literature![3].!The!cells!returned!to!ambient!temperature!within! 30! minutes! of! the! removal! of! current.! During! charge,! the! temperature! of! the! cell!gradually!increased,! indicating!an!exothermic!cell!reaction,!peaking!at!a!temperature!of! less!than!1℃!above!ambient!at!about!50%!charge.! In! the!second!half!of!charge!the!temperature!decreased!dipping!to!just!below!1℃!of!ambient!at!the!end!of!charge.!The!electrochemical!cell!reaction! is! thus! endothermic! in! the! second! half! of! charge,! absorbing! heat! from! its!surroundings.!!



























on! the! cathode! at! low! states! of! charge.! This! layer! causes! a! sharp! increase! in! internal!resistance,!which!in!turn!causes!more!of!the!energy!entering!the!cell!to!be!dissipated!as!heat.!Although!this!layer!is!still!present!at!the!beginning!of!charge,!it!is!depleted!before!the!cell!can!heat!up!to!appreciable!levels.!
5.2.1 Standard'capacity'measurement'(SCM)'analysis'Five!cells!were!connected!in!parallel!and!cycled!at!the!very!low!rate!of!C/48,!with!no!current!interruptions,!in!order!to!determine!the!average!beginning!of!life!(BoL)!total!capacity!of!the!LiSS!cells.!The!total!charge!capacity!obtained!in!this!test!was!3.21Ah!while!the!total!discharge!capacity! was! 3.13Ah.! A! comparison! of! these! values! to! the! average! charge! and! discharge!capacities!of!the!same!cells!in!the!screening!cycles!is!given!in!Table!5.1!(taking!into!account!the!expected!capacity!fade!due!to!cycling!and!storage).!It!shows!that!an!SCM!cycle,!as!defined!in!Section!4.3.1,!where!the!cells!begin!at!100%!SoC,!gives!around!92%!of!the!total!capacity.!!
! Slow!Cycle!/!Ah! Expected!capacity!at!0.315A/Ah! Percentage!of!slow!cycle!capacity!Charge!Capacity/Ah! 3.21!±!0.01! 2.97!±!0.01! 92.5!±!0.6%!Discharge!Capacity/Ah! 3.14!±!0.01! 2.91!±!0.01! 92.7!±!0.6%!
'
Table'5.1:!Comparison!between!capacities!obtained!during!a!C/48!cycle!and!the!average!of!the!capacities!obtained!for!the!same!cells!during!screening,!modified!to!match!cycle!number.!
In!support!of!this!result,!a!single!cell!was!charged!to!100%!SoC!and!then!discharged!at!a!rate!of!0.315A!until!1.7V!was!reached,!after!which!the!cell!was!taper!discharged!until!the!current!reached! a! value! of! 0.058A;! the! same! current! value! as! used! in! the! C/48! test.! The! capacity!removed!from!the!cell!down!to!1.7V!was!92.1%!of!the!capacity!removed!from!the!cell!in!total.!The!uncertainty! in! the!Maccor! readings! (±0.02%!of! full! current! scale)!gives!an!error! in! the!capacity!measurements!of!±0.6%.!These!values!could!be!affected!by!selfSdischarge!occurring!during!both!cycling!and!during!the!rests!between!cycles.!!




maximum! selfSdischarge! current! occurred! over! all! states! of! charge! then! the! storage! test!results!(given!in!Section!5.3)!show!that!the!reversible!capacity! lost!over!48!hours!would!be!2%! of! the! total! capacity.! ! However,! selfSdischarge! may! not! be! constant! over! all! states! of!charge!and!could!decline!as!SoC!decreases.!Therefore,!the!discrepancy!in!capacity!from!selfSdischarge! reactions! is! likely! to! fall! within! the! noise! of! the! measurements! and! will! be!disregarded!in!the!results!of!this!test.!!
Taking! into!account! the!above!complications,!and!accepting!a!certain! level!of!error! in! these!results,!in!the!remainder!of!this!work!the!SCM!cycle!will!be!taken!as!92%!of!the!full!capacity!of!the!cell.!This!conclusion!can!be!used!to!process!the!results!of!other!tests,!where!a!0.315A!SCM!cycle!can!be!used!to!estimate!total!capacity!of!a!cell!rather!than!using!a!time!consuming!4Sday!slow!cycle.!!5.3 Storage(and(SelfSDischarge*Tests!
Two!series!of!storage!tests!were!described!in!Section!4.3.3.!Cells!were!stored!at!both!100%!SoC! and! 40%!SoC! at! 20℃! for! different! amounts! of! time!while! their! storage! characteristics!were!acquired.!The!purpose!of! these! tests!was! to!determine!both! the! rate!of! selfSdischarge!and!the!amount!of!irreversible!capacity!fade!for!inclusion!in!the!cell!model.!!




that!the!reactions!that!cause!capacity!losses!are!selfSlimiting.!Results!presented!by!Ryu!et!al.!in! [4]! show! a! similar! trend,!where! capacity! loss! is!more! significant! in! the! first! 80! days! of!storage,!reducing!down!to!insignificance!thereafter.!
Cell$Number$ 42$ 43$ 44$ 45$ 46$ 47$ 48$ 49$
Days$in$storage$ 1$ 1$ 7$ 7$ 41$ 41$ 140$ 140$
Initial$Discharge$Capacity,$
D1$/$Ah$
2.811$ 2.802$ 2.822$ 2.803$ 2.805$ 2.789$ 2.839$ 2.819$
Charge$to$40%$SoC$
Capacity$/$Ah$ 1.208$ 1.208$ 1.208$ 1.208$ 1.208$ 1.208$ 1.208$ 1.208$
Expected$D2$/$Ah$ 1.168$ 1.168$ 1.168$ 1.168$ 1.168$ 1.168$ 1.168$ 1.168$
Actual$Discharge$Capacity$
after$Rest,$D2$/$Ah$
1.377$ 1.384$ 1.213$ 1.213$ 0.852$ 0.877$ 0.403$ 0.428$
Discharge$Capacity$after$
Recharge,$D3$/Ah$
2.763$ 2.760$ 2.738$ 2.721$ 2.618$ 2.611$ 2.543$ 2.517$
Irreversible$Capacity$Loss$
(D18D3)$/$Ah$










































Consequently,! the! experiments! intended! to! characterise! the! selfSdischarge! reactions,! were!actually! a! combination! of! reversible! capacity! changes! incorporating! the! sum! of! both! selfSdischarge! capacity! losses! and! capacity! recovery! “gains”.! This! presents! a! number! of! issues.!Separating!the!two!effects!is!important!for!modelling!purposes!as!the!capacity!gain!witnessed!during! rest! only! occurs! after! the! removal! (and! possibly! reversal)! of! current,!whereas! selfSdischarge!reactions!may!occur!regardless!of!whether!the!cell!is!connected!to!a!load!or!not.!It!is!possible!that!the!level!of!selfSdischarge!remains!constant!over!the!entire!SoC!range!of!the!cell!although!this!is!unlikely!because!of!the!reduction!of!chemical!activity!of!polysulphides!as!chain!length!decreases!at!lower!states!of!charge![5].!The!effect!that!storage!of!the!cell!has!on!the!protective!SEI!layer!may!also!affect!these!results.!As!storage!time!continues,!the!SEI!layer!starts! to! degrade,! possibly! leading! to! an! increase! in! parasitic! selfSdischarge! reactions! that!may!eventually!become!selfSlimiting.!The!mechanisms!behind!the!storage!effects!of!LiSS!cells!at!states!of!charge!other!than!during!rest!at!100%!SoC!are!not!described!in!the!literature,!the!only!implication!being!that!selfSdischarge!decreases!with!decreasing!states!of!charge![5].!




! Cell!28! Cell!29! Cell!30! Cell!31!Days!in!storage! 1! 1! 8! 8!Initial!Discharge!Capacity,!D1/Ah! 2.810! 2.774! 2.801! 2.850!Discharge!Capacity!after!Rest,!D2/Ah! 2.711! 2.690! 2.598! 2.624!Discharge!Capacity!after!Recharge,!D3/Ah! 2.759! 2.731! 2.716! 2.743!Irreversible!Capacity!Loss!/!Ah! 0.052! 0.043! 0.084! 0.107!Reversible!Capacity!Loss!/!Ah! 0.048! 0.040! 0.118! 0.119!!
Table'5.3:!Test!results!for!cells!stored!at!100%!SoC!for!1!and!8!days!
Assuming!proportionalilty!with! the!square!root!of! time!gives! the!relationships!displayed! in!Figure!5.8.!The!intercept!of!the!irreversible!capacity!loss!trend!line!represents!the!percentage!of! initial! capacity! lost! due! to! the! act! of! 2! cycles.! The! intercept! occurs! at! 0.7%,!which! is! in!agreement! with! the! value! of! 0.8%! found! in! the! 40%! SoC! tests.! The! total! capacity! loss! is!always! positive! at! 100%! SoC! indicating! that! selfSdischarge! losses! occur! soon! after! resting!begins.! Extrapolating! the! selfSdischarge! trend! line! shows! a! capacity! loss! of! 7.6%! after! 1!month!in!storage.!This!is!comparable!to!the!literature![3,6],!which!states!values!of!4S6%!per!month.!However,!the!temperature!at!which!these!values!were!arrived!at!is!not!stipulated!and!a!cooler!temperature!could!be!the!reason!for!this!discrepancy.!
!
Figure'5.8:!Relationship!between!capacity!losses!and!time!spent!in!storage!at!100%!SoC!




































A!series!of! repeated!cycling! tests!were!conducted!on!5! individual! cells.!Each!cell!was! taper!charged!to!100%!SoC!at!a!rate!of!0.315A!and!discharged!at!a!rate!of!5.6A!(2C),!2.8A!(C),!1.4A!(C/2),!0.56A!(C/5)!or!0.315A!(~C/9).! !These!values!were!chosen! to!span! the!current!range!that!is!acceptable!to!use!on!the!cell.!These!tests!indicate!the!capacity!losses!due!to!cycling!and!reveal!the!short!term!cycling!behaviour!of!the!cells,!which!helps!to!determine!their!suitability!for! space! industry! applications.! The! results! of! these! tests! can!be! incorporated! into! the! cell!model!to!predict!cell!degradation!and!may!be!used!by!the!BMS!to!predict!a!cell!failure.!
5.4.1 Cell'failure'''The! cells! undergoing! C/9! discharge! and! C/5! discharge! both! ruptured! during! cycling,! as!shown! in!Figure!5.9.!The! analysis! of! life! test!data! given! in! this! section! indicates!why! these!failures!may!have!occurred!and!examines!the!possibility!of!predicting!such!a!failure.!
!
Figure'5.9:!A!ruptured!LiSS!cell!




capacity!fade!with!cycling,!as!expected.!In![7]!this!initial!increase!in!capacity!was!attributed!to!slow!penetration!of!electrolyte! into! the!pores!of! the!carbon!structure.!However,! the!results!given! here! show! that! the! initial! capacity! increase! did! not! occur! in! all! cells! and! only! at!intermediate!rates.!As!expected,!the!available!capacity!decreases!with!increasing!current!rate.!
'
Figure'5.10:!Charge!and!discharge!capacities!of!life!test!cells!
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These!results!show!that!capacity!fade!rate!generally!decreases!as!current!rate!increases,!and!possibly! starts! to! increase! again! at! very! high! rates,! which! could! indicate! a! current! rate!threshold!of!~2C!at!which!point!cathode!destruction!becomes!a!dominant!factor.!This!result!appears! to! conflict! with! results! found! in! [8],! which! state! that! the! rate! of! capacity! fade!increases!from!0.1Ah!per!cycle!to!0.18Ah!per!cycle!as!current!rate!increases!from!~C/10!to!~C/1.4!respectively.!However,!in!that!paper!the!fade!rates!are!both!significantly!larger!than!in! the! Sion! cells! cycled! at! similar! rates,! indicating! a! significant! variation! in! chemical!composition.! In! this!work,! the!cells!discharged!at! the!C/9!and!C/5!rate!both!ruptured!after!approximately! 60! and! 90! cycles! respectively,! which! may! have! been! preceded! by! the!increased!capacity!degradation!seen!in!Figure!5.11.!However,!many!C/9!conditioning!cycles!were! performed! in! a! range! of! other! tests! and! all! showed! similar! levels! of! capacity! fade! to!those! of! this! test,! which! would! imply! that! the! results! are! not! anomalous! and! the! rate! of!capacity!fade!is!indeed!larger!at!low!current!rates!for!the!Sion!cells.!This!hypothesis!is!further!corroborated!in!literature!concerning!lithium!metal!cells![9],!which!establishes!that!cycle!life!is!longer!for!cells!cycled!at!high!discharge!rates!in!comparison!to!lower!rates.!The!storage!test!results! predicted! approximately! 0.4%! capacity! fade! (due! to! cycling)! per! 0.315A! cycle,!however! these! cells! had! time! for! recovery! between! cycles.! The! life! tests! predict! a! capacity!fade!of!0.9%!per!0.315A!cycle!when!cells!are!cycled!continuously.!




In! Chapter! 3! it! was! shown! that! the! precipitation! of! Li2S! begins! at! the! start! of! the! second!discharge!region.!If!Li2S!increasingly!tends!to!deposit!on!the!surface!of!the!cathode!as!current!rate!increases![8],!obstructing!access!to!the!inner!cathode,!then!the!available!capacity!in!the!second!discharge!region!declines!as!current!rate!increases.!This!is!supported!by!the!voltage!profiles! given! in! Figure! 5.12,! which! shows! that! the! current! rate! only! affects! the! capacity!available! in! the! second! discharge! region.! The! capacity! available! from! the! first! discharge!region!is!independent!of!the!current!rate!used.!!
''
Figure'5.12:!Voltage!profiles!of!cells!discharged!at!various!current!rates!



































! !"#$%&%$!!"#$%&! Wh kg = !!!"!.!!! ! [5.2]!Where!!!"!is!the!average!voltage!during!discharge,!!!!is!the!total!capacity!of!the!cell!and! !is!its!mass.!Mass!can!be!interchanged!for!volume!to!find!the!energy!density!of!the!cell.!For!a!LiSS!cell! cycled! at! C/9! and! C/5! these! energy! values,! taken! at! cycle! 1! and! cycle! 60,! are! given! in!Table!5.4.!The!mass!of!the!cell!is!taken!as!16g!and!its!volume!as!0.023l.!
! C/9' C/5'Cycle!Number! 1! 60! 1! 60!Average!Voltage!(V)! 2.14! 2.1! 2.13! 2.07!Capacity!(Ah)! 2.809! 1.33! 2.4! 1.05!Specific!Energy!(Wh/kg)! 376! 175! 320! 136!Energy!Density!(Wh/l)! 257! 119! 218! 93!Capacity!loss!after!60!cycles!(%)! 53%! 56%!
'
Table'5.4:!Energy!parameters!of!the!Sion!LiSS!cell!




























around! 4.55Ah! were! stated! along! with! a! capacity! fade! of! around! 30%! for! 92! cycles.! The!specific!energy!of!those!cells!were!reported!as!393Wh/kg!for!a!fresh!cell,!which!implies!that!larger!capacity!cells!with!a!mass!of!~25g!are!in!production,!assuming!equivalent!voltages.!
5.4.3 Efficiency'degradation'Figure!5.14!plots!the!coulombic!efficiency!of!the!life!test!cells.!The!data!for!the!cells!that!did!not!rupture!shows!a!possible!rate!dependency!where!the!cycling!efficiency!reduces!faster!at!higher!current!rates!especially!after!the!initial!20!cycles,!but!this!could!also!be!due!to!the!nonSuniformities!and!temperature!variations!of!the!cells.!The!data!shows!that!there!is,!on!average,!a! linear! 0.3%! decrease! in! cycling! efficiency! per! cycle.! The! anomalous! data! points! can! be!attributed! to! the! charge! capacity! being! much! higher! than! normal! after! a! period! of! rest,!reducing!coulombic!efficiency.!In![13]!it!was!reported!that!cycling!efficiency!decreases!more!rapidly!in!cells!discharged!to!a!lower!cutSoff!voltage!of!1.5V.!!
!
Figure'5.14:!Cycling!efficiency!of!life!test!cells!




























As!explained! in!Section!2.2.2! the!state!of!charge! is!defined!as! the!capacity!remaining! in! the!cell!as!a!percentage!of!some!reference!point.!In!these!tests!the!reference!point!will!refer!to!the!cell’s!total!capacity!at!100%!SoC,!which!changes!as!the!cell!degrades.!Monitoring!the!current,!
I,! that!goes!into!and!out!of!the!cell!allows!us!to!compute!the!changing!state!of!charge!as!the!cell!cycles,!as!given!in!Equation!5.3:!








































The! capacity! recovery! phenomenon! occurs! in! all! battery! types,! however! it! needs! to! be!addressed!for!modelling!purposes!and!is!discussed!in!more!detail!in!Section!6.3.4.!!
!
Figure'5.16:!Discharge!and!charge!EMF!test!results!at!20℃!


























































































capacity! far! exceeded! the! expected! charge! capacity! of! the! cell.! This! was! likely! due! to! an!increased!level!of!selfSdischarge!at!these!high!temperatures,!preventing!the!full!conversion!of!polysulphides!to!solid!sulphur!during!the!long!rest!periods.!Because!of!the!potential!for!error,!the!results!of!the!0℃!and!40℃!tests!were!not!used!in!the!model!but!were!used!to!compare!to!the!“EMF!dependency!on!temperature”!test!results,!given!in!Section!5.7.!5.6 Resistance)Characterisation)Tests!





























It! is! clear! that! for! the! lower! current! rates! (<0.315A)! the! Ohmic! resistance! of! the! cells! is!largely! rate! independent.! For! the! cell! cycled! at! the! higher! rate! of! 0.56A! (C/5)! the! Ohmic!resistance!is!larger!at!low!states!of!charge.!The!values!of!Ohmic!resistance!between!the!lower!and! higher! rate! starts! to! diverge! at! around! 40%! SoC,! the! difference! increasing! as! DoD!increases.!
!












































builds! up! uniformly! inside! the! structure! of! the! cathode! at! low! current! rates,! increasingly!tends!to!precipitate!onto!the!surface!of!the!cathode,!blocking!ionic!transport!to!the!bulk!of!the!cathode.!A!proportion!of!the!sulphur!contained!in!the!bulk!of!the!cathode!is!not!utilized!and!the!cathode!remains!porous!after!discharge!as!evidenced!by!SEM!images!taken!by!Cheon!et!al.!in! [11].! A! rate! dependent! increase! in! Ohmic! resistance! at! low! states! of! charge! affects! the!capacity! available! during! discharge,! and! so! could! be! the! reason! why! Sion! recommends!0.315A!as!the!optimum!operating!current.!!
Analysis! of! the! total! resistance! of! the! cells! at! different! current! rates! broadens! the! picture.!Figure!5.23!and!5.24!shows!a!clear!rate!dependency!on!the!total!resistance!of!each!cell,!which!is!again! independent!of! temperature.!The!total!resistance!was!calculated!by!taking!the!total!voltage!difference!between! the!EMF! (i.e.! open! circuit! voltage,! taken! after! each! rest! period)!and!the!terminal!voltage,!then!dividing!by!the!current.!!

























































































5.6.2 Temperature'dependency'rest'test'The!temperature!dependent!resistance!tests!described!in!this!section!were!conducted!at!the!0.315A!rate,!as!this!rate!is!fast!enough!so!that!the!tests!do!not!take!an!unnecessary!amount!of!time!to!complete!and!slow!enough!so!as! to!have!a!negligible!effect!on!the!uniformity!of! the!distribution!of!Li2S!on!the!cathode!during!discharge.!!
In! order! to! characterise! cell! resistance! at! different! temperatures,! a! test! similar! to! the! rate!dependency! test! was! conducted! with! some! modifications.! Firstly,! more! rest! periods! were!added!in!order!to!increase!the!number!of!data!points!in!the!results.!Also,!the!length!of!each!rest!period!was!doubled! to! two!hours!so!as! to! further!characterise! the!capacitive!effects!of!the! voltage! recovery.! The! test!was! repeated!on!different! cells! at! temperatures! of! 0℃,! 20℃!and!40℃.!A!comparison!of!the!first! three!SCM!cycles!and!the! ‘rest!cycle’! included!at!20℃! is!given!for!discharge!in!Figure!5.26!and!charge!in!Figure!5.27.!In!all!of!the!results!shown!in!this!section! the! voltage! profile! that! contained! rests! was! scaled! to! match! the! capacity! of! the!continuous!voltage!profiles.!!
!
Figure'5.26:!Discharge!profiles!for!20℃!resistance!tests!

























! !!"#$ = !"# + !∆!! [5.4]!! ∆! = !"! [5.5]!The!fact!that!the!voltage!returns!to!the!continuous!voltage!profile,!when!the!cell!is!under!load,!means!that!the!resistances!predicted!by!the!voltage!difference!is!a!good!match,!except!for!a!small!deviation!in!the!second!half!of!the!first!discharge!region.!!
!
Figure'5.27:!Charge!profiles!for!20℃!resistance!tests!
Figure! 5.27! shows! the! corresponding! charge! voltage! profiles.! It! is! evident! that! on! the! first!charge! the!cell!has!a!higher!voltage! than! in!subsequent!charges.!This! implies!a! temporarily!higher!charge!resistance!on!the!first!charge,!which!may!be!related!to!the!products!of!parasitic!reactions!that!cause!reversible!capacity!loss!during!the!storage!time!before!charge.!!



























The!tests!repeated!at!40℃!gave!similar!results,!albeit!returning!to!a!slightly! lower!terminal!voltage! than! in! the! continuous! discharge! tests,! and! a! slightly! higher! voltage! than! in! the!continuous!first!charge!profile.!As!with!the!EMF!tests,!the!40℃!charge!test!did!not!complete!due!to!the!action!of!selfSdischarge!that!occurred!during!the!rest!periods.!
The!voltage!profiles!for!the!0℃!tests!are!given!in!Figures!5.28!and!5.29.!Both!the!charge!and!discharge!profiles!show!that!the!total!resistances!that!would!be!calculated!using!these!results!would! not! give! a! representative! terminal! voltage! for! a! continuous! current! load.! Therefore,!results!of!these!resistance!characterisation!tests!show!that!only!the!20℃!discharge!rest!test!gives!an!accurate!representation!of!the!resistances!and!recovery!voltages!of!the!cell.!!
! !











































In!Section!4.3.4!an!investigation!into!the!dependency!of!EMF!on!temperature!was!described.!Two! sets! of! tests,! identical! except! for! the! state! of! charge! at! which! the! cells! rested,! were!conducted.! Once! the! data! had! been! collected! for! each! cell! in! a! set,! a! graph! of! EMF! vs.!temperature! for! the! final! thermal! cycle! was! plotted.! Examples! of! two! of! these! graphs! are!given!in!Figure!5.30.!
! !(a)! (b)!
Figure'5.30:!EMF!varying!with!temperature!at!(a)!100%!SoC!and!(b)!30%!SoC!





















































It! is! clear! that! the! results! of! the! second! test! complement! those! of! the! first,! and! a! definite!pattern!has!emerged.!Interpolating!this!data!gives!a!value!for! !"!" !at!all!states!of!charge.!!
The! value! of! !"!"! is! largely! negative! meaning! that! an! increase! in! temperature! will! show! a!lowering!of!EMF.!Looking!back!to!the!EMF!tests!conducted!at!different!temperatures!(Figures!5.18!and!5.19)!it!is!evident!that!the!charge!profile!complements!the!results!found!in!this!test.!In! the! discharge! profiles,! the! EMF! is! lower! at! higher! temperatures! in! the! first! discharge!region,!as!expected,!but!in!the!second!discharge!region!the!voltage!recovers!to!a!higher!EMF!value!at!40℃!than!at!0℃.!At!0℃!the!voltage!was!still!increasing!even!after!2!hours!rest.!The!slow! dynamics! of! the! chemicals! at! lower! temperatures! means! that! diffusion! through! the!electrolyte!and!surface!layers,!that!begin!to!form!in!the!second!discharge!region,!prevent!the!relaxation!to!the!final!EMF!value!in!the!2!hour!time!that!was!given.!5.8 Hysteresis(!
Tests! showed! a! large! hysteresis! between! charge! and! discharge! voltages!when! the! current!was! changed! abruptly.! A! portion! of! the! discharge! to! charge!hysteresis! curve! is! depicted! in!Figure!5.32.!!
!
Figure'5.32:!Voltage!transient!when!current!is!reversed!from!discharge!to!charge!!



































































Using!the!curveSfitting!tool!Origin3!the!properties!of!the!hysteresis!voltage!were!analysed.!It!was! apparent! that,! due! to! the! large! transient,! a! second! order! exponential! function! fits! the!data!more!accurately! than!a! first!order! function.!Equation!5.6!was! fitted! to!each!hysteresis!voltage!curve.!
! ! = !! + !!. !"#!/!! + !!!. !"#!/!! ! [5.6]!
At! each! state! of! charge!where! a! current! reversal! occurred! a! value! for!A1,!A2,! t1! and! t2!was!recorded! where! the! sign! of! each! value! depends! on! the! current! direction.! The! A0! term!corresponds! to! the! final! voltage! value! where! the! hysteresis! voltage! meets! the! standard!voltage! profile! after! the! transition! has! occurred.! The! values! of! these! constants! for! the!discharge!to!charge!direction!are!shown!in!Figure!5.35.!The!values!for!the!charge!to!discharge!direction!are!shown!in!Figure!5.364.!!
!
Figure'5.35:!Fitted!values!for!A1,!A2,!t2!and!t2!constants!(discharge!to!charge!direction)!
In!order!to!incorporate!these!constant!values!into!the!model!they!need!to!be!related!to!known!cell!parameters.!In!fact,!the!constants!A1!and!A2!sum!to!the!delta!voltage!between!the!charge!and! discharge! voltage! profiles! and! vary! depending! on! current! rate.! In! addition,! the! time!constants!t1!and!t2!can!be!related!to!the!capacity!transferred!during!to!or!from!the!cell!in!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!










































The!cause!of!the!hysteresis!is!not!documented!for!LiSS!but!is!most!likely!due!to!the!chemical!diffusion!processes!reacting!to!a!change!in!current!direction.!Diffusion!processes!are!affected!by! the! current! rate! and! by! the! temperature! of! the! cell.! This! implies! that! the! voltage! could!transition!between! the! two!profiles! faster!when! the! chemicals! recover!more!quickly,! i.e.! at!higher! temperatures! current! rates.! Further! analysis! at! different! temperatures! and! current!rates!are!required!to!characterise!the!hysteresis!effect!fully!as!discussed!in!Section!8.3.2.!5.9 Conclusions!
Numerous! tests! were! conducted! in! order! to! characterise! cell! characteristics! at! different!current! rates! and! temperatures! and! the! results! were! presented! in! this! chapter.! Several!conclusions! can! be! made! regarding! the! characteristics! of! Sion! LiSS! cells! as! a! result! of! the!testing!conducted!in!this!work.!











































Storage:! Capacity! losses! due! to! storage! can! be! separated! into! irreversible! and! reversible!variants.! Irreversible! losses! are! a! result! of! cycling! and! calendar! age! of! the! cell! whereas!reversible!losses!are!due!to!selfSdischarge!and!capacity!recovery!effects.!The!capacity!losses!appeared! to! act! proportionally! to! the! square! root! of! time.! Irreversible! capacity! losses! are!roughly!equal!in!severity!over!40%S100%!SoC,!a!feature!which!has!not!been!published!in!the!literature.! Self–discharge! results! predict! a! 7.6%! reversible! capacity! loss! over! a! period! of! 1!month.!This!figure!is!slightly!higher!than!results!published!in!the!literature.!
Life:! Capacity! fade! generally! decreases! with! current! rate! although! additional! testing! is!required!to!further!validate!this.!The!capacity!available!in!the!second!discharge!region!is!rate!dependent,!while!the!capacity!available!in!the!first!discharge!region!is!rate!independent.!!The!capacity!in!both!regions!degrades!with!cycle!number!and!cell!resistance!increases.!
Observing!a!nonSlinear!degradation!in!coulombic!efficiency!could!be!an!early!warning!sign!for!a!cell!that!will!eventually!fail.!!
EMF:!The!EMF!was!taken!as!the!voltage!that!the!cell!relaxed!to!after!2!hours!rest!at!periodic!states! of! charge.! A! full! set! of! results!was! obtained! from! the! 20℃! tests! although! testing! at!other!temperatures!revealed!flaws!in!the!testing!methodology.'




by! the! change! in! current.! The! capacitive! effects! take! an! exponential! form! as! the! voltage!recovers! to! the! EMF.! Resistance! is! current! rate! dependent! in! the! second! discharge! region.!This! is! due! to! the! nonSuniform! deposition! of! Li2S! on! the! cathode! during! discharge! at! high!rates,!which!confirms!results!given!in!the!literature.!
The!resistance!increase!seen!in!the!LiSS!during!storage!was!estimated!to!be!10!Ω!per!day!for!both!charge!and!discharge!resistances.!The!correlation!seen!between!resistance!increase!and!capacity!fade!indicates!the!deposition!of!irreversible!Li2S!on!the!electrodes.!
The!resistance!values!did!not!accurately!predict!the!continuous!voltage!at!0℃!for!both!charge!and!discharge.! There!were!minor! discrepancies! in! the! discharge! profiles! at! 20℃! and!40℃.!The! charge!profiles! at! these! temperatures!predict! a!higher! continuous!voltage! than! is! true.!These!results!give!a!good!basis!for!the!implementation!of!a!cell!model!but!also!show!room!for!improvement!in!the!testing!methodology!at!varying!temperatures!and!current!rates.!!
EMF'dependence'on'temperature:!the!values!found!for!!"!"!are!negative!indicating!that!EMF!falls!as!temperature!increases.!These!results!are!compared!to!the!EMF!tests!to!show!that!the!Li2S!layer!formed!in!the!second!discharge!region!severely!affects!voltage!recovery.!
Hysteresis:! Cells! showed! a! large!hysteresis! between! charge! and!discharge! voltage!profiles!and! it!was! found! that! this! hysteresis! voltage! could! be! fitted! to! a! second! order! exponential!equation.!
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In$ this$chapter$ the$ test$ results$given$ in$Chapter$5$are$used$ to$develop$an$equivalent$circuit$model$of$ the$electrical$ response$of$ a$ Sion$Li%S$ cell.$The$ thermal$ response$of$ the$ cell$ is$ also$included$in$this$model$and,$furthermore,$an$investigation$is$made$into$the$capacity$variations$that$occur$during$normal$use$of$the$cell.$The$individual$parts$of$the$model$are$discussed$prior$to$ considering$ the$ integrated$ system$model.$ The$ conversion$ of$ the$ test$ results$ into$ useful$lookup$ tables$ is$ also$ described$ along$ with$ their$ implementation$ into$ the$ system$ model.$Finally,$the$model$is$verified$against$test$data$and$a$critical$analysis$of$the$model$is$made.$$6.1 Electrical)Modelling$
Each$circuit$element$in$an$equivalent$circuit$model$can$be$described$by$an$empirical$lookup$table,$ which$ gives$ the$ value$ of$ the$ element$ at$ the$ given$ state$ i.e.$ what$ state$ of$ charge,$temperature$or$rate$it$is$operating$at.$In$this$section$an$electrical$equivalent$circuit$of$the$Li%S$cell$ is$ developed$ and$ lookup$ tables$ for$ each$ circuit$ element$ are$ produced$ from$ the$ testing$results$that$were$given$in$Chapter$5.$




(results$given$in$Section$5.7).$In$order$to$use$the$results$of$this$test$(in$conjunction$with$the$EMF$ values$ found$ at$ 20℃)$ to$ find$ the$ EMF$ at$ different$ temperatures,$ Equation$ 6.1$ was$implemented$at$1%$increments$of$SoC$to$form$a$lookup$table$that$finds$the$EMF$of$the$cell$at$any$state$of$charge$in$the$0℃%$40℃$temperature$range.$
$ !"# ! = !!"# 20 + (! − 20) !"!"$ [6.1]$














































When$comparing$ these$graphs$ to$ those$ found$ in$ the$dedicated$EMF$tests$ (Figures$5.18$and$5.19)$ it$ is$ clear$ that$ the$ two$methods$ produce$ conflicting$ results$ in$ the$ second$ discharge$region.$ In$ the$ above$ results$ the$ EMF$ recovers$ to$ a$ higher$ value$ at$ lower$ temperatures,$whereas$in$Figures$5.18$and$5.19$this$was$only$true$in$the$first$discharge$region.$However,$in$the$ second$ discharge$ region$ the$ results$ are$ affected$ by$ the$ build$ up$ of$ the$ Li2S$ layer.$ This$slows$diffusion$of$the$chemicals,$especially$at$low$temperatures$where$the$electrolyte$is$more$viscous.$Because$of$the$length$of$the$rests$in$the$dedicated$EMF$tests,$it$appears$to$have$been$difficult$for$the$cell$to$return$to$equilibrium$in$the$given$time.$Therefore,$for$the$purposes$of$modelling,$Equation$6.1$is$used$to$calculate$EMF$at$different$temperatures.$$
6.1.2 Resistance''As$ previously$ discussed,$ the$ deviation$ of$ the$ terminal$ voltage$ of$ a$ cell$ from$ its$ EMF$ is$ a$function$of$the$cell’s$internal$resistance.$In$Section$5.6.1$a$cell’s$Ohmic$resistance$was$found$at$20℃$by$assuming$that$its$contribution$to$total$resistance$is$dominant$in$the$instant$that$the$current$ is$ removed$during$a$rest$period.$That$ “instant”$was$defined$as$1$second$and$so$ the$Ohmic$resistance$R1$is$defined$as$in$Equation$6.2.$
$ !! = !!!"#$ − !!!!"#! $ [6.2]$




































In$ Figure$ 6.4,$ I1$ is$ the$ load$ current$ defined$ by$ the$ user$ and$ the$ direction$ indicated$ in$ the$diagrams$ specifies$ a$ charging$ current.$ In$ both$ circuits$ the$ total$ voltage$difference$between$
EMF$and$Vterm$is$given$by$the$sum$of$the$voltage$drop$across$the$resistances$R1,$R2$and$R3.$The$voltage$ drop$ across$ R1$ is$ immediate,$ following$ the$ addition$ or$ removal$ of$ a$ load$ current.$However,$ the$voltage$drop$across$both$R2$and$R3$ is$affected$by$ the$charge$and$discharge$of$their$associated$capacitors$C2$and$C3,$causing$the$potential$difference$across$each$resistor$to$build$up$to$its$maximum$value$as$the$capacitors$charge,$or$diminish$to$zero$as$the$capacitors$discharge.$This$models$the$exponential$time%dependent$voltage$response$of$the$battery.$
Analysis$of$the$Foster$network$circuit$at$the$instant$the$current$is$removed$gives$the$form$of$the$voltage$recovery$curve$as$in$Equation$6.3.$
$ !!"#$ = !"# − !!!! − !!"#$!!! !!!! − !!"#$!!! !!!! $ [6.3]$
$Where$ t$ is$ recovery$ time,$!!"#$ $ is$ the$maximum$ potential$ difference$ over$ resistor$R2$ and$!!"#$ $is$the$maximum$potential$difference$over$resistor$R3.$This$solution$is$easily$arrived$at$because$the$RC$time$constants$are$independent$of$one$another.$$
For$the$Cauer$network,$assuming$that'R1$can$be$calculated$using$Equation$6.2,$the$remaining$recovery$curve$can$be$fitted$to$the$following$equation:$$
$ !!"#$ + !!.!! + !!.!! + !!.!! .!"!"#$!" + !!.!!.!!.!!.!!!!"#$!!! = !"#$ [6.4]$
This$ second%order$ differential$ equation$ can$ be$ solved$ with$ respect$ to$ Vterm$ to$ give$ the$following$solution:$
$ !!"#$ = !"# + !!. !!!! + !!. !!!!$ [6.5]$




$ !! = ! + !! !$ [6.5b]$$ ! = !− !!.!! + !!.!! + !!.!! $ [6.5c]$
$ ! = ! (!!.!! + !!.!! + !!.!!)! − 4.!!.!!.!!.!!$ [6.5d]$
$ ! = !2.!!.!!.!!.!!$ [6.5e]$





can$ be$ thought$ of$ as$ the$ sum$ of$ the$ voltage$ drops$ across$ resistors$ R2$ and$ R3$ when$ the$capacitors$C2$and$C3$are$fully$charged.$Dividing$K1$and$K2$by$the$load$current$gives$a$value$for$
















































method$ of$ estimating$ these$ resistances$ was$ therefore$ devised,$ using$ the$ data$ that$ was$available.$ An$ improved$ methodology$ for$ calculating$ these$ resistances$ in$ future$ work$ is$outlined$in$Chapter$8,$however,$for$the$purpose$of$broadening$the$usability$of$the$model,$the$method$described$below$provides$a$good$approximation.$



























various$temperatures$are$given$in$Figure$6.8.$As$with$other$cell$technologies,$cell$resistance$increases$ with$ decreasing$ temperature.$ This$ is$ due$ to$ the$ increase$ in$ the$ viscosity$ of$ the$electrolyte,$which$affects$the$diffusivity$of$the$ions.$
$
Figure'6.8:$Discharge$resistance$R1$at$0℃,$20℃$and$40℃$





























! = !! + !!. !"#!/!! + !!!. !"#!/!! $$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ [5.6]$
In$ this$ equation,$V$ represents$ the$ voltage$ as$ it$ transients$ between$ the$ 0.315A$ charge$ and$discharge$curves,$A0$is$the$final$voltage$after$the$transient$is$complete$and$A1$and$A2$sum$to$the$ total$ voltage$ difference$ between$ the$ curves.$ In$ addition,$ the$ x$ terms$ represent$ time$ in$seconds$and$the$t$terms$are$time$constants.$$

























regard$ to$ the$ previous$ current$ profile$ applied$ to$ the$ cell.$ At$ the$ moment$ before$ a$ charge$current$is$applied,$if$the$cell$is$discharging,$the$EMF$of$the$cell$in$the$model$is$found$from$the$discharge$EMF$lookup$table$(EMFdchg).$At$the$moment$after$the$charge$current$is$applied$the$EMF$of$the$cell$changes$immediately$to$the$charge$EMF$lookup$table$(EMFchg).$In$order$that$the$ EMF$ is$ modelled$ more$ accurately$ the$ cell$ EMF$ (during$ charge)$ should$ instead$ be$modelled$as$that$given$in$Equation$6.6.$$$
!"# = !"#$ℎ! − !!. !"#!!"#$%&'( !! − !!!. !"#!!"#$%&'( !! $$ $ $$$$$$[6.6]$
Where$ SoCtrans$ is$ the$ SoC$ transferred$ since$ the$ current$ direction$ change,$ B1$ and$ B2$ are$constants$and$!!and$!!$are$time$constants.$At$the$moment$of$current$change$the$exponential$terms$are$equal$to$1$because$there$has$been$zero$capacity$transferred$and$the$sum$of$B1$and$
B2$is$such$that$it$equals$the$voltage$difference$between$EMFchg$and$EMFdchg$at$that$SoC.$As$time$progresses,$the$capacity$transferred$increases$and$the$exponential$terms$fall$to$zero$so$EMF$ tends$ to$ EMFchg.$ For$ the$ opposite$ change$ in$ current$ direction$ the$ EMF$ is$ given$ in$Equation$6.7.$
!"# = !"#$%ℎ! + !!. !"#!!"#$%&'( !! + !!!. !"#!!"#$%&'( !! $$ $$$$$$[6.7]$
The$results$of$the$tests$given$in$Section$5.8$provided$values$for$A1,$A2,$t1$and$t2,$which$were$taken$for$a$current$rate$of$0.315A.$To$transform$the$A$terms$into$the$equivalent$B$terms$the$following$conversions$must$be$made:$
$ !! = !!!! + !! . (!"#$ℎ! − !"#$%ℎ!)$ [6.8]$$ !! = !!!! + !! . (!"#$ℎ! − !"#$%ℎ!)$ [6.9]$
These$conversions$mean$that$the$sum$of$B1$and$B2$is$equal$to$the$difference$between$the$EMF$curves,$whilst$retaining$the$proportions$that$the$results$from$the$0.315A$test$gave.$$
To$convert$the$exponential$terms$it$must$be$noted$that$the$test$results$gave$values$for$t1$and$




depends$on$the$current$rate,$and$hence$the$capacity$transferred$during$transition.$Therefore,$the$ following$ relationship$ between$ the$ time$ constants$ and$ the$ state$ of$ charge$ transferred$since$the$current$change,'SoCtrans,$is$made:$
$ !(s)!! = !"#$%&'(!! !!$ [6.10]$
$ !"#$(s)!!(s) = !0.315!(A)!.!!!"#$ hr !.!!100!!(Ah) . 1!!$ [6.11]$
$ !"#$(s)!!(s) = !0.315!(A)!.!!!"#$ s !.!!1003600!(s!hr!!).!!(Ah) . 1!!$ [6.12]$
Where$!!$ is$ the$ total$ capacity$ of$ the$ cell.$ Therefore$ the$ new$ time$ constants$ are$ given$ in$Equations$6.13$ and$6.14$below.$By$using$ these$ equations,$ the$EMF$predicted$by$ the$model$gives$a$smooth$transition$between$charge$and$discharge.$
$ !! = 8.75!×!10!!!!!!!! !!$ [6.13]$
$ !! = 8.75!×!10!!!!!!!! !!$ [6.14]$6.2 Thermal(Modelling$




$ !!"## = !!! + !.!.!"!"$ [4.6]$
This$ generated$ heat$ is$ transferred$ to$ the$ surrounding$ environment$ via$ conductive$ and$radiative$ heat$ transfer.$ In$ order$ to$ determine$ how$ the$ cell$ responds$ thermally$ to$ its$environment$the$thermal$properties$of$the$cell$must$be$considered.$
Some$thermal$properties$of$Sion$Li%S$cells$were$discussed$in$a$paper$published$in$2003$[1],$which$refers$ to$an$earlier$cell$prototype$than$the$one$tested$ in$ this$work.$The$cell$ that$was$analysed$had$a$ thickness$of$7mm$and$a$mass$of$9.8g$while$ the$cell$ tested$ in$ this$work$was$somewhat$thicker$at$11.5mm$and$had$a$mass$of$16g.$This$corresponds$to$a$39%$increase$in$thickness$ and$ a$ 39%$ increase$ in$mass$ between$ the$ older$ and$ newer$ prototypes.$ The$ tests$completed$in$the$paper$were$not$fully$repeatable$due$to$the$restrictions$placed$on$the$use$of$the$ Sion$Li%S$ cell,$ and$ therefore$ it$was$ impossible$ to$determine$ the$ temperature$difference$between$the$inside$and$the$surface$of$the$cell.$ In$the$paper$this$temperature$difference$was$found$ to$ be$ ~1℃$ and$ consequently$ was$ considered$ as$ lumped$ mass$ with$ uniform$temperature.$ It$ is$ not$ unreasonable$ to$ assume$ that$ the$ increase$ in$ cell$ thickness$ does$ not$increase$ this$ difference$ by$ any$ more$ than$ ~0.5℃,$ provided$ the$ ratio$ of$ cell$ components$remain$ about$ the$ same.$ Hence,$ the$ cell$ will$ be$ considered$ as$ a$ lumped$ mass$ of$ uniform$temperature$with$only$heat$transfer$at$the$surface$of$the$cell$being$relevant$to$the$model.$$
The$heat$ capacity,$C,$ of$ an$object$determines$ the$ amount$of$ thermal$ energy,$Q,$ required$ to$change$the$temperature$of$the$object$by$1K$and$is$described$by$Equation$6.15.$$
$ ! = !"!" $ [6.15]$




$ ! = !.!!$ [6.16]$Specific$ heat$ capacity$ can$ also$be$ thought$ of$ as$ thermal$ capacitance,$which$ is$ analogous$ to$electrical$capacitance.$The$rate$at$which$heat$is$transferred$into$or$away$from$the$cell$is$equal$to$ the$ change$ in$ thermal$ energy$ with$ respect$ to$ time$ !"!" ,$ which$ has$ units$ Js%1$ or$ W.$Differentiating$ Equation$ 6.15$ with$ respect$ to$ time$ gives$ the$ change$ in$ thermal$ energy$ in$terms$of$the$lumped$heat$capacity$of$the$cell$and$the$change$in$temperature$of$the$cell$over$time:$
$ !! !"!" = !"!" $ [6.17]$
In$order$ to$ calculate$exactly$how$ the$ temperature$of$ the$ cell$ changes$with$ time,$ the$power$into$and$out$of$the$cell$must$be$known.$Equation$4.3$already$describes$the$power$that$the$cell$dissipates$as$heat$and$so$it$is$only$necessary$to$determine$the$conductive$and$radiative$flow$of$heat$energy$across$the$cell’s$surface.$Fourier’s$Law,$given$in$Equation$6.18,$describes$the$temperature$change$that$occurs$as$heat$is$conducted$away$from$the$surface$of$a$cell.$
$ !!!!" = !! !(!! − !!"#)$ [6.18]$
Where$ !!!!" $ is$ the$ rate$ of$ heat$ conduction$ (W),$ !! !is$ thermal$ conductance$ (WK!!)$ (the$reciprocal$of$thermal$resistance),$!!$is$the$temperature$of$the$cell$and$!!"#$is$the$temperature$of$the$environment$into$which$the$conduction$link$is$connected$(i.e.$the$battery$casing$or$the$spacecraft$structure).$$
The$heat$ thermally$ radiated$ from$ the$ cell$ to$ the$ surrounding$ environment$does$not$ follow$this$Ohmic$(linear)$relationship$and$instead$depends$on$the$difference$of$the$fourth$powers$of$the$surface$temperatures.$Thus,$Equation$6.19$gives$the$heat$radiated$away$from$the$cell.$




Where$ !!!!" $ is$ the$ rate$ of$ heat$ radiation$ and$!! $ is$ the$ thermal$ radiance$ (WK!!).$ $ Summing$Equations$4.9,$6.18$and$6.19$give$the$total$power$generated,$absorbed$and$dissipated$by$the$cell$as$heat,$which$can$be$equated$to$Equation$6.17$to$give:$
$ !!!!" = !!"## − !! ! !! − !!"# − !!! !(!!! − !!"#! )!!.!! $ [6.20]$
Equation$6.20$uses$the$convention$that$heat$into$(or$generated$by)$the$cell$ is$positive$while$heat$leaving$the$cell$ is$negative.$This$equation$cannot$be$solved$analytically$for$T1,$however$the$rate$of$change$of$T1$can$still$be$modelled$so$long$as$Qc$and$Qr$are$known.$Equations$6.21$and$6.22$govern$these$heat$transfer$coefficients.$
$ !! = !.!! $ [6.21]$
$ !! = !!.!. !.!"$ [6.22]$
Where$ k$ is$ the$ thermal$ conductivity$ of$ the$ cell$ (Wm!!K!!),$ which$ is$ a$ property$ of$ the$physical$cell$components,$A$is$the$surface$area$over$which$the$heat$transfer$takes$place$(m!),$!$is$length$over$which$the$temperature$gradient$acts$(m),$!$is$the$Stefan%Boltzmann$constant$Wm!!K!! $and$!$ is$the$emissivity$of$the$surface$of$the$cell$(dimensionless).$VF$ is$the$view$factor$ (dimensionless)$ and$ gives$ the$ proportion$ of$ the$ surface$ that$ radiates$ to$ the$environment.$





ambient$and$ is$plunged$ into$a$ thermal$environment$of$a$significantly$ lower$ temperature,$ is$monitored.$This$experiment$was$repeated$on$the$newer$Li%S$cell,$which$started$at$an$ initial$temperature$ of$ 30℃$ and$ was$ then$ placed$ in$ a$ thermal$ chamber$ of$ %20℃.$ The$ results$ are$plotted$in$Figure$6.10.$
$
Figure'6.10:$Response$of$Sion$Li%S$cell$to$%20℃$shock$cooling$
The$result$for$Qr$found$above$shows$that$the$effect$of$thermal$radiance$is$very$small,$mainly$due$to$the$small$surface$area$of$the$cell.$Taking$into$account$that$the$cell$is$not$producing$any$heat$ of$ its$ own$ during$ rest$ and$ using$ the$ assumption$ that$ conductive$ heat$ transfer$ is$ the$dominant$effect$and$radiative$effects$are$negligible,$Equation$6.20$can$be$reduced$to:$
$ !!!!" = −!! ! !! − !!"#!.!! $ [6.23]$
This$equation$can$be$rearranged$to$form$the$following$differential$equation:$
$ 1!! − !!"# !!!!" = −!! !!.!!$ [6.24]$
The$solution$to$Equation$6.24$takes$the$form:$
























$ !! = !!"# + (!! − !!"#). ! !!!.!!!.!! $ [6.26]$
Fitting$this$equation$to$the$test$data$reveals$the$following$results:$
! !!!.!!!.!! = !!!.!!"#"$.!!$
!! = !0.002527.!.!!!WK!!$
Using$1.65!Wg!!K!!$as$an$estimate$for$specific$heat$capacity,$as$stated$in$[1],$and$a$cell$mass$of$ 16g$ gives$ a$ thermal$ conductance$ value$ of$ 0.07!WK!!.$ In$ [1]$ !! $ was$ found$ to$ be$0.08!WK!!!for$ conditions$ that$ included$ convection$ and$ estimated$ to$ be$ around$ 0.015%0.02!WK!!$ for$ conditions$ that$ did$ not$ include$ convection.$ These$ values$ were$ calculated$empirically$ and$ ultimately$ depend$ on$ the$ area$ over$ which$ conduction$ is$ allowed$ to$ take$place,$ the$ cell$ tested$ in$ this$ work,$ for$ example,$ may$ have$ had$ a$ different$ surface$ area$ in$contact$ with$ its$ surroundings$ which$ would$ affect$ these$ values.$ For$ the$ cells$ tested$ in$ this$work$heat$conduction$was$limited$to$one$side$of$the$cell$and$the$connectors$attached$to$the$tags.$In$addition,$the$effects$of$convection$could$not$be$wholly$eliminated.$






The$ electrical$ response$of$ the$ Sion$Li%S$ cell$was$described$ in$ Section$6.1.$ In$ the$ equivalent$circuit$used$to$describe$the$transient$electrical$characteristics$(Figure$6.4(b))$the$EMF$of$the$cell$is$described$by$a$state$of$charge$dependent$voltage$source.$Equation$5.3$gave$the$state$of$charge$of$the$cell$and$is$repeated$below.$
$ !"# = !"#! + ! !!!!"!! $ [5.3]$
Where$!!$is$the$load$current,$!!$is$the$total$capacity$of$the$cell$and$!"#! $is$the$initial$state$of$charge$of$ the$ cell.$ The$ results$ of$ the$ storage$ tests$ given$ in$Chapter$5$ clearly$ show$ that$ the$total$ capacity$of$ the$ cell$ is$ affected$by$ irreversible$ capacity$ changes.$The$ capacity$ available$from$the$cell$is$also$affected$by$the$current$rate$at$which$it$is$being$operated$and$reversible$capacity$changes$that$occur$during$rest$periods.$In$this$section$the$cell$model$is$improved$by$taking$these$capacity$variations$into$consideration.$However,$it$should$be$noted$that$the$topic$of$cell$capacity$degradation$is$highly$complex$and$an$extended$analysis$requires$many$hours$of$data$at$many$different$operating$conditions$using$many$more$cells$than$were$available$in$this$work.$The$results$presented$in$this$section$are$the$best$that$could$be$achieved$with$the$available$cells$and$knowledge$at$the$time$of$testing.$




Discharge:$ $!!" = !!! 0.92$ [6.27]$
Charge:$ !!" = ! !!0.967 − (0.003 ∗ !"#$%) 0.92$ [6.28]$$
Where$CycNo$is$the$number$of$full$cycles$that$the$cell$has$completed.$
6.3.2 Capacity'fade'due'to'calendar'age'and'cycling'The$ efficiency$ calculations$ in$ the$previous$ subsection$ are$only$ valid$ if$ the$ cell$ undergoes$ a$0.315A$discharge$from$100%$SoC$to$obtain$the$most$recent$value$of$!!$and$the$cycle$history$of$the$cell$is$known.$In$a$more$likely$situation,$the$value$of$!!$may$need$to$be$predicted$from$BoL$data$so$that$the$relevant$charge$and$discharge$capacities$can$also$be$predicted.$$
Total$ cell$ capacity$ is$ irreversibly$diminished$by$ age$ and$ cycling$ losses.$ In$Chapter$5$ it$was$shown$that$ there$was$a$state$of$charge$dependent$capacity$ loss$associated$with$a$cell’s$age$that$was$proportional$to$the$square$root$of$its$age.$Furthermore,$there$was$an$additional$loss$associated$with$cycling$that$was$dependent$on$the$current$rate$used.$The$total$capacity$of$the$cell$(!!)$after$these$losses$are$accounted$for$is$given$by$Equation$6.29.$
$ !!! = !!" − !!"# − !!"! $ [6.29]$Where$!!"$represents$the$full$capacity$of$the$cell$determined$by$the$SCM.$!!"# $is$the$capacity$lost$due$ to$ the$age$of$ the$cell$ and$was$determined$ to$be$proportional$ to$ the$square$root$of$time.$!!"! $is$the$rate%dependent$capacity$lost$per$cycle$that$is$due$to$cycling.$!!"# $and$$!!"! $are$given$by:$
$ !!"# = !!"# ∗ !!.!$ [6.30]$
$$ !!"! = !!!"!!!!!"!∗! ∗ !"#$%$ [6.31]$





Converting$ the$ test$ data$ given$ in$ Figure$ 5.11$ into$ a$ percentage$ of$ full$ capacity$ and$subsequently$ fitting$Equation$6.31$ to$ this$ data$ shows$ that$!!"! $ has$ a$ value$ of$ 0.9$ ±$ 0.1!Ah$while$ !!"! $ has$ a$ value$ of$ 0.7$ ±$ 0.1!A!!.$ These$ values$ were$ taken$ from$ the$ average$ fade$between$charge$and$discharge.$Again$these$values$could$change$with$temperature$and$do$not$account$ for$ the$ fact$ that$ cycling$ fade$ showed$ signs$ of$ improvement$ at$ the$ 5.6A$ rate.$ In$addition$the$fade$rate$was$taken$for$full$cycles,$where$the$cut%off$voltage$was$1.7V$for$all$tests.$These$capacity$losses$can$be$modelled$by$representing$the$capacity$of$the$cell$with$a$variable$capacitor,$the$capacitance$of$which$is$dependent$on$the$conditions$and$history$of$the$cell.$The$state$ of$ charge$ of$ the$ cell$ is$ calculated$ using$ this$ variable$ capacitance,$ which$ is$ then$converted$into$a$corresponding$EMF$value$using$the$EMF$vs.$SoC$lookup$table$to$be$used$by$the$electrical$equivalent$circuit.$











$ !"# = !"#! + ! !! + !!"!!"!! $ [6.32]$
In$order$to$define$the$self%discharge$current,$its$relationship$with$the$amount$of$charge$lost$to$self%discharge$ reactions$!!" ,$ which$ is$ proportional$ to$ the$ square$ root$ of$ the$ time$ spent$ at$rest,$ t$ (hours),$ must$ be$ known.$ Plotting$ the$ capacity$ lost$ to$ self%discharge$ at$ 100%$ SoC$against$time$in$hours$and$fitting$to$an$equation$of$the$form$! = !. !!.!$gives$a$value$of$0.01$for$the$A$coefficient.$The$capacity$lost$to$self%discharge$reactions$can$thus$be$modelled$as:$
$ !!" = 0.01!!.!$ [6.33]$Using$the$relationship$between$charge$and$current,$the$self%discharge$current$!!"$that$causes$this$capacity$loss$has$the$form$of$Equation$6.34,$where$the$value$of'!!"$is$0.005$A(h!.!).$






























Equation$ 6.34$ gives$ a$ simple$ relationship,$ which$ can$ be$ incorporated$ into$ Equation$ 6.32,$provided$ that$ the$storage$ time$of$ the$cell$ is$known$(in$hours).$The$value$ for$!!"$ calculated$here$should$be$seen$as$a$worst%case$value.$ In$reality,$ the$self%discharge$current$may$change$over$ the$ full$ SoC$ range.$The$ self%discharge$ current$did$appear$ to$be$ similar$between$100%$and$40%$SoC,$but$tests$at$lower$states$of$charge$could$yield$different$results.$Further$to$this,$these$values$are$valid$only$ for$ long%term$storage.$The$results$given$ in$Figure$5.7$show$that$the$ effect$ of$ the$ relaxation$ of$ the$ concentration$ gradient,$ or$ apparent$ “capacity$ recovery”,$immediately$after$the$current$is$removed,$conceals$the$self%discharge$effect$in$the$first$hours,$or$even$days,$of$rest.$In$order$to$accurately$model$the$cell’s$response$during$rest$this$capacity$recovery$affect$also$needs$to$be$accounted$for$and$is$addressed$in$the$following$subsection.$$
6.3.4 Capacity'recovery'and'rate'effect'So$far,$the$model$does$not$account$for$the$fact$that$the$current$rate$used$on$the$cell$directly$affects$the$capacity$available$from$the$cell.$This$is$due$to$the$Li2S$layer$forming$on$the$cathode$surface$at$higher$current$rates,$as$opposed$to$uniformly$depositing$throughout$the$cathode,$causing$ access$ to$ the$ active$materials$ to$ be$ restricted.$ The$ current$ rate$ therefore$ directly$affects$ the$ capacity$ available$ from$ the$ cell.$ In$ addition,$ the$ available$ capacity$ is$ increased$when$ the$ cell$ is$ rested$ part$ way$ through$ discharge,$ caused$ by$ the$ relaxation$ of$ the$concentration$ gradient$ or$ the$ “capacity$ recovery$ effect”.$ Both$ of$ these$ effects$ have$implications$for$the$cell$model.$$






$ !! = !2.02 ∗ !!!.!"#$ [6.35]$
A$rate$dependent$capacity$correction$can$be$simply$modelled$by$Peukert’s$Law,$which$is$an$equation$that$shows$the$relationship$between$obtainable$discharge$capacity$and$current$rate.$All$ battery$ types$ have$ a$ characteristic$ Peukert$ number$ that$ defines$ this$ relationship.$ A$Peukert$ number$ of$ 1$ indicates$ that$ the$ amount$ of$ capacity$ obtainable$ is$ independent$ of$current$rate.$Lithium%ion$cells$have$a$number$very$close$to$1$whereas$lead$acid$cells$have$a$number$closer$to$1.3.$Peukert's$law$can$be$written$as:$
$ !. ! = !!"# !!"#!" !!!! [6.36]$
$Where$ P$ is$ the$ Peukert$ number,$ QSCM$ is$ the$ SCM$ capacity$ (Ah)$ obtained$ after$H$ hours$ of$discharge$and$t$is$the$time,$in$hours,$that$the$cell$can$supply$a$current$of$I,$which$is$different$from$the$current$used$to$obtain$QSCM.$It$transpires$that$Equation$6.35$is$analogous$to$Equation$6.36$and$so$the$capacity$obtainable$at$any$discharge$rate$can$be$related$to$the$rate$using$the$following$relationship:$
$ !!"#$ = ! ∗ 0.315!.!"# ∗ !!!.!"#$ [6.37]$
Where$!!"#$ $is$the$capacity$available$at$current$rate$I$and$the$Peukert$number$for$the$Li%S$cell$is$calculated$to$be$1.273.$This$calculation$could$be$used$to$modify$the$available$capacity$of$the$cell,$depending$on$the$current$rate$being$used.$$




available$discharge$capacity$is$largely$rate$independent$in$the$first$discharge$region$and$rate$dependent$only$in$the$second$discharge$region,$where$the$Li2S$layer$begins$to$form.$This$has$implications$for$the$use$of$the$Peukert$correction$because$this$solution$results$in$the$scaling$down$ of$ both$ discharge$ regions$ and$ ultimately$ provides$ an$ inaccurate$ representation$ of$power$ output.$ A$ novel$ solution$ to$ this$ problem,$ not$ used$ in$ equivalent$ circuit$ models$ for$other$battery$types,$is$to$model$the$total$capacity$of$the$cell$as$two$separate$capacitors.$The$first$ capacitor$ represents$ the$ total$ capacity$ of$ the$ cell$ when$ the$ voltage$ is$ in$ the$ first$discharge$ region,$ and$ is$ not$ affected$ by$ the$ current$ rate$ being$ used.$ The$ second$ capacitor$represents$the$capacity$of$the$cell$as$it$enters$the$second$discharge$region$and$is$affected$by$the$current$rate.$Applying$the$Peukert$correction$factor$to$the$second$discharge$region$only$gives$an$increasingly$accurate$representation$of$the$Li%S$discharge$profile.$
Capacity'recovery'effect'




equivalent$ circuit$ model$ by$ defining$ a$ mathematical$ relationship$ between$ the$ amount$ of$discharged$ capacity$ and$ the$ maximum$ recoverable$ capacity,$ however,$ the$ limited$ storage$tests$ that$ were$ performed$ in$ this$ work$ prevent$ the$ characterisation$ of$ the$ parameters$required$ for$ an$ accurate$ description.$ Nevertheless,$ it$ would$ be$ beneficial$ to$ incorporate$ a$description$of$the$capacity$recovery$effect$for$completeness$and$seek$to$increase$the$available$test$data$in$future$work.$$
One$method$ of$ modelling$ this$ effect$ in$ the$ equivalent$ circuit$ model$ described$ above$ is$ to$assume$ that$ intermittent$ rests$ do$ not$ affect$ the$ total$ capacity$ of$ the$ cell$ but$ that$ a$ small$amount$of$charge$is$recovered$during$those$rests,$as$the$concentration$gradient$relaxes.$The$maximum$ amount$ of$ charge$ recoverable$ depends$ on$ the$ state$ of$ charge$ of$ the$ cell,$ the$current$ rate$and$ the$ temperature$and$ the$actual$amount$ that$ is$ recovered$also$depends$on$the$length$of$time$in$rest.$$If$the$maximum$recoverable$charge$available$to$the$cell$is$denoted$by$!!!" $ then$ the$ amount$ of$ capacity$ recovered,$!! ,$ after$ a$ period$ of$ time$ t$ following$ the$removal$of$the$load$current,$can$be$modelled$by$Equation$6.38.$
$ !! = !!!"#(1 − !!!!!)$ [6.38]$
Where$!! $is$a$temperature$and$current$dependent$constant$that$determines$the$rate$at$which$charge$is$recovered.$This$charge$can$be$modelled$by$an$internal$equivalent$current,$!! ,$which$delivers$ the$ recoverable$ capacity.$ It$ is$ found$ by$ differentiating$ Equation$ 6.38$ to$ obtain$Equation$6.39.$
$ !! = !"!!" = !!! .!!"#!!!!!$ [6.39]$




$ !!"# = 17 − 0.17. !"# ∗ !!100 $ [6.40]$
There$is$some$difficulty$in$determining$the$value$of$!! .$However,$using$data$from$step%cycling$tests,$!! $was$given$a$preliminary$value$of$0.02hr!!.$If$an$application,$which$required$multiple$rests$ during$ cycling,$ became$ desirable$ for$ this$ cell$ type,$ then$ these$ values$ could$ be$characterised$further$in$tests$described$in$Chapter$8.$
6.3.5 Combined'capacity'model'In$the$previous$subsections$several$different$types$of$capacity$variations$were$evaluated$and$modelled.$The$total$capacity$of$the$Li%S$cell$when$irreversible$capacity$ losses$are$accounted$for$was$given$in$Equation$6.29$and$is$repeated$below:$
!!! = !!" − !!"# − !!"! $ $ $ $ [6.29]$Where:$$ !!" = ! !0.92$ [6.41]$$ !!"# = 0.8 ∗ !!.!$ [6.42]$$ !!"! = !0.9!!!.!! ∗ !"#$%$ [6.43]$
Here,$!!!$represents$the$capacity$in$the$first$discharge$region.$To$account$for$the$dependency$that$ available$ capacity$ has$ on$ current$ rate,$ the$ available$ capacity$ in$ the$ second$ discharge$region$!!!!is$given$in$Equation$6.44,$where$the$additional$!!"#$ $factor$was$given$in$Equation$6.37.$
$ !!! = !!" − !!"# − !!"! − !!!"#$ $ [6.44]$
The$state$of$charge$of$the$cell$can$be$modelled$by:$





$ !!" = !0.005 ∗ !!!.!$ [6.46]$
$ !! = !0.02 ∗ !!"#!!!.!"!$ [6.47]$
The$use$of$ISD$and$IR$are$conditional$to$the$power$profile$used$on$the$cell.$6.4 Model&Implementation*$
In$ the$ preceding$ sections$ it$ was$ shown$ how$ the$ various$ contributions$ to$ the$ Li%S$ cell$characteristics$ are$modelled.$ In$ this$ section,$ those$ concepts$ are$ brought$ together$ to$ show$how$ a$ coherent$ battery$model$ is$ created,$ using$modelling$ tool$MatLab2.$ The$ code$ used$ to$implement$the$model$can$be$found,$fully$annotated,$in$Appendix$F.$





rate$effect$seen$ in$the$second$discharge$region.$ In$calculating$an$accurate,$dynamic$value$of$SoC$as$it$changes$with$current$flow$and$degradation,$the$EMF$vs.$SoC$lookup$table$can$then$be$used$ to$determine$ the$corresponding$EMF$value$ for$each$ time$step.$This$EMF$value$ is$ then$coupled$with$the$Foster$network$and,$along$with$the$SoC$dependent$values$of$resistance$and$capacitance$also$ found$ in$ lookup$ tables,$ the$ cell’s$ terminal$ voltage$ response$ is$determined.$Figure$6.13$shows$how$these$two$parts$of$the$model$are$combined.$$
'
Figure'6.13:'Combined$Li%S$cell$model'
When$the$resistor$and$capacitor$values$in$the$Foster$network$are$selected$from$the$relevant$lookup$tables,$both$SoC$and$temperature$are$used$as$lookup$criteria$and$so$the$temperature$effects$on$ terminal$ voltage$are$ also$ included.$The$hysteresis$ factor$ is$ incorporated$ into$ the$model$code$and$modifies$the$EMF$value$when$a$change$of$current$occurs.$The$EMF$is$found$using$the$lookup$table$in$the$usual$way$but$is$adjusted$by$Equations$6.6$and$6.7,$ensuring$that$the$transition$between$charge$and$discharge$EMF$is$a$realistic$representation$of$the$smooth$voltage$transient$that$occurs.$
6.4.2 Model'execution'MatLab$was$used$to$implement$the$various$lookup$tables,$equations$and$circuit$elements$in$the$way$described$above.$A$simple$Runge%Kutta$method$was$used$to$perform$the$integration$over$each$time$period$so$that$a$dynamic$value$of$SoC$could$be$calculated$with$current$flow.$The$basic$algorithm$for$the$model$is$described$in$the$steps$below.$$



















• Lookup'tables'containing$the$specific$cell$data,$such$as$resistances$and$capacitances,$are$ defined$ and$ imported.$ All$ of$ the$ lookup$ tables$ are$ dependent$ on$ both$ SoC$ and$temperature$(except$for$the$!"!"$parameter,$which$only$varies$with$SoC).$
• Model' is' initialised$ –$ starting$ values$ for$ all$ equivalent$ circuit$ elements,$ including$resistances,$ capacitances,$ EMF,$ internal$ voltages$ and$ currents$ are$ defined$ based$ on$initial$ conditions$ (temperature$ and$ state$ of$ charge)$ and$ the$ total$ cell$ capacity$ is$calculated$from$the$known$history$of$the$cell.$
• RungeGKutta$integration$loop$is$run$for$each$time$step$for$the$duration$of$the$test.$$
o For$ each$ increment$ in$ time$ the$ current$ is$ integrated$using$Equation$6.45$ to$calculate$ the$ increment$ in$ SoC$ and$ Equation$ 6.20$ is$ used$ to$ calculate$ the$increment$in$temperature.$
o The$ new$ values$ of$ SoC$ and$ temperature$ are$ fed$ into$ the$ lookup$ tables$ and$new$values$for$each$of$the$model$parameters$are$calculated.$










The$R2$value$between$these$two$sets$of$data$is$0.99,$calculated$using$the$data$analysis$tool$in$Excel$2010.$The$fit$is$very$close$for$the$majority$of$the$curve$however$there$is$a$larger$error$of$around$3%$during$part$of$first$discharge$region.$This$inaccuracy$is$due$to$the$sensitivity$of$this$part$of$the$curve$to$the$rests$used$to$determine$internal$resistance.$The$quality$of$the$fit$is$expected$as$the$majority$of$the$characterisation$tests$were$completed$at$this$temperature$and$at$this$current$rate.$However,$the$purpose$of$the$model$is$to$predict$the$cell’s$behaviour$using$ different$ temperature$ and$ current$ profiles$ and$ at$ different$ states$ of$ degradation.$Discharging$at$various$current$rates$using$a$basic$version$of$the$model,$that$does$not$include$any$resistance$or$capacity$corrections,$gave$the$result$shown$in$Figure$6.15.$$























From$ this$ figure$ it$ is$ clear$ that$ the$model$ overestimates$ the$ internal$ resistance$ as$ current$rate$increases.$This$is$evident$in$the$level$of$the$plateau$in$the$second$discharge$region,$which$the$model$predicts$ to$be$ lower$ than$the$ test$data$ implies.$ Inclusion$of$ the$correction$ factor$described$in$Section$6.1.2,$which$gives$a$current$rate$dependency$to$the$internal$resistance,$provides$a$more$accurate$description$of$internal$resistance,$as$evidenced$by$the$higher$level$of$the$plateau$in$the$second$discharge$region$in$Figure$6.16.$
$
Figure'6.16:$ $Discharge$voltage$profiles$of$C/9,$C/5$and$C/2$rates$using$current%dependent$internal$resistance.$
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The$ result$ is$ further$ improved,$ as$ shown$ in$ Figure$ 6.18,$when$ the$ “split$ capacity”$ effect$ is$taken$into$consideration.$The$R2$values$for$the$C/5$discharge$are$improved$from$0.64$to$0.96$once$the$capacity$and$resistance$correction$factors$are$included,$and$to$0.99$once$the$capacity$has$been$split$ into$regional$contribution.$The$R2$values$ for$ the$C/2$discharge$are$ improved$from$0.68$ to$0.72$and$again$ to$0.78$once$ the$ capacity$has$been$ split.$These$numbers$ show$that$ the$model$ accuracy$ is$ enhanced$when$ the$ performance$ of$ the$ cell$ at$ varying$ current$rates$ is$ accounted$ for$but$ that$ this$accuracy$deteriorates$as$ current$ rate$ increases.$Further$characterisation$ of$ the$ rate$ dependence$ resistance$ and$ capacity$ factors$ at$ higher$ current$rates$should$establish$better$accuracy$at$high$rates.$
6.5.2 Charge'at'20°C'Using$ the$method$described$ in$ Section$6.1.2$ the$ charge$ resistances$were$ incorporated$ into$the$model,$ the$ results$ of$which$ are$ displayed$ in$ Figure$ 6.19.$Due$ to$ the$ safety$ restrictions$placed$ on$ the$ cell$ there$ is$ limited$ data$with$which$ to$ compare$ charge$ voltage$ profiles$ and$only$a$C/9$charge$was$accurately$recorded.$$
$
Figure'6.19:$C/9$Charge$voltage$profile$rate$at$20℃$
6.5.3 Hysteresis'The$model$ is$able$ to$ transition$smoothly$between$charge$and$discharge$ in$either$direction,$when$ there$ is$ no$ rest$ between$ current$ direction$ changes.$ Figure$ 6.20$ shows$ two$ sets$ of$
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Comparing$ the$ discharge$ profile$ found$ in$ screening$ to$ the$ discharge$ profiles$ found$ in$ the$hysteresis$ test$Figure$6.21$shows$that$ the$cell$ capacity$was$reduced$during$ the$18%day$rest$between$tests$and$not$as$a$result$of$the$partial$cycling$conducted$in$the$hysteresis$test.$$
Replacing$the$SCM$capacity$found$in$the$screening$test$with$a$value$closer$to$that$seen$in$the$hysteresis$ test$ gives$ a$more$ accurate$ representation$ of$ the$ response$ of$ this$ cell,$ as$ can$ be$seen$by$the$profile$labelled$Model$3$in$Figure$6.22.$
$
Figure'6.22:$Hysteresis$voltage$transition$from$discharge$to$charge$using$cell$history$
The$ Model$ 3$ profile$ shows$ that$ the$ model$ also$ underestimates$ the$ cycling$ efficiency$degradation$of$the$cell.$Calculating$the$decrease$in$the$cell’s$cycling$efficiency$gives$the$profile$labelled$as$Model$4.$The$improvement$seen$in$predicting$the$behaviour$of$the$cell$when$the$capacity$and$cycling$efficiency$of$the$cell$are$corrected$shows$that$the$model$can$predict$cell$performance$with$ accuracy,$ if$ the$ factors$ affecting$ cell$ degradation$ are$well$ characterised.$Degradation$ predicted$ by$ the$ cell$ model$ is$ indicative$ only$ and$ emphasises$ the$ need$ to$perform$ characterisation$ tests$ on$ a$ large$ number$ of$ cells$ so$ that$ the$ spread$ across$ a$ cell$batch$can$be$well$determined.$ It$also$highlights$the$ importance$of$performing$an$SCM$cycle$immediately$ prior$ to$ any$ characterisation$ test$ so$ that$ the$ precise$ value$ of$ capacity$ and$cycling$efficiency$are$known.$$
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The$model$thus$predicts$a$lower$charge$voltage$than$occurred$in$the$test;$an$example$is$seen$in$Figure$6.24.$This$increased$resistance$also$affects$the$voltage$on$transition$from$charge$to$discharge$and$so$the$accuracy$of$the$predicted$hysteresis$voltage$is$lowered.$Modifications$to$the$ testing$ methodology$ that$ may$ improve$ the$ accuracy$ of$ these$ tests$ are$ described$ in$Section$8.3.$
6.5.4 Temperature'response'The$temperature$response$for$a$discharging$cell$ is$given$in$Figure$6.25.$The$result$ is$highly$dependent$on$the$accuracy$of$!"!",$on$the$cell’s$internal$resistance$and$its$thermal$properties.$It$is$also$possible$that$the$thermal$properties$of$the$cell$are$themselves$temperature$dependent.$The$figure$shows$that$the$thermal$model$predicts$the$temperature$response$of$the$cell$well$but$an$improved$!"!"$testing$methodology$may$give$more$accurate$results.$$
$
Figure'6.25:$Thermal$response$to$a$C/9$discharge$
The$ voltage$ response$ of$ the$ cell$ whilst$ discharging$ at$ different$ temperatures$ is$ shown$ in$Figure$6.26.$There$was$limited$test$data$at$different$temperatures$to$verify$the$model$against$and$the$model$also$cannot$extrapolate$outside$of$the$0℃$%$40℃$temperature$range$so$a$direct$comparison$was$not$possible.$Therefore$Figure$6.26$depicts$a$5℃$and$35℃!model$discharge$compared$to$0℃$and$20℃$test$data.$























6.5.5 Step'cycling'A$step$cycling$program$was$used$to$verify$the$voltage$recovery$during$periodic$rests.$Figure$6.27$ shows$ the$ results$ of$ comparing$ test$ data$ of$ a$ 0.315A$ discharge$with$ periodic$ 1$ hour$rests$ to$ a$ model$ of$ the$ same$ profile.$ The$ model$ used$ for$ this$ first$ comparison$ did$ not$incorporate$the$capacity$recovery$effect$and,$as$a$result,$the$model$predicts$that$the$discharge$ends$earlier$than$the$real$cell$did$during$test.$$
$
Figure'6.27:$Comparison$between$model$and$test$data$of$a$0.315A$discharge$with$periodic$1%hour$rests.$The$capacity$recovery$function$is$disabled$in$the$model.'

























































































So$ far,$ the$ electrical$ response$ of$ a$ single$ cell$ has$ been$ considered.$ The$ model$ has$ been$written$ to$ output$ results$ of$ different$ size$ or$ topology$ of$ battery$ such$ as$ s%p,$ p%s$ or$ p1%s%p2$(addressed$in$Chapter$7),$assuming$that,$in$the$future,$cells$will$be$manufactured$in$bulk$and$be$more$closely$matched.$$The$conversions$between$cell$and$battery$characteristics$are$given$in$Table$6.1,$where$!! = !$and$!! = 1$for$both$the$s%p$and$p%s$topologies.$
Cell' Battery'!"#$ !"# ∗ !$!!"#$$ !!"#$ ∗ !$!"#"!"#$$ !"#"$%&' ∗ !! ∗ !!$!"#$#%&'("$ (!"#$#%&'(" ∗ !)/(!! ∗ !!)$
$
Table'6.1:$Cell$to$battery$parameter$conversions$6.7 Conclusions$
In$ this$ chapter$ an$ electrical,$ thermal$ and$ capacity$ model$ of$ a$ lithium%sulphur$ cell$ was$proposed$ in$ an$ equivalent$ circuit$ format,$ having$ not$ been$ previously$ described$ in$ the$literature.$Many$battery$ types$have$been$successfully$modelled$using$ this$approach$and,$ as$the$equivalent$circuit$ format$ is$ the$preferred$modelling$ technique$ for$ the$spacecraft$power$systems$designer,$this$approach$also$fits$the$proposed$application$well.$The$equivalent$circuit$model$presented$in$this$chapter$showed$that$the$Li%S$cell$has$the$ability$to$be$modelled$in$this$format,$ with$ useful$ results.$ The$ various$ resistances$ and$ voltage$ recovery$ effects$ were$modelled$as$well$as$self%discharge$and$capacity$fade$effects.$However,$the$complexity$of$the$Li%S$chemistry$means$that$the$model$also$has$additional$complexities$not$necessarily$seen$in$other$cell$types.$$




dependent$ resistance$ factor$ was$ also$ necessary$ to$ account$ for$ the$ apparent$ increase$ in$diffusion$ resistances$ at$ lower$ current$ rates,$ likely$ due$ to$ the$ increase$ in$ dissolved$ lithium$polysulphides$ in$ the$ electrolyte.$ Figure$ 6.16$ showed$ that,$ at$ high$ rates,$ the$ resistance$correction$factor$begins$to$be$over$compensated.$The$fit$given$to$the$data$in$Figure$6.9$would$benefit$from$additional$data$points$at$high$current$rates$to$improve$accuracy,$should$a$high$rate$application$be$deemed$necessary.$
Another$effect$that$had$implications$for$the$modelling$of$the$Li%S$cell$is$the$capacity$recovery$that$ occurs$ during$ rest$ periods.$ This$ recoverable$ capacity$ is$ significantly$ higher$ than$ that$found$in$Li%ion$cells,$and$is$often$ignored$in$such$models.$In$the$model$presented$in$this$work,$an$internal$equivalent$current$was$used$to$model$the$capacity$recovery$effect.$The$complexity$of$ the$ recovery$ processes$ and$ the$many$ interdependencies$ (e.g.$ temperature,$ current$ rate,$state$ of$ charge)$ makes$ this$ effect$ extremely$ difficult$ to$ model,$ especially$ with$ restricted$information$ of$ the$ specific$ chemical$ composition$of$ the$ cell.$ The$ results$ of$ the$ step%cycling$tests$ given$ at$ various$ temperatures$ and$ rates$ in$ Chapter$ 5$ illustrate$ the$ complexity$ of$continual$current$interruptions$and$the$discernible$effect$they$have$on$the$voltage$response.$This$not$only$had$implications$for$the$testing$methodology$but$may$also$indicate$a$limitation$on$ the$ modelling$ method,$ i.e.$ a$ more$ detailed$ understanding$ of$ diffusion$ coefficients$ that$characterise$the$chemical$species$of$the$specific$cell$may$be$needed$for$a$fully$accurate$model.$$
In$ conjunction$with$ the$electrical$ and$capacity$models$ the$ thermal$model$presented$allows$the$ temperature$ of$ the$ cell$ to$ be$ calculated$ based$ on$ its$ thermal$ characteristics,$ the$ load$current$and$the$environment$in$which$it$is$operating.$The$result$of$this$calculation$allows$the$temperature$dependency$of$the$electrical$circuit$components$to$be$used.$$
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CHAPTER'7!FUNCTIONAL)REQUIREMENTS!FOR!A"LITHIUM"SULPHUR&BATTERY&MANAGEMENT'SYSTEM!
In!this!chapter! the!results! from!the!abuse,!swelling!and!string!tests!are!given!and!analysed.!These! results! are! used,! in! conjunction! with! the! cell! level! tests,! to! recommend! a! battery!topology!suitable!for!the!Li"S!system,!to!advise!on!the!required!functionality!of!a!Li"S!battery!management!system!(BMS)!system!and!to!propose!applications!for!the!Li"S!cell!in!the!space!industry.!Thoughts!on!the!construction!of!a!battery!pack!suitable!for!Li"S!are!also!discussed.!7.1 Battery'and$Abuse$Testing!
7.1.1 Open(circuit(voltage(tests(Monitoring! the!open!circuit!voltage!(OCV)!of!a!cell! resting!at!100%!SoC!showed!that!a!new!cell! typically! took! 15! days! to! reach! the! swelling! voltage! range.! Once! achieving! a! swelling!potential,!the!cell!remained!within!the!swelling!voltage!range!for!an!additional!27!days.!This!information!is! important!for!specifying!the! level!that!the!BMS!is!required!to!protect!against!undesired!swelling,!as!discussed!further!in!Section!7.1.4.!
7.1.2 Over/under(voltage(tests(In! Section! 4.4.2! a! test!was! described!where! two! cells!were! repeatedly! cycled! to! either! the!upper!safety!voltage!limit!of!2.8V!or!lower!safety!voltage!limit!of!1.05V.!The!voltage!profiles!associated!with!this!abuse!testing!are!given!in!Figure!7.1.!Figure!7.1(a)!shows!that!very!little!additional! capacity! enters! the! cell! during! the! charge! period! between! 2.5V! and! 2.8V.! The!overcharged!cell!was!able!to!continue!cycling!for!the!full!20!cycles,!reiterating!that!charging!to!voltages!between!2.5V!and!2.8V!is!not!definitively!unsafe!at!low!cycle!counts.!Figure!7.1(b)!shows!that!an!additional!10%!capacity!is!available!from!the!cell!if!the!lower!cut"off!voltage!is!reduced!from!1.7V!to!1.05V.!
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The!discharge! capacity! available!between! the!normal! cut"off! voltage!of! 1.7V! and! the! safety!cut"off! voltage! of! 1.05V! is! 0.28Ah,! as! shown! in! Figure! 7.1(b).! Increasing! the! discharge!capacity!by!~10%!may!seem!like!a!benefit,!but!there!is!a!trade"off!between!the!capacity!gain!and!the!increase!in!degradation!to!cycle!life!and!possible!safety!issues.!In!a!cell!whose!cycle!life! is! already! limited! this! extra! capacity! gain! does! not! benefit! the! performance! of! the! cell!enough!to!warrant!the!additional!capacity!fade,!especially!for!applications!that!require!a!long!cycle! life.! In! a!work! conducted! on! Sion! Li"S! cells! by! J.! Jeevarajan! [1]! the! cells!were! cycled!between!voltages! of! 2.5V"1.85V! [2],! implying! that! the! small! amount! of! capacity! lost! by!not!discharging!to!1.7V!is!offset!by!an!increase!in!cycle!life,!although!this!was!not!explicitly!stated.!
On!test!completion!the!overcharged!cell!had!a!thickness!of!15.2mm,!while!the!overdischarged!cell!was!18.9mm!thick.!Both!cells!were!thus!over!the!15mm!limit!of!what!is!considered!to!be!an! acceptable! level! of! thickness! as! indicated! by! the! manufacturer.! Cell! temperature!monitoring!showed!that!temperatures!did!not!exceed!26℃!in!the!case!of!the!overdischarged!cell!and!did!not!change!by!more!than!2℃!from!the!ambient!in!the!case!of!the!overcharged!cell.!
The!results!of!this!test!show!two!things.!Firstly,!the!cells!were!cycled!outside!of!their!normal!operating!range!without!rupturing,!although!an!unacceptable!level!of!swelling!was!seen!after!20!cycles,!which!could!be!taken!as!a!precursor!to!rupturing.!Overdischarging!the!cells!gives!an!approximately!10%!increase!in!capacity,!which!could!be!seen!as!an!advantage.!In!launch!vehicle! applications,! where! primary! batteries! are! commonly! used,! there! is! only! the!requirement! for! one! discharge.! In! this! case,! the! extra! capacity! gained! outweighs! the!degradation! caused.! This! theory! requires! the! cells! to! undergo! stringent! safety! testing,!including! how! the! mechanical! structure! of! the! cell! casing! can! accommodate! or! inhibit!swelling.!The!second!point!is!that,!for!applications!where!a!good!cycle!life!is!required,!such!as!in!LEO!and!GEO,! it! is!very! important! for! the!BMS!to!keep!the! individual!cells! in! the!battery!from!exceeding!their!operational!voltage! limits!of!1.7"2.5V.! In!an!unbalanced!string!of!cells,!the! cells! that! are! allowed! to! exceed! these! limits! age! differently! to! those! kept!within! them,!reducing!the!life!of!the!battery!and!increasing!the!risk!of!failure.!
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7.1.3 Series(string(test(In!the!series!string!test!described!in!Section!4.4.3,!five!cells!were!connected!in!series!before!undergoing! twenty! 0.315A! cycles! with! their! performance! monitored.! Unfortunately,! the!Maccor!program!encountered!some!problems!at!the!beginning!of!the!test!and!the!cells!were!forced!to!remain!at!rest,! in!a!charged!state!for!a!number!of!days!before!the!test!began.!This!was!an!undesirable! situation!because,! although! the!cells!had!been!matched! in! capacity!and!coulombic!efficiency!as!closely!as!possible!prior!to!the!test,!the!self"discharge!characteristics!of! the! individual!cells!were!unknown.!Varying!self"discharge!characteristics!could!have!had!an!effect!on!the!balance!of! the!cells!at! the!beginning!of! the!test.! In!addition,!storage!at!high!states! of! charge! is! not! ideal! and! the! cells! could! have! degraded! in! a! non"uniform!manner.!Nevertheless,! prior! to! the! first! string! discharge! the! difference! between! the!maximum! and!minimum! voltages! did! not! exceed! 4mV,! indicating! that! the! spread! in! the! severity! of! self"discharge!between!cells!is!low.!In!support!of!this,!data!from!the!24!cells!that!had!been!stored!below!10%!SoC! for!263!days!prior! to! their! first! screening!showed!a!voltage!spread!of!only!14mV,!although!there!is!no!data!to!suggest!the!spread!of!self"discharge!values!at!high!states!of!charge!across!a!cell!batch.!At!high!states!of!charge,!EMF! is!a!good! indicator!of!SoC!and!a!4mV!voltage!difference!represents!a!SoC!variation!of!less!than!1%.!Spacecraft!cell"balancing!electronics!can!balance!Li"ion!cells!to!within!±5mV![3].!
In! Chapter! 2! the! main! causes! of! cell! imbalance! were! given! as! being! due! to! differences! in!capacity,!internal!resistance,!self"discharge!and!temperature!gradients,!assuming!that!cells!do!not! intentionally! start! at! different! states! of! charge.! The! cells! in! this! test! were! physically!separated!from!one!another!and!kept!in!a!thermal!chamber!of!20℃!±!2℃,!so!were!not!subject!to! thermal! gradients.! SCM! and! internal! resistance! tests! conducted! on! each! individual! cell!prior!to!the!string!test!gave!an! indication!of! the!range!of! internal!resistances!and!discharge!capacities.!Figure!7.3!shows!the!charge!and!discharge!capacity!of!each!cell!while!Figure!7.4!compares! their! internal! resistance.! These! graphs! show! that! the! difference! between! the!highest! and! the! lowest! discharge! capacity! is! 0.06Ah,! a! spread! of! around! 2%.! There! is! a!
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The!highest!discharge!capacity!was!recorded!as!2.61Ah!for!Cell!84!and!the!lowest!at!2.55Ah!for!Cell!82.!Connected! in! series,! the! string! is!dominated!by! the!weakest! cell.! If! the! string! is!discharged!from!100%!SoC!by!2.55Ah,!Cell!82!will!reach!its!cut"off!voltage!before!Cell!84!and!the! current! is! cut! before! Cell! 84! is! fully! discharged.! This! leaves! a! 2.3%! difference! in! SoC!between!the!highest!and!lowest!cell.!!














































   


















































   
These!figures!show!that!the!terminal!voltage!imbalance!seen!in!Figure!7.5!and!Figure!7.6!has!a!large!contribution!from!resistance!variations!but!also!includes!a!contribution!from!capacity!and!SoC!variations.!As! the!results! in! these! figures!were!taken!after!only!30!minutes!of!rest,!they! may! not! have! fully! settled! to! their! final! EMF! value,! and! hence! the! resistance! factor!cannot!be!completely!excluded.!A!30"minute!rest!was!chosen!so!as!to!allow!cell!voltage!time!to! recover! and! to! allow! cell! temperature! to! stabilise! whilst! also! limiting! the! possibility! of!additional!imbalances!caused!by!self"discharge.!
An!interesting!result!that!arises!from!these!graphs!is!that!the!cell!behaviour!changes!during!cycling.! This! is! evident! in! Figure!7.7,!which! shows! that! the! “weakest”! cell! changes! as! cycle!number!increases.!The!pre"test!resistance!and!capacity!results!gave!a!clear!indication!of!how!the! first! few! cycles!would! emerge,! but! after! continued! cycling! the! cells’! behaviour! became!unpredictable.! The! underlying! reasons! for! this! lie! with! the! electrochemical! response! to!overcharge! and! the! variation! in! DoD! across! the! string.! This! result! implies! that! the!predictability!of!battery!performance!could!be!limited.!

























   
LEO!cell"balancing!electronics!generally!limit!cell!voltage!spread!to!within!50mV![5]!although!smaller!values!are!also!seen.!With!this!figure!in!mind,!the!voltage!deviations!seen!in!the!Li"S!cells! are! not! unmanageable.! A! continuation! of! this! test! using! a! larger! number! of! cycles! is!required!to!observe!the!long"term!cycling!effects!and!to!fully!understand!the!reasons!behind!the! apparent! improvement! in! cell! balance! between! 10! to! 15! cycles,! and! the! subsequent!decline!up!to!20!cycles.!There!appear!to!be!many!factors!and!dependencies!that!contributed!to! the! imbalance! of! these! cells,! such! as! capacity,! coulombic! efficiency,! resistance,! rate! of!degradation,! self"discharge,! DoD! and! level! of! overcharge.! In! addition,! a! real! battery! pack!would!have!all!cells!closely!packed!together!and!so!thermal!gradients!should!be!considered!as!well!as!any!nonlinear!current!drain!the!battery!management!electronics!may!cause.!Cells!that!are! allowed! to! exceed! 2.5V! have! been! shown! to! degrade! faster! than! cells! kept! below! this!voltage!and!could!also!have!different!levels!of!self"discharge.!The!voltage!at!which!discharge!is!cut!may!also!affect!the!uniformity!of!cell!degradation.!In!the!string!test!conducted,!the!cells!were! not! constrained! to! a! maximum! of! 2.5V! each! and! the! voltage! deviation! generally!increased! to!100mV!after!20! cycles.!The!usable! capacity!of! the! string!decreased!by!41mAh!per! cycle,! a! 60%! increase! on! standard! SCM! cycling! as! can! be! seen! in! Figure! 7.10.! The! low!capacity!seen! in! the! first!cycle! is!an! indication!of! the!self"discharge! that!occurred!while! the!cell!was!rested!prior!to!the!test.!
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7.1.4 Swelling(tests(It! has! been! shown! that! lithium"ion! cells! tend! to! swell! during! charge! and! contract! during!discharge! [6].! They! also! show! an! initial! irreversible! expansion! during! the! first! charge!followed!by!reversible!expansion!and!contraction!in!subsequent!cycles.!This!natural!swelling!is!due!to!the!normal!intercalation!processes!that!occur!in!the!electrodes!of!a!lithium"ion!cell!and! is! not! dangerous.! The! Li"S! cells! tested! in! this!work! arrived! at! the! testing! facility! in! an!uncycled! condition! at! an! average! thickness! of! 11.5mm!±! 0.3mm.!Measurements! of! all! cells!used!in!the!swelling!test!showed!that,!prior!to!starting!the!test,!each!cell!had!remained!within!this! range.! This! implies! that! any! swelling! that! followed! as! a! result! of! the! initial! screening!cycles,! which! occurred! 2!months! before! the! swelling! test! started,! was! reversible! over! this!
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period!of!rest.!Cell! thickness!measurements!were!taken!at!regular! intervals!during!the!SCM!cycle,! performed! at! the! end! of! the! swelling! test.! These! measurements! showed! a! clear!thickness! increase! during! charge! followed! by! a! contraction! during! discharge! over! a! 2mm!range,! which! draws! clear! comparisons! to! the! lithium"ion! chemistry.! In! [7]! He! et! al.!investigated!the!expansion!and!shrinkage!of!the!sulphur!electrode!in!Li"S!cells!during!normal!cycling.! It!was! found! that! the! sulphur! electrode! expanded!during!discharge! and! contracted!during! charge.! This! is! due! to! the! volume! increase! of! the! discharge! products! of! the! cell!reaction.! Conversely,! the! thickness! of! the! lithium! electrode! was! found! to! increase! during!charge! and!decrease!during!discharge,! relating! to! the!deposition!and!dissolution!of! lithium!metal!respectively.!This!work!also!showed!that,!on!average,!the!two!effects!cancelled!and!that!the! overall! thickness! of! the! cell! varied! by! around! 2!m! per! layer.! It! is! possible! that! the!advancement!of!the!Sion!Li"S!cell!has!seen!improvements!to!the!sulphur!composite!electrode!that!accommodates!for!high!volume!discharge!products!more!effectively!than!in![7].!This!may!leave!the!changes!to!the!lithium!anode!as!the!dominant!effect!and!be!the!reason!behind!the!overall!expansion!seen!in!charge!and!the!contraction!seen!in!discharge.!
The!main! purpose! of! the! swelling! tests! was! to! study! the! additional! swelling! effect,! which!occurs!when!a!cell!is!rested!at!a!voltage!in!the!range!2.35!±!0.03V!and!exceeds!the!15mm!limit!of!natural!(and!safe)!fluctuations!in!cell!thickness.!Table!4.4!has!been!modified!into!Table!7.1!below! to! show! the! voltage! and! temperature! at!which! the! cells!were! rested! and!how!many!hours!were!spent!under!these!conditions!before!the!SCM!cycle!was!implemented.!
Cell(Number( 74! 75! 76! 77! 79! 80! 81!
Swelling(Voltage(
V/Volts( 2.35! 2.35! 2.35! 2.37! 2.33! 2.35! 2.35!
Ambient(Temp(T/!°C( 20! 20! 20! 20! 20! 40! 40!
Time(spent(at(





   
Cell! thickness! measurements! began! after! each! cell! had! undergone! the! pre"cycling! and!resistance! tests! described! in!Chapter!4! and!had!begun! resting! at! the! voltage!V! specified! in!Table! 7.1.! At! this! point! the! average! thickness! of! the! cells! was! 14.0! ±! 0.6mm,! which! was!expected!as!all!the!cells!had!been!charged!to!their!respective!voltages!and!so!were!naturally!swollen.!
From! previous! experience,! it! was! expected! that! the! cells! would! begin! to! swell! within! 24!hours.! As! previously! discussed,! a! problem!with! a! harness! cable! during! the! first! screening!tests! caused! a! cell’s! program! to! suspend!while! the! cell!was! at! 2.35V.! Because! this! incident!occurred!over!a!weekend!the!cell!was!not!viewed!until!1.5!days!after!the!event,!by!which!time!the!cell!had!reached!~18mm!in!thickness,!as!seen!in!Figure!7.11.!!
!
Figure(7.11:!A!new!Li"S!cell!left!to!rest!at!2.35V!became!swollen!after!less!than!2!days(
!Monitoring! of! the! cells! during! the! dedicated! swelling! test,! however,! provided! some!unforeseen!results.!Figure!7.12!shows!the!thickness!of!cells!74,!75,!77!and!79!over!a!period!of!6!days.!Not!only!did!these!cells!show!no!signs!of!swelling,!regardless!of!resting!voltage,!there!was! an!overall! decline! in! cell! thickness.!This!may!be! attributed! to! the! self"discharge!of! the!cells!at!these!high!states!of!charge,!and!the!contraction!that!accompanies!a!normal!discharge.!This!result!was!unexpected,!both! from!the!experience!of! the!swollen!screening!cell!and! the!strict! operating! advice! issued! by! Sion.! One! hypothesis! that! could! be! pursued! is! that! the!occurrence!and!severity!of!physical!swelling!in!Li"S!cells!is!a!function!of!the!age!of!the!cell,!a!feature!that!is!not!discussed!in!the!literature.!
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Figure(7.12:!Thickness!of!cells!resting!in!the!swelling!voltage!range,!at!20℃,!over!a!period!of!6!days.!Gaps!in!the!data!represent!overnight!periods!where!measurements!were!not!taken.(






















































   
It!is!clear!from!these!results!that,!despite!the!age!of!the!cells,!swelling!over!15mm!did!occur.!The!actual!point!at!which!swelling!began!occurred!overnight,!however!it!can!be!said!that,!at!40℃,! the! cells! began! to! swell! at! between! 7! to! 14! hours! of! rest! inside! the! swelling! voltage!range.!If!the!age!of!the!cells!affect!the!rate!of!swelling!at!20℃,!then!the!time!before!swelling!begins! in!cells!stored!at!40℃!may!decrease!for!newer!cells.! It!should!also!be!noted!that!the!maximum!swelling!seen!here!might!have!been!larger!had!the!cells!been!allowed!to!rest!under!these!conditions!for!longer.!Indeed,!physical!swelling!may!have!been!seen!in!cells!resting!at!20℃!had!more!time!been!available!for!the!test!to!proceed.!
A! comparison! of! cell! capacity! and! resistance! data! was! made! in! order! to! determine! if! the!degradation!of!the!cells!was!affected!by!the!period!of!time!spent!at!rest!in!the!swelling!voltage!range.!Each!cell!tested!underwent!an!SCM!cycle!and!a!resistance!cycle!both!before!and!after!the! test.! A! comparison! between! cells! 74,! 75! and! 76! revealed! that! cell! 74! experienced! the!largest!increase!in!cell!resistance!of!around!8%!while!cell!75!showed!a!5%!increase!and!cell!76! showed! a! 3%! increase.! As! cell! 76! spent! the! least! time! in! the! swelling! voltage! range! it!would!indicate!that!resistance!increase!might!be!dependent!on!time!spent!in!the!range.!!
The! disparity! between! results! for! cells! 74! and! 75,! which! were! both! subject! to! equal! test!conditions,!showed!that!degradation!is!not!uniform.!As!cell!74!started!with!a!slightly!higher!resistance!than!cell!75!before!the!test,!it!is!also!possible!that!resistance!increase!is!dependent!on! the! level! of! resistance! itself.! This! effect! would! be! difficult! to! characterise! and! a!complicated!function!would!be!required!to!accurately!predict!degradation.!Testing!should!be!repeated!on!a!larger!number!of!cells!in!order!to!fully!characterise!degradation!in!the!swelling!range.!Examples!of! the!resistance! increases! that!occurred! in!cell!74!are!displayed! in!Figure!7.14!and!Figure!7.15.!!
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Figure(7.16:!Comparison!of!cell!discharge!capacities!before!and!after!resting!at!2.35V(
Cells!77!and!79!were! tested!under! the!same!conditions!as! cells!74!and!75!except! that! they!were!held!at!different!voltages.!Cell!77!began!resting!at!2.37V!whereas!cell!79!began!resting!at!2.33V,!both!within!the!swelling!voltage!range.!Cell!79!spent!only!2.5!hours!actually!in!the!lower! end! of! the! swelling! voltage! range! before! the! voltage! dropped! below! the! lower!threshold.!Figure!7.17!shows!the!discharge!resistance!of!cell!79!before!and!after!the!rest.!As!expected,!there!is!little!difference!between!the!two!measurements.!
!
Figure(7.17:!Comparison!of!discharge!Ohmic!resistance!in!cell!79,!before!and!after!rest.!
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Figure(7.18:!Comparison!of!discharge!Ohmic!resistance!in!cell!77,!before!and!after!rest(


















































   














































   
The! overcharge! and! overdischarge! tests! showed! that! Li"S! cells!were! able! to! cycle! between!their!upper! (2.8V)!or! lower! (1.05V)! safety! voltage! limits!without!overheating!or! rupturing,!although! increased! levels! of! swelling! were! seen! after! 20! cycles.! The! rate! of! irreversible!capacity!loss!is!increased!in!both!cases!and!is!more!severe!during!overdischarge.!!This!means!that!unbalanced!cells!in!a!series!string!age!differently!if!some!cells!are!allowed!to!exceed!their!normal!operating!voltage! limits!whilst!others!are!kept!within! them.!The!BMS!must!keep!all!cells!in!a!series!string!within!the!designated!operating!range!so!as!to!limit!the!effect!of!non"uniform!aging.!Because!the!overdischarged!cells!showed!a!much!more!severe!capacity!loss!on!cycling! the!EoD!cut"off! voltage!may!have!a! significant!effect!on! the! life!of! the! cell.!The!EoD!voltage!should!be!optimised!for!the!application!for!which!the!cell! is! intended.!A!higher!EoD!voltage!would!sacrifice!cell!capacity!but!might!significantly!extend!the!cycle!life!of!the!cell.!A!lower! EoD! voltage! may! be! considered! for! applications! of! very! low! cycle! life! (e.g.! launch!vehicles)!where!more!capacity!is!obtainable!but!degradation!is!more!severe.!
The!string!tests!conclusively!showed!that!cell"balancing!is!a!vital!function!for!a!Li"S!BMS.!The!tests!also!showed!that!there!are!several!contributions!to!the!imbalance!of!series!cells,!namely!resistance,! capacity! and! state! of! charge! variations.! The! voltage! differences! caused! by! a!resistance!imbalance!was!significantly!higher!than!the!other!contributions,!which!means!that!balancing! the! cells! under! load! risks! causing! a! greater! imbalance! than!was! originally! there.!This! in! turn!affects! the!design!of! the!cell"balancing!electronics,!discussed! further! in!Section!7.3.3.!The!string!tests!also!showed!the!need!for!designing!a!rigorous!cell!selection!algorithm!to! limit! discrepancies! in! cell! characteristics! in! serially! connected! cells,! and! parameters! to!match!were!outlined!in!Section!7.1.3.!
The! swelling! tests! provided! interesting! and! unexpected! results! that! aid! the! design! of! the!battery!management! system.!The!amount!of!physical! swelling! that!occurred!when! the!cells!rested! in! the! swelling!voltage! range!appeared! to!be!dependent!on! the!age!of! the! cell.!Aged!cells!resting!in!the!swelling!range!at!20℃!showed!no!signs!of!physical!swelling,!even!after!a!week!of!rest.!This!contrasts!with!evidence!of!new!cells!becoming!swollen!after!around!a!day!
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in!the!swelling!range.!Physical!swelling!was!also!dependent!on!ambient!temperature,!where!aged!cells!stored!at!2.35V!at!40℃!swelled!past!the!acceptable!thickness!after!only!7"14!hours!in!storage.!Despite!aged!cells!showing!less!tendency!to!swell!test!results!showed!that!the!level!of!degradation!was!increased!in!these!cells,!whether!they!showed!physical!signs!of!swelling!or!not.!This!degradation!appeared! to!be! independent!of! the!actual!voltage!at!which! the!cell!rested!once! in! the! swelling! range.!The!design!of! the!protection!circuitry! in! the!BMS!should!therefore!be!based!on!voltage!and!time!measurements!rather!than!relying!on!the!detection!of!physical!swelling!as!an!indicator!of!danger.!
These! tests! also!give! results!on! the!Li"S! cells’! response! to! abusive! conditions! that! could!be!expanded! in! future! work! to! allow! such! conditions! to! be! modelled.! Should! an! emergency!situation!occur!on!a!spacecraft!or!a!delay!occur!on!the!launch!pad,!ground!engineers!need!to!know!how!to!keep!the!battery!within!its!safe!operating!limits,!the!best!remedial!action!to!take!and!the!level!of!deterioration!that!may!occur!should!remedial!action!be!delayed.!!
It! is! clear! that! the! BMS! system! must! be! designed! with! both! the! application! and! the! cell!chemistry! in!mind.!A!Li"S!battery!requires!careful!management!so!that! it!can!operate!safely!under!the!given!conditions.!In!the!remainder!of!this!chapter!the!functionality!of!a!dedicated!BMS!is!explored!and!the!testing!results!from!this!chapter!and!Chapter!6!are!used!to!select!the!appropriate! methods! of! implementing! this! functionality.! However,! before! this! can! be!accomplished,!an!investigation!into!an!appropriate!battery!topology!and!suitable!applications!for!the!cell!must!be!made.!7.2 Battery'Topologies!
The!voltage!and!current!required!by!the!power!system!governs!the!arrangement,!or!topology,!of!cells! in!a!battery!pack.! It! is! important! that! the!cells!are!arranged!efficiently!so!that! these!requirements!are!met,!but!also!that!the!battery!can!respond!to!any!cell!or!string!failures!by!maximising! the! available! energy! and! limiting! damage! to! the! battery.! Before! the! BMS!functionality!can!be!considered!the!various!options!for!a!Li"S!battery!topology!are!explored.!
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In! Chapter! 2! the! s"p! and! p"s! battery! topologies! were! described.! The! advantage! of! the! s"p!topology!is!that!if!a!series!string!fails!then!it!is!only!the!battery!capacity!and!not!the!voltage!that!is!affected.!Additional!strings!can!be!incorporated!into!the!battery!design!in!anticipation!of! this! loss.! For! s"p! batteries! that! comprise! of! unmatched! cells,! each! cell! would! require!monitoring!and!balancing!electronics.!For!cells!of!low!voltage,!such!as!with!Li"S,!the!number!of! cells! connected! in! series! may! be! very! large! and! so! the! balancing! electronics! would!constitute!a!large!proportion!of!the!BMS.!The!additional!circuitry!and!individual!connections!that! this! requires! dramatically! reduces! the! reliability! of! the! battery,!which! is! not! ideal! for!space!applications.!Additionally,! the!current!drain!on!the!battery!would!almost!certainly!be!unacceptably! high.! At! worst! this! risks! overdischarging! the! battery! and! at! best! the! power!available! to! the! system! is! highly! reduced.! The! s"p! topology! is! almost! exclusively! used! in!batteries!where!the!cells!are!extremely!well!matched!and!do!not!require!balancing.!!
In!a!p"s!topology!battery!it!is!easier!to!incorporate!cell"balancing!electronics!because!it!only!requires! one! circuit! for! each! parallel! string,! rather! than! one! for! each! cell.! Current! drain!caused!by!cell!monitoring!circuits! is!much! less! than! in!s"p!batteries,!and! is!shared!between!parallel!cells.!Battery!manufacturers!who!use!large"scale!cells!that!aren’t!as!well!matched!as!small! cells! therefore! favour! the! p"s! topology.! However,! the! battery! requires! additional!protection!in!the!form!of!bypass!circuitry.!In!the!event!of!a!cell! failing!open!or!short!circuit,!the!whole!parallel!string!to!which!it!is!connected!will!eventually!be!lost!and!the!voltage!of!the!battery! is! reduced! by! the! value! of! one! cell! voltage! (although! the! capacity! is! not! affected).!There!must!be!bypass! circuitry! included,! so! as!not! to! create! an!open! circuit! in! the!battery.!This! circuitry! must! be! able! to! handle! the! load! currents! the! battery! will! experience.! In!addition,!if!the!charge!management!system!is!set!to!charge!the!battery!to!its!original!voltage!then!this!may!cause!each!cell!to!be!overcharged,!which!reduces!the!life!of!the!battery.!
The! Li"S! cells! tested! in! this! work! were! not! produced! in! high! batch! numbers! and! were!therefore!not!as!highly!matched!as!it!is!possible!to!achieve!with!lithium"ion!cells.!In!addition!the! voltage! of! a! single! Li"S! cell! is! only! 60%! of! that! of! Li"ion,! whereas! their! capacity! is!
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comparatively! higher.! A! Li"S! battery! of! equivalent! voltage! and! capacity! to! a! lithium"ion!battery!would!generally!have!more! cells! in! series! and! less!parallel! strings.! If,! in! the! future,!lithium"sulphur! cells! are! produced! in! the! same!batch! numbers! as! Li"ion! then! it! is! possible!that!the!requirement!for!cell"balancing!is!negated!and!the!s"p!topology!could!be!adopted.!The!p"s! topology! appears! to! be! a! more! suitable! arrangement! for! the! Li"S! cell;! a! string! failure!would! cause! an! average! voltage! drop! of! 2.15V!with! no! reduction! in! capacity,! but! suitable!bypass! circuitry!must! be! employed! and! the! charge!management! electronics!would!need! to!adjust!to!the!new!battery!voltage!in!order!to!avoid!overcharging!the!battery.!
!
Figure(7.22:(A!3p1"3s"2p2!Li"S!battery!has!a!battery!voltage!of!7.5V!and!capacity!of!16.8Ah(















   
In! this! arrangement,! the!benefit! of! retaining! full! battery! voltage! in! the! case!of! a! failure! (as!with!the!s"p!topology)!is!preserved!whilst!reducing!the!number!of!cell"balancing!circuits!that!would! be! required.! However,! a! trade"off! between! number! of! balancing! circuits! and! the!amount!of!cell!capacity!the!spacecraft!designer!is!willing!to!lose!in!the!case!of!a!string!failure!must! be! made.! Table! 7.2! illustrates! this! trade"off! for! the! p"s,! s"p! and! p1"s"p2! equivalent!battery!to!that!in!Figure!7.22.!!
Topology! Loss!on!string!failure! Number!of!cell"balancing!circuits!s"p! 17%!capacity,!no!voltage! 18!p"s! No!capacity,!30%!voltage! 3!3p1"3s"2p2! 50%!capacity,!no!voltage! 6!2p1"3s"3p2! 30%!capacity,!no!voltage! 9!
(
Table(7.2:!Comparison!of!battery!topologies!for!a!7.5V,!16.8Ah!Li"S!battery.!If! p2! is!maximised! and! p1! has! a! value! of! 2,! Table! 7.2! shows! that! the! employing! the! p1"s"p2!battery!topology!can!halve!the!number!of!cell"balancing!circuits!if!an!increase!in!capacity!loss!can!be!tolerated!in!the!event!of!a!string!failure.!In!the!remainder!of!this!chapter!it!is!assumed!that!the!s"p!battery!topology!is!unsuitable!for!a!Li"S!battery!and!that!a!battery!designer!would!have!to!make!an!informed!choice!regarding!the!battery!size!and!topology!(using!either!the!p1"s"p2!or!the!p"s!topology)!based!on!the!power!system!and!mission!requirements.!7.3 BMS$Specification+for!a"Lithium"Sulphur'Battery!
Cell! manufacturers! remain! optimistic! about! the! future! capabilities! of! the! Li"S! cell! and!improvements! to! cycle! life! and!degradation! are! expected! [8].! Li"ion! cell! technology! started!life!in!the!same!way!until!its!chemistry!and!structure!were!optimised.!It!is!not!unreasonable!to! assume! that! at! some! point! in! the! future! the! cell! chemistry! will! be! modified! enough! to!improve!the!degradation!and!cycle! life!of!Li"S!to!the!point!that!they!become!a!viable!option!for! spaceflight.! In! preparation! for! this! event! the! functionality! of! a! battery! management!system!designed!to!protect!a!Li"S!battery!should!be!considered.!
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The!design!of!any!BMS! is!highly!dependent!on! the!battery’s!application.!An!avionics! launch!vehicle! battery! for! instance! would! require! very! little! management! as! the! battery! is! only!discharged!once!and!does!not!need! to!be!recharged.!A!Li"S!battery! in!LEO,!however,!would!require!more!complex!protection,!the!level!of!which!depends!on!the!mission.!A!small,!short"duration! CubeSat! mission! may! not! require! life"extending! management! such! as! balancing!circuitry,! whereas! an! Earth! observation! satellite! in! LEO! for! 5! years! would! be! required! to!balance! cells,! protect! against! abusive! conditions! and! possibly! implement! life"extending!charge!algorithms.!Therefore,!the!cell!chemistry!determines!the!functionality!of!the!BMS,!not!its! optimal! design.! The! application,! mission,! budget! (both! cost! and! mass),! power!requirements! and! battery! size! and! topology! are! the! main! influences! on! BMS! design.!Consequently,!it!is!not!possible!to!design!an!ideal,!universal!battery!management!system!for!a!Li"S!battery,!without!details!of!its!application!being!known.!
Nevertheless,!assuming!that!at!some!point! in!the! future,!Li"S!cells!are!adopted!by!the!space!industry! (for! the! applications! listed! in! Section! 7.5),! the! BMS! functionality! that! would! be!applicable!to!Li"S!should!be!examined.!The!following!subsections!detail!specific!functions!of!the!BMS!and!how!they!can!be!tailored!to!the!Li"S!cell.!The!functionality!and!influences!on!BMS!design!considered!in!this!section!are:!









   
As! previously! discussed,! the! design! of! the! BMS! also! heavily! depends! on! the! mission! it! is!intended!for!and!this!must!be!considered!in!conjunction!with!the!above!points.!
7.3.1 Power(system(architecture(In!Chapter!1! the! solar! array/battery! combination!of!power!generation! in! an!Earth"orbiting!satellite!was!described.!When!the!satellite!is!in!sunlight!the!satellite!is!powered!by!the!solar!array!and!the!battery!is!charged.!During!periods!of!eclipse,!the!battery!takes!over!as!primary!power!source!of!the!satellite.!There!are!different!methods!of!supplying!the!subsystems!of!the!satellite!with! this!power,!which! revolve! around!how! the! satellite’s! bus! voltage! is! regulated![5],! the!choice!of!which! is!mission!dependent.!The!choice!of! regulation!affects! the!battery’s!sizing,!as!the!correct!voltage!must!be!selected.!
If!Li"S!cells!were!to!be!considered!for!an!Earth"orbiting!satellite!battery,!the!same!care!would!need!to!be!taken!in!protecting!it!as!when!using!a!Li"ion!battery.!Flow!of!current!to!the!battery!and!battery!voltage!should!be!regulated!using!a!battery!charge!regulator! (BCR).!Preferably,!the!BCR!should!limit!the!charge!current!to!C/5!(for!the!Sion!cell!in!its!present!format)!and!the!maximum!battery!voltage!to!2.5V!per!series!cell.!In!LEO!satellites,!however,!there!is!a!limit!of!around! 1! hour! of! charge! time! while! the! solar! arrays! are! in! sunlight.! The! limited! charge!current!means!that!the!battery!can!only!operate!at!a!maximum!of!20%!DoD!if!the!battery!is!to!be!fully!recharged!on!each!orbit.!The!consequences!of!this!are!discussed!fully!in!Section!7.5.!
A! constant! current! constant! voltage! (CCCV)! charge! scheme! would! normally! be! employed.!However,! this!may!have! to!be!adapted! for! cell"balancing!or! cycle! life!maximising!purposes.!The!self"discharge!current!seen!in!the!Li"S!cells!was!also!markedly!higher!than!in!Li"ion!and!so! a! trickle! charge! function!may! be! needed! if! the! battery! is! rested! at! full! charge! for! long!periods!of!time!(in!a!GEO!orbit!for!example).!A!battery!discharge!regulator!(BDR)!could!also!be! employed! to! protect! the! battery! from! large! discharge! currents! that! could! affect! the!temperature! and! the! Li2S! distribution! on! the! cathode,! thereby! reducing! the! risk! of!irreversible!capacity!loss.!
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7.3.2 Battery(monitoring(The!BCR!and!BDR!take!commands!from!the!BMS!to!limit!current!or!voltage!based!on!readings!taken! from! the! battery.! The! BMS! is! required! to! monitor! battery! voltage,! current! and!temperature!and! send! this! information! to! the!BCR!and!BDR!so! that! the! correct! charge!and!discharge! current! rate! can! be! determined.! As! with! a! single! Li"S! cell,! the! maximum! and!minimum! battery! voltages! (!!"# ! and! !!"#)! should! be! kept! within! specified! limits,! as! in!Equations!7.1!and!7.2!for!the!Sion!Li"S!cell.!
!!"# = 2.5 ∗ !! ! ! ! ! [7.1]!
!!"# = 1.7 ∗ !! ! ! ! ! [7.2]!
Where!s!is!the!number!of!cells,!or!strings,!connected!in!series.!The!temperature!of!the!battery!should!also!be!monitored,!and!is!usually!accomplished!by!monitoring!the!hottest!(the!centre)!and! the! coldest! (a! corner)! parts! of! the! battery!using! thermocouples.! The!BMS! can!use! this!information!to!determine!whether!the!battery!is!in!the!correct!temperature!operating!range!(usually!0℃! to!20℃)!and!implement!remedial!action!if!required.!For! instance,! if!a!high!rate!discharge!is!causing!the!battery!to!overheat,!the!BMS!may!reduce!or!cut!off!the!current.!If!the!battery! becomes! too! cold! the! BMS!may! request! a! heating! element! to! be! switched! on.! The!temperature! gradient! across! the! cells! can! also! be!monitored,! and! this! information!may! be!used!to!predict!cell!degradation!and!discrepancies!in!cell"balance!by!the!ground!crew.!
7.3.3 CellObalancing(The!charge!regulator!uses!the!battery!voltage!to!know!which!charge!mode!to!implement!and!so!it!is!important!that!the!cells!in!the!battery!are!well!balanced.!The!results!of!the!string!test,!given!in!Section!7.1.3,!show!that!the!Li"S!cells!became!unacceptably!unbalanced!if!left!to!cycle!without!maximum!voltage!limits.!It! is!clear!that,!Li"S!cells!require!cell"balancing!electronics,!even!for!cells!that!appear!to!be!well!matched.!
In!Chapter!2!the!various!methods!currently!used!to!balance!series!cells!were!analysed.! It! is!clear! that!care!must!be!taken!when!attempting!to!balance!cells!because! it!would!be!easy!to!
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unintentionally!create!more!imbalance!than!would!occur!naturally!if!there!is!sufficient!spread!in! cell! resistance.! Balancing! circuits! work! by! monitoring! the! individual! cell! voltages! in! a!series!string!and!by!acting!to!bring!those!cell!voltages!to!the!same!value,!either!by!passively!bleeding!off!excess!charge!or!actively!redistributing!charge.!In!Li"ion!cells!internal!resistance!decreases!as!the!state!of!charge!increases,!and!at!high!states!of!charge!the!total!resistance!is!very! low,! approximately! 0.14Ω! at! 100%! SoC! [9].! It! is! for! this! reason! that! Li"ion! cells! are!balanced!at!high!states!of!charge;!the!resistance!is!at!its!lowest!point!so!the!voltage!difference!due!to!resistance!variations!between!cells!is!minimised.!The!resistance!profile!of!a!Li"S!cell!is!different! to!this.!Figure!5.24!showed!that!charge!resistance!reduces!to!a!minimum!between!90"95%!SoC!and!then!rapidly! increases!as! the!cell!approaches!100%!SoC.!A!3Ah!Li"S!cell! is!equivalent!to!two!1.5Ah!Li"ion!cells!connected!in!parallel!and!so!the!resistance!of!the!Li"S!cell!should!be!half!the!value!of!the!Li"ion!cell’s!resistance,!~0.07Ω.!In!fact,!total!internal!resistance!at!20℃!and!100%!SoC!can!exceed!0.3Ω!in!a!Li"S!cell,!4!times!higher!than!the!equivalent!Li"ion!cell.!A!5%!variation!in!charge!resistance!in!the!Li"S!cell!would,!at!the!same!charge!rate,!give!a!higher!voltage!variation!than!in!Li"ion!cells.!If!Li"S!cells!were!to!be!balanced!in!the!same!way!as! Li"ion! then! the! balancing! electronics!may! inadvertently! cause! a! greater! imbalance! than!there!was!before.!There!are!three!approaches!that!can!be!made!in!this!case.!
1. Charge!cells!to!a!lower!end!voltage;!resistance!increases!rapidly!above!2.4V.!2. Reduce! total! charge! current;! this! reduces! the! voltage! difference! due! to! resistance!variations,!but!increases!charge!time.!3. Step!down! charge! current;! start! charge! at! higher! current! and! step!down! current! at!higher!states!of!charge.!!
The! maximum! charge! current! of! C/5! has! been! identified! as! a! problem,! as! this! limits! the!allowable!DoD!and! the!ability! to! fully! recharge! the!battery,!depending!on! the! type!of!orbit.!Assuming!that!the!battery!can!be!fully!charged!by!the!current!available!in!points!2!and!3!of!the! above! list,! there! still! exists! an! additional! problem.!Using!high! charge! currents! over! the!whole! SoC! range! is! known! to! reduce! cycle! life.! Tests! have! shown! that! optimal! cycle! life! is!
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achieved!by!using! low!charge!rates! to!charge!up!to!around!80%!SoC! followed!by!a!stepped!increase!in!charge!current!to!charge!the!final!20%![10].!This!is!certainly!not!an!ideal!charge!scheme!for!cell"balancing!and!substantially!increases!the!risk!of!causing!further!imbalance!in!the! string.! If,! in! the! future,! cycle! life! is!markedly! increased! then! this! trade"off!may!become!irrelevant!and!cell"balancing!can!be!optimised!at!the!end!of!charge!by!using!lower!currents.!
There!is! little!capacity!input!between!2.4V!and!2.5V!and!so!charging!to!the!lower!voltage!of!2.4V!may!improve!cell"balancing!ability!at!little!cost!to!cell!capacity.!However,!this!voltage!is!very!close!to!the!swelling!voltage!range!and!so!the!time!the!battery!can!spend!at!full!charge!before!dropping!into!this!range!is!greatly!reduced.!
As! with! power! system! architecture,! the! choice! of! cell"balancing! method! is! influenced! by!factors! other! than! cell! chemistry.! The! amount! of! balancing! current! required! and! the! time!available! to! complete! balancing! are! practical! concerns! that!must! be! considered.! For! space!applications,! reliability! and! simplicity! are! also!major! factors.! Complicated! active! balancing!mechanisms,! as! previously! described,! may! achieve! a! slightly! higher! level! of! balance! than!passive! methods! but! this! may! come! with! the! need! for! 10! times! the! number! of! electronic!components! and! complex! switching! algorithms! that! inherently! reduce! the! reliability! of! the!whole!system.!Passive!balancing!may!be!the!most!effective!method!of!cell"balancing! for! the!Li"S!cells.!In!active!balancing!systems,!there!would!be!so!little!time!to!shuttle!charge!around!the!battery!that!the!increase!in!circuit!components!would!not!be!worth!the!added!efficiency.!Additionally! there! would! be! a! trade"off! between! charge! time! and! efficiency! at! such! low!charge!currents,!which!favours!passive!balancing!methods.! !So,!considering!the!points!made!above,!a!suitable!cell"balancing!mechanism!for!a!string!of!s!Sion!Li"S!cells!connected!in!series!is!proposed!as!follows:!
1. Maximum!battery!string!voltage!Vmax!should!be!limited!to!2.4V*s.!2. Apply!charge!current!of!C/5!to!string.!3. Monitor!individual!S!cell!voltage.!4. When!first!cell!reaches!2.3V!reduce!battery!charge!current!(to!C/20,!for!example).!!
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5. When! first!cell! reaches!2.4V! that!cell! is!bypassed!by!switching! in!a!parallel! resistor.!Charge! current!must! be! known! accurately! in! order! to! select! the! correct! resistance!value!and!to!prevent!discharge!from!the!bypassed!cell.!!6. Continue!for!each!series!cell!until!all!reach!2.4V.!7. Hold!string!voltage!at!2.4V*s!and!allow!current!to!taper!off!to!pre"set!limit.!
It! should! be! noted! that! this! balancing! scheme! is! not! optimised! for! maximum! cycle! life.!Further!testing!is!required!to!determine!the!ideal!final!voltage!limit!optimised!for!balancing.!As!it!stands,!2.4V!is!out!of!the!swelling!voltage!range!and!cell!resistance!is!at!its!lowest!point!so!it!would!be!an!obvious!starting!place.!It!is!also!important!that!any!cell"balancing!circuitry!be!adaptable!to!any!size!or!topology!of!battery!and!that! it!does!not!cause!excessive!current!drain!on!the!battery!so!as!to!risk!overdischarge.!
7.3.4 Swelling(protection(The!results!of!the!swelling!tests!showed!that!it!is!necessary!for!the!BMS!to!contain!a!function!that!keeps!cells!out!of! the!swelling!voltage!range! for!extended!periods!of! time!and! that! the!time!in!the!swelling!voltage!range!should!be!used!as!an!indicator!of!potential!damage!rather!than!the!detection!of!actual!physical!swelling.!!
In!LEO!the!battery!is!cycled!at!low!depths!of!discharge,!typically!20"30%,!which!unfortunately!coincides! with! the! swelling! voltage! range.! As! long! as! the! battery! begins! to! charge!immediately! following! the! exit! from! eclipse! the! effect! should! be! negligible,! but! a! back! up!safety!function!should!be!considered!for!long!duration!missions.!If!the!battery!is!required!to!supplement!the!power!provided!by!the!solar!array!at!any!point,!or!if!the!battery!is!used!prior!to!the!deployment!of! the!solar!array,! this!could!be!another!cause! for!the!battery!to! fall! into!the!swelling!range,!providing!a!strong!case!for!BMS!protection.!
GEO! satellites! are! required! to! keep! the! battery! fully! charged! until! it! is! needed! for! various!periods!of!time!during!90!days!of!the!year,!as!described!in!Section!1.2.2.!Storage!tests!showed!that! the!battery!will! self"discharge! into! the! swelling! range! from!100%!SoC!after!around!15!
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days.!Care!must!be!taken!to!counteract!this!by!either!keeping!the!battery!above!the!swelling!range!by!way!of!a!continuous!trickle!charge!current!or!regular!time"limited!top"up!currents!once!a!minimum!voltage!of!say!2.39V!is!reached,!or!by!storing!the!cells!at!a!voltage!below!the!swelling!range!until!the!use!of!the!battery!is!anticipated.!!!













Is ET ≥ TP?






   
Test! results! provide! a! temperature! and! age! dependent! look! up! table,! which! allows! an!acceptable! rest! time,! TP,! to! be! calculated.! The! current! drain! caused! by! the! BMS! must! be!accounted!for!in!these!timings.!A!simple!version!of!this!lookup!table,!which!is!not!dependent!on! age! or! temperature,! could! allow! a! constant,! short! time! (e.g.! 2! hours)! in! the! swelling!voltage! range! just! to! err! on! the! side! of! caution.! The! timings! suggested! in! the! patent! are!relatively!long!in!comparison;!3!and!10!days!are!given!as!allowable!rest!times!at!high!and!low!temperatures!(not!specified)!respectively.!This!implies!that!the!non"visual!effects!of!resting!a!cell!in!the!swelling!range,!whether!it!physically!swells!or!not,!were!not!taken!into!account!for!that!study.!For!a!satellite!application,!it!is!not!only!the!danger!of!a!swollen!cell!rupturing!that!is!of!concern!but!the!effect!on!degradation!of!cycle!life!that!needs!to!be!considered.!
7.3.5 State(of(charge(determination(The! need! for! state! of! charge! determination! in! a! space! battery! is,! again,! dependent! on! the!application! of! that! battery! and! is! usually! not! a! pivotal! part! of! the! BMS.! In! terrestrial!applications!SoC!determination!provides!vital! information! to! the!user! regarding!how!much!charge! is! remaining! in! the! battery! or! how! much! time! it! will! last! for! at! a! given! power!consumption.! In! satellite! and! launch! vehicle! batteries! the! characteristics! of! the! battery!performance!are!modelled!and! tested! ahead!of! time! in!order! to!make! sure! the!battery!SoC!will!stay!in!a!designated!range.!They!are!also!monitored!during!flight!so!that!the!cycle!history!and!environmental!conditions!are!well!known.!
It!may!be!worth!considering!a!state!of!charge!indicator!for!a!Li"S!battery.!Voltage!monitoring!in! itself! is! a! poor! indicator! for! SoC! due! to! the! relatively! flat! charge! and! discharge! profiles.!Including!a!coulomb!counting!device!will!allow!comparisons!to!be!made!between!voltage!and!charge!input!or!output!which!will!help!to!monitor!the!degradation!of!the!cell!and!to!compare!to!the!cell!model!on!the!ground.!It!is!very!important!that!cell!degradation!is!known!accurately!because!the!satellite!subsystems!continue!to!require!the!same!levels!of!power!despite!the!fact!the! battery! capacity! is! fading,! and! the! battery! usually! does! not! have! the! opportunity! to! be!fully!cycled!to!determine!the!correct!full!capacity.!!
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Because! a!maximum! and!minimum! voltage! defines! the! operating! range! of! the! battery! it! is!relatively!simple!to!determine!end!of!charge!conditions!and!so!parameters!such!as!pressure,!temperature! and! resistance! changes! do! not! need! to! be! used! as! indicators.!Neither! voltage,!temperature! or! resistance! change! linearly! with! SoC! and! so! continuous! SoC! monitoring! is!difficult.!A!dV/dt!function!could!be!used!to!estimate!when!the!battery!crosses!from!the!first!discharge!region!into!the!second,!which!could!be!used!as!a!reference!point.!Monitoring!charge!in!and!out!of!the!battery!also!allows!the!coulombic!efficiency!of!the!battery!to!be!monitored.!
7.3.6 InOcell(protection(State!of!the!art!Li"ion!space!cells!have!internal!safety!mechanisms!that!can!control!or!prevent!a! cell! failure! under! certain! conditions.! There! is! some! variation! in! the! type! and! level! of!protection! incorporated! into! cell! casings.! However! there! are,! in! general,! three! protection!categories! commonly! in!use,! especially! in! the!18650"type!cell.!These!are!PTC!polyswitches,!current!interrupt!devices!(CID)!and!cell!vent!control.!
The!positive!temperature!coefficient!(PTC)!polyswitch!is!a!device!made!of!a!material!whose!resistance! increases! as! its! temperature! increases.! In! the! case! where! a! cell! becomes!overheated,!through!the!use!of!high!current!or!through!an!abusive!condition,!the!resistance!of!the!switch!increases!rapidly,!reducing!the!current!flow!into!that!cell.!When!the!cell!cools,!so!does! the! switch! and! current! flow! returns! to! normal.! Li"ion! cells! that! are! overcharged!generate! a! gas! that! increases! the! internal! pressure! of! the! cell,! possibly! causing! an!uncontrolled!venting!of!the!cell.!!
The! CID! is! a! disc! shaped! device! that,!when! under! pressure,! bends! to! the! point! at!which! it!breaks!the!circuit,!interrupting!the!current!flowing!into!the!cell.!This!process!rescues!the!cell!from!overcharging!but! is!a!permanent!open!circuit!break! that! cannot!be! reversed.!There! is!also!a!venting!mechanism!at!the!top!of!the!cell,!which!enables!the!cell!to!vent!in!a!controlled!manner!should!pressure!continue!to!rise!after!the!activation!of!the!CID.!This!reduces!risk!of!the!surrounding!cells!also!venting.!
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The! Li"S! cell! is! currently! manufactured! as! a! pouch! cell,! which! is! not! as! robust! as! the!cylindrical!or!prismatic! space! cells! that! are! currently! in!use.! It! also!makes! the!use!of! a!CID!impossible.!Li"S!cells!currently!have!no!internal!mechanisms!to!protect!against!or!control!cell!failure,! therefore! protection! devices! need! to! be! incorporated! into! the! protection! circuitry.!Abuse!tests!showed!that!cell!temperature!did!not!increase!significantly!up!to!2.8V!and!below!1.7V,!especially!during!overcharge,!yet!temperatures!reached!40℃!in!the!cells!that!ruptured.!To!protect! against! overheating,! and!possibly!prevent! rupturing,! each! cell! could!have!a!PTC!protection!switch!connected!to!it!in!series!and!individual!temperature!monitoring!to!signal!to!the!BMS!to!cut!the!current,!if!necessary.!Although!this!provides!a!high!level!of!protection,!all!of!these!extra!connections!and!their!redundant!paths!reduce!its!reliability.!Connecting!a!PTC!to!a!group!of,!rather!than!individual,!cells!and!also!having!temperature!monitoring!for!groups!of!closely!situated!cells!reduces!the!number!of!required!connections!and!improves!reliability.!!
In!addition!to!these!protection!devices!it!may!also!be!worth!considering!some!type!of!strain!or! pressure! gauge! to! monitor! the! swelling! of! individual! cells.! This! requires! further!investigation,!however,!a!gauge!of!this!type!could!prove!vital!to!protecting!cells!in!the!battery!from!rupturing!and!causing!extensive!damage.!
7.3.7 BMS(topology(Due! to! Li"S! having! an! intrinsically! lower! voltage! compared! to! Li"ion,! there! will! always! be!more! cells! connected! in! series! in! an! equivalent! battery.! A! BMS! topology! that! seeks! to!minimise!the!effects!of!voltage!imbalance!must!be!selected.!In!Section!2.3.1!the!various!types!of! BMS! topology! were! discussed.! A! centralised! BMS! topology! increases! the! level! of! cell!imbalance!and!so!should!be!discounted!for!missions!where!cycle!life!is!a!major!design!factor.!!A!distributed!BMS!minimises!cell!imbalance!but!would!add!significant!weight!and!complexity!to! the! subsystem,! reducing! its! reliability.! For! the! Li"S! system! a!master"slave!BMS! topology!should!ideally!be!implemented.!The!system!designer!can!collect!series!cells!(or!strings)!into!groups!as!small!or!as!large!as!is!necessary!whilst!having!minimum!impact!on!cell!imbalances.!
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7.3.8 BMS(functionality(summary(It!has!been!shown!that!a!Li"S!battery!has!specific!protection!requirements!that!must!be!met!by!the!BMS.!In!summary!these!requirements!are:!
Battery!monitoring!! • Charge!current!regulated!to!maximum!C/5.!• Discharge!current!regulated!to!maximum!2C.!
• Battery!voltage!limits!1.7V*s!–!2.5V*s.!
• Monitor!battery!temperature.!
• Keep!battery!within!desired!ranges!by!controlling!heater!and!battery!charge!and!discharge!regulators.!!Cell"balancing!electronics! • Monitor!individual!cell!(or!parallel!string)!voltages.!
• Implement!bespoke!cell"balancing!algorithm.!!Swelling!protection! • Use!cell"balancing!circuitry!to!monitor!individual!cell!(or!parallel!string)!voltages!
• Use! battery! temperature! monitor! to! approximate! cell!temperature.!
• Monitor! elapsed! time! since! swelling! voltage! range!entered.!
• Use!lookup!table!to!decide!if!remedial!action!is!required.!






   
Ways! to! limit! the! temperature! gradient! across! a! battery! pack!must! be! considered,! as! this!could!create!additional!cell!voltage! imbalances.!Also,!with!the!cells!predisposed!to!swelling,!ways!to!either!constrain!or!allow!room!for!swelling!must!be!investigated,!whilst!monitoring!the!effects!on!cell!performance!and!safety.!Results!presented!in![12]!suggest!that!the!cells!can!withstand!certain!levels!of!pressure,!applied!normal!to!the!anode,!and!that!this!pressure!aids!cycle!life!by!facilitating!a!more!uniform!lithium!deposition.!7.5 Applications+for+Lithium"Sulphur'Cells!
The! objective! of! this!work! has! been! to! determine! the! suitability! of! the! Li"S! cell! for! use! in!space!by!way!of!cell!characterisation,!cell!modelling!and!specification!of!battery!management!electronics.!The!results!of!the!testing!given!in!this!work!give!an!indication!of!the!suitability!of!the!Li"S!cell!for!the!applications!described!in!Chapter!1.!The!suitability!of!Li"S!cells!for!use!on!Earth"orbiting!satellites,!launch!vehicles!and!interplanetary!probes!are!discussed!here.!
EarthOorbiting(satellites!
Both! LEO! and!GEO! satellites! require! batteries! that! can! undergo!many! thousands! of! cycles.!Presently,! the!cycle! life!of!Li"S!cells! is! limited.!Repetitive!cycling!at!C/9!and!a!DOD!of!100%!saw!the!available!capacity!of!the!cell!drop!to!80%!of!its!BoL!capacity!after!20!cycles,!and!cell!failure!at!low!current!rate!cycling.!Li"ion!cells,!however,!can!attain!500"1000!cycles!at!100%!DoD!before!losing!20%!capacity.!Further!testing!is!required!to!verify!the!capacity!fade!of!Li"S!cells!at!lower!DoDs,!which!may!improve!cycle!life,!as!Earth"orbiting!satellites!usually!operate!at!20"30%!DoD.!The!overdischarge!tests!show!that!operating!a!Li"S!cell!at!low!voltages!causes!severe!degradation!and!reduction!of!cycle!life,!supporting!the!hypothesis!that!increasing!the!lower!operational!cut"off!voltage!will!improve!cycle!life.!!
The!maximum!charge!current!for!the!Li"S!cell!is!presently!limited!to!C/5.!The!1"hour!charge!time!available!to!LEO!satellites!means!that!the!battery!can!only!cycle!at!a!maximum!DoD!of!20%!and!the!battery!sizing!would!have!to!compensate!for!this.!This!assumes!the!C/5!charge!current! can!be!used! to! fully! charge! the!battery,!which! is! not! necessarily! the! case.! Effective!
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cell"balancing! requires! low! charge! currents! at! the! end!of! charge,!which! adds! to! the! charge!time!and! further!reduces! the!DoD!to!which! the!cell!can!be!discharged.!The!opposite!charge!scheme! (low! charge! current! followed! by! high! current! at! EoC)! has! been! shown! to! improve!cycle!life!and!so!a!trade"off!must!be!performed.!
A!major!drawback!of!using!the!Li"S!cell,!when!compared!to!present!state!of!the!art,!is!the!wait!time! that! occurs! before! launch.! It! is! common! for! launch! windows! to! be! missed! and! long!delays! to!occur!on! the! launch!pad.!The! results!of! the! storage! tests! showed! that,! after! a! full!charge,!there!is!a!maximum!of!15!days!before!the!battery!reaches!the!swelling!voltage!range!and!starts!to!become!damaged.!This!time!limit!will!be!reduced!as!temperatures!exceed!20℃.!The!spacecraft!battery!would!therefore!require!special!care!on!the!launch!pad.!Charge!could!be! maintained! by! allowing! a! trickle! current! to! negate! the! effect! of! self"discharge,! whilst!clamping! the!battery!at! the!maximum!voltage! to!eliminate! the! risk!of!overcharge.!A! top"up!current!could!also!be!applied!if!the!battery!voltage!drops!to!a!predetermined!limit.!Another!consideration!may! be! to! charge! the! battery! to! a! voltage! below! the! swelling! voltage! range,!although!that!would!mean!a!reduction!in!capacity.!There!would!need!to!be!enough!capacity!remaining!to!power!the!satellite!in!the!early!operation!phase,!before!the!solar!array!has!been!deployed,! and! the! battery! must! be! able! to! be! recharged.! It! is! not! uncommon! for! satellite!batteries!to!need!continued!maintenance!prior!to!launch.!Nickel"hydrogen!cells,!for!example,!have! special! storage! needs! that! require! cells! to! be! reconditioned! every! 7"14! days! on! the!launch!pad![12].!!Lithium"ion!cells,!however,!have!negligible!self"discharge!and!no!dangerous!voltage!ranges,!which!is!a!distinct!advantage!over!Li"S!cells.!!
A!Li"S!battery!would!also!require!an!increased!level!of!management!circuitry!when!compared!to! the! Li"ion! battery.! Additional! swelling! protection,! failure! protection,! cell"balancing!circuitry,!possible!by"pass!circuitry,!and!additional!structural!support!would!all!contribute!to!the! decrease! in! energy! density! of! the! battery.! Future! improvements! to! the! cell! format! i.e.!creating!a!prismatic!or!cylindrical!cell!that!may!have!failure!protection!mechanisms!already!incorporated,!would!be!of!interest,!but!only!if!the!energy!density!remained!competitive.!
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Launch(vehicles(
Out!of!the!numerous!applications!for!launch!vehicle!batteries!described!in!Section!1.2.2,!a!Li"S!battery! is! most! suited! to! the! avionics! system.! This! system! requires! a! high! energy! density!battery,! which! Li"S! has! in! abundance.! However,! as! detailed! above,! the! wait! time! prior! to!launch! and! the! maintenance! required! to! keep! the! battery! charged! would! be! a! serious!hindrance!to!the!adoption!of!this!battery!type.!The!savings!made!in!weight!and!the!possible!advantages! of! having! a! “testable! primary”! battery! would! be! negated! by! the! management!required! to! keep! the! battery! charged! and! out! of! the! swelling! voltage! range.! Significant!improvements! to! the! prevention! of! parasitic! reactions,! decreasing! levels! of! self"discharge,!would!need!to!be!made!if!the!Li"S!cell!were!to!be!considered!for!launch!vehicles.!
Interplanetary(missions(
The!level!of!degradation!presently!seen!in!Li"S!cells!means!that!their!calendar!lifetime!is!not!long! enough! to! be! competitive! for! interplanetary! missions,! such! as! probes! and! rovers.!However,!high!cycle!life!is!not!always!a!priority!for!interplanetary!missions!and!so,!if!calendar!life!is!improved!in!future!Li"S!cell!modifications,!it!could!be!considered!for!such!applications.!7.6 Conclusions!
This!chapter!was!split!into!two!main!parts.!In!the!first!part!the!OCV,!abuse!and!string!testing!results! were! analysed! with! a! view! to! understanding! how! the! cells! react! to! non"standard!operating!situations!and!how!they!perform!in!a!series!topology.!This! information!was!used,!along!with!results!from!Chapter!6,!to!discuss!options!for!an!ideal!battery!topology,!to!describe!the! functionality! of! a! dedicated! Li"S! BMS! and! to! use! this! information! to! determine! the!suitability! of! Li"S! cells! for! space! applications.! The! results! from! the! testing! gave! several!insights!into!the!Li"S!system!and!were!fully!summarised!in!Section!7.1.5.!!
Possible!battery! topologies!were!discussed! in!Section!7.2.!A!battery!arranged! in! the!p1"s"p2!topology! retains! the! inherent! redundancy! of! the! s"p! topology!whilst! benefiting! from! fewer!
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balancing!circuits,!as!with!the!p"s!topology,!but!a!trade"off!between!the!reduction!in!circuitry!and!the!increased!capacity!lost!if!a!string!should!fail!is!key!to!finding!the!optimal!solution.!
The!results!of!the!tests!presented!in!this!and!previous!chapters!were!used!to!determine!the!functionality!of!a!Li"S!battery!management!system,!not!specific!to!any!particular!application!or!mission! type.! Several! important! functionalities!were! identified!which! should!be!used!by!the!power!system!designer!as!a!starting!point!from!which!to!design!the!battery!management!electronics.!This!functionality!was!summarised!in!Section!7.3.8.!
In!addition!to!BMS!functionality,!the!topology!of!the!BMS!itself!and!the!design!of!the!battery!pack!were!considered.!A!master"slave!topology!would!be!the!preferred!option!for!Li"S!cells!as!it!would!limit!the!cell!imbalance!caused!by!non"uniform!current!drain!on!the!cells.!A!custom!battery!pack!structure!must!be!designed!to!protect!the!battery!against!the!space!environment!and! the! rigours! of! launch.! This! structure! may! also! serve! the! purpose! of! preventing! (or!accommodating)!cell!swelling,!a!feature!that!requires!further!investigation.!
Recalling! the!design!criteria! specified! in!Section!1.7! the!BMS!must! fully!protect! the!battery!and!be!constructed!in!such!a!way!that!is!inherently!redundant!and!reliable!whilst!also!having!the!minimum!effect!on!its!energy!density.!For!the!Li"S!battery,!energy!density!is!the!biggest!selling!point!and!something!that!should!be!maintained.!This!chapter!has!shown!that!a!threat!to! this!high!energy!density! is! the!additional!weight!of! the! swelling!protection!circuitry,!not!seen!in!Li"ion!batteries,!and!the!cell"balancing!circuitry.!The!battery!pack!construction!is!also!a!major!factor,!as!Li"S!pouch!cells!require!much!more!structural!support!than!the!equivalent!Li"ion!cells!would.!!
In!terms!of!the!applications!Li"S!cells!could!be!used!for!in!their!present!form,!several!options!were!considered!in!Section!7.5.!Vast!improvements!to!cycle!life!need!to!be!made!before!these!cells!can!be!considered!for!Earth!orbit!and!so!currently,!Li"S!is!not!a!contender!to!replace!Li"ion.!Neither! can! these! cells! be! considered! for! long!duration! interplanetary!missions!due! to!the! severe! aging.! Launch! vehicle! batteries! are! the! most! promising! application! for! Li"S!although!a!battery!would!need!specific!care!prior!to!launch!until!self"discharge!is!improved.!!
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In!this!final!chapter,!the!main!conclusions!from!the!work!presented!are!drawn!together.!This!includes! outlining! the! significant! findings! that! contribute! to! the! knowledge! of! the!performance! of! Li;S! cell! technology! and! a! critical! analysis! of! the! testing! methodology,!implementation!of! the!battery!model! and! specification!of! the!BMS.! From! these! conclusions!further!work!to!be!undertaken!in!this!field!is!proposed.!8.1 Discussion!
8.1.1 Aims(and(objectives((The! lithium;sulphur! couple! has! such! a! high! theoretical! energy! density! that,! in! principle,! it!could!contribute!significant!weight!and!cost!savings!for!launching!a!spacecraft.!It!was!for!that!reason!that!this!research!was!undertaken,!with!an!ultimate!goal!of!determining!the!suitability!of! the! cell! for! adoption! by! the! space! industry.! In! order! to! determine! its! suitability! the!objectives!of!the!work!were!set!to:!
• Investigate!the!electrical,!thermal!and!performance!characteristics!of!the!Sion!Li;S!cell!using!a!range!of!empirical!characterisation!testing!techniques;!
• Use!the!results!of! the!characterisation!tests!to!create!a!novel,!adaptable!Li;S!battery!model,!which!could!aid!a!power!system!designer!in!predicting!the!performance!of!the!cell!under!a!variety!of!power!and!temperature!profiles;!
• Use!novel! characterisation! testing! results! to!determine! the!protection!requirements!employed!by!a!dedicated!battery!management!system,!for!spacecraft!applications;!




In! this! thesis! a! novel,! Li;S! equivalent! circuit! battery!model!was! proposed! and! successfully!used! to! predict! the! capacity,! temperature! and! electrical! performance! of! the! Li;S! cell! using!data! obtained! from! dedicated! characterisation! tests.! The! capacity! contributions! from! each!discharge! region! were! dealt! with! individually! to! form! a! novel! “split! capacity”! model.! In!addition,! these!characterisation!results,!previously!not!reported!elsewhere! in! the! literature,!were!used!to!determine!the!required! functionality!of!a!bespoke!BMS!and!thus!establish!the!cell’s! suitability! for!space! industry!applications.!Before! the!main!conclusions!can!be!drawn,!the!significant!results!discovered!during!cell!characterisation!are!described!and!a!discussion!is!made!on!the!findings!of!the!work.!
8.1.2 Significant(test(results(The! large! quantity! of! raw! data,! available! from! the! characterisation! testing,! revealed!important! features! of! the! Li;S! cell! chemistry.! These! findings,! and! their! importance,! are!summarised!below.!
SCM(measurement(
A!standard!capacity!measurement!(SCM)!cycle!made!92%!of!the!total!cell!capacity!available.!This! result! allows! the! capacity! of! each! cell! to! be! estimated! accurately! without! having! to!complete! a! full! capacity! test.! Defining! an! accurate! measure! of! capacity! is! vital! to! the!characterisation! of! Li;S! cells! and! should! be! performed! immediately! prior! to! any!characterisation!test!to!prevent!the!consequences!of!degradation!affecting!results.!
Degradation(dependency(on(current(rate(






Investigations! described! in! the! literature! have! only! described! self;discharge! behaviour! at!100%! SoC.! This!work! extended! on! those! findings! to! show! that! self;discharge! reactions,! of!near;equal!severity,!also!occur!at!40%!SoC.!A!capacity!loss!of!7.6%!occurred!in!1!month.!
Peukert(number(
















The!results!of!the!characterisation!testing!showed!that!there!are!improvements!that!could!be!made!to!the!testing!methodology,!should!this!work!be!adapted!to!newer!versions!of!the!Li;S!cell.! Improvements! to! the! testing! methodology! have! the! knock! on! effect! of! improving! the!accuracy! of! the! cell! model,! especially! at! temperatures! above! and! below! 20℃! and! at! high!(>C/2)!current!rates!and!are!discussed!further!in!Section!8.3.!






A! list! of! the! battery!model! parameters! and! their! dependencies! are! given! in!Table! 8.1.! This!table! shows! the! extent! to! which! each! model! parameter! is! dependent! on! several! different!effects!and!illustrates!the!difficulty!in!separating!out!each!independent!variable.!Every!effort!was!made! in! this!work! to! account! for! each! dependency! in! the! cell!model,! but! it! should! be!accepted! that! there! may! be! considerable! variation! between! cell! batches! and! between!different! manufacturer’s! cells,! and! so! the! relationships! determined! in! this! work! may! be!subject!to!revision.!Two!factors!had!a!major!effect!on!the!model,!not!seen!in!Li;ion!cells;!the!large!amount!of!capacity!that!is!recoverable!during!rest!periods!and!the!rate!dependency!of!the! capacity! in! the! second! discharge! region.! ! Both! factors! were! incorporated! into! the!equivalent!circuit!model!using!empirical!data,!although!the!foundations!for!these!effects!are!heavily!dependent!on! the! cell’s! electrochemical! interactions.!As! such,! a! full! electrochemical!analysis! may! be! required! if! the! model! is! to! be! improved! for! future! cell! formats.! Such! an!analysis!was!impossible!in!this!work!due!to!the!restrictions!placed!on!the!use!of!the!cell.!
Despite! these! many! interdependencies! and! electrochemical! effects,! the! equivalent! circuit!method! and! empirical! test! methodology! gave! a! suitable! solution! to! the! objectives! of! this!work.!The!model!provides!a!basis!on!which!to!predict!the!performance!of!the!Sion!Li;S!cell!in!a!way!that!aids!the!design!of!a!spacecraft!or!launch!vehicle!power!system,!but!should!not!be!seen!as!a!qualification!of!the!cell!for!use!in!space.!
8.1.4 Battery(management(system(functionality(The! battery! management! system! design! will! often! depend! critically! on! the! mission! or!application! for! which! the! battery! is! to! be! used.! The! choice! of! cell! chemistry! dictates! the!functionality!of!the!BMS,!the!details!of!which!were!fully!discussed!in!Chapter!7.!!





The!multitude!of!characterisation!test!data!accumulated!in!this!work!was!used!to!achieve!the!objectives!stated!in!Section!8.1.1.!The!battery!model!described!in!Chapter!6!showed!that!it!is!indeed!possible!to!model!the!Li;S!cell!using!a!“split!capacity”!equivalent!circuit!method,!with!limited!knowledge!of!the!specific!electrochemical!interactions!in!the!cell,!and!that!the!model!can!provide! results! that! closely!predict! real!data.!This! should!be!seen!as!an! important! first!step! in! accepting! lithium;sulphur! as! a! future! contender! for! a! satellite! or! launch! vehicle!battery!into!the!space!industry.!
The!analysis!of! the!electronic!protection! requirements!given! in!Chapter!7! showed! that!Li;S!cells! require! special! management,! which! differs! from! that! of! Li;ion.! Depending! on! the!topology!chosen! for! the!Li;S!battery!cell;bypass!circuitry!may!or!may!not!be!necessary,!but!cell! balancing! and! swelling! protection! circuitry! will! certainly! be! required! as! well! as! extra!failure! protection! circuitry.! In! addition! to! this,! the! Li;S! pouch! cell! would! require! a! robust!housing! structure! to! protect! it! against! the! physical! stress! of! launch! and! the! space!environment.! These! additional! protection! requirements! all! add! to! the!mass! of! the! battery!pack! and!hence! reduce! the! energy!density! of! the!battery! system.!The! level! that! the! energy!density! is! reduced! to! is!dependent!on! the!battery! size!and! topology,! the!design!of! the!BMS!and!the!mass!of!the!battery!casing!and!support!structure.!!




Advances! in! the!manufacturing! process! (improving! cell!matching)! and! optimisation! of! cell!chemistry! may! eventually! reduce! the! requirements! of! the! BMS! and! improve! levels! of!degradation,!making!Li;S!a!more!attractive!option!in!the!future.!8.3 Suggestions*for*Further*Work!
While! the!body!of! the!work!presented! in! this! thesis! has!provided! an!overview!of! the!wide!range! of! cell! characteristic! testing! needed! to! achieve! a! working! cell! model,! more! data! is!needed! should! the!demand! for! a!more! specific!battery!model! arise!based!on!a!new!design,!construction!or!cell!chemistry.!In!this!section!modifications!to!certain!testing!procedures!are!suggested!for!further!work,!so!as!to!aid!in!the!characterisation!of!future!Li;S!cell!formats.!In!addition,! improvements! to! the!battery!model!are!suggested! that!could!be!undertaken! if! the!amended!characterisation!procedure!is!implemented.!!
8.3.1 General(improvements(to(testing(methodology(In! this! work,! there! were! a! limited! number! of! cells! available! for! testing! which! ultimately!meant!that!each!test!condition!could!not!be!applied!to!more!than!one!or!two!cells.!As!such,!tests!using!a!single!cell!could!not!be!wholly!relied!upon!to!provide!an!accurate!picture!of!the!average!cell.! In!addition,!due!to!the!unknown!nature!of!the!cells!prior!to!testing,!the!testing!methodology!was!understandably!changed!and!improved!upon!as!results!became!available.!




New!cells1,!of!the!same!batch!should!be!used!for!electrical!and!thermal!characterisation!and!should!be! stored! in! a! temperature;controlled! environment!of! 20℃! (or!below)!when!not! in!use.! It! would! take! considerable! cost! and! use! of! facilities! to! complete! all! of! the! required!characterisation!tests!on!cells!of!the!exact!same!age,!although!that!would!be!ideal.!However,!in!the!likely!event!that!this!is!not!possible,!it!should!be!kept!in!mind!that!performing!tests!on!cells!of!the!same!age,!but!from!different!batches,!would!introduce!the!additional!inaccuracy!of!variance!between!batches,!which!should!be!accounted!for.!!
In!tests!that!may!occur!after!a!period!of!rest,!e.g.!1!week!after!the!preceding!cycle,!the!charge!voltage!profile!and!charge!capacity!is!not!representative!for!the!current!cell!type.!Therefore,!a!preconditioning! SCM! cycle! should! be! performed! prior! to! the! start! of! each! test,! unless! the!storage! tests! on! the!new! cell! version! suggest! otherwise.! If,! in! future! cell!modifications,! the!protection!of! the!anode! is! improved!and! the!SEI! layer!more!stable,!an!SCM!cycle!preceding!each!test!may!not!be!necessary.!
8.3.2 Improvements(to(test(procedures(In!addition! to! the!general! improvements!described!above! there! is! room!for!optimisation! to!the! individual! tests! that! were! performed! on! the! cells! in! this! work,! and! are! given! in! this!section.! It! should! be! noted! that,! although! a! value! of! 0.315A! is! used! as! the! ideal! operating!current! in! these! proposed! tests,! future! cell! modifications! might! require! a! different! value,!especially!if!the!cell!format!is!altered!to!a!higher!capacity!cell,!and!should!be!provided!by!the!manufacturer.! Therefore,! the! values! of! temperature,! time,! voltage! and! capacity! used! in! the!following!tests!are!based!on!the!Sion!Li;S!cell!used!in!this!work,!and!may!need!to!be!revised!in!order!to!suit!a!new!Li;S!cell!type!or!format.!
EMF(An!alternative!test!method!to!that!used!to!define!EMF!in!this!work!may!improve!the!results!found! at! low! temperatures.! Using! an! even! lower! current! value,! such! as! C/100,! to! perform!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




cycling!without! including! any! rests!would! improve! the!EMF!value! (because! of! the! reduced!effect!of!resistance)!and!remove!the!capacity!variations!caused!by!the!rests.!All!test!cells!need!to! start! in! identical! test! conditions! (SoC! and! temperature)! before! characterisation! begins.!This!method! changes! the!way! in!which! the! SCM!and! SoC! are! defined! (as! discussed! below)!and,!as!the!length!of!the!test!is!significantly!increased,!self;discharge!should!be!accounted!for.!
Screening(and(capacity(checks(Ideally!the!screening!of!all!test!cells!should!take!place!at!the!same!time,!should!facilities!allow.!This! gives!an!accurate!description!of! the! spread! in! capacities!over! the!whole! cell!batch.!To!determine!the!SCM!parameters!accurately,! the!cells’!discharge!and!charge!capacities!should!be!characterised!separately,!as!described!below.!
Discharge!SCM:!!
• Charge,! discharge! and! charge! cells! using! the! current! used! to! define! EMF,! stopping!when! the! cell! reaches! 2.5V! and! define! this! point! as! 100%! SoC.! The! total! discharge!capacity!of!the!cell!is!known!from!the!discharge!in!the!initial!cycle.!











• Calculate! the! difference! between! charge! capacities! and! the! result! gives! the! SoC! to!which!the!cell!is!charged!to!when!taper!charged!at!0.315A!to!2.5V.!
• Inaccuracies!due!to!cycling!degradation!should!be!accounted!for.!
Storage(tests(
It!is!important!that!more!cells!are!used!in!each!test!condition!than!were!used!in!the!original!tests.!This! is!because! the!storage!characteristics!appeared! to!vary! from!cell! to! cell! and! it! is!imperative! that! this! range! is! fully! characterised,! as! it! has! implications! for! the! battery!management!system.!The!number!of!tests!should!also!be!increased!to!include!cells!resting!at!different! states!of! charge,! in!10%! increments! for!example,!and!at!different! temperatures! in!the! range! ;20℃! to! 40℃.! In! addition,! the! long;term! self;discharge! effect! should! be!characterised,! even! if! the! cell! voltage! is!within,! or! has! passed! through,! the! swelling! range.!Tests! completed! in! the! first!weeks! of! storage! are! likely! to! yield! inaccurate! results! for! self;discharge,! especially! at! lower! states! of! charge! where! capacity! recovery! masks! the! self;discharge!effect.!






using! charge! rates! different! to! their! ideal! operating! current.! This! would! characterise! the!effect!these!parameters!have!on!the!cell’s!cycle!life!and!determines!an!ideal!charge!algorithm.!!
Resistance(tests(
As! the! results! in! Chapter! 5! showed,! the! resistance! test!methodology! did! not! provide! ideal!results! in! extreme!operating! temperatures,! or! at!high! current! rates.!The! close!proximity!of!the!rests!that!interrupted!the!cycling!in!these!tests!meant!that!the!cells!could!not!fully!return!to!their!equilibrium!terminal!voltage!when!current!was!flowing,!nor!to!their!true!EMF!value!during!rest.!This!heavily!affected!the!resistance!characterisation!results!at!0℃!and!introduced!capacity!variations!caused!by!the!SoC!dependent!capacity!recovery!effect.!Consequently,!the!resistance! testing!methodology!may!benefit! from!changes! that! improve! the!accuracy!of! the!model!at!low!temperatures!and!high!current!rates.!
The!method!for!determining!the!Ohmic!resistance!of!the!Li;S!cell!can!be!described!as!follows:!
1. Ensure!that!the!EMF!of!the!cell!is!known!at!each!required!test!temperature.!2. Charge!all! test! cells! to! the!newly!defined!100%!SoC,!or! to! the!known!percentage!of!SoC!that!the!SCM!charge!allows,!at!20℃.!3. Discharge! one! cell! at! 0.315A! and! at! 20℃,! performing! 1! (or! 2)! second! rests! every!0.1Ah!to!determine!Ohmic!resistance!(rate!independent).!4. Discharge!other!test!cells!in!the!same!way!but!having!changed!the!temperature!of!the!thermal! chamber! to! the! required! test! temperature! (;20℃! to!40℃)!before!discharge!(in!the!previous!step)!begins.!5. Test!could!be!repeated!at!intermittent!values!of!SoC!to!increase!lookup!table!data.!





1. Calculate!the!difference!between!the!EMF!and!the!voltage!after!the!1;second2!rest!has!been!applied!using!data!from!the!Ohmic!resistance!tests.!2. Divide! this! voltage!difference!by! the! current! rate! to! give! the! total! resistance!due! to!diffusion.!3. Pre;cycle!a!group!of!cells!using!the!SCM!cycle.!4. Charge! these! cells! to! 100%! SoC! at! 20℃.! Following! this,! set! thermal! chamber! to!required!test!temperature.!5. Discharge! each! cell! at! a! rate! of! 0.315A!by!differing! increments! of! 0.1Ah.! If! facilities!and!cell!numbers!allow!this!increment!can!be!smaller.!There!should!be!multiple!cells!in!each!test!condition.!6. Leave!each!cell! to!rest!until!!"!" ! is!at!a!minimum,!whilst!continuously!monitoring! the!voltage!recovery!curve.!7. The!time!constant!of!each!curve!can!be!found!by!fitting!the!curve!(between!1!second!rest!and!final!resting!value)!to!an!equation!of!the!form:!!!"#$ = !"# − !!!! − !!"#$!!! !!!! !Where!the!values!of!!!"#$ !and!!!!are!found!in!step!2!and!!!!is!the!Ohmic!resistance.!8. The!capacitance!value!of!each!curve!is!found!by!dividing!the!time!constant!by!!!.!
Method!2:!





Method!2!is!not!significantly!different!from!the!method!used!in!this!thesis.!The!key!difference!is! that,! instead! of! a! single! cell! being! used! to! characterise! all! resistances! over! all! states! of!charge,! many! more! cells! are! used! so! that! each! cell! (or! group! of! cells)! characterises! one!recovery!curve!at!one!state!of!charge.!This!removes!the!step;cycling!effect,!as!one!cell!is!not!required!to!perform!more!than!one!rest.!If!cell!numbers!are!limited,!the!original!test!method!could! be! used! but!with! a! longer! period! of! current! flow!between! rests! (i.e.! greater! than! 30!minutes).! Rest! time!would! also! have! to! depend! on!when! the! voltage! had! recovered! to! the!EMF! value! and! not! a! pre;set! time! limit.! By! discharging! the! cells! after! the! designated! rest!period!the!capacity!recovery!can!also!be!characterised.!This!test!should!be!repeated!using!a!range!of!current!rates!in!order!to!characterise!the!effect!on!the!voltage!and!capacity!recovery,!and!hence!the!rate;dependent!resistance!and!capacitance!values.!
Hysteresis(
The!results!of! the!hysteresis! tests!were!affected!by! the! level!of!degradation!seen! in! the!cell!between! screening! and! the! commencement! of! the! test.! If! the! resistance! of! the! cell! was!markedly!different!to!that!of!the!cells!used!to!characterise!resistance!then!the!accuracy!of!the!model!could!be!reduced.!The!solution!to!this!would!be!to!characterise!the!hysteresis!on!a!set!of! new! cells,! where! cell! capacity! is! known! accurately,! thereby! reducing! the! effect! of!degradation.!An!Ohmic!resistance!test!cycle!may!also!be!performed!immediately!prior!to!the!hysteresis!test!so!as!to!accurately!determine!the!effect!that!resistance!has!on!hysteresis.!





The!apparent!worsening!of!the!hysteresis!effect!during!a!slower!thermal!cycle!was! likely!to!be!due!to!the!cells!not!being!at!an!equilibrium!voltage!when!the!test!began,!rather!than!the!speed!of! the! thermal! cycle.!On! repeating! these! tests! care!must! be! taken! to! ensure! that! the!cells! have! returned! to! their! EMF! value! before! thermal! cycling! can! begin.! Monitoring! the!change!in!voltage!with!time! !"!" !would!tell! the!test!engineer!the!time!at!which!equilibrium!had!been!reached!and!hence!at!which!point!thermal!cycling!could!commence.!This!will!take!longer! for! cells! at! lower! states! of! charge,! as! the! voltage! recovery! has! been! shown! to! take!longer! in! the! second! discharge! region.! Care!must! also! be! taken!with! cells! at! high! states! of!charge! as! self;discharge! may! affect! results,! although! this! was! not! the! case! with! the! cells!tested!in!this!work!and!future!cell!variations!should!only!improve!self;discharge!reactions.!As!with!all!other!tests,!the!results!would!benefit!from!multiple!cells!tested!in!the!same!condition.!
8.3.3 Additional(testing(for(model(expansion(Some! aspects! of! the! Li;S! cell’s! electrical! response! were! not! deemed! fundamental! to! the!operation!of! the!model! in! this!work.!For!example,! the! first!charge!of!a!cell!after!a!period!of!rest!was!shown!to!have!a!higher!voltage!profile!than!the!standard!model.!The!charge!capacity!is!much! higher! than! subsequent! charges! and! the! resistance! is! also! significantly! higher.! An!investigation!of!this!effect!may!provide!an!accurate!prediction!of!the!required!charge!time!if!the!storage!time!is!known.!
The!literature!implies!that!the!Peukert!number!is!temperature!dependent!and!analysis!of!the!life! tests! suggest! that! it! also! degrades,! or! gets! larger,! as! cycle! number! and! possibly! age!increases.!A!full!characterisation!of!the!Peukert!effect! in!the!second!discharge!region!would!aid!in!the!prediction!of!the!life!of!the!battery!under!varying!current!loads!and!temperatures.!!




Further! tests,! on! a! block! of! cells! in! a! battery! pack,! would! give! a! better! indication! of! the!temperature!response!of!an!average!cell,!taking!cell;to;cell!interactions!into!account.!
8.3.4 Improvements(to(the(BMS(specification(The! functionality!of! the!BMS!described! in! this!work!was!based!on! the!results!of! the! testing!presented!in!Chapter!7.!If!testing!facilities!should!allow,!it!would!be!beneficial!to!the!design!of!the!BMS!to!complete!an!investigation!into!the!cell’s!response!to!severely!abusive!conditions.!This!would!aid!in!the!design!of!failure!prevention!circuitry!or!in;built!protection!mechanisms.!
It!may!also!be!of!benefit!to!test,!and!perhaps!model,!the!various!cell!topologies!discussed!in!this!work.! This!would! give! an! improved! view! of! battery! level! dynamics,! both! thermal! and!electrical.!The!additional!cycling!fade!seen!in!the!string!test,!as!opposed!to!a!single!cell,!shows!that!the!behaviour!of!a!battery!can!be!different!to!a!scalable!version!of!a!single!cell.!
A!more!detailed!investigation!into!the!dependency!that!physical!swelling!and!degradation!in!the!swelling!range!has!on!age!and!temperature!would! improve!the!specification!of!the!BMS!functionality!and!aid!in!the!mechanical!design!of!the!battery!pack.!
~:~!







! ! = !"!! !!
[A.1]!!Where!Q! is! the! theoretical! capacity!of! the!battery,!n! is! the!number!of!electrons! transferred!per!mole!of!reaction,!Mr!is!the!atomic!weight!of!sulphur!(g/mol)!and!F!is!Faraday’s!constant,!which!is!equal!to!96,485!C/mol.!
The!overall!reaction!that!occurs!at!the!cathode!of!a!LiOS!cell!can!be!represented!by!the!simple!reduction! reaction,! shown! in! Equation! A.2,! during! discharge.! Though,! in! reality,! there! are!intermittent!stages!to!this!reaction!that!are!more!complex:!
! + 2!!! !!!!!! ! ! ! [A.2]!
Equation!A.2!shows!that!there!are!2!electrons!transferred!per!mole!of!reaction!so!n!is!equal!to!2!in!Equation!A.1!and!the!atomic!weight!of!sulphur!is!known!to!be!32.064!g/mol.!From!these!values!the!theoretical!capacity!of!the!sulphur!electrode!can!be!calculated:!
! = !"!! !





There! are! 3600!Coulombs! (C)! in! 1!AmpOhour! and! so! this! capacity! can! be! converted! to! the!more!familiar!milliamp!hours!per!gram:!




For! a! spontaneous! electrochemical! reaction,! the! Gibbs! free! energy! equation! relates! the!equilibrium!cell!potential!to!the!energy!available!from!that!reaction!and!is!given!by!Equation!A.3.!
∆! = !"#!! ! ! ! ! [A.3]!
Where!∆!! is!the!Gibbs!Energy,!or!available!energy,!n! is!the!number!of!electrons!per!mole!of!product,!F!is!Faraday’s!constant!and!E!is!the!electrode!potential!of!the!reaction.!By!using!the!two!electrode!reactions!given!in!Chapter!3!(Equations!3.1!and!3.2)!the!total!cell!reaction!can!be!given!as!in!Equation!A.4.!
! + 2!"! !!!"!!!! ! ! ! [A.4]!
The! final! discharge! product! is! lithium! sulphide! (Li!S)! whose! atomic! weight! is! the! sum! of!double!the!atomic!weight!of!lithium!and!the!atomic!weight!of!sulphur:!
!!!"!! = 2!×6.941!g!mol!! + !32.064!g!mol!!!!
!!!"!! = 0.045946!kg!mol!!!








∆! = 430323.1!J!mol!!3600!J!Wh!! !
∆! = 119.5!!Wh!mol!!!
As! it! is! known! that! the! final! discharge! product! of! the! reaction! is! lithium! sulphide! and! its!atomic!weight! is!0.045946!kg!molO1! then!the!value! for!energy!can!be! further!converted! into!WattOhours!per!kilogram!of!lithium!sulphide.!
∆! = 119.5!!Wh!mol!!0.045946!kg!mol!!!
∆! = !2600!Wh!kg!!!
So! the! theoretical! specific! energy! of! a! lithium! sulphur! cell! is! 2600!Wh!kg!!.! Similarly,! to!calculate!the!energy!density!of! the!cell! the!atomic!volume!of! lithium!sulphide!must!be!used!instead! of! its! atomic!weight.! It! is! the! sum! of! double! the! atomic! volume! of! lithium! and! the!atomic!volume!of!sulphur:!









So! the! theoretical! energy! density! of! a! lithium! sulphur! cell! is! 2860!Wh!l!!! when! using! an!average!cell!voltage!of!2.23V.!!
A.3 Derivation!of!power&dissipation!
This! theory,! acquired! from!work! done! by! N.! A.! Godshall! and! J.! R.! Driscoll! [1],! shows! how!characterisation!testing!of!the!variation!of!open!circuit!voltage!(EMF)!with!temperature!can!give!a!data!set!from!which!the!battery!temperature!can!be!calculated.!
The!total!heat!generated!in!an!electrochemical!cell,!qt,!is!given!by!the!sum!of!the!heat!due!to!cell!polarization!!!,!the!heat!due!to!entropy!effects!!!!and!the!heat!due!to!other!losses!such!as!selfOdischarge:!
!! != !!! !+ !!! !+ !!!"!!" !! ! ! ! [A.5]!
The!Gibbs!free!energy!∆!!of!the!reaction!is!given!by:!
∆! = !∆! − !∆!! ! ! ! ! [A.6]!
Where!H!is!enthalpy,!S!is!entropy!and!T!is!temperature.!Then,!combining!the!first!and!second!laws!of!thermodynamics!results!in!Equation!A.7:!
!∆! = !∆!"# − ∆!"#! ! ! ! ! [A.7]!
Where!V!is!volume!and!P!is!pressure.!At!constant!pressure:!
! !∆! = !−∆!"#! [A.8]!
! ! !∆!!" = !−∆!! [A.9]!
!Substituting!in!the!alternative!form!of!the!Gibbs!free!energy!equation![A.3]:!





! −!"# = !∆! − !∆!! [A.11]!
! ! = !− ∆!!" + !∆!!" ! [A.12]!Substituting!in!Equation!A.10:!
! ! = !− ∆!!" + ! !"!"! [A.13]!! !! = !− ∆!!" = ! − ! !"!"! [A.14]!Where!EH!is!the!thermoneutral!potential!and!represents!the!part!of!the!cell!voltage!that!is!due!to! the! enthalpy! term.! The! thermoneutral! potential! is! the! potential! that! corresponds! to! an!isothermal!reaction,!where!the!cell!does!not!produce!or!gain!any!heat.!It!is!also!the!theoretical!open!circuit!voltage!at!absolute!zero.!!
Going!back!to!Equation!A.5!the!heat!due!to!the!entropy!effect!(qs)!is!given!by:!
! !! = !∆! = !. !" !"!"! [A.15]!The!heat!due!to!polarization!(or!internal!resistance)!effects!is!given!by:!
! !! = −!"(! − !!"#$)! [A.16]!This!shows!the!dependency!of!the!heat!output!on!the!voltage!drop!between!the!EMF!(E)!and!the!voltage!seen!at!the!terminals,!!!"#$ .!Summing!these!q!terms!gives!the!total!heat!generated!by!the!cell!!! .!SelfOdischarge!and!other!effects!have!been!neglected!in!this!result.!





! ! − !!"#$ = !−!.!! [A.19]!Therefore:!
! !! = −!" −!.! − !! !"!" ! [A.20]!!Differentiating!!!!with!respect! to! time!gives!the!rate!of!change!of!heat,!or!power!dissipated!!!"##,!in!Watts.!The!rate!of!change!of!nF!over!time!gives!the!rate!of!change!of!charge!which!is!equal!to!the!current,!so:!
! !!"## = !"!!" = −!" −!.! − !! !"!"!" ! [A.21]!!!
! !!"## = −! −!.! − !! !"!" ! [A.22]!!!
! !!"## = !!! + !.! !"!"! [A.23]!!!
This!value!of!power!dissipation!is!used!in!the!standard!heat!transfer!equation!to!determine!the!temperature!of!the!cells!and!walls!of!a!battery!pack.!
! REFERENCES!





In! Chapter! 3! the! Sion! Li0S! cell! was! compared! to! the! current! state0of0the0art! lithium0ion!batteries! used! in! the! space! industry! for! various! applications.! The! data! sheets! of! these!batteries!are!reproduced!here!as!follows:!


















 Lithium Sulfur Rechargeable 
Battery Data Sheet 
 
SION Power Inc., 2900E. Elvira Rd., Tucson, AZ 85756   Tel:  +1.520.799.7500 Fax:  1.520.799.7501 
www.sionpower.com
 
All specifications are subject to change without notice.  The information contained here is for reference only and does not 
constitute a warranty of performance. 
 
Date:  10/3/08  -  Supersedes: 09/28/05 
  
 
Lithium sulfur has the highest theoretical specific and volumetric energy densities of any rechargeable 
battery chemistry (2550 Wh/kg and 2862 Wh/l theoretically).  SION Power has learned how to unlock 
this potential and has created a unique rechargeable battery system.  This patented technology is 
enabling new applications for rechargeable batteries and replacing existing primary and rechargeable 
batteries in applications where weight is a critical factor. 
 
Typical applications include: 
 
x Unmanned Vehicle Systems 
x Weight sensitive electronic applications 






Nominal Voltage: 2.15V 
Maximum Charge Voltage: 2.5V 
Minimum Voltage on Discharge: 1.7V 
Nominal Capacity @ 25°C: 2.5 Ah @ C/5 
Maximum continuous discharge rate: 2C 
Maximum charge rate: C/5 
Specific Energy: 350 Wh/kg 
Energy Density: 320 Wh/l 






Length: 55 mm (top flanged folded) 
Width: 37 mm 
Thickness: 11.5 mm 





Discharge Temperature: -20°C to +45°C 
Charge Temperature: -20°C to +45°C 























North America Rest of the world
Chris Pearson Nick Russel
TEL: (+1) 303 241 1229 TEL: +44 (0)1865 408 724
EMAIL: chris.pearson@abslpower.com EMAIL: nick.russel@abslpower.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
This information is generally descriptive only and is not intended to make or imply any representation, guarantee or warrantee with respect to any cells and batteries. Cell and battery
designs/specifications are subject to modification without notice. Contact ABSL Space Products for the latest information.









0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5
Capacity (Ah)
1C C/2 C/10
Charged: C/10 (150mA) to 4.2v at 20°C
Discharged: to 2.5V at 20°C
The ABSL 
18650HC is employed
within a number of space
qualified batteries such as
















Charged: C/10 (150mA) to 4.2v at 20°C
Discharged: C/2 (750mA)  to 2.5V
0°C
40°C
The ABSL 18650HC has more space heritage than any other Lithium-ion cell. It has extensive
in-orbit heritage, and tens of millions of hours of characterisation under simulated life 
testing.  Many flight proven battery designs are available for GEO, LEO and interplanetary






Voltage Range: 4.2 V – 2.5 V
Nominal Voltage: 3.6 V
Capacity: 1.5 Ah
Performance
Max Charge Current: 1.5 A
Max Discharge Current: 1.5 A
Short Pulse Discharge: 4.5 A for
durations up to 1 second
Mechanical
Shock: 2,000 g @ 10,000 Hz
Max Quasi-Static Load Limit: 20 g







Low risk – proven calendar and cycle life
Excellent safety – built-in protection devices
Simple system interfaces – individual cell
monitoring not required









VL 34P - High power cell
Saft’s battery systems
Individual lithium-ion cells need to 
be mechanically and electrically 
integrated into battery systems 
to operate properly.  The battery 
system includes electronic devices 





p Excellent power density combined
 with good energy storage
p Hermetically sealed cells
p Maintenance free battery
p Operates in any orientation
p No memory effect
p3TATEOFCHARGEIDENTIÛABLEBY
 voltage
p U.S. Department of
 Transportation approved
Features
p High discharge, pulse and 









 available (see Power Module &
 HEMV battery data sheets)
Applications





Cell electrical characteristics                                                   
Nominal capacity at C rate at 4.1 V/2.5 V & 25°C  33 Ah 
Nominal voltage      3.65 V  
Energy       120 Wh/432 kJ
Recommended maximum discharge current at 25°C
                         Continuous    500+ A 
                         2 s pulse     1,900 A
                         200 ms pulse    3,000+ A
Power (25°C/100% SoC)
                        Continuous    1250 W
                        2 s pulse     3600 W
                        200 ms pulse    5700 W
Impedance (25°C/50% SoC at 100 A)                       
                         2 s pulse     < 1 Mì
                         200 ms pulse    ~ 0.8 Mì
Low temperature performance*    See chart on p. 2
Cell mechanical characteristics                                                   
Diameter       54 mm                     
Height**
      
195 mm
Mass       0.94 kg                  
Volume**      0.41 L
Cell operating conditions
Lower voltage limit for discharge*** (- 60°C to + 60°C)
             Continuous     2.0 V
             Pulse     1.9 V                     
Charging method            Constant current/constant voltage (CCCV) 
Charging voltage      4.1 + 0.04 V
Recommended continuous charge current at 25°C  C/2          
Fast charging is acceptable, depending on conditions of use
                         ~ 15 minutes (at 120 A rate)****                                                                      
Operating temperature       
                         Discharge     - 60°C to + 60°C
             Charge****                                                
Storage and transportation temperature    - 60°C to + 65°C 






****Fast charging may impact life - contact Saft for higher current or temperature
Saft’s VL 34P cell is ideally 
suited for applications requiring 
high discharge, continuous or 
pulse power; fast re-charge; low 
temperature performance; long 
cycle and calendar life; and/or 
low heat generation. 
Saft always supplies cells as 
complete energy storage systems 
customized as needed to meet 
CUSTOMERSPECIÛCATIONS
Optimized for 1 C to 15 C continuous 







Space & Defense Division
107 Beaver Court
Cockeysville, MD 21030 - USA
Tel +1 410 771 3200










p Saft provides complete battery
system design
pIncorporation of several levels of 
 redundant safety features to
 prevent abuse conditions such 
 as overcharge, over-discharge, 
 and short circuit




 - Cell balancing
p Battery protection controller at 
system level 
p CanProbe® at module level
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Rate performance at 25° C
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●  Very high specific energy
●  Specific space cell design and 
processes
● Modular and flexible battery range 
Benefits
●  Excellent energy density and 
specific energy
●  Hermetically-sealed cells
●  Long cycle life:
 18 year GEO at 80 % DOD
 60,000 LEO cycles at 20 % DOD
●  Qualified in 2007
Main applications
● GEO, MEO space applications
● LEO satellites (Radar, Optical…)
● High energy applications
Selected program
●  VES 180 Li-ion cell has been 
selected for Galileo IOV (in-orbit 
validation), Optus D3, Alphabus 
etc...
Cell electrical characteristics
Nominal voltage  3.6 V
Nominal capacity at C/1.5 rate at 4.1 V/3 V & 20°C 50 Ah
Maximum discharge current at 25°C 100 A (Continuous ~2 s pulse)
Specific energy (minimum)  175 Wh/Kg
Energy density  180 Wh/l
Cell mechanical characteristics
Diameter  53 mm
Height (max)  250 mm
Mass (max)  1.11 kg
Cell operating conditions
Lower voltage limit for discharge Continuous (0°C to + 45°C) 2.57 V
Charging method  Constant current/constant voltage (CCCV)
Charging voltage (max) 4.1 V
Recommended continuous charge current GEO/MEO C/10 
  LEO (20 % DOD) C/5
Operating temperature Charge + 10°C to + 35°C 
  Discharge 0°C to + 40°C
Storage and transportation temperature - 40°C to + 65°C
NB: VES 180 are sold only in modules or batteries.
June 2008
Rechargeable lithium battery








Specialty Battery Group 
12, rue Sadi Carnot
93170 Bagnolet - France
Tel.: +33 (0)1 49 93 19 18
Fax:  +33 (0)1 49 93 19 69
www.saftbatteries.com
Doc. No 33019-2-0608
Information in this document is subject to change without notice  
and becomes contractual only after written confirmation by Saft.
Published by the Communications Department.
Photo credit: Saft
Société anonyme au capital de 31 944 000  
RCS Bobigny B 383 703 873
Produced by Arthur Associates Limited.
VES 180















Capacity versus discharge current
- EOCV (End Of Charge Voltage) = 4.1 V @ 20°C
Key features
● Graphite-based anode
●  Nickel alloy oxide-based cathode
●  Specific space terminal and 
feed-through
●  Specific individual stack to 
cylinder diameter matching
●  Leak before burst compliant to 
ESA Procedures and Specifications 
Standards (PSS)
● Completely maintenance free
● Operates in any orientation







































































































1" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 00:05:00" 2"
Step"
Time" 00:01:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
2" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.55" Voltage" >=" 2.5" 3"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
3" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5" Current" <=" 0.05" 4"
Step"
Time" 00:00:05" ANYN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
4" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 5"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
5" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 6"
Step"
Time" 00:10:00" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
6" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 7"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
7" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 8"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 8" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
8" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 9"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 10" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
9" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 10"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""




"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
10" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 11"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
11" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 01:00:00" 12"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 12" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
12" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 13"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 14" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
13" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 14"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
14" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 15"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
15" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 01:30:00" 16"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 16" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
16" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 17"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 18" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
17" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 18"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
18" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 19"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
19" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 20"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 20" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
20" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"






"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 22" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
21" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 22"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
22" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 23"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
23" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 02:30:00" 24"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 24" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
24" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 25"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 26" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
25" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 26"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
26" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 27"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
27" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 03:00:00" 28"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 29" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
28" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 29"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 29" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
29" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 30"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
30" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"






"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
31" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 03:30:00" 32"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 32" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
32" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 33"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 34" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
33" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 34"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
34" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 35"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
35" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 04:00:00" 36"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 36" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
36" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 37"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 38" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
37" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 38"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
38" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 39"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
39" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 04:30:00" 40"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 40" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
40" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 41"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 42" "" "" ""




"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
41" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 42"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
42" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 43"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
43" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 05:00:00" 44"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 44" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
44" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 45"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 46" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
45" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 46"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
46" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 47"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
47" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 05:30:00" 48"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 48" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
48" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 49"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 50" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
49" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 50"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
50" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 51"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
51" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"






"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 52" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
52" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 53"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 54" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
53" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 54"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
54" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 55"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
55" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 06:30:00" 56"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 56" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
56" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 57"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 58" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
57" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 58"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
58" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 59"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
59" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 07:00:00" 60"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 60" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
60" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 61"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 62" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""





"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
62" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 63"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
63" Charge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 2.5"
Step"
Time" =" 07:30:00" 64"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 64" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
64" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7"
Step"
Time" =" 00:30:00" 65"
Step"
Time" 00:00:10" ANNY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Current" <=" 0.05" 66" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
65" Discharge" Current" 0.315" Voltage" 1.7" Current" <=" 0.05" 66"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANYY"
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" >=" 2.54" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" Voltage" <=" 1.66" 67" "" "" ""
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
66" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 02:00:00" 67"
Step"
Time" 00:05:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""
67" Rest" "" "" "" ""
Step"
Time" =" 500:00:00" 68"
Step"
Time" 00:10:00" ANNN"
"" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" ""





















Discharge EMF Charge EMF 
SoC 0℃ 20℃ 40℃ 0℃ 20℃ 40℃ 
0" 2.103" 2.098" 2.094" 2.103" 2.098" 2.094"
1" 2.102" 2.098" 2.094" 2.117" 2.113" 2.109"
2" 2.103" 2.099" 2.096" 2.127" 2.124" 2.120"
3" 2.105" 2.102" 2.098" 2.135" 2.131" 2.128"
4" 2.107" 2.104" 2.101" 2.141" 2.138" 2.134"
5" 2.110" 2.107" 2.104" 2.146" 2.143" 2.140"
6" 2.112" 2.110" 2.108" 2.150" 2.147" 2.145"
7" 2.115" 2.113" 2.111" 2.153" 2.151" 2.149"
8" 2.117" 2.116" 2.114" 2.156" 2.155" 2.153"
9" 2.120" 2.118" 2.117" 2.159" 2.158" 2.156"
10" 2.122" 2.120" 2.119" 2.162" 2.160" 2.159"
11" 2.123" 2.123" 2.122" 2.164" 2.163" 2.162"
12" 2.125" 2.125" 2.124" 2.166" 2.165" 2.165"
13" 2.127" 2.126" 2.126" 2.168" 2.168" 2.168"
14" 2.128" 2.128" 2.128" 2.170" 2.170" 2.170"
15" 2.129" 2.130" 2.130" 2.172" 2.172" 2.172"
16" 2.131" 2.131" 2.131" 2.174" 2.174" 2.174"
17" 2.133" 2.133" 2.132" 2.176" 2.175" 2.175"
18" 2.135" 2.134" 2.133" 2.177" 2.177" 2.176"
19" 2.136" 2.135" 2.135" 2.179" 2.178" 2.177"
20" 2.138" 2.137" 2.136" 2.180" 2.179" 2.178"
21" 2.139" 2.138" 2.137" 2.182" 2.180" 2.179"
22" 2.140" 2.138" 2.137" 2.183" 2.182" 2.181"
23" 2.140" 2.139" 2.137" 2.185" 2.183" 2.182"
24" 2.141" 2.139" 2.138" 2.186" 2.185" 2.183"
25" 2.141" 2.139" 2.138" 2.188" 2.186" 2.185"
26" 2.141" 2.140" 2.138" 2.190" 2.188" 2.186"
27" 2.141" 2.140" 2.138" 2.191" 2.190" 2.188"
28" 2.142" 2.140" 2.138" 2.193" 2.191" 2.190"
29" 2.142" 2.140" 2.138" 2.195" 2.193" 2.191"
30" 2.143" 2.141" 2.138" 2.197" 2.195" 2.192"
31" 2.144" 2.141" 2.138" 2.199" 2.196" 2.193"
32" 2.146" 2.142" 2.138" 2.201" 2.197" 2.193"
33" 2.146" 2.142" 2.138" 2.203" 2.199" 2.195"
34" 2.147" 2.143" 2.138" 2.205" 2.200" 2.196"
35" 2.148" 2.143" 2.139" 2.206" 2.202" 2.197"
36" 2.148" 2.144" 2.139" 2.208" 2.203" 2.199"
37" 2.148" 2.143" 2.139" 2.210" 2.205" 2.201"
38" 2.148" 2.143" 2.138" 2.213" 2.208" 2.203"
39" 2.148" 2.143" 2.138" 2.215" 2.210" 2.204"
40" 2.148" 2.143" 2.137" 2.217" 2.212" 2.206"
41" 2.148" 2.143" 2.137" 2.219" 2.214" 2.208"
42" 2.148" 2.143" 2.137" 2.221" 2.216" 2.210"
43" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.224" 2.218" 2.212"
44" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.226" 2.220" 2.214"
45" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.228" 2.222" 2.216"
46" 2.150" 2.144" 2.138" 2.230" 2.224" 2.218"
47" 2.150" 2.144" 2.138" 2.233" 2.227" 2.221"
48" 2.150" 2.144" 2.138" 2.235" 2.229" 2.223"




50" 2.151" 2.145" 2.139" 2.241" 2.235" 2.229"
51" 2.150" 2.144" 2.138" 2.243" 2.237" 2.231"
52" 2.150" 2.144" 2.138" 2.246" 2.240" 2.234"
53" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.249" 2.243" 2.237"
54" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.252" 2.246" 2.240"
55" 2.148" 2.142" 2.136" 2.255" 2.249" 2.243"
56" 2.148" 2.142" 2.136" 2.258" 2.252" 2.246"
57" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.260" 2.254" 2.248"
58" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.263" 2.257" 2.251"
59" 2.150" 2.144" 2.138" 2.266" 2.260" 2.254"
60" 2.151" 2.145" 2.139" 2.268" 2.262" 2.256"
61" 2.152" 2.146" 2.140" 2.272" 2.266" 2.260"
62" 2.153" 2.147" 2.141" 2.275" 2.269" 2.263"
63" 2.154" 2.148" 2.142" 2.278" 2.272" 2.266"
64" 2.154" 2.148" 2.142" 2.281" 2.275" 2.269"
65" 2.154" 2.148" 2.142" 2.283" 2.277" 2.271"
66" 2.153" 2.147" 2.141" 2.286" 2.280" 2.274"
67" 2.153" 2.147" 2.141" 2.289" 2.283" 2.277"
68" 2.152" 2.146" 2.140" 2.291" 2.285" 2.279"
69" 2.151" 2.145" 2.139" 2.294" 2.288" 2.282"
70" 2.149" 2.143" 2.137" 2.296" 2.290" 2.284"
71" 2.147" 2.141" 2.135" 2.299" 2.293" 2.287"
72" 2.147" 2.141" 2.134" 2.303" 2.296" 2.290"
73" 2.151" 2.145" 2.138" 2.306" 2.299" 2.293"
74" 2.162" 2.155" 2.148" 2.310" 2.303" 2.296"
75" 2.179" 2.172" 2.164" 2.313" 2.306" 2.299"
76" 2.196" 2.189" 2.181" 2.317" 2.309" 2.301"
77" 2.214" 2.206" 2.198" 2.321" 2.313" 2.305"
78" 2.233" 2.225" 2.216" 2.325" 2.316" 2.308"
79" 2.253" 2.244" 2.235" 2.330" 2.320" 2.311"
80" 2.274" 2.264" 2.254" 2.334" 2.324" 2.314"
81" 2.292" 2.281" 2.271" 2.339" 2.328" 2.318"
82" 2.309" 2.298" 2.286" 2.344" 2.333" 2.321"
83" 2.323" 2.311" 2.299" 2.350" 2.338" 2.326"
84" 2.335" 2.323" 2.310" 2.355" 2.343" 2.330"
85" 2.346" 2.333" 2.320" 2.361" 2.347" 2.334"
86" 2.353" 2.339" 2.325" 2.365" 2.351" 2.337"
87" 2.359" 2.345" 2.331" 2.368" 2.354" 2.340"
88" 2.364" 2.350" 2.336" 2.371" 2.357" 2.343"
89" 2.368" 2.354" 2.340" 2.374" 2.360" 2.346"
90" 2.372" 2.358" 2.344" 2.378" 2.364" 2.350"
91" 2.377" 2.363" 2.349" 2.382" 2.368" 2.354"
92" 2.381" 2.367" 2.353" 2.386" 2.372" 2.358"
93" 2.385" 2.371" 2.357" 2.389" 2.375" 2.361"
94" 2.390" 2.375" 2.361" 2.394" 2.379" 2.365"
95" 2.395" 2.379" 2.364" 2.398" 2.383" 2.368"
96" 2.400" 2.384" 2.368" 2.403" 2.388" 2.372"
97" 2.405" 2.389" 2.373" 2.410" 2.393" 2.377"
98" 2.412" 2.395" 2.378" 2.418" 2.401" 2.384"
99" 2.427" 2.409" 2.392" 2.431" 2.413" 2.396"






SoC$ dE/dT$ SoC$ dE/dT$
0! -0.00022! 51! -0.00030!
1! -0.00020! 52! -0.00030!
2! -0.00018! 53! -0.00030!
3! -0.00017! 54! -0.00030!
4! -0.00015! 55! -0.00030!
5! -0.00014! 56! -0.00030!
6! -0.00012! 57! -0.00030!
7! -0.00011! 58! -0.00030!
8! -0.00009! 59! -0.00030!
9! -0.00007! 60! -0.00030!
10! -0.00006! 61! -0.00030!
11! -0.00004! 62! -0.00030!
12! -0.00003! 63! -0.00030!
13! -0.00001! 64! -0.00030!
14! 0.00000! 65! -0.00030!
15! 0.00002! 66! -0.00030!
16! 0.00000! 67! -0.00030!
17! -0.00002! 68! -0.00030!
18! -0.00004! 69! -0.00030!
19! -0.00005! 70! -0.00030!
20! -0.00005! 71! -0.00030!
21! -0.00006! 72! -0.00032!
22! -0.00006! 73! -0.00033!
23! -0.00007! 74! -0.00035!
24! -0.00007! 75! -0.00037!
25! -0.00008! 76! -0.00038!
26! -0.00008! 77! -0.00040!
27! -0.00009! 78! -0.00043!
28! -0.00009! 79! -0.00047!
29! -0.00010! 80! -0.00050!
30! -0.00013! 81! -0.00053!
31! -0.00017! 82! -0.00057!
32! -0.00020! 83! -0.00060!
33! -0.00021! 84! -0.00063!
34! -0.00022! 85! -0.00067!
35! -0.00023! 86! -0.00070!
36! -0.00024! 87! -0.00070!
37! -0.00025! 88! -0.00070!
38! -0.00025! 89! -0.00070!
39! -0.00026! 90! -0.00070!
40! -0.00027! 91! -0.00070!
41! -0.00028! 92! -0.00070!
42! -0.00029! 93! -0.00070!
43! -0.00030! 94! -0.00073!
44! -0.00030! 95! -0.00076!
45! -0.00030! 96! -0.00079!
46! -0.00030! 97! -0.00081!
47! -0.00030! 98! -0.00084!
48! -0.00030! 99! -0.00087!
49! -0.00030! 100! -0.00090!









SoC$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$
0" 3.274" 0.680" 0.146" 4.638" 3.381" 1.074" 3.667" 3.081" 0.354"
1" 3.192" 0.639" 0.139" 4.556" 3.029" 0.995" 3.584" 2.856" 0.311"
2" 3.110" 0.597" 0.132" 4.474" 2.676" 0.915" 3.501" 2.631" 0.269"
3" 3.028" 0.556" 0.126" 4.393" 2.323" 0.835" 3.418" 2.407" 0.229"
4" 2.946" 0.514" 0.119" 4.311" 1.971" 0.741" 3.335" 2.182" 0.187"
5" 2.864" 0.473" 0.112" 4.229" 1.618" 0.645" 3.251" 1.958" 0.147"
6" 2.782" 0.432" 0.106" 4.147" 1.266" 0.545" 3.168" 1.733" 0.110"
7" 2.700" 0.390" 0.099" 4.066" 0.913" 0.459" 3.085" 1.509" 0.079"
8" 2.618" 0.349" 0.092" 3.984" 0.561" 0.370" 3.002" 1.284" 0.052"
9" 2.536" 0.307" 0.086" 3.902" 0.208" 0.315" 2.918" 1.060" 0.033"
10" 2.454" 0.266" 0.079" 3.821" 0.097" 0.244" 2.835" 0.835" 0.028"
11" 2.372" 0.224" 0.072" 3.739" 0.111" 0.192" 2.752" 0.611" 0.035"
12" 2.290" 0.183" 0.066" 3.657" 0.112" 0.128" 2.669" 0.287" 0.045"
13" 2.208" 0.141" 0.059" 3.575" 0.105" 0.072" 2.585" 0.089" 0.061"
14" 2.126" 0.100" 0.052" 3.494" 0.085" 0.065" 2.502" 0.064" 0.048"
15" 2.044" 0.059" 0.046" 3.412" 0.079" 0.062" 2.419" 0.057" 0.045"
16" 1.962" 0.049" 0.039" 3.330" 0.073" 0.060" 2.336" 0.054" 0.043"
17" 1.880" 0.045" 0.034" 3.248" 0.071" 0.056" 2.253" 0.050" 0.039"
18" 1.798" 0.042" 0.031" 3.167" 0.070" 0.054" 2.169" 0.048" 0.037"
19" 1.716" 0.040" 0.029" 3.085" 0.070" 0.052" 2.086" 0.048" 0.035"
20" 1.634" 0.038" 0.028" 3.003" 0.070" 0.051" 2.003" 0.047" 0.034"
21" 1.554" 0.037" 0.026" 2.918" 0.069" 0.050" 1.921" 0.046" 0.033"
22" 1.476" 0.036" 0.025" 2.827" 0.069" 0.048" 1.843" 0.045" 0.031"
23" 1.398" 0.035" 0.024" 2.750" 0.069" 0.047" 1.750" 0.044" 0.030"
24" 1.322" 0.034" 0.023" 2.675" 0.069" 0.046" 1.655" 0.043" 0.029"
25" 1.259" 0.034" 0.022" 2.565" 0.069" 0.045" 1.581" 0.042" 0.028"
26" 1.199" 0.033" 0.021" 2.463" 0.069" 0.044" 1.495" 0.042" 0.027"
27" 1.143" 0.033" 0.021" 2.369" 0.069" 0.043" 1.399" 0.041" 0.025"
28" 1.074" 0.033" 0.020" 2.275" 0.069" 0.042" 1.314" 0.040" 0.024"
29" 1.008" 0.032" 0.019" 2.176" 0.070" 0.041" 1.233" 0.039" 0.023"
30" 0.956" 0.032" 0.019" 2.061" 0.069" 0.040" 1.153" 0.039" 0.023"
31" 0.901" 0.032" 0.018" 1.949" 0.070" 0.039" 1.073" 0.038" 0.022"
32" 0.842" 0.032" 0.018" 1.840" 0.070" 0.038" 0.994" 0.038" 0.021"
33" 0.779" 0.032" 0.017" 1.723" 0.070" 0.039" 0.926" 0.038" 0.021"
34" 0.721" 0.031" 0.017" 1.604" 0.070" 0.039" 0.856" 0.037" 0.021"
35" 0.670" 0.031" 0.018" 1.482" 0.070" 0.039" 0.783" 0.037" 0.021"
36" 0.620" 0.032" 0.017" 1.358" 0.069" 0.038" 0.710" 0.036" 0.020"
37" 0.569" 0.032" 0.017" 1.233" 0.069" 0.037" 0.638" 0.036" 0.019"
38" 0.514" 0.032" 0.017" 1.105" 0.069" 0.036" 0.575" 0.036" 0.019"
39" 0.459" 0.032" 0.016" 0.978" 0.068" 0.035" 0.510" 0.036" 0.018"
40" 0.404" 0.032" 0.016" 0.851" 0.068" 0.034" 0.445" 0.035" 0.018"
41" 0.347" 0.032" 0.016" 0.729" 0.068" 0.033" 0.377" 0.035" 0.017"
42" 0.323" 0.033" 0.016" 0.677" 0.069" 0.033" 0.348" 0.035" 0.017"
43" 0.299" 0.033" 0.016" 0.622" 0.068" 0.033" 0.321" 0.035" 0.017"
44" 0.277" 0.033" 0.016" 0.568" 0.068" 0.033" 0.293" 0.035" 0.017"
45" 0.255" 0.033" 0.016" 0.517" 0.068" 0.033" 0.267" 0.035" 0.017"
46" 0.236" 0.034" 0.017" 0.469" 0.068" 0.033" 0.246" 0.035" 0.017"
47" 0.217" 0.035" 0.017" 0.425" 0.068" 0.033" 0.225" 0.036" 0.018"
48" 0.202" 0.035" 0.017" 0.388" 0.067" 0.034" 0.209" 0.036" 0.018"




50" 0.177" 0.036" 0.018" 0.326" 0.067" 0.034" 0.181" 0.037" 0.019"
51" 0.167" 0.037" 0.018" 0.301" 0.067" 0.033" 0.169" 0.038" 0.019"
52" 0.159" 0.038" 0.018" 0.279" 0.067" 0.032" 0.160" 0.038" 0.019"
53" 0.151" 0.039" 0.018" 0.259" 0.067" 0.032" 0.152" 0.039" 0.019"
54" 0.145" 0.040" 0.018" 0.242" 0.067" 0.031" 0.145" 0.040" 0.018"
55" 0.139" 0.041" 0.018" 0.227" 0.067" 0.030" 0.139" 0.041" 0.018"
56" 0.135" 0.042" 0.019" 0.215" 0.067" 0.030" 0.134" 0.042" 0.019"
57" 0.132" 0.044" 0.020" 0.204" 0.067" 0.030" 0.129" 0.043" 0.019"
58" 0.131" 0.045" 0.021" 0.196" 0.067" 0.031" 0.126" 0.043" 0.020"
59" 0.129" 0.047" 0.022" 0.190" 0.069" 0.033" 0.122" 0.044" 0.021"
60" 0.129" 0.049" 0.024" 0.184" 0.070" 0.034" 0.119" 0.045" 0.022"
61" 0.129" 0.051" 0.026" 0.178" 0.071" 0.035" 0.116" 0.046" 0.023"
62" 0.130" 0.054" 0.027" 0.174" 0.072" 0.037" 0.114" 0.047" 0.024"
63" 0.131" 0.056" 0.028" 0.170" 0.073" 0.037" 0.112" 0.048" 0.024"
64" 0.129" 0.058" 0.029" 0.164" 0.074" 0.037" 0.108" 0.049" 0.024"
65" 0.128" 0.061" 0.030" 0.157" 0.075" 0.037" 0.103" 0.050" 0.024"
66" 0.133" 0.065" 0.031" 0.157" 0.077" 0.037" 0.104" 0.051" 0.024"
67" 0.139" 0.069" 0.033" 0.157" 0.078" 0.038" 0.104" 0.052" 0.025"
68" 0.141" 0.073" 0.035" 0.152" 0.079" 0.038" 0.102" 0.053" 0.026"
69" 0.141" 0.078" 0.037" 0.146" 0.081" 0.039" 0.099" 0.055" 0.026"
70" 0.147" 0.084" 0.041" 0.144" 0.082" 0.040" 0.102" 0.058" 0.029"
71" 0.157" 0.090" 0.045" 0.143" 0.082" 0.041" 0.106" 0.060" 0.031"
72" 0.172" 0.094" 0.036" 0.138" 0.075" 0.029" 0.104" 0.057" 0.022"
73" 0.195" 0.095" 0.025" 0.126" 0.061" 0.016" 0.102" 0.050" 0.013"
74" 0.231" 0.092" 0.018" 0.102" 0.040" 0.008" 0.099" 0.038" 0.008"
75" 0.240" 0.089" 0.017" 0.101" 0.036" 0.007" 0.098" 0.035" 0.007"
76" 0.236" 0.085" 0.015" 0.100" 0.034" 0.006" 0.096" 0.033" 0.006"
77" 0.227" 0.082" 0.012" 0.095" 0.034" 0.005" 0.094" 0.032" 0.005"
78" 0.218" 0.079" 0.010" 0.092" 0.034" 0.004" 0.092" 0.030" 0.004"
79" 0.208" 0.075" 0.010" 0.090" 0.033" 0.004" 0.089" 0.029" 0.004"
80" 0.203" 0.073" 0.011" 0.085" 0.030" 0.005" 0.082" 0.028" 0.004"
81" 0.200" 0.070" 0.015" 0.079" 0.027" 0.006" 0.073" 0.025" 0.005"
82" 0.199" 0.067" 0.019" 0.071" 0.023" 0.007" 0.062" 0.020" 0.006"
83" 0.192" 0.064" 0.023" 0.060" 0.020" 0.007" 0.053" 0.017" 0.007"
84" 0.182" 0.061" 0.028" 0.051" 0.017" 0.008" 0.046" 0.015" 0.007"
85" 0.165" 0.057" 0.031" 0.048" 0.016" 0.009" 0.041" 0.014" 0.008"
86" 0.152" 0.054" 0.031" 0.041" 0.013" 0.008" 0.034" 0.012" 0.007"
87" 0.141" 0.051" 0.031" 0.031" 0.009" 0.007" 0.027" 0.009" 0.006"
88" 0.128" 0.049" 0.031" 0.026" 0.008" 0.006" 0.020" 0.009" 0.005"
89" 0.116" 0.047" 0.031" 0.021" 0.006" 0.006" 0.014" 0.008" 0.004"
90" 0.104" 0.046" 0.033" 0.017" 0.005" 0.005" 0.012" 0.005" 0.004"
91" 0.094" 0.044" 0.035" 0.014" 0.005" 0.005" 0.010" 0.005" 0.004"
92" 0.085" 0.043" 0.037" 0.012" 0.005" 0.005" 0.009" 0.006" 0.004"
93" 0.077" 0.042" 0.039" 0.011" 0.005" 0.005" 0.009" 0.006" 0.005"
94" 0.070" 0.042" 0.040" 0.009" 0.005" 0.005" 0.008" 0.006" 0.005"
95" 0.066" 0.042" 0.042" 0.009" 0.005" 0.006" 0.008" 0.005" 0.005"
96" 0.063" 0.042" 0.044" 0.008" 0.005" 0.006" 0.008" 0.005" 0.006"
97" 0.061" 0.042" 0.050" 0.008" 0.005" 0.007" 0.008" 0.005" 0.006"
98" 0.058" 0.043" 0.054" 0.009" 0.006" 0.008" 0.008" 0.006" 0.007"
99" 0.051" 0.043" 0.027" 0.009" 0.008" 0.005" 0.007" 0.006" 0.004"










SoC$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$
0" 0.058" 0.058" 0.069" 0.037" 0.037" 0.040" 0.034" 0.034" 0.045"
1" 0.056" 0.056" 0.067" 0.036" 0.036" 0.040" 0.033" 0.033" 0.043"
2" 0.053" 0.053" 0.064" 0.035" 0.035" 0.040" 0.033" 0.033" 0.042"
3" 0.051" 0.051" 0.061" 0.034" 0.034" 0.039" 0.033" 0.033" 0.041"
4" 0.048" 0.048" 0.058" 0.033" 0.033" 0.039" 0.033" 0.033" 0.040"
5" 0.046" 0.046" 0.055" 0.032" 0.032" 0.039" 0.032" 0.032" 0.038"
6" 0.044" 0.044" 0.052" 0.031" 0.031" 0.038" 0.032" 0.032" 0.037"
7" 0.041" 0.041" 0.049" 0.030" 0.030" 0.038" 0.032" 0.032" 0.036"
8" 0.039" 0.039" 0.047" 0.029" 0.029" 0.038" 0.032" 0.032" 0.035"
9" 0.036" 0.036" 0.044" 0.028" 0.028" 0.038" 0.031" 0.031" 0.033"
10" 0.034" 0.034" 0.041" 0.027" 0.027" 0.037" 0.031" 0.031" 0.032"
11" 0.032" 0.032" 0.038" 0.026" 0.026" 0.037" 0.031" 0.031" 0.031"
12" 0.029" 0.029" 0.035" 0.025" 0.025" 0.037" 0.031" 0.031" 0.030"
13" 0.027" 0.027" 0.032" 0.024" 0.024" 0.036" 0.030" 0.030" 0.028"
14" 0.025" 0.025" 0.029" 0.023" 0.023" 0.036" 0.030" 0.030" 0.027"
15" 0.022" 0.022" 0.026" 0.022" 0.022" 0.036" 0.030" 0.030" 0.026"
16" 0.019" 0.019" 0.024" 0.021" 0.021" 0.037" 0.030" 0.030" 0.026"
17" 0.018" 0.018" 0.023" 0.020" 0.020" 0.037" 0.029" 0.029" 0.026"
18" 0.017" 0.017" 0.022" 0.020" 0.020" 0.038" 0.029" 0.029" 0.026"
19" 0.016" 0.016" 0.022" 0.019" 0.019" 0.039" 0.028" 0.028" 0.026"
20" 0.015" 0.015" 0.021" 0.018" 0.018" 0.039" 0.027" 0.027" 0.026"
21" 0.014" 0.014" 0.021" 0.017" 0.017" 0.040" 0.027" 0.027" 0.026"
22" 0.014" 0.014" 0.021" 0.017" 0.017" 0.040" 0.026" 0.026" 0.026"
23" 0.013" 0.013" 0.021" 0.016" 0.016" 0.041" 0.026" 0.026" 0.026"
24" 0.013" 0.013" 0.021" 0.016" 0.016" 0.042" 0.026" 0.026" 0.026"
25" 0.012" 0.012" 0.021" 0.016" 0.016" 0.042" 0.025" 0.025" 0.026"
26" 0.012" 0.012" 0.021" 0.015" 0.015" 0.043" 0.025" 0.025" 0.026"
27" 0.012" 0.012" 0.021" 0.014" 0.014" 0.043" 0.024" 0.024" 0.026"
28" 0.011" 0.011" 0.021" 0.014" 0.014" 0.044" 0.024" 0.024" 0.026"
29" 0.011" 0.011" 0.021" 0.014" 0.014" 0.045" 0.024" 0.024" 0.025"
30" 0.011" 0.011" 0.022" 0.014" 0.014" 0.047" 0.024" 0.024" 0.026"
31" 0.012" 0.012" 0.023" 0.014" 0.014" 0.049" 0.025" 0.025" 0.027"
32" 0.012" 0.012" 0.024" 0.014" 0.014" 0.052" 0.026" 0.026" 0.028"
33" 0.012" 0.012" 0.024" 0.015" 0.015" 0.054" 0.027" 0.027" 0.029"
34" 0.013" 0.013" 0.025" 0.015" 0.015" 0.055" 0.028" 0.028" 0.030"
35" 0.013" 0.013" 0.026" 0.015" 0.015" 0.057" 0.029" 0.029" 0.030"
36" 0.014" 0.014" 0.026" 0.016" 0.016" 0.058" 0.030" 0.030" 0.030"
37" 0.014" 0.014" 0.027" 0.016" 0.016" 0.059" 0.030" 0.030" 0.030"
38" 0.014" 0.014" 0.028" 0.016" 0.016" 0.059" 0.031" 0.031" 0.031"
39" 0.015" 0.015" 0.028" 0.016" 0.016" 0.060" 0.031" 0.031" 0.031"
40" 0.015" 0.015" 0.029" 0.017" 0.017" 0.061" 0.032" 0.032" 0.032"
41" 0.016" 0.016" 0.030" 0.017" 0.017" 0.063" 0.033" 0.033" 0.032"
42" 0.016" 0.016" 0.031" 0.017" 0.017" 0.064" 0.034" 0.034" 0.033"
43" 0.017" 0.017" 0.031" 0.018" 0.018" 0.065" 0.035" 0.035" 0.034"
44" 0.017" 0.017" 0.032" 0.018" 0.018" 0.066" 0.036" 0.036" 0.034"
45" 0.018" 0.018" 0.033" 0.019" 0.019" 0.067" 0.037" 0.037" 0.034"
46" 0.019" 0.019" 0.034" 0.020" 0.020" 0.067" 0.037" 0.037" 0.035"
47" 0.020" 0.020" 0.034" 0.020" 0.020" 0.067" 0.039" 0.039" 0.036"
48" 0.021" 0.021" 0.035" 0.021" 0.021" 0.068" 0.040" 0.040" 0.036"




50" 0.022" 0.022" 0.036" 0.023" 0.023" 0.067" 0.041" 0.041" 0.037"
51" 0.023" 0.023" 0.037" 0.024" 0.024" 0.066" 0.042" 0.042" 0.037"
52" 0.025" 0.025" 0.037" 0.025" 0.025" 0.065" 0.043" 0.043" 0.038"
53" 0.026" 0.026" 0.038" 0.026" 0.026" 0.065" 0.044" 0.044" 0.038"
54" 0.026" 0.026" 0.038" 0.027" 0.027" 0.064" 0.044" 0.044" 0.038"
55" 0.028" 0.028" 0.038" 0.028" 0.028" 0.063" 0.045" 0.045" 0.038"
56" 0.029" 0.029" 0.039" 0.029" 0.029" 0.061" 0.046" 0.046" 0.038"
57" 0.031" 0.031" 0.039" 0.030" 0.030" 0.060" 0.048" 0.048" 0.038"
58" 0.033" 0.033" 0.040" 0.032" 0.032" 0.059" 0.049" 0.049" 0.038"
59" 0.034" 0.034" 0.040" 0.033" 0.033" 0.058" 0.051" 0.051" 0.038"
60" 0.036" 0.036" 0.040" 0.034" 0.034" 0.057" 0.052" 0.052" 0.037"
61" 0.038" 0.038" 0.040" 0.034" 0.034" 0.055" 0.052" 0.052" 0.036"
62" 0.039" 0.039" 0.040" 0.034" 0.034" 0.053" 0.052" 0.052" 0.035"
63" 0.041" 0.041" 0.039" 0.035" 0.035" 0.051" 0.053" 0.053" 0.034"
64" 0.042" 0.042" 0.039" 0.035" 0.035" 0.049" 0.053" 0.053" 0.033"
65" 0.044" 0.044" 0.039" 0.035" 0.035" 0.048" 0.054" 0.054" 0.031"
66" 0.045" 0.045" 0.039" 0.035" 0.035" 0.046" 0.054" 0.054" 0.030"
67" 0.047" 0.047" 0.039" 0.035" 0.035" 0.044" 0.053" 0.053" 0.029"
68" 0.049" 0.049" 0.040" 0.036" 0.036" 0.043" 0.053" 0.053" 0.029"
69" 0.051" 0.051" 0.040" 0.036" 0.036" 0.042" 0.053" 0.053" 0.028"
70" 0.053" 0.053" 0.041" 0.036" 0.036" 0.040" 0.051" 0.051" 0.028"
71" 0.054" 0.054" 0.041" 0.036" 0.036" 0.037" 0.049" 0.049" 0.028"
72" 0.058" 0.058" 0.043" 0.035" 0.035" 0.035" 0.046" 0.046" 0.026"
73" 0.063" 0.063" 0.047" 0.033" 0.033" 0.030" 0.041" 0.041" 0.025"
74" 0.072" 0.072" 0.054" 0.031" 0.031" 0.024" 0.032" 0.032" 0.023"
75" 0.072" 0.072" 0.054" 0.030" 0.030" 0.023" 0.031" 0.031" 0.022"
76" 0.071" 0.071" 0.053" 0.029" 0.029" 0.022" 0.030" 0.030" 0.022"
77" 0.070" 0.070" 0.052" 0.029" 0.029" 0.022" 0.029" 0.029" 0.022"
78" 0.068" 0.068" 0.051" 0.028" 0.028" 0.022" 0.029" 0.029" 0.022"
79" 0.065" 0.065" 0.050" 0.028" 0.028" 0.022" 0.028" 0.028" 0.022"
80" 0.065" 0.065" 0.051" 0.026" 0.026" 0.021" 0.027" 0.027" 0.020"
81" 0.064" 0.064" 0.052" 0.023" 0.023" 0.020" 0.025" 0.025" 0.019"
82" 0.064" 0.064" 0.054" 0.020" 0.020" 0.019" 0.023" 0.023" 0.017"
83" 0.061" 0.061" 0.054" 0.017" 0.017" 0.017" 0.019" 0.019" 0.015"
84" 0.057" 0.057" 0.055" 0.015" 0.015" 0.015" 0.016" 0.016" 0.014"
85" 0.051" 0.051" 0.053" 0.013" 0.013" 0.015" 0.015" 0.015" 0.013"
86" 0.047" 0.047" 0.052" 0.011" 0.011" 0.014" 0.013" 0.013" 0.012"
87" 0.050" 0.050" 0.054" 0.010" 0.010" 0.012" 0.011" 0.011" 0.010"
88" 0.051" 0.051" 0.055" 0.008" 0.008" 0.011" 0.010" 0.010" 0.009"
89" 0.051" 0.051" 0.056" 0.006" 0.006" 0.010" 0.009" 0.009" 0.007"
90" 0.051" 0.051" 0.056" 0.006" 0.006" 0.009" 0.008" 0.008" 0.006"
91" 0.050" 0.050" 0.055" 0.005" 0.005" 0.008" 0.007" 0.007" 0.006"
92" 0.050" 0.050" 0.057" 0.006" 0.006" 0.008" 0.007" 0.007" 0.006"
93" 0.050" 0.050" 0.059" 0.006" 0.006" 0.008" 0.007" 0.007" 0.007"
94" 0.050" 0.050" 0.065" 0.006" 0.006" 0.009" 0.007" 0.007" 0.008"
95" 0.052" 0.052" 0.075" 0.006" 0.006" 0.010" 0.007" 0.007" 0.009"
96" 0.053" 0.053" 0.085" 0.007" 0.007" 0.011" 0.007" 0.007" 0.011"
97" 0.060" 0.060" 0.114" 0.008" 0.008" 0.015" 0.008" 0.008" 0.015"
98" 0.065" 0.065" 0.140" 0.009" 0.009" 0.021" 0.010" 0.010" 0.019"
99" 0.136" 0.136" 0.226" 0.020" 0.020" 0.039" 0.023" 0.023" 0.033"








SoC$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$
0" 2000" 2000" 4263" 50" 1000" 1258"
1" 2000" 2000" 4510" 50" 1000" 1258"
2" 2000" 2000" 4756" 50" 1000" 1258"
3" 2000" 2000" 5003" 50" 1000" 1258"
4" 2000" 2000" 5250" 50" 1000" 1258"
5" 2000" 2000" 5497" 50" 1000" 1258"
6" 2000" 2000" 5743" 50" 1000" 1258"
7" 2000" 2000" 5990" 50" 1000" 1258"
8" 2000" 2000" 6237" 50" 1000" 1258"
9" 2000" 2000" 6483" 64" 1000" 1258"
10" 2000" 2432" 6730" 51" 1000" 1258"
11" 2000" 5809" 6977" 20" 1000" 1258"
12" 2000" 4695" 7223" 42" 1000" 1258"
13" 2000" 4684" 7470" 200" 1000" 1258"
14" 2000" 6180" 7717" 547" 1000" 1258"
15" 2000" 7259" 7964" 722" 1000" 1258"
16" 2000" 8128" 8210" 842" 1000" 1258"
17" 2000" 8517" 8457" 897" 1000" 1258"
18" 2000" 8888" 8704" 957" 1000" 1258"
19" 2000" 9246" 8950" 1018" 1018" 1258"
20" 2000" 9609" 9197" 1078" 1078" 1258"
21" 2000" 9972" 9444" 1143" 1143" 1258"
22" 2000" 10333" 9690" 1215" 1215" 1258"
23" 2000" 10317" 9937" 1243" 1243" 1258"
24" 2000" 10184" 10184" 1258" 1258" 1258"
25" 2000" 10431" 10431" 1337" 1337" 1337"
26" 10657" 10657" 10657" 1400" 1400" 1400"
27" 10861" 10861" 10861" 1445" 1445" 1445"
28" 11102" 11102" 11102" 1477" 1477" 1477"
29" 11310" 11310" 11310" 1515" 1515" 1515"
30" 11393" 11393" 11393" 1575" 1575" 1575"
31" 11501" 11501" 11501" 1610" 1610" 1610"
32" 11623" 11623" 11623" 1628" 1628" 1628"
33" 11790" 11790" 11790" 1630" 1630" 1630"
34" 12150" 12150" 12150" 1679" 1679" 1679"
35" 12509" 12509" 12509" 1728" 1728" 1728"
36" 12781" 12781" 12781" 1753" 1753" 1753"
37" 13073" 13073" 13073" 1778" 1778" 1778"
38" 13657" 13657" 13657" 1841" 1841" 1841"
39" 13933" 13933" 13933" 1874" 1874" 1874"
40" 13926" 13926" 13926" 1880" 1880" 1880"
41" 14082" 14082" 14082" 1878" 1878" 1878"
42" 14269" 14269" 14269" 1877" 1877" 1877"
43" 14486" 14486" 14486" 1878" 1878" 1878"
44" 14528" 14528" 14528" 1876" 1876" 1876"
45" 14498" 14498" 14498" 1873" 1873" 1873"
46" 14813" 14813" 14813" 1891" 1891" 1891"
47" 14978" 14978" 14978" 1895" 1895" 1895"
48" 14939" 14939" 14939" 1878" 1878" 1878"




50" 14975" 14975" 14975" 1887" 1887" 1887"
51" 14983" 14983" 14983" 1873" 1873" 1873"
52" 14981" 14981" 14981" 1873" 1873" 1873"
53" 14973" 14973" 14973" 1883" 1883" 1883"
54" 14647" 14647" 14647" 1854" 1854" 1854"
55" 14385" 14385" 14385" 1832" 1832" 1832"
56" 14285" 14285" 14285" 1826" 1826" 1826"
57" 14093" 14093" 14093" 1814" 1814" 1814"
58" 13883" 13883" 13883" 1800" 1800" 1800"
59" 13857" 13857" 13857" 1788" 1788" 1788"
60" 13635" 13635" 13635" 1777" 1777" 1777"
61" 13197" 13197" 13197" 1767" 1767" 1767"
62" 12845" 12845" 12845" 1769" 1769" 1769"
63" 12607" 12607" 12607" 1772" 1772" 1772"
64" 12696" 12696" 12696" 1777" 1777" 1777"
65" 12636" 12636" 12636" 1782" 1782" 1782"
66" 12482" 12482" 12482" 1788" 1788" 1788"
67" 12079" 12079" 12079" 1779" 1779" 1779"
68" 11657" 11657" 11657" 1768" 1768" 1768"
69" 11204" 11204" 11204" 1757" 1757" 1757"
70" 10909" 10909" 10909" 1723" 1723" 1723"
71" 10824" 10824" 10824" 1702" 1702" 1702"
72" 11724" 11724" 11724" 1809" 1809" 1809"
73" 13801" 13801" 13801" 1998" 1998" 1998"
74" 16956" 16956" 16956" 2261" 2261" 2261"
75" 18494" 18494" 18494" 2356" 2356" 2356"
76" 19643" 19643" 19643" 2420" 2420" 2420"
77" 20253" 20253" 20253" 2453" 2453" 2453"
78" 19801" 19801" 19801" 2429" 2429" 2429"
79" 18929" 18929" 18929" 2382" 2382" 2382"
80" 20454" 20454" 20454" 2430" 2430" 2430"
81" 21653" 21653" 21653" 2477" 2477" 2477"
82" 22413" 22413" 22413" 2524" 2524" 2524"
83" 23126" 23126" 23126" 2569" 2569" 2569"
84" 24507" 24507" 24507" 2616" 2616" 2616"
85" 28801" 28801" 28801" 2677" 2677" 2677"
86" 30493" 30493" 30493" 5000" 5000" 5000"
87" 30222" 30222" 30222" 5000" 5000" 5000"
88" 39713" 39713" 39713" 5000" 5000" 5000"
89" 51259" 51259" 51259" 5000" 5000" 5000"
90" 65927" 65927" 65927" 5000" 5000" 5000"
91" 74508" 74508" 74508" 5000" 5000" 5000"
92" 80611" 80611" 80611" 5000" 5000" 5000"
93" 86404" 86404" 86404" 5000" 5000" 5000"
94" 83191" 83191" 83191" 5000" 5000" 5000"
95" 70046" 70046" 70046" 5000" 5000" 5000"
96" 61691" 61691" 61691" 5000" 5000" 5000"
97" 52569" 52569" 52569" 5000" 5000" 5000"
98" 38408" 38408" 38408" 5000" 5000" 5000"
99" 24247" 24247" 24247" 5000" 5000" 5000"








SoC$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$ 0℃$ 20℃$ 40℃$
0" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
1" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
2" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
3" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
4" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
5" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
6" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
7" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
8" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
9" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
10" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
11" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
12" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
13" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
14" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
15" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
16" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
17" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
18" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
19" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
20" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
21" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
22" 10333" 10333" 10333" 1215" 1215" 1215"
23" 10317" 10317" 10317" 1243" 1243" 1243"
24" 10184" 10184" 10184" 1258" 1258" 1258"
25" 10431" 10431" 10431" 1337" 1337" 1337"
26" 10657" 10657" 10657" 1400" 1400" 1400"
27" 10861" 10861" 10861" 1445" 1445" 1445"
28" 11102" 11102" 11102" 1477" 1477" 1477"
29" 11310" 11310" 11310" 1515" 1515" 1515"
30" 11393" 11393" 11393" 1575" 1575" 1575"
31" 11501" 11501" 11501" 1610" 1610" 1610"
32" 11623" 11623" 11623" 1628" 1628" 1628"
33" 11790" 11790" 11790" 1630" 1630" 1630"
34" 12150" 12150" 12150" 1679" 1679" 1679"
35" 12509" 12509" 12509" 1728" 1728" 1728"
36" 12781" 12781" 12781" 1753" 1753" 1753"
37" 13073" 13073" 13073" 1778" 1778" 1778"
38" 13657" 13657" 13657" 1841" 1841" 1841"
39" 13933" 13933" 13933" 1874" 1874" 1874"
40" 13926" 13926" 13926" 1880" 1880" 1880"
41" 14082" 14082" 14082" 1878" 1878" 1878"
42" 14269" 14269" 14269" 1877" 1877" 1877"
43" 14486" 14486" 14486" 1878" 1878" 1878"
44" 14528" 14528" 14528" 1876" 1876" 1876"
45" 14498" 14498" 14498" 1873" 1873" 1873"
46" 14813" 14813" 14813" 1891" 1891" 1891"
47" 14978" 14978" 14978" 1895" 1895" 1895"
48" 14939" 14939" 14939" 1878" 1878" 1878"




50" 14975" 14975" 14975" 1887" 1887" 1887"
51" 14983" 14983" 14983" 1873" 1873" 1873"
52" 14981" 14981" 14981" 1873" 1873" 1873"
53" 14973" 14973" 14973" 1883" 1883" 1883"
54" 14647" 14647" 14647" 1854" 1854" 1854"
55" 14385" 14385" 14385" 1832" 1832" 1832"
56" 14285" 14285" 14285" 1826" 1826" 1826"
57" 14093" 14093" 14093" 1814" 1814" 1814"
58" 13883" 13883" 13883" 1800" 1800" 1800"
59" 13857" 13857" 13857" 1788" 1788" 1788"
60" 13635" 13635" 13635" 1777" 1777" 1777"
61" 13197" 13197" 13197" 1767" 1767" 1767"
62" 12845" 12845" 12845" 1769" 1769" 1769"
63" 12607" 12607" 12607" 1772" 1772" 1772"
64" 12696" 12696" 12696" 1777" 1777" 1777"
65" 12636" 12636" 12636" 1782" 1782" 1782"
66" 12482" 12482" 12482" 1788" 1788" 1788"
67" 12079" 12079" 12079" 1779" 1779" 1779"
68" 11657" 11657" 11657" 1768" 1768" 1768"
69" 11204" 11204" 11204" 1757" 1757" 1757"
70" 10909" 10909" 10909" 1723" 1723" 1723"
71" 10824" 10824" 10824" 1702" 1702" 1702"
72" 11724" 11724" 11724" 1809" 1809" 1809"
73" 13801" 13801" 13801" 1998" 1998" 1998"
74" 16956" 16956" 16956" 2261" 2261" 2261"
75" 18494" 18494" 18494" 2356" 2356" 2356"
76" 19643" 19643" 19643" 2420" 2420" 2420"
77" 20253" 20253" 20253" 2453" 2453" 2453"
78" 19801" 19801" 19801" 2429" 2429" 2429"
79" 18929" 18929" 18929" 2382" 2382" 2382"
80" 20454" 20454" 20454" 2430" 2430" 2430"
81" 21653" 21653" 21653" 2477" 2477" 2477"
82" 22413" 22413" 22413" 2524" 2524" 2524"
83" 23126" 23126" 23126" 2569" 2569" 2569"
84" 24507" 24507" 24507" 2616" 2616" 2616"
85" 28801" 28801" 28801" 2677" 2677" 2677"
86" 30493" 30493" 30493" 5000" 5000" 5000"
87" 30222" 30222" 30222" 5000" 5000" 5000"
88" 39713" 39713" 39713" 5000" 5000" 5000"
89" 51259" 51259" 51259" 5000" 5000" 5000"
90" 65927" 65927" 65927" 5000" 5000" 5000"
91" 74508" 74508" 74508" 5000" 5000" 5000"
92" 80611" 80611" 80611" 5000" 5000" 5000"
93" 86404" 86404" 86404" 5000" 5000" 5000"
94" 83191" 83191" 83191" 5000" 5000" 5000"
95" 70046" 70046" 70046" 5000" 5000" 5000"
96" 61691" 61691" 61691" 5000" 5000" 5000"
97" 52569" 52569" 52569" 5000" 5000" 5000"
98" 38408" 38408" 38408" 5000" 5000" 5000"
99" 24247" 24247" 24247" 5000" 5000" 5000"











SoC$ Cons1$ Cons2$ Tau1$ Tau2$ Cons1$ Cons2$ Tau1$ Tau2$
0" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.508" 0.492" 31.500" 31.500"
1" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.507" 0.493" 29.925" 29.925"
2" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.505" 0.495" 28.350" 28.350"
3" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.503" 0.497" 26.775" 26.775"
4" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.502" 0.498" 25.200" 25.200"
5" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.500" 0.500" 23.625" 23.625"
6" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.498" 0.502" 22.050" 22.050"
7" 0.500" 0.500" 0.001" 0.001" 0.497" 0.503" 20.475" 20.475"
8" 0.409" 0.591" 0.069" 0.001" 0.495" 0.505" 18.900" 18.900"
9" 0.318" 0.682" 0.138" 0.001" 0.493" 0.507" 17.325" 17.325"
10" 0.227" 0.773" 0.207" 0.001" 0.492" 0.508" 15.750" 15.750"
11" 0.136" 0.864" 0.275" 0.001" 0.490" 0.510" 14.175" 14.175"
12" 0.215" 0.785" 0.344" 0.001" 0.488" 0.512" 12.600" 12.600"
13" 0.294" 0.706" 0.413" 0.001" 0.487" 0.513" 11.025" 11.025"
14" 0.373" 0.627" 0.481" 0.001" 0.485" 0.515" 9.450" 9.450"
15" 0.452" 0.548" 0.416" 0.242" 0.483" 0.517" 7.875" 7.875"
16" 0.453" 0.547" 0.350" 0.484" 0.400" 0.600" 7.560" 6.314"
17" 0.454" 0.546" 0.285" 0.726" 0.317" 0.683" 7.245" 4.754"
18" 0.455" 0.545" 0.219" 0.967" 0.234" 0.766" 6.930" 3.193"
19" 0.456" 0.544" 0.153" 1.209" 0.151" 0.849" 6.615" 1.633"
20" 0.457" 0.543" 0.088" 1.451" 0.067" 0.933" 6.300" 0.072"
21" 0.447" 0.553" 0.022" 1.692" 0.072" 0.928" 5.061" 1.108"
22" 0.436" 0.564" 0.024" 2.400" 0.077" 0.923" 3.823" 2.143"
23" 0.425" 0.575" 0.026" 3.108" 0.081" 0.919" 2.584" 3.179"
24" 0.415" 0.585" 0.029" 3.815" 0.086" 0.914" 1.346" 4.214"
25" 0.404" 0.596" 0.031" 4.523" 0.091" 0.909" 0.107" 5.250"
26" 0.393" 0.607" 0.033" 5.231" 0.095" 0.905" 0.104" 5.100"
27" 0.381" 0.619" 0.035" 5.938" 0.099" 0.901" 0.102" 4.950"
28" 0.370" 0.630" 0.038" 6.646" 0.103" 0.897" 0.099" 4.800"
29" 0.358" 0.642" 0.047" 7.312" 0.107" 0.893" 0.096" 4.650"
30" 0.351" 0.649" 0.056" 7.977" 0.111" 0.889" 0.094" 4.500"
31" 0.335" 0.665" 0.065" 8.643" 0.114" 0.886" 0.093" 4.300"
32" 0.324" 0.676" 0.074" 9.308" 0.118" 0.882" 0.092" 4.100"
33" 0.321" 0.679" 0.084" 9.974" 0.122" 0.878" 0.091" 3.900"
34" 0.318" 0.682" 0.093" 10.639" 0.125" 0.875" 0.090" 3.700"
35" 0.315" 0.685" 0.102" 11.305" 0.129" 0.871" 0.089" 3.500"
36" 0.313" 0.687" 0.111" 11.971" 0.133" 0.867" 0.090" 3.430"
37" 0.310" 0.690" 0.138" 14.824" 0.137" 0.863" 0.090" 3.360"
38" 0.307" 0.693" 0.166" 17.677" 0.145" 0.855" 0.091" 3.220"
39" 0.305" 0.695" 0.193" 20.531" 0.145" 0.855" 0.091" 3.220"
40" 0.302" 0.698" 0.220" 23.384" 0.149" 0.851" 0.091" 3.150"
41" 0.305" 0.695" 0.247" 26.238" 0.155" 0.845" 0.093" 3.093"
42" 0.308" 0.692" 0.275" 29.091" 0.161" 0.839" 0.095" 3.035"
43" 0.311" 0.689" 0.302" 31.944" 0.166" 0.834" 0.097" 2.978"
44" 0.314" 0.686" 0.277" 28.547" 0.172" 0.828" 0.100" 2.921"
45" 0.318" 0.682" 0.252" 25.149" 0.178" 0.822" 0.102" 2.864"
46" 0.321" 0.679" 0.227" 21.752" 0.185" 0.815" 0.106" 2.816"
47" 0.324" 0.676" 0.202" 18.354" 0.191" 0.809" 0.110" 2.768"
48" 0.327" 0.673" 0.176" 14.956" 0.198" 0.802" 0.114" 2.720"
49" 0.330" 0.670" 0.151" 11.559" 0.205" 0.795" 0.118" 2.673"




51" 0.277" 0.723" 0.101" 4.764" 0.217" 0.783" 0.116" 2.520"
52" 0.250" 0.750" 0.120" 5.149" 0.224" 0.776" 0.110" 2.415"
53" 0.224" 0.776" 0.139" 5.534" 0.230" 0.770" 0.104" 2.310"
54" 0.197" 0.803" 0.158" 5.919" 0.236" 0.764" 0.098" 2.205"
55" 0.171" 0.829" 0.177" 6.304" 0.242" 0.758" 0.091" 2.100"
56" 0.144" 0.856" 0.196" 6.689" 0.251" 0.749" 0.093" 2.074"
57" 0.117" 0.883" 0.215" 7.074" 0.260" 0.740" 0.095" 2.048"
58" 0.126" 0.874" 0.234" 7.459" 0.268" 0.732" 0.097" 2.021"
59" 0.135" 0.865" 0.253" 7.844" 0.277" 0.723" 0.099" 1.995"
60" 0.143" 0.857" 0.272" 8.230" 0.286" 0.714" 0.101" 1.969"
61" 0.152" 0.848" 0.284" 8.394" 0.300" 0.700" 0.103" 1.946"
62" 0.161" 0.839" 0.296" 8.558" 0.314" 0.686" 0.104" 1.922"
63" 0.170" 0.830" 0.307" 8.723" 0.328" 0.672" 0.105" 1.899"
64" 0.178" 0.822" 0.319" 8.887" 0.342" 0.658" 0.106" 1.876"
65" 0.181" 0.819" 0.331" 9.052" 0.357" 0.643" 0.108" 1.853"
66" 0.184" 0.816" 0.343" 9.216" 0.371" 0.629" 0.109" 1.830"
67" 0.187" 0.813" 0.355" 9.381" 0.385" 0.615" 0.110" 1.807"
68" 0.190" 0.810" 0.366" 9.545" 0.399" 0.601" 0.111" 1.783"
69" 0.193" 0.807" 0.327" 8.615" 0.413" 0.587" 0.112" 1.760"
70" 0.196" 0.804" 0.097" 3.326" 0.427" 0.573" 0.114" 1.737"
71" 0.199" 0.801" 0.247" 6.753" 0.441" 0.559" 0.115" 1.714"
72" 0.202" 0.798" 0.207" 5.823" 0.469" 0.531" 0.117" 1.668"
73" 0.224" 0.776" 0.167" 4.892" 0.469" 0.531" 0.117" 1.668"
74" 0.247" 0.753" 0.127" 3.962" 0.484" 0.516" 0.119" 1.644"
75" 0.269" 0.731" 0.088" 3.031" 0.498" 0.502" 0.120" 1.621"
76" 0.292" 0.708" 0.086" 2.972" 0.512" 0.488" 0.121" 1.598"
77" 0.314" 0.686" 0.084" 2.913" 0.526" 0.474" 0.122" 1.575"
78" 0.336" 0.664" 0.082" 2.854" 0.540" 0.460" 0.124" 1.552"
79" 0.359" 0.641" 0.080" 2.795" 0.554" 0.446" 0.125" 1.529"
80" 0.351" 0.649" 0.078" 2.736" 0.568" 0.432" 0.126" 1.506"
81" 0.344" 0.656" 0.514" 2.200" 0.582" 0.418" 0.127" 1.482"
82" 0.336" 0.664" 0.951" 1.664" 0.596" 0.404" 0.129" 1.459"
83" 0.329" 0.671" 1.387" 1.128" 0.611" 0.389" 0.130" 1.436"
84" 0.321" 0.679" 1.823" 0.592" 0.625" 0.375" 0.131" 1.413"
85" 0.314" 0.686" 2.259" 0.056" 0.639" 0.361" 0.132" 1.390"
86" 0.306" 0.694" 2.073" 0.043" 0.653" 0.347" 0.134" 1.367"
87" 0.334" 0.666" 1.887" 0.029" 0.667" 0.333" 0.135" 1.343"
88" 0.362" 0.638" 1.701" 0.016" 0.681" 0.319" 0.136" 1.320"
89" 0.389" 0.611" 1.515" 0.003" 0.695" 0.305" 0.137" 1.297"
90" 0.417" 0.583" 1.144" 0.010" 0.709" 0.291" 0.139" 1.274"
91" 0.445" 0.555" 0.774" 0.018" 0.723" 0.277" 0.140" 1.251"
92" 0.472" 0.528" 0.403" 0.025" 0.737" 0.263" 0.141" 1.228"
93" 0.500" 0.500" 0.033" 0.033" 0.752" 0.248" 0.142" 1.204"
94" 0.528" 0.472" 0.033" 0.040" 0.766" 0.234" 0.144" 1.181"
95" 0.555" 0.445" 0.033" 0.047" 0.780" 0.220" 0.145" 1.158"
96" 0.583" 0.417" 0.033" 0.055" 0.794" 0.206" 0.146" 1.135"
97" 0.611" 0.389" 0.033" 0.062" 0.808" 0.192" 0.147" 1.112"
98" 0.638" 0.362" 0.033" 0.070" 0.822" 0.178" 0.149" 1.089"
99" 0.666" 0.334" 0.033" 0.077" 0.836" 0.164" 0.150" 1.065"







%%Data Import and Setup 
 
hStep = 40; % solve step time 
  
InitialTemp = 20; % set by user 
CellTemp1 = InitialTemp; %Cell Temp 
AmbientTemp = InitialTemp; % Environmental Temp 
InitialSoC = 100; % set by user 
SoC = InitialSoC; 
  
start_mode = -1; %0=rest, 1=charge,-1=discharge, set by user. 
mode = start_mode; 
previous_mode = start_mode; 
mode_flag = 0; % to determine mode change 
  
SC = 1; %SeriesCells 
PS1 = 1;%ParallelStrings1; 
PS2 = 1;%ParallelStrings2; 
StringFailure = 0; 
ActiveStrings = PS2 - StringFailure; %strings remaining after failure 
  
MaxVoltage = 2.5; 
MinVoltage = 1.7; 
MaxSoC = 100; 
MinSoC = 0; 
  
Qc1env = 0.07; % conductive heat transfer coefficient  
Qr1env = 3.86*10^-11;% radiative heat transfer coefficient  
mCp1 = 26.4;% heat capacity. 
  
%% Initial Capacity and Fade 
% User inputs history of cell, previous cycle number and at what rate, 
age of cell in days, otherwise model assumes cell is brand new. 
History = 0; 
if History == 1 %user sets History to 1 if cell has a history. 
    CellAge = 180; %age of cell in days since manufacture 
    CycNo = 1; 
    AvgI = 0.315; %Average current rate that the cell has been used at 
else 
    CellAge = 0; 
    CycNo = 0; 
    AvgI = 0; 
end 
SCMCap = 2.68; % Ah, nominal dchg capacity found during SCM, set by user. 
DchgCap = SCMCap/0.92; % Ah, full dchg capacity. 
AgeConst = 0.0017; % Constant to determine calendar aging degradation 
CycConst = 0.94; % Constant to determine cycling degradation  




EffDeg = 0.003; %efficiency degradation 0.3% per cycle 
Qcyc = (CycConst * exp(-CycTimeConst*AvgI)*CycNo)*DchgCap/100; 
Qage = (AgeConst* CellAge^0.5)*DchgCap/100; %irreversible capcity lost 
due to age of cell 
I1 = 0.315; 
RateCap = (SCMCap) - ((SCMCap)*0.315^0.273)*(I1^-0.273); %Ah Rate 
capacity adjustment for Q2 
TotDchgCap = (DchgCap - Qage - Qcyc); 
TotChgCap = (TotDchgCap)/(0.967 - (EffDeg*CycNo)); 
Q1 = TotDchgCap*0.28; 
Q2 = TotDchgCap*0.72 - RateCap; 
if mode == 1 
    CellCap = TotChgCap; 
elseif mode == -1 && SoC >= 72 
    split = 1; 
    CellCap = TotDchgCap;    
elseif mode == -1 && SoC < 72 
    split = 2; 
    CellCap = Q1 + Q2; 
end  
TotDchgCap = (DchgCap - CapAdj - Qage - Qcyc); 
TotChgCap = (TotDchgCap)/(0.967 - (EffDeg*CycNo)); 
  
%% Initialise Recoverable Capacity   
 
RestTime = 0; %Time since current stopped 
  
Qmax = (17-0.17*SoC)*CellCap/100; %Maximum recoverable capacity  
RecFact = 0.02;%0.46; %Recovery factor k found from linear regression, 
SoC, rate, temperature dependent. 
Ir = 0; 
  
%% Import current and power user defined profiles 
 
[ProfileNum, ProfileText, ProfileVals] = xlsread 
('Model_Data.xlsx','Profile'); 
  
% Find number of rows 
ProfileEndRowCalc = strcmp('End', ProfileText); 
ProfileEndRow = 1; 
while ProfileEndRowCalc (ProfileEndRow, 1) ~= 1; 
    ProfileEndRow = ProfileEndRow + 1; 
end 
  
Duration = ProfileNum (ProfileEndRow-2, 1); % minutes 
StartTime = (ProfileNum (1,1))*60; %seconds 
  
%% Import cell data  
 
A = xlsread ('Model_Data.xlsx'); %Contains EMF, dV/dT, Self-Discharge 
B = xlsread ('Model_Data.xlsx', 'DchgResistances'); 
C = xlsread ('Model_Data.xlsx', 'ChgResistances'); 
D = xlsread ('Model_Data.xlsx', 'Capacitances'); 










%% Import Current/Power/Temperature Profiles 
%Current look up data 
Current_Time = ProfileNum (1:ProfileEndRow-2,1); 
Current_Values = ProfileNum (1:ProfileEndRow-2,2); 
%Power look up data 
Power_Time = ProfileNum (1:ProfileEndRow-2,1); 
Power_Values = ProfileNum (1:ProfileEndRow-2,3); 
%EnvTemp look up data 
EnvTemp_Time = ProfileNum (1:ProfileEndRow-2,1); 
EnvTemp_Values = ProfileNum (1:ProfileEndRow-2,4); 
 
%% Import Cell Data Look Up Tables 
%dVdT look up data 
dVdT_SoC = A(4:104, 5); 
dVdT_Values = A(4:104,15); 
  
% R1 Discharge lookup table 
R1Dchg_Temp = B (3,2:4); 
R1Dchg_SoC = B (4:104,1); 
R1Dchg_Values = B(4:104, 2:4); 
  
% R1 Charge lookup table 
R1Chg_Temp = C (3,2:4); 
R1Chg_SoC = C (4:104,1); 
R1Chg_Values = C(4:104, 2:4); 
  
% R2 Discharge lookup table 
R2Dchg_Temp = B (3,6:8); 
R2Dchg_SoC = B (4:104,1); 
R2Dchg_Values = B(4:104, 6:8); 
  
% R2 Charge lookup table 
R2Chg_Temp = C (3,6:8); 
R2Chg_SoC = C (4:104,1); 
R2Chg_Values = C(4:104, 6:8); 
  
% R3 Discharge lookup table 
R3Dchg_Temp = B (3,10:12); 
R3Dchg_SoC = B (4:104,1); 
R3Dchg_Values = B(4:104, 10:12); 
  
% R3 Charge lookup table 
R3Chg_Temp = C (3,10:12); 
R3Chg_SoC = C (4:104,1); 
R3Chg_Values = C(4:104, 10:12); 
  
% Capacitance C2 lookup table DISCHARGE 
C2_Temp = D (3,2:4); 
C2_SoC = D (4:104,1); 
C2_Values = D(4:104, 2:4); 
  
% Capacitance C3 lookup table DISCHARGE 
C3_Temp = D (3,6:8); 
C3_SoC = D (4:104,1); 
C3_Values = D(4:104, 6:8); 
 
% Capacitance C2 lookup table CHARGE 
C2Chg_Temp = D (3,14:16); 
C2Chg_SoC = D (4:104,1); 




% Capacitance C3 lookup table CHARGE 
C3Chg_Temp = D (3,10:12); 
C3Chg_SoC = D (4:104,1); 
C3Chg_Values = D(4:104,10:12); 
  
% Self Discharge Current Isd lookup table 
Isd_Temp = A (3,17:19); 
Isd_SoC = A (4:104,5); 
Isd_Values = A(4:104,17:19); 
  
% SoC vs EMF Lookup Table Charge (Known initial SoC - corresponding EMF 
value found) 
  
ChEMF_TEMP1 = A (3,11:13); 
ChEMF_SoC1 = A (4:104,5); 
ChEMF_Values1 = A(4:104,11:13); % Look up data 
  
% SoC vs EMF Lookup Table Discharge (Known initial SoC - corresponding 
EMF value found) 
  
DChEMF_TEMP1 = A (3,7:9); 
DChEMF_SoC1 = A(4:104,5); 
DChEMF_Values1 = A (4:104,7:9); % Look up data 
  
%Hysteresis Look Up DISCHARGE 
DChCons1_Val = E (4:104,2); 
DChCons1_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
DChCons2_Val = E (4:104,3); 
DChCons2_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
DChTau1_Val = E (4:104,4); 
DChTau1_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
DChTau2_Val = E (4:104,5); 
DChTau2_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
  
%Hysteresis Look Up CHARGE 
ChCons1_Val = E (4:104,7); 
ChCons1_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
ChCons2_Val = E (4:104,8); 
ChCons2_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
ChTau2_Val = E (4:104,9); 
ChTau2_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
ChTau1_Val = E (4:104,10); 
ChTau1_SoC = E(4:104,1); 
 
%% Set initial EMF Factor depending on mode 
  
if mode  == 1; 
    EMFFac = 1; % chg curve 
elseif mode == -1; 
    EMFFac =  0;% dchg curve 
end 
 
%% Set initial TransSoC to zero 
 







%% Find Initial EMF Value from given SoC and Temp using EMF Callback 
Function 
  
[EMF,EMFCh,EMFDCh] = EMFFunct (mode,previous_mode, DChEMF_TEMP1, 
DChEMF_SoC1, DChEMF_Values1,ChEMF_TEMP1, ChEMF_SoC1, ChEMF_Values1,... 
    
DChCons1_SoC,DChCons1_Val,DChCons2_SoC,DChCons2_Val,DChTau1_SoC,DChTau1_V
al,... 
    
DChTau2_SoC,DChTau2_Val,ChCons1_SoC,ChCons1_Val,ChCons2_SoC,ChCons2_Val,.
.. 




%% Determine user defined power/temperature profile 
Current = interp1(Current_Time,Current_Values,StartTime); 
Power = interp1(Power_Time,Power_Values,StartTime); 
EnvTemp = interp1(EnvTemp_Time,EnvTemp_Values,StartTime); 
  
%% Find intial current (I1) value so that intial rate dependent 
resistance can be calculated 
if Power ~=0 
    I1 = Power/EMF; 
else 
    I1 = Current; 
end 
     
if I1 == 0; 
    RateDep = 1; 
else 
    RateDep = (1.5*(((I1)^2)^0.5)^0.36); 
end 
 
%% Determine initial resistance, capacitance and dV/dT values 
 
R1Chg = (interp2(R1Chg_Temp, R1Chg_SoC, R1Chg_Values,CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge)) / RateDep; 
R1Dchg = (interp2(R1Dchg_Temp, R1Dchg_SoC, R1Dchg_Values, CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
 
R2Chg = (interp2(R2Chg_Temp, R2Chg_SoC, R2Chg_Values,CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
R2Dchg = (interp2(R2Dchg_Temp, R2Dchg_SoC, R2Dchg_Values, CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
  
R3Chg = (interp2(R3Chg_Temp, R3Chg_SoC, R3Chg_Values,CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
R3Dchg = (interp2(R3Dchg_Temp, R3Dchg_SoC, R3Dchg_Values, CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
  
dVdT = interp1(dVdT_SoC,dVdT_Values,SoC); 
C3D = interp2(C3_Temp, C3_SoC, C3_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 
C2D = interp2(C2_Temp, C2_SoC, C2_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 
  
C3C = interp2(C3Chg_Temp, C3Chg_SoC, C3Chg_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 







%% Determine reversible capacity changes from Irev Callback Function 
 
[Qmax,Isd,Ir] = IrevFunct (I1, CellCap, RecFact, RestTime, Isd_Temp, 
Isd_SoC, Isd_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 
 
%% Determine equivalent circuit parameters from determined intial values 
% Initial voltage values 
V1 = EMF; 
V2 = EMF; 
     
% Determine I1 and Power depending on whether current or power is 
defined. 
 
if mode == 1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == 1) 
   if Power > 0 %for charge - power known 
       P = Power; 
       I1 = (-V1 + ((V1)^2 + 4*R1Chg*P)^0.5)/(2*R1Chg); 
   elseif Power == 0 %for charge - current known 
       I1 = Current; 
       P = (I1^2)*R1Chg + I1*V1; 
   end 
elseif mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1) 
   if  Power < 0 %for discharge - power known 
       P= Power; 
       I1 = (-V1 + ((V1)^2 + 4*R1Dchg*P)^0.5)/(2*R1Dchg); 
   elseif  Power == 0 %for discharge - power known 
       I1 = Current; 
       P = (I1^2)*R1Dchg + I1*V1; 
   end 
end 
 
% determine initial I2, I3, I4 and Vterm 
if mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1)%dchg 
   I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Dchg; 
   I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Dchg; 
   I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
   Vterm = V1 + I1*R1Dchg; 
elseif mode == 1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1)%chg 
   I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Chg; 
   I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Chg; 
   I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
   Vterm = V1 + I1*R1Chg; 
end 
  
%% Limit terminal voltage if it hits its maximum or minimum 
if Vterm > MaxVoltage 
    Vterm = MaxVoltage; 
    I1 = ((Vterm - V1)/R1Chg); 
    I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Chg; 
    I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Chg; 
    I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
    P = I1*Vterm; 
elseif Vterm < MinVoltage 
    Vterm = MinVoltage; 
    I1 = ((Vterm - V1)/R1Dchg); 
    I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Dchg; 
    I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Dchg; 
    I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 






RUN MODEL SOLVER ROUTINE 
 
%% Initialise Runge Kutta 
  
CurrentTime = datestr(now); 
  
KFactor(1) = 0.5; 
KFactor(2) = 0.5; 
KFactor(3) = 1; 
KFactor(4) = 0; 
  
limit = 0; 
counter=1; 
Time = StartTime*60; % Time given in seconds 
  
while Time <= Duration*60 - hStep; %Time given in seconds 
    
    TempCellTemp1 = CellTemp1; 
    
    for K=1:4 
 
        %Estimate delta change for 1 timestep 
        if mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1) 
            DeltaSoC(K) = (I4 * hStep)/(36*CellCap); 
            DeltaCellTemp1(K) = hStep*((I1^2)*R1Dchg + (I2^2)*R2Dchg + 
 (I3^2)*R3Dchg + I1*(TempCellTemp1+273.15)*dVdT - Qc1env*                
(TempCellTemp1 - AmbientTemp) - Qr1env*((TempCellTemp1^4)-
(AmbientTemp^4)))/mCp1; 
        elseif mode == 1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == 1) 
            DeltaSoC(K) = (I4 * hStep)/(36*CellCap); 
            DeltaCellTemp1(K) = hStep*((I1^2)*R1Chg + (I2^2)*R2Chg +  
(I3^2)*R3Chg + I1*(TempCellTemp1+273.15)*dVdT - Qc1env* 
(TempCellTemp1 - AmbientTemp) - Qr1env*((TempCellTemp1^4)-
(AmbientTemp^4)))/mCp1;        
        end 
         
        %Determine temporary values for next iteration 
        TempSoC = SoC + KFactor(K) * DeltaSoC(K); 
        if TempSoC > MaxSoC 
            limit = 1; 
        elseif TempSoC < MinSoC 
            limit = -1; 
        end 
        TempCellTemp1 = CellTemp1 + KFactor(K) * DeltaCellTemp1(K); 
        TempTime = Time + KFactor(K) * hStep; 
        TempTransSoC = TransSoC + KFactor(K) * DeltaSoC(K); 
         
        %Update interpolated parameters with new temporary estimates 
        %TempEMF 
        Prev_EMF=EMF; 
        [EMF,EMFCh, EMFDCh] = EMFFunct (mode,previous_mode,DChEMF_TEMP1,  











        if mode == 1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == 1); 
            DeltaEMF(K) =EMF-Prev_EMF ; 
            DeltaV2(K) =  DeltaEMF(K) + (I1-I3)*hStep/C3C; 
            DeltaV1(K) = DeltaV2(K) + (I1-I2)*hStep/C2C; 
        elseif mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1); 
            DeltaEMF(K) = Prev_EMF-EMF; 
            DeltaV2(K) = DeltaEMF(K) + (I1-I3)*hStep/C3D; 
            DeltaV1(K) = DeltaV2(K) + (I1-I2)*hStep/C2D; 
        end 
  
        TempEMF = EMF + KFactor(K) * DeltaEMF(K); 
        TempV1 = V1 + KFactor(K) * DeltaV1(K); 
        TempV2 = V2 + KFactor(K) * DeltaV2(K); 
         
        if I1 == 0; 
            RateDep = 1; 
        else 
            RateDep = (1.5*(((I1)^2)^0.5)^0.36); 
        end 
  
        R1Chg = (interp2(R1Chg_Temp, R1Chg_SoC, 
R1Chg_Values,TempCellTemp1, TempSoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/RateDep; 
        R1Dchg = (interp2(R1Dchg_Temp, R1Dchg_SoC, R1Dchg_Values, 
TempCellTemp1, TempSoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
  
        R2Chg = (interp2(R2Chg_Temp, R2Chg_SoC, 
R2Chg_Values,TempCellTemp1, TempSoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/RateDep; 
        R2Dchg = (interp2(R2Dchg_Temp, R2Dchg_SoC, R2Dchg_Values, 
TempCellTemp1, TempSoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
  
        R3Chg = (interp2(R3Chg_Temp, R3Chg_SoC, 
R3Chg_Values,TempCellTemp1, TempSoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/RateDep; 
        R3Dchg = (interp2(R3Dchg_Temp, R3Dchg_SoC, R3Dchg_Values, 
TempCellTemp1, TempSoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
  
        dVdT = interp1(dVdT_SoC,dVdT_Values,TempSoC); 
         
        C3D = interp2(C3_Temp, C3_SoC, C3_Values, TempCellTemp1, 
TempSoC); 
        C2D = interp2(C2_Temp, C2_SoC, C2_Values, TempCellTemp1, 
TempSoC); 
 
        C3C = interp2(C3Chg_Temp, C3Chg_SoC, C3Chg_Values, TempCellTemp1, 
TempSoC); 
        C2C = interp2(C2Chg_Temp, C2Chg_SoC, C2Chg_Values, TempCellTemp1, 
TempSoC); 
         
        [Qmax,Isd,Ir] = IrevFunct (I1,CellCap, RecFact, RestTime, 
Isd_Temp, Isd_SoC, Isd_Values, TempCellTemp1, TempSoC); 
         
 
        %user input profiles 
 
        Current = interp1(Current_Time,Current_Values,TempTime/60 
        Power = interp1(Power_Time,Power_Values,TempTime/60);  
        EnvTemp = interp1(EnvTemp_Time,EnvTemp_Values,TempTime/60);  







 %update parameters for next K iteration 
        
     if mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1)%Discharge 
        if ((TempV1)^2 + 4*R1Dchg*P) > 0 
            if Power < 0 
                P = Power; 
                I1 = (-(TempV1)+((TempV1)^2+4*R1Dchg*P)^0.5)/(2*R1Dchg); 
            elseif Power == 0   
                I1 = Current; 
                P = (I1^2)*R1Dchg + I1*TempV1; 
            end 
        elseif ((TempV1)^2 + 4*R1Dchg*P) <~ 0 
            if Power < 0 
                P = Power; 
                I1 = -(TempV1)/(2*R1Dchg); 
            elseif Power == 0   
                I1 = Current; 
                P = -((TempV1)^2/(4*R1Dchg)); %V1^2 + 4RP = 0 
            end 
        end 
     elseif mode ==1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == 1)% charge 
         if Power > 0 
                P = Power; 
                I1=(-(TempV1) + ((TempV1 )^2 + 4*R1Chg*P)^0.5)/(2*R1Chg); 
         elseif Power == 0   
                I1 = Current; 
                P = (I1^2)*R1Chg +I1*TempV1; 
         end 
     end 
     end 
  
       % determine I2, I3, I4 and Vterm 
        if mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1)%dchg 
           I2 = (TempV1-TempV2)/R2Dchg; 
           I3 = (TempV2 - TempEMF)/R3Dchg; 
           I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
           Vterm = TempV1 + I1*R1Dchg; 
        elseif mode == 1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == 1)%chg 
           I2 = (TempV1-TempV2)/R2Chg; 
           I3 = (TempV2 - TempEMF)/R3Chg; 
           I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
           Vterm = TempV1 + I1*R1Chg; 
        end 
 
        %Protection for over and under voltage 
          if Vterm > MaxVoltage 
            Vterm = MaxVoltage; 
            I1 = ((Vterm - TempV1)/R1Chg); 
            I2 = (TempV1-TempV2)/R2Chg; 
            I3 = (TempV2 - TempEMF)/R3Chg; 
            I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
            P = I1*Vterm; 
            DeltaEMF(K) = EMF - EMFCh; 
            DeltaSoC(K) = (I4 * hStep)/(36*CellCap); 
            DeltaCellTemp1(K)=hStep*(I1^2*R1Chg+I2^2*R2Chg+ I3^2*R3Chg 




            DeltaV2(K) = DeltaEMF(K) + (I1-I3)*hStep/C3D; 




        elseif Vterm < MinVoltage 
            Vterm = MinVoltage; 
            I1 = ((Vterm - TempV1)/R1Dchg); 
            I2 = (TempV1-TempV2)/R2Dchg; 
            I3 = (TempV2 - TempEMF)/R3Dchg; 
            I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
            P = I1*Vterm; 
            DeltaEMF(K) =  EMF - EMFDCh; 
            DeltaSoC(K) = (I4 * hStep)/(36*CellCap); 
              
DeltaCellTemp1(K)=hStep*(I1^2*R1Dchg+I2^2*R2Dchg+I3^2*R3Dchg 
            + I1*(TempCellTemp1+273.15)*dVdT - Qc1env* (TempCellTemp1 - 
            AmbientTemp)-Qr1env*((TempCellTemp1^4)- 
            (AmbientTemp^4)))/mCp1; 
            DeltaV2(K) = DeltaEMF(K) + (I1-I3)*hStep/C3D; 
            DeltaV1(K) = DeltaV2(K) + (I1-I2)*hStep/C2D; 
          end 
     
    %Weighted Summation of Runge Kutta estimates 
 
    SoC = SoC + (DeltaSoC(1) + 2*DeltaSoC(2) + 2*DeltaSoC(3) +  
    DeltaSoC(4))/6; 
 
    TransSoC = TransSoC + (DeltaSoC(1) + 2*DeltaSoC(2) + 2*DeltaSoC(3) +  
    DeltaSoC(4))/6; 
 
    CellTemp1 = CellTemp1 + (DeltaCellTemp1(1) + 2*DeltaCellTemp1(2) +  
    2*DeltaCellTemp1(3) + DeltaCellTemp1(4))/6; 
     
    V1 = V1 + (DeltaV1(1) + 2*DeltaV1(2) + 2*DeltaV1(3) + DeltaV1(4))/6;  
    V2 = V2 + (DeltaV2(1) + 2*DeltaV2(2) + 2*DeltaV2(3) + DeltaV2(4))/6; 
     
    Time = Time + hStep; 
    RestTime = RestTime +(hStep/3600);%time since current stopped (hours) 
   
% Update interpolated parameters for next time step 
 
   [EMF,EMFCh, EMFDCh] = EMFFunct (mode,previous_mode, DChEMF_TEMP1, 




,CellTemp1, SoC);  
 
    if I1 == 0; 
        RateDep = 1; 
    else 
        RateDep = (1.5*(((I1)^2)^0.5)^0.36); 
    end 
  
    R1Chg = (interp2(R1Chg_Temp, R1Chg_SoC, R1Chg_Values,CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge)) / RateDep; 
    R1Dchg = (interp2(R1Dchg_Temp, R1Dchg_SoC, R1Dchg_Values, CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
  
    R2Chg = (interp2(R2Chg_Temp, R2Chg_SoC, R2Chg_Values,CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 





    R3Chg = (interp2(R3Chg_Temp, R3Chg_SoC, R3Chg_Values,CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
    R3Dchg = (interp2(R3Dchg_Temp, R3Dchg_SoC, R3Dchg_Values, CellTemp1, 
SoC)+(0.00001*CellAge))/ RateDep; 
  
    dVdT = interp1(dVdT_SoC,dVdT_Values,SoC); 
     
    C3D = interp2(C3_Temp, C3_SoC, C3_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 
    C2D = interp2(C2_Temp, C2_SoC, C2_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 
  
    C3C = interp2(C3Chg_Temp, C3Chg_SoC, C3Chg_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 
    C2C = interp2(C2Chg_Temp, C2Chg_SoC, C2Chg_Values, CellTemp1, SoC);     
  
    [Qmax,Isd,Ir] = IrevFunct (I1,CellCap, RecFact, RestTime, Isd_Temp,  
    Isd_SoC, Isd_Values, CellTemp1, SoC); 
  
    Current = interp1(Current_Time,Current_Values,Time/60); 
    P = interp1(Power_Time,Power_Values,Time/60); 
    EnvTemp = interp1(EnvTemp_Time,EnvTemp_Values,Time/60); 
     
   % Calculate Updated Values 
   %calculate new values of I1 and Power 
     if mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1) % discharge 
        if ((V1)^2 + 4*R1Dchg*P) > 0 
            if  Power < 0 
                P = Power; 
                I1 = (-V1 + ((V1)^2 + 4*R1Dchg*Power)^0.5)/(2*R1Dchg); 
            elseif Power == 0   
                I1 = Current; 
                P = (I1^2)*R1Dchg +I1*V1; 
            end 
        elseif ((V1)^2 + 4*R1Dchg*P) <~ 0 
            if  Power < 0 
                P = Power; 
                I1 = -(V1)/(2*R1Dchg); 
            elseif Power == 0   
                I1 = Current; 
                P = (-(V1)^2/(4*R1Dchg)); 
            end 
        end 
     elseif mode ==1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == 1) % power is 
never negative in charge 
         if Power > 0 
                P = Power; 
                I1=(-(TempV1) + ((TempV1 )^2 + 4*R1Chg*P)^0.5)/(2*R1Chg); 
         elseif Power == 0   
                I1 = Current; 
                P = (I1^2)*R1Chg +I1*TempV1; 
         end 














      % determine I2, I3, I4 and Vterm 
       if mode == -1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == -1)%dchg 
           I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Dchg; 
           I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Dchg; 
           I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
           Vterm = V1 + I1*R1Dchg; 
        elseif mode == 1 || (mode == 0 && previous_mode == 1)%chg 
           I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Chg; 
           I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Chg; 
           I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
           Vterm = V1 + I1*R1Chg; 
        end 
  
    %Protection for over and under voltage 
    if Vterm >= MaxVoltage 
        Vterm = MaxVoltage; 
        I1 = ((Vterm - V1)/R1Chg); 
        I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Chg; 
        I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Chg; 
        I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
        P = I1*Vterm; 
    elseif Vterm <= MinVoltage 
        Vterm = MinVoltage; 
        I1 = ((Vterm - V1)/R1Dchg); 
        I2 = (V1-V2)/R2Dchg; 
        I3 = (V2 - EMF)/R3Dchg; 
        I4 = I1+Isd+Ir; 
        P = I1*Vterm; 
    end  
     
    % mode change detection 
     
 if I1 < 0; %change to current in order to include Power? 
     if mode == 1; 
        TransSoC = 0; 
        %EMFFac = 1; 
        EMFFac = (EMF - EMFDCh)/(EMFCh - EMFDCh); 
     end 
     if mode ~= -1 
        previous_mode = mode; 
        mode = -1; 
     end 
 elseif I1 > 0; 
     if mode == -1; 
        TransSoC = 0; 
        EMFFac = (EMF - EMFDCh)/(EMFCh - EMFDCh); 
        %EMFFac = 1; 
     end 
     if mode ~= 1 
previous_mode = mode; 
mode = 1; 
   end 
elseif I1 == 0; 
   if mode ~= 0; 
RestTime = 0; %resets RestTime to 0 %rest time in Hours 
previous_mode = mode; 
mode = 0; 







% Correct capacity depending on region 
  
    if mode == 1 
     CellCap = TotChgCap; 
    elseif mode == -1 && SoC >= 72 
     CellCap = TotDchgCap;    
    elseif mode == -1 && SoC < 72 
     CellCap = Q1 + Q2; 
    End 
 
 % Cycle count 
  
if start_mode == 0 % Allows the start mode to equal 0 
    start_mode = mode;%changes start_mode to first mode other than 0 
elseif previous_mode ~= mode % signals mode change 
    if mode == start_mode && mode_flag==1 %increment cycle number when 
returning to start mode 
        CycNo = CycNo+1;  
        mode_flag = 0; 
    elseif mode == - start_mode 
        mode_flag = 1; 
    end 
end 
    CellTemp1_track(counter)=CellTemp1; 
 
    SoC_track(counter)=SoC; 
    Vterm_track(counter)=Vterm; 
    EMF_track(counter)=EMF; 
    P_track(counter)=P; 
    R1_track(counter)=R1; 
    R2_track(counter)=R2; 
    C2D_track(counter)=C2; 
    C3D_track(counter)=C3; 
    I1_track(counter)=I1; 
    I2_track(counter)=I2; 
    I2_track(counter)=I2; 
    I4_track(counter)=I4; 
    Isd_track(counter)=Isd; 
    Ir_track(counter)=Ir; 
    Time_track(counter)=Time; 
    mode_track(counter)=mode; 
    CycNo_track(counter) = CycNo; 



















Rtot_Chg = ((R1Chg+R2Chg+R3Chg)*SC)/(PS1*PS2) 
 
Rtot_Dchg = ((R1Dchg+R2Dchg+R3Dchg)*SC)/(PS1*PS2) 
 
 
EMF = EMF*SC 
Vterm = Vterm*SC 
BattCap = CellCap*PS1*PS2 
 
plot(Time_track,Vterm_track,'b'); 
    axis([0 40000 1.7 2.5]); 
    xlabel('Time'); ylabel('Vterm'); 
    hold on 
    getframe; 
     





function [EMF, EMFCh, EMFDCh] = EMFFunct 
(mode,previous_mode,DChEMF_TEMP1, DChEMF_SoC1, 
DChEMF_Values1,ChEMF_TEMP1, ChEMF_SoC1, ChEMF_Values1,... 
    
DChCons1_SoC,DChCons1_Val,DChCons2_SoC,DChCons2_Val,DChTau1_SoC,DChTau1_V
al,... 
    
DChTau2_SoC,DChTau2_Val,ChCons1_SoC,ChCons1_Val,ChCons2_SoC,ChCons2_Val,.
.. 




%Lookup EMF for both chg and dchg 
EMFDCh = interp2(DChEMF_TEMP1, DChEMF_SoC1, DChEMF_Values1, CellTemp1, 
SoC); 
EMFCh = interp2(ChEMF_TEMP1, ChEMF_SoC1, ChEMF_Values1, CellTemp1, SoC); 
  
%Interpolate Hysteresis Values 
DchgCons1 = interp1(DChCons1_SoC,DChCons1_Val ,SoC); 
DchgCons2 = interp1(DChCons2_SoC,DChCons2_Val ,SoC); 




DchgTau2 = interp1(DChTau2_SoC,DChTau2_Val ,SoC); 
ChgCons1 = interp1(ChCons1_SoC,ChCons1_Val ,SoC); 
ChgCons2 = interp1(ChCons2_SoC,ChCons2_Val ,SoC); 
ChgTau1 = interp1(ChTau1_SoC,ChTau1_Val ,SoC); 
ChgTau2 = interp1(ChTau2_SoC,ChTau2_Val ,SoC); 
  
%Find actual EMF based on mode and hysteresis 
if mode == 1 
    TransFrac1 = exp(-TransSoC/DchgTau1); 
    TransFrac2 = exp(-TransSoC/DchgTau2); 
    EMF = EMFCh - DchgCons1*TransFrac1*(EMFCh-EMFDCh)*(1-EMFFac)- 
DchgCons2*TransFrac2*(EMFCh-EMFDCh)*(1-EMFFac); 
elseif mode == -1 
    TransFrac1 = exp(TransSoC/ChgTau1); 
    TransFrac2 = exp(TransSoC/ChgTau2); 
    EMF = EMFDCh + ChgCons1*TransFrac1*(EMFCh-EMFDCh)*(EMFFac)+ 
ChgCons2*TransFrac2*(EMFCh-EMFDCh)*(EMFFac); 
elseif mode == 0 
    if previous_mode == -1 
        EMF = EMFDCh; 
    elseif previous_mode == 1 
        EMF = EMFCh; 







Reversible Capacity Callback Function 
 
Function [Qmax,Isd,Ir] = IrevFunct (I1, CellCap, RecFact, RestTime, 
Isd_Temp, Isd_SoC, Isd_Values, CellTemp1, SoC) 
  
    if I1 == 0 && RestTime > 0.0001 
Isd = interp2(Isd_Temp, Isd_SoC, Isd_Values, CellTemp1,... 
   ...SoC)*(RestTime^-0.5); %Self discharge current 
        Qmax = (17-0.17*SoC)*CellCap/100; 
        Ir = RecFact*Qmax*exp(-RecFact*RestTime); 
    else 
        Isd = 0; 
        Qmax = 0; 
        Ir = 0; 
    end 
end 
!
